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FOREWORD'

The Mid-America Vocational Curriculum Consortium (MAVCC) is an organization
which consists of twelve states striving to develop needed instructional materials. As
member states, Arizona, New Mexico, Colorado, Louisiana, Missouri, Arkansas, Texas,
Oklahoma, Kansas, Nebraska, South Dakota and North Dakota selected Air Conditioning
and Refrigeration as one of the early priorities.

The success of this publication is due, in large part, to the capabilities of the personnel
who Worked with its development. Gary Wantiez, the technical writer, has numerous years
of industry as welt as teaching experience. Joining him were representatives of each of
the states, all of whom having experiences in education and the trade. And, to be sure
all of the materials were technically accurate, many organizations were involved. Special
appreciation is extended to the National Environmental Systems Contractors Association
(NESCA), Assoc;:3ted Builders and Contractors (ABC), Refrigeration Service Engineers
Society (RSES), and The Coleman Company.

This publication is designed to assist teachers in improving instruction. As this
publication and the three other volumes are used, it is hoped that student performance
will improve and that students will be better able to assume a role in an Air-Conditioning
and Refrigeration occupation.

Instructional material in this publication is written in terms of student performance
using measureable objectives. This is an innovative approach to teaching that accents and
augments the teaching-learning process. Criterion referenced evaluation instruments are

. provided for a uniform measurement of student progress. In addition to evaluating recall
information, teachers are encouraged to evaluate the other areas including'process and
product indicated at the end of each instructional unit.

It is our belief that the teaching of this area should become more effective with
its use

Amon Herd, Chairman
Board of Directors
Mid-America Vocational

Curriculum Consortium
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PREFACE

The importance of providing every student who i.s enrolled in an Air-Conditioning
and Refrigeration tra.ling program with the very best and most complete basic training
possible cannot be over eniphasized. This first publication of the Air-Conditioning and
Refrigeration curriculum was developed with the :ntent of providing the basic skills and
knowledge that the student will need as a good foundation from which to build.

As our nation moves into an era of energy conservation and environmental protection,
the dr.?mands placed upon the air-conditioning and refrigeration specialist become even
greater. Indoor environmental control requires an individual who has e very strong
foundation in the basics, in order to obtain maximum efficiency from the climate control
equipment with a minimum of energy use.

This publication was developed with the assistance of many individuals very
knowledgeable in the trade. Some of these individuals represent professional associations
and industry. Their assistance and devotion to this project is greatly appreciated. It should
be emphasized that the student needs to be made aware of professional trade associations
and take an active part in them as much as possible. The professional trade associations
are an excellent avenue for continuing education within the trade. Every student, instructor,
and all other individuals associated with this trade should develop the attitude of
professionalism" in tl ,r endeavors.

Every effort has been made to make this publication basic, readable, and by all means,
usable Three vital parts of instruction have been intentionally omitted from this
publication: motivation, personalization, and localization. These areas are left tea the
individual instructors and the instructors should capitalize on them. Only then will this
publication really become a vital part of the teaching-learning process.

Gary W. Wantiez
Writer

Ann Benson
Executive Director

S
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USE OF THIS PUBLICATION

Instructional Units

The Air Conditioning and Refrigeration, Book I curriculum incliides seven areas. Each

area consists of one or more units of instruction. Each instructional unit includes some

or all of the basic components of a unit of instruction: performance objectivcs, suggested
activities for teacher and students, information sneets, assignment sheets, job sheets, visual

aids, tests, and answers to the test. Units are planned for more than one lesson or class

period of instruction.

Careful study of each irsIructional unit by the teacher will help him determine:

A. The amount of material that can be covered in each class period.
B. The skills whicn must be demonstrated.

1. Supplies needed
2. Equipment needed
3. Amount of practice needed
4. Amount of class time needed for demonitrations

C. Supplementary materials such as pamphlets and filmstrips that must be ordered.

D. Resource people that must be contacted.

Objccthes

Each unit of instruction is based on per rmance objectives. These objectives state
the goals of the course thus providing a sens of direction and accoaplishment for the
student.

Performance objectives are stated in two forms: unit objectives, stating the subject
matter to be covered in a unit of instruction and specific objectives, stating the student
performance necessary to reach the unit objective.

Since the objectives of the unit pro%dde direction for teaching-learning process,
it is important for the teacher and students to have a common urprstanding of the intent
of the objectives. A limited number of performance terms have been used in the objectives

for this curriculum to assist in promoting the effectiveness of the communication among
all ,individuals using the materials.

Following s a list of performance terms and their synonyms which may have been

used in this material

Name Identify Describe

Label Select Define

List in writing Mark Discuss in writing

List orally Point out Discuss orally

Letter Pick out Interpret

Record Choose Tell how
Repeat Locate Tell what

Give Explain

; I



Order Distinguish Construct

Arrange Discriminate Draw

Sequence Make

List in order Build

Classify Design

Divide e, Formulate

Isolate Reproduce

Sort Transcribe
Reduce
Increase
Figure

Demonstrate Additional Terms Used
Show your work Evaluate Prepare

Show procedure Complete Make

Perform an experiment Analyze Read

Perform the steps Calculate Tell

Operate Estimate Teach

Remove Plan Converse

Replace Observe Lead

Turn off/on Compare State

(Dis) assemble Determine Writr
(Dis) connect Perform

Reading of the objectives by the student should be followed by a class discussion

to answer any questions concerning performance requirements for each instrut_.tional unit.

Teachers should feel free to add objectives which will fit the material to the needs
of his students and community. When a teacher adds objectives, he shouldremember to
supply the needed information, assignment and/or job sheets, and ariterion tests.

SuggE;,sted Activities

Each unit of instruction has a suggested activities sheet outlining steps to follow
in accomplishing specific objectives. The activities are listed according to whether they
are the responsibility of the instructor or the student.

Instructor Duties of the instructor will vary according to the particular unit, however,
for best use of the material they should include ihn following. provide students with

objective sheet, information sheet, assignment sheets, and job sheets; preview
filmstrips, make transparencies, and arrange for resource materials and people; discuss
unit and specific ohjectives and information sheet; give test. Teachers are encouraged

to use any additional instructional activities and teaching methods to aid students
in accomplishing the objectives

Students: Student activities are listed which will help the student to achieve the
objectives for the unit.

xii J
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Information Sheets"

Information sheets provide 4ontent essential for meeting the cognitive (knowledge)
objectives of the unit. The teacher will find that information sheets serve as an excellent
guide for presenting the background knowledge necessary to develop the skills specified
in the unit objective.

Students' should read the information sheets before the information is discussed in
class. Stkidentt may take additional notes on the information sheets.

Transparency Masters

Transparency masters provide information in a special way. The students may see
as well as hear the material being presented, thus reinforcing the learning process.
Transparencies may present new information or tily may reinforce information presented
in the information sheets. They are particularly elective when identification is necessary.

Transparencies should be made and placed in the notebook where "tilkey will be
immediately available for use. Transparencies direct the class's attention to ,the topic of
discussion. They should be left on the screen only when topics shown are under discussion.

Job Sheets

Job sheets are an important segment of each unit. The instructor shoulu be able
to and in most situations should demonstrate the skills outlined in the job sheets.
Procedures outlined in the job sheets give direction to the skill being taught and allow
both student and teacher to check student progress toward the accomplishment of the
skill. Job sheets provide a ready outline for a student to follow if he has missed a
demonstration. Job sheets also furnish potential errloyers with a picture of the skills
being taught and the performances he might reasonably expect from a person who has
had this training.

Assignment Sheets

Assignment sheets give direction to study and furnish practice for paper and pencil
activities to develop the knowledges which ale necessary prerequisites to skill development.
These may be given to the student for completion in class or used for homework
assignments. Answer sheets are provided which may be used by the student and/or teacher
for checking student progress.

Test and Evaluation

Paper-pencil and performance, tests have been constructed to measure student
achievement of each objective listed in the unit of instruction. Individual test items may
be pulled out ac1 used as a short test to determine student achievement pf, a particular
objective. This kind of testing may be used as a daily quiz.and will help the teacher
spot difficulties being encountered by students in their efforts to accomplish the terminal
objective. Test items for objectives added by the teacher should be constructed and added
to the test.

Test Answers

Test answers are provided for each unit. These may be used by the teacher and/or
student for checking student achievement of the objectives.



AIR CONDITIONING AND REFRIGERATION
BOOK ONE

INSTRUCTIONAL ANALYSIS

JOB TRAINING: What the RELATED INFORMATION: What
Worker Should Be Able to Do the Worker Should Know

(Psychomotor) 1 (Cognit:ve)

SECTION A--UNIT I: HISTORY AND DEVELOPMENT

1. Important events in the
development of mechanical
refrigeration

2. Important events in the
develcipmeni. of air conclition;ng

UNIT II. JOB OPPORTUNITIES

1. Job titles

2. Demand for workers

sr
A

SECTION B--UNIT I: GENERAL SAFETY

1. Safety color code

2. Rules; for personal safety,

3. Rules for general shop safety,

4. Classes of fires

5, T /pis of fire extinquishers

6. Procedure to follow in case
of an accident

0

(

7. Demonstrate the procedure for
lifting heavy objects

UNIT II: SPECIFIC SAFETY

1. Classification of accidents
in the refrigeration shop

2. Rules for electrical safety



JOB TRAINING. What the RELATED INFORMATION: What
Worker Should Be Able to Do the Worker Should Know

(Psychomotor) (Cognitive)

3. Refrigerant related safety
rules

4 Highly fla-imable gases

5. Satety rules for pressurizing

6. Safety .ags

SECTION C--UNIT I HAND TOOLS

1. Basic hand tools

3. Grind a flat tip screwdriver

4. Grind the head of a chisel or
punch

5 Sharpen a chisel

6. Cut thread,

2 Proper use and care of hand
tools

UNIT II SPECIAL TOOLS

1. Specialized tools

2 Use and can: of specialized
tools

3 Sharpen a twist drill bit

UNIT III MEASURING

1 Measuring instruments

2 Read a rule

3 Use and care of measuring
instruments

Measure lines

5' Measure diameters

6 Read a circumference rule

7. Use calipers

8 Use a micrometer



JOB TRAINING What the RELATED INFORMATION lAhat
Worker Should Be Able to Do the Worker Should Knew

(Psychomotor) (Cognitive)

SECTION D UNIT I TUBING

1 Types of tubing

2. Applications of tubing

3 Tubing and refrigerant
hose fittings

UNIT II TUBING OPT RATIONS

1. Tubing tools

2 Flare tubing

3 Make a swage joint

4 Make a 90° and 180° bend

5 Make a 45° bend

6 Construct a tubing project

UNIT III PIPE

1 Iron, brass, flexible plastic
and p.v c pipe fittings

Black pipe and galvanized
pipe

3 Advantages and disadvantages
of plastic pipe

4 Pipe applications

5 Read fitting sizes

6 Determine lengths of pipe
necessary for a given joh

SECTION E UNIT 1 SOLDERING AND WELDING EQUIPMENT

1 Safety rules

4 add adjust torches

XVII

2 Equipment components

3 Use and care of equipment



JOB TRAINING What the
Worker Should Be Able to Do

(Psychomotor)

RELATED INFORMATION: What
the Worker Should Know

(Cognitive)

UNIT II SOFT SOLDERING

1 Types of soft solder
and fluxes

2. Steps in making a solder
joint

3 Clean, assemble, and solder a
swage joint

4 SolOer an uptight inverted
and horizontal joint

5 Solder wi,:1 different types
of torches

UNIT III SILVER BRAZING

1. Types of silver brazing
alloy and flux

2 Steps for silver brazing

3. S,Iver braze various types
of joints

UNIT IV1 ALUMINUM SOLDERING

1 Torches to be used for
aluminum soldering

2 Procedures for aluminum
soldering

3 A uminurti solder

4 Aluminum braze

UNIT V OXYACETYLENE CUTTING, WELDING, AND BRAZING

1 Torch parts

2 Tip sizes

3. Properties of a weld

4. Flame characteristics

5 Purposes of flux

xviii



JOB TRAINING: What the RELATED INFORMATION: What
Worker Should Be Able to Do the Worker Should Know

(Psychoi,,otor) (Cognitive)

6 Set up and adjust equipment

7. Use cutting and welding equipment

UNIT V!: ELECTRIC WELDING

1. Types of welding machines

2. Types and sizes of electrodes

3. i'arts of electric, welders

4. Correct le.

5. Factors determiring weld quality

6. Use the electric welder

SECTION F--UNIT I: BASIC MECHANICAL REFRIGERATION

1: Types of compressors,
evaporators, condensers,
and metering devices

2. State of refrigerant

3 Assemble a basic refrigeration
system

UNIT II: REFRIGERANT SYSTEM ACCESSORIES

3. Install filter-driers

4. Use service valves

1. Refrigerant system accessories

2. Purpose of refrigerant system
accessories

UNIT III: REFRIGERANTS

xix

1. Common refrigerants

2. Cylinder color codes

3. Use of pressure-temperature
chart

4. Methods of leak detection

5. Safety precautions fo.
refrigerant handling



JOB TRAINING: What the RELATED INFORMATION: What
Worker Should Be Able to Do the Worker Should Know .

(Psychomotor) (Cognitive)

6. Use refrigerant gauges

7. Use the pressure temperature
chart

UNIT IV. EVACUATION
r

1. Reasons for evacuating

2. Effects of air and moisture
in a refrigeration systen,

3. Types of vacuum pumps and
vacuum indicators

4. Evacuate a refrigeration
system

SECTION G -UNIT I: PRESSURIZING AND LEAK TESTING

1. Safety rules for pressurizing

2 Methods of leak testing

3 Procedure for pressurizing

4. Demonstrate the different
methods of leak checking

UNIT II: CHARGING

3 Vapor charge a system

4. Liquid charge a system

xx

I.6

1. Safety rules for handling
refrigerants

2. Advantages and disadvantages
of liquid and vapor charging

to



TOOLS

(NOTE These are the recommended tools and equipment necessary for an air-conditioning
and refrigeration training program.)

Screwdrivers
1. Standard slot
2. Phillips
3. Clutch head
4. Stubby
5. Offset

Wrenches
1. Open end
2. Box end
3. Combination
4. Adjustable open end
5 Pipe

6. Flare nut

Pliers
1

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Hammers
1.

2.

3

4

Slip joint
Slip groove
Long nose
Diagonal cutters
Plier wrench
Pinch-oft

Ball peen
Soft face
Sledge
Cix.v

Punches, Chisels, and Bars
1 Pm pun-.h
2 Center punch
0 Flat chisel
4. Pry bar
5 Scratch awl

Files
1. Flat
2. Half round
3. Round
4 Point
5 Slim taper
6. Handle

Socket
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

sets
Ratchet handle
Socket
Deep socket
Hinge handle
Extension
Speed handle
Universal joint

Tubing tools
1. Flaring tool
2. Tubing reamer
3. Flaring block
4. Cutter
5. Double flare punch
6. Swage punch
,. Lever type bender
8. Bending 'spring

Accessory hand tools
1. Wire strippers
2. Drop light
3. Oil can
4. Hack saw
5. Screw starter
6. Safety glasses
7. Nut drivers
8. Level
9. Hex-key wrenches

Threading tools
1. Tap
2. Die
3. Die stock
4 T-Handle tap wrench
5. Hand tap wrench

Refrigeration gauge set

Leak detectors
1. Soap solution
2 Halide torch
3 Electronic



Drill motors
1. Straight
2. Offset

Drill bits
1. Twist
2. Wood
3. Masonry

Bench grinders

VlfoS
1. Bench
2. Pipe

Pullers
1. Wheel

2. Bearing
3 Gear

Thermometers
1. Pocket
2. Remote bulb
3. F we and stack
4. Thermal electric

Recording thermometep
Manual wind

L. Electric

Hygrometers
1 SI ing-psy chrometers

2. Dial type
3. Humidity recorders

Vacuum pumps
1. Low vacuum
2. Deep vacuum

Vacuum indicators
1. Compound gauge
2. Mercury manometer
3. Thermocouple m.cron gauge

Capillary tube cleaner
1. Manual type
2. Hydraulic type

Charging cylinders

X111( ,
t.1

Service valves
1. Hermetic service valve kit
2 Access valves (core type)
3. Process tube adapters
4. Line piercing valves

Scales.

Fin combs

0.1 oump

Combustion testing kit

Air meters
1. Aneor4ter
2. Pitot tube
3. Inclined manometer

Appliarte :trti.ick

Knock=out cutter

Combination pattern snips

Hand notcher

Hand seamer

Riveter

Riveting hammer

Amnon snips
1. eight hand
2. Left hand

Double cut snip

Hand crimper

Refrigeration ratchet



Air-propane torch Electric welder and equipment
Torch handle 1. Electric welder

Regulator 2. Electrode holder

High temper Lture wraparound flame tip 3. Ground clamp

Standard tips
4. Shield

1. Small
5.
6.

Gloves
Chipping hammer

2. Medium 7. Safety goggles
3. Large 8. Wire brush

Halide leak detector 9. Electrode
Soldering copper
Liquified petroleum cylinders j Electrical test instruments

1. 2 1/2 lb capacity I 1. Voltmeter
2. 20 lb capacity r 2. Ohmmeter

Hose--B size with left hand nuts 3. Multi meter

Striker 4. Wattmeter
5. Ammeter

Air-acetylene torch
6. Millivoltmeter

Torch handle
7. Hermetic analyzer

Regulator
8. Capacitor analyzer

Hose

Tips
1. No. 1--Very fine pointed flame
2. No. 2--Fine
3. No. 3--Medium
4. No. 4--Medium large
5. No. 5-- Large
6. No. 6- -Extra large

High temperature wraparound flame tip
Halide leak detectors
Soldering copper
Acetylene tanks

11. "B" tank, 40 cubic foot
2. "MC" tank, 10 cubic foot

Striker
Cylinder wrench

Oxyacetylene torch
1. Oxygen regulator
2. Acetylene regulator
3. Torch handle
4. Cutting attachment
5. Welding tip
6. Cutting tip
7. Twin hose
8. Goggles
9. Striker

10. Cart
11. Oxygen cylinder
12. Acetylene cylinder
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HISTORY AND DEVELOPMENT
UNIT I

UNIT OBJECTIVE

After completion of this unit, the student should be able to match air-conditioning and
refrigeration terms to the correct definitions. The student should also be able to state
important developments in air conditioning and in mechanical refrigeration. This knowledge
will be evidenced by scoring 'eighty-five percent on the unit test.

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

After completion of this unit, the student should be able to:

1. Match terms associated with air conditioning and refrigeration to the correct
definitions.

2. List the six conditions of conditioned air.

3. State three important events in the development of mechanical refrigeration.
.10

4. State three important events in the development of air conditioning.

5. Distinguish between compression refrigeration components and absorption
refrigeration components.
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HISTORY AND DEVELOPMENT
UNIT I

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
a

I. Instructor:

A. Provide student with objective sheet.

B. Provide student with information sheet.

C. Make transparencies.

D. Discuss unit and specific. objectives.

E. Discuss information sheet.

F. Tour shop and take field trip to a local air-conditioning and ref igeration
shop.

G. Give test.

II. Student:

A. Read objective sheet.

B. Study information sheet.

C. Take test.

.. INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS

I. Included in this unit:

A. Objective sheet

B. Information sheet

C. Transparency masters

1. TM 1--Compression Refrigeration System

2. TM 2--Absorption Refrigeration System

D. . Test

E. Answers to test

%.

r-,
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II. References:

...

A. Althouse, Andrew D.; Turnquist, Cad Ft.!: and Bracciano, Alfred F. Modern
Refrigeration and Air Conditioning. Homewood, Illinois: Goodheart-Willcox
Co., 1975.

B. Refrigeration Service and Contracting. Vol. 44, No. 2, February, 1976,
p. 14-18.

C Ingels, Margaret. Father of Air Conditioning. Garden City, New York:
Country Life Press/Doubleday and Co., Inc., 1952.

D. A to Zero of Refrigeration. Detroit, Michigan: General Motors, 1961.

4.

...., 3/4)
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HISTORY AND DEVELOPMENT
UNIT I

INFORMATION SHEET

1. Terms .and definitions
(1

A Cool Heat extracted condition of a substa e

B Heat--Form of energy

C. Filter-Device. that removes unwanted particles from a substance

D Humidify Addition --)f moisture to the air

E Dehumidify- Extraction cf moisture from'the air

F Distribution of air -Method in which certain quarrtes of air are supplied

G. Absorption refrigeration Refrigeration process tliat occurs when a

refrigerant is absorbed by a chemical substahce

H Compression reirigeration-Refrigeration process that increases the pressure
of a refrigerant by mechanical means

Conditions of conditioned air

A. Cooled

B. Heated--,\

C. Filtered

D. Humidified

E. Dehumidified

F Distributed

ill important events in the development- of mechanical refrigeration

A 1-834 Jacob Perkins patented first refrigeration machine in America

(NOTE This machine was a closed compression systerh and it was not
a commercial success

B 1918- Kelvinsitor sold first domestic ref, igerator to U.S. markets

C 1930 Retriger,:nt r,12 was tievelop,:ci

NO E Rotr,gc_-,rdrit .1=12 ,vas cini: of the first fluorocarbon refrigerants.)
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1NFORMAT1ON SHEET

IV Important events go the d.Lie:opment of du- conditioning

A 1908 Carrier Air Conditioreng Company was founded

(NOTE khilirs H Corner, a pioneer in refrigerated air conditioning, is

reterred to as the "lath an conditioning.")

B 1934 Frigiciaire air conditiorked a complete house

C. 1935 General Electric installed a heat-pump system

V Components of refrigerctir)n systems

A Compression (Transparency 1)

1 Cornpres3or

2 Discharge line

Condenser

4 Liquid !inn

5 Metering device

6 Evaporator

Section line

Altsc,mtion (Transparency 2)

uit source (flame)

Generator

3 Separator

Condense,

5 L

Ansor:;,,,
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Compression Refrigeration System

Refrigerant Flew

Metering DeviceieExpansion Line
Liquid Line

Liquid

Evaporator

Suction Line

Low Side

High Side

7

Vapor

Compressor

,
Discharge Line

TM 1



Absorption Refrigeration System

Condenser

.11111111

Evaporator

Absorber

46111111

I

I

--

I

I

.

6

Ammonia Liquid

Ammonia Vapor

Hydrogen

Water

L 1 Dissolved Ammonia

T.Mne

100..

ACR I 9-A

Ammonia Vapor

.

Separator

Generator

Heat Source

(flame)

TM 2
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HISTORY AND DEVELOPMENT
UNIT I

TEST

1. Match the terms on the right to the correct definitions.

a. Heat extracted condition of a substance 1. Filter

b Extraction of moisture from the air 2. Dehumidify

c. Method in which certain quantities of air 3. Absorption
are supplied refrigeration

d. Refrigeration process that occurs when 4. Cool
a refrigerant is absorbed by a chemical
substance 5. Humidify

e. Add!tion of moisture to the air 6. Heat

f. Form of energy 7. Compression
refrigeration

g. Device_th,t removes unwanted particles
from a substance 8. Distribution

of air
h. Refrigeration process that increases the

pressure of a refrigerant by mechanical
means

2 List the six conditions of conditioned ail

a

b.

c

d.

e

3 State three important events in the development or mechanical refrigeration.

a. 1834

b. 1918

c. 1930
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4. State three important events in the development of air conditioning.

a 1908

b. 1934

c 1935

J. Distinguish between compression refrigeration components and absorptionc

refrigeration components by placing a "C" by the compression components and
an A" by the absorption components.

a. Liquid line

b Separator

c Absorber

d Compressor

N. Heat source (flame)

f. Metering device

g Suction line

9 -,
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HISTORY AND DEVELOPMENT
UNIT I

ANSWERS TO TEST

a 4 e. 5

b. 2 f. 6

c. 8 g 1

d 3 h. 7

2 d. Cooled

b Heated

c Filtered

d Humidified

e Dehumidified

f Distributed

3 a 1834 Jacob Perkins patented first refrigeration machine in America

b 1918--Kelvinator sold first domestic refrigerator to U S markets

c 1930- Refrigerant ±'--12 was developed

4 a 1908 Carrier Air Conditioning Company was founded

b 1934-Frigidaire air conditioned a complete house

c 1935-General Electric installed a heat pump system

5 d C e. A

b A C

c A g C

rl C
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JOB OPPORTUNITIES
UNIT II

UN IT OBJECTIVE

After completion of this unit, the student should be able to select job titles within phases
of air conditioning and list two job titles for each level of training. This knowledge will
be evidenced through demonstration and by scoring eighty-five percent on the unit test.

SPECI FIC OBJECTIVES

After completion of this unit, the student should be able tio:

1. Match terms associated with job op-Pdrtrunikid to the corretk definitions
or descriptions.

2. Select job titles within phases of air conditioning.

3. List two job titles for each level of training.

4 Discuss past and predicted future demands for workers with skills in air
conditioning and refrigeration.

5. Select employers of refrigeration or air-conditioning personnel.

/
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JOB OPPORTUNITIES
UNIT II

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

I. Instructor:

A. Provide student with otijective sheet.

B. Provide student with information and assignment 1:1eets:

C. Discuss unit and specific objectives.

D. Discuss information and assignment sheets.

E. Give test.

II. Student:

A. Read objective sheet.

B Study information sheet.

C. Complete assignment sheet.

D. Take test.

INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS

I. !ncluded in this unit:
4

A. Objective sheet

B. Information sheet

C. Assignment Sheet #1--Select Employers of Refrigeration or Air-Conditioning
Personnel

D. Test

E. Answers to test

II. References.

A Occupational Outlook Handbook. Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government
Printing Office, 1975.

B. Daly, Donald F. Your Future in Air Conditioning and Refrigeration. New
York, New York. Arco Publishing Co., 1971. 4
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JOB OPPORTUNITIES
UNIT II

INFORMATION SHEET

I. Terms and definitions or descriptions

A Air conditioning Conditioning of the air including cooling, heating,
dehumidifying, humidifying, filtering, and distribution

B. Mechanic Individual that performs a service or installation function

C. Wholesaler Individual or company that sells equipment, parts, and supplies
to retailers

D Retailer-individual or company that sells and services equipment to the
retail customer !..-

E Installer Mechanic that installs the equipmenr the retailer sells

F Service man -Mechanic that repairs and maintains equipment the retailer
sells

G Salesman- Individual that sells the equipment

H. Estimator-Individual that r , mmends what size and type of equipment
the customer needs

NOTE In Many organizations the salesman is also the estimator )

Manufacturer-Company that makes a particular brand of equipment

(NOTE This term is generally referred to as O.E.M., wh,ch stands for
original equipment manufacturer.)

.1 Manufacturer's representative-Individual that serves as a lia.son between the
manufacturer and the retailer

K Service representative- Individual that is emuloyed by a manufacturer to
aid retailers in the proper installation and repair of a particular brand of
equipment

I I Job ti des

A. Mariu fdcturing

1 Designer

2. Enumeer
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11\IFOPN1ATION SHEET

3 on1,1y rIt

SHOP!

5 fJou 'epresintdte,e

Sr oyresontat've

B \,V;o!tsallno

1 Said smart

2 Counterman

3 Shtpotr.q clerk

Retat!ing

1 S tsttart

2 Fitt ryilor

3 Service manager

De!Ivry person

Installer

ri cnolicq ;reOinnic

7 Heahog m(,(,,arfc

8 Rr:,.fr-, ropo,) trett,inic

ro.rimriooce

S'])t-r osor

Cool nq rriechao,r

,tt

ill I ovH,, ('to tor:

Sp,,t ta; cotr,o, fly rlr recoil red to ,,or epograWor al ar,',Is )

r;1

1 roquirt, 0 four year rollorr protir int
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INFORMATION SHEET

2 Engineer College degree in mechanical or electrical engineering

3 Assembly man -High school diploma with a mechanical
background

4. Shipping clerk -High school diploma with a background in record
keeping

5 Manufacturer's representative -High school diploma and some
college work with a background in sales

6. Servici- representative Technical school training with experience
as a cooling, heating and refrigeration mechanic

B. Wholesalrng

1. Salesman Technical school training with some business training

2 Counterman Technical school training with bookkeeping
experience

3. Shipping clerk High school citplom with some bookkeeping
experience

C Retailing

1 Salesman- Technical school training with some business traioing

2 Estimator- Technical school training with emphasis on math and
drafting

3 mr-plarjer rechh, cchool training with extensive
experience as a service rnecraryc

4 Delivery person High school diploma

5 Installer Technical school or apprenticeship training and sheet
metal wiring, and wing experwnce

6 Cooling mechanic Technical school or apprentice-hip training and
job experience

7 Heating rechnical school or apprenticeship training and
Job

8 Refriger,itain Techni-di school
training and 11) experen,e

or
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;NFOPiMATION SHEET

&Auer visor Technical school or apprenticeship training, and
iocparienre in servicing commercial heating and cooling equipment

Cooling mechanic -Technical school or apprenticeship training and
exoerieni, Jo survicinq commercial cooling Nuipment

3 .-+,atirig mechanic- Technical school or apprenticeshtp training and
experience in servicing commercial heating equipment

11; Pit and preciv:ted future demands

P, SI

F I ,

ridnlalc.ci 227 000 dir conditioning and refrigeration rflechantes----
1975

avai!obio in all oarts of time country

n9ed for 304,000 air conditioning and refrigeration
,,echank 5 by 1980

'NOfE ft'esP figures are based on Air Conditioning and
qe,p,wration Institute Manpower Survey Report'', March,
973

cay.1 (remand due to

a 4,tt.ing and cooling in more new homes

ifwt ib standard of hying

,)r ornottons, transfers, rettrerntnt, ano death



JOB OPPORTUNITIES
UNIT II

0

...ACR I 23 A

ASSIGNMENT SHEET #1--SELECT EMPLOYERS
OF REFRIGERATION OR AIR-CONDItIONING PERSONNEL

I

Using the city directory, telephone directory, or area newspapers, list employers of
refrigeration or air- ccnditioning personnel.

1. Manufacturing

___ - --

2. Wholesaling

L.

0
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ASSIGNMENT SHEET #1

3. Retailing

4. Building maintenance

,r)
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JOB OPPORTUNITIES

UNIT H

TEST

1 Match the terms on the right tD tha correct definitions or descriptions.

a. Individual or compariy that sells 1. Mechanic

quipment, parts, and supplies to retailers

b. individual that recommends what size

and type of equipment the customer

needs

c. Mech is that repairs and maintains the
eq etit the retailer sells

d. Individual that sells the equipment

e. lndividua' that performs a service or
installatiOnpfunction

f. Conditioning of the air inclping
cooling, -.heating, ,fying,
humidifying, filtering, and distribution

Company that makes a particular brand
of equipment

h. Mechanic that installs the equipment the
retailer sells

i. Individual or company that seks and
services equipment to the retail customer

Individualfjhat is employed by a

manufacturer to aid retailers in the
proper installation and repair of a

particular brand o' equipment

k Individual that serves as a liaison
between the manufacturer and the
retailer

2. Retailer

3. Estimator

4. Service
representative

5 Service man

6. Manufacturer

7 Installer

8. Salesman

9. Air conditioning

10. Wholesaler

11. Manufacturer's
representative
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2. Select the job titles within the phases of air conditioning by placing an "X"
in the appropnc.te blank

l'.1,inufactui mg

1) Delivery person

2) Dey(Iner

3) Assembly man

" Insta:ler

5) Service representative

6) Cuinterc-lan

Wholesaling

1) Engineer

2) Salesman

3) Estimator

4; Shipping clerk

Retails 4

1) Salesman

rooling mechanic

3) Shipping clerk

4) Heating mechanic

5: Refrigeration mechanic

61 Desit,ner

71 Assprnt)1 y man

- 8) Estimator

d Bui ri r g maintenance

11 Super disor

2) Salesman

3' Cool.ng mechanic



3 Ltst. 1:vve ;ob tL. o eac-,

a ro"Pne

2'

-fechr.cal

1)

C. Hah schoo'

1

4 D'scuss c eceu
cordifionlic aid re-Frioeratior

5 Seec ncroyers Gf

!-s anvity .or
-cr



JOB OPPORTUNITIES
UNIT II

ANSWERS TO TEST

1 a 10 a 6

h 3 h 7

c. 5 i 2

d. 8 j 4

a 1 k. 11

f 9

2, a 2, 3, 5

h 2, 4

c 1, 2, 4, 5, 8

d 1, 3

3 Any two of the following under each level of training

a Cn11,-ge

5

1) Manutactui ing oesIgner

2) Manufacturing engine,

7,.,chracal

1 Manufacturing service representative

2 Wholesale salesman

2) Wholesale counterman

41 '-.eta:) salesman

5) Retail estimator

6' Retail -iervice manager

Retail installer

8) Petal I cooing mechanic
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L

9) Retail heating mechanic

10) Retail refrigeration mechanic

11) Building maintenance supervisor

12) Building maintenance cooling mechanic

13) Building maintenance heating mechanic

c. High school

1) Manufacturing assembly man

2) Manufacturing shipping clerk_

3) Manufacturer's representative

4l Wholesale shipping clerk

5) Retail delivery person

4. Discussion should include

a Past

1) Estimated 227,000 air conditioning and refrigeration mechanics -
in 1975

2) Worl available in all parts of the country

b. Future

1) Estimated need for 304,000 air-conditioning and refrigeration
mechanics by 1980

2) Increased demand due to

a) Central heating and cooling in more new homes

Increase in standard of living

c) Worker promotions, transfers, retirement, and death

5. Evaluated to the sets L.- tion of the instructor
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GENERAL SAFETY
UNIT I

UNIT OBJECTIVE

After completion of this unit, the student should be able to recognize unsafe situations
and list rules for shop and personal safety. He should also be able to select the correct
fire extinguisher for the classes of fire and match the safety color code with statements
of its use. This knowledge will be evidenced through demonstration and by scoring one
hundred percent On the unit test.

..-

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

After completion of this unit, the student should be able to:

1. Match terms associated with general safety to the correct definitions.

2 Match the seven colors of the safety color code to the correct appl.cations
of their use.

3. List rules for personal safety.

4 List rules for general shop safety.

5. List steps in maintaining a clean and orderly shop

F. Match the classes of fire to the correct statements defining each class.

7. Label the three components of the fire triangle

8 'Hatch the type or types of fire extinguishers to the class of fire they are
used on.

9 Select steps to be followed in case of an accident in the refrigeration shop.

10 Select the proper steps for lifting heavy objects

11 Discuss the steps to be followed in case of an accident.

AF
'J .....1



GENERAL SAFETY
UNIT I

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

I. Instructor.

A Provide student with objective sheet.

B. Provide student with information and assignment sheets.

C. Make ,nsparencies 7

D. Discuss unit and specific objedtives.

E. Discuss information and assignment sheets.

F. Show a safety film if available.

G. Invite fire chief to give a talk on fire safety.

H. Demonstrate the procedure _-)r lifting a heavy object.

I. Give test.

II. Student:

A. Read objective sheet.

B. Study information sheet.

C. Complete assignment sheet.

D. Complete activities assigned by instructor.

E Take test.

INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS

I. Included in this unit

A Objective sheet

B Information sheet

C. Transparency masters

1 TM 1--The Fire Triangle

ACR I 3B
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2. TM 2- Types of Fire Extinguishers

3 TM 3 Lifting

D Assignment Sheet J:t1 Discuss the Steps to be Followed in Case of an
Accident

E Answers to assignment sheet

F Tes'r

G Answers to test

I I References

A The ABC's of Fire Protection Belleville, New Jersey: Kidde Portable
Extinquishers/WalteF Kidde and Co., Inc.

B An 4«sident Prevention Program for School Shops and Laboratories.
Washington, D C Office of Education /U.S. Department of Health,
Education, and Welfare

C Federal Register Vol 36 Number 105 Part II. Department of Labor. May
29, 1971

D Safety Practices and Procedures in School Shops Division of Vocational
Education:New Jersey Department of Education.

E A Look at Serv,ce Safety Tecumseh, Michigan: Tecumseh Products Co.

tit Ad( i, non& materials

A F!lo, " Hnusekeeping Means Safekeeping." 146-009, Journal Films Inc , 930
Pinter Avenue, Evanston, Illinois 60202

B Film "Stop a Fire Before it Starts " 145 024, Journal Films, 909 West
Diversey Parkway. Chicago, Illinois 60614



GENERAL SAFETY
UNIT !

INFORMATION SHEET

Terms and definitions

ACf3 I 5 B

A Safety- State or condition of be! safe, freedom from danger, ,isk, or flitiry

B Accident Includes any suddenly occurring, unintentional event which causes
injury or property damage

C. First aid Immediate, temporary care given the victim of an accident or
sudden illness until the services of a physician can be obtained,

D OSHA- Occupational Safety and Health Act, federal legislation designed
to insure safe and sanitary working conditions for employees

II. Colors and application of the safety color code

A. Federal safety red

1 Location of fire fightinr; equipment

2. Portable containers of flammable liquids

3 Emergency stop bars. stop buttons, and ernergencN, electrical stop
switches on machinery

B F(cieral safety yellow

1 Caution and for marking physical hazards

2 Waste containers for explosive -.)r comhustible

Caution against starting, using, or moving equipment p,iler repair

4 Identification of the starting point or power courcm y

C Federal safety orange

1 DJngerous 'arts of machines

Safety starter but-tons and Dart` if .(101iimPr,( ,t J ,!se,

elect -'al shock

ENepose I twirr _f
devIcr:s, and i;ov/P1
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INFORMATION SHFET

C Retain all guards a'sd s,ifiny devices cxceo, with the specific authorization
of the instructor

D Operate a hazardous machine only after receiving instruction on how to
operate the macnine safely

E Renort all accidents to the instructor regardless of nature or seventy

F Turn off the power before leaving a machine tool

G Make sure all guards and barriers are in place and adjusted properly before
starting a niachme tool

H. Dis,:onnect the Dower from machine tools before performing ne
maintenance task of oiling or cleaning

I Use a solvent only after determining fts properties, what kind of work it
has to do, and hcw to use it

J Use correct, oroperiy fitting vvrenches for nuts, bolts, and objects to be
turned or held

K k ep the shoo or laboratory floor clear of scraps and litter

L Clean up any smiled liquids immediately

M Ston 0' v shop tmels or oily waste in metal containers

Clean The ,_hips from a machine with a brush, do not use a towel, bare hands,
nr compressed Jir

O AlAays weal saf& ¶y ';lasses wlsen grciding, buffing, and hammering

P n(-, not \Nor', overtime in the shoo without the instructor being present

f ,sdtrq\? ,oh-Inc such as goggles, gloves, shoes, and aprons when welding

-:ei the safety of others Vvher working in the shop

Report any crir,lit,ori lead to an accident

T Watch the f)tl';ri e ladard saiety information and notices

Condus,t Ir a safe manner at all tIrnt'S

`V.: t
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INFORMATION SHEET

W Control your tomp-, and chances

X Use i)roi,:r rook and eiwirent for the proper lob

.1/ 11,Vear gloves when handling material with sharp edges

{prise equipment and machines only when permitted by instructor

AA Do not dish-act the attention of a wachine operator while working

klAe, sure everyone is clear when using compressed air TO clean

CC Do only approved work in shop

Chr k all equipment before turning on switch

1..-E out the dark, plenty- of light

FP 411: r, mai-hmr, parts sfould be well guarded

Cr-) Do not ri r, over extension or drop cords with appliance dolly or

imnd,t1,,,,f,fr Ca' t

H -i All ,-ILCIP/11 cold be recorded in writing

301 11111r.0 E,e given prorrpt attention

nc le,yr., tools on tne floor

S., as r (WO acr-v 0 clean ,and orderly shop

130-1 nal v _tug. equipment arrarwied to permit safe, effiNot work pract.rys
1 St

,3 '110, mak, sirpolii.1 safely. Yanked or stored in proper place

ro(., ocue;sories safely stored in cabinets, on racks, or other surtaHe

dr!, vinrk ncric hes clear and nee of debris and other haZ rdS

r,(1 1;ce from obstructions and slipnery substances

t 1 I , IS, and exits free of rnattlnals and other ';ebris

.11 cerials pr operly disposed of or store(' in approved containers
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INFORMATION SHEET

H O ly tiwoili-oniie., in approved metal containers

Students .vorking in th, area instructed on the proper procedures to follow
in keeping the area (lean and orderly

J Sufficient brooms, tfr uskles, and other housekeeping equipment readily

K. Drinking foLiitain and wash facrlities should be kept clean and neat at all
times

Vi Classes of fires

A Class A- Fires that occur in ordinary combustible materials

Example wood, rags, and rubbish

B Class B Fires that occur \,vith flammable liquids

Example Gasoline, oil, grease, paints, and thinners

Class C -Fires that occur in or near electrical equipment

Exarnpie Motors, switchboards, and electrical wiring

D. Class D -Fires that occur with combustible metals

Exarnr_le Magnesium

VII Components of t'ie fire triangle (Transparency 1)

A Fuei--Any combustible material

B Heat Enough to raise the fuel to its ignition temperature

C Oxygen- Necessar' tc sustain combustion

vs;

(NOTE To produce fife these three elements are necessary and must be
present at the same time If any one of fhe three is missing, a frig- cannot
be started With ine removal of any one of them, the fire will be

extinguished

VIII T'/ es o' fire extinnili;,,herc 'And class of fires (Transparer 21

A Pressun7ed ,i/ator Onerat,s usually by squeezing a handle or Inver, used
Uri Cla,c A foes

r t.tr,,r ,iguicfier upside doyen CI Or! C.1".is

A life;



iNFORMATION SHEET

C Car burr CM Aide (C07 Opercitc'S sgaeezing handle or trigger, used
on Cass 3 and C fires

D Dr c ch mica( Operates usually by squeezing a handle, trigger, or lever, used
Cla3s B C, and D fires

r NOTE On Class D fires, dry sand is as effective as any dry chemical other
than Purple X Tile cost of the Purple X chemical places it out of reach
of most shops.)

Foam Operates by turning extinguisner upside down, used on Class A and
B fires

;X `;trips to be followed in case of an accident in the refrigeration shop

A H,,liort acchtients a,h1 iniuries to the instructor no matter how In;t1Gr

i);. mdy

F.rst aid viii he aCmetistered if needed

t. Student wi be taken to scnool nurse

D Stuflent's parent, or guarrilan.will be notified if school nurse regLires student
in see a physician

E A.cmiont report forrti will be filled out by instructor

Investiga\ibri of the accident will take place to determine the cause of the
acrident anti iletrixine ways to'prevent the same accident from happening
again

X Steil,. for riftT.-1 obje is (Tiansparency 3)

A\ Bend knee{

Ei Keep back straIOL

!if 100



The Fire Triangle

To produce fire, three things must be present at the same time.

OXYGEN

If any one of the three is missing, a fire cannot be started or, with the removal

of any one , the fire will be extinguished.

OXYGEN

t.1
5t



Types of Fire Extinguishers

Pressurized Soda-Acid Carbon Dry

Water Dioxide Chemical

Foam



This

Lifting

Not This

e
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GENERAL. SA: ETY
UNIT I

ASSIGNMENT SHEET #1--DISCUSS THE STEPS TO BE FOLLOWED
IN CASE OF AN ACCIDENT

Given the accident below discuss the steps to be followed, and state the safety rule that
would have prevented the accident from occurring.

A student is removing a sheet metal panel and cuts the palm of his hand to the bone.

A

../

ab
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GE, IERAL SAFETY
UNIT I

ANSWERS TO ASSRAMENT SHEET

Discussion should include

1 Report all accident and injuries to the instructor no matter how minor they
may seem

2 First aid will b.e administered if needed

3 Student will be taken to school nurse

4 Student's parent or guardian will be notified if school nurse requires student
to see a physician

5 Accident report form will be filled out by instructor

6 Investigation of the accident will take place to determine the cause of the
accident and dettrmine ways to prevent the same accident -from happening again

The safety rule should ne stated as follows

Wear gloves when handling material With sharp Edges



GENERAL SAFETY
UNIT I

TEST

1 Match the terms on the right to the correct definitions.

a. Immediate, temporary care given the 1. Safety
victim of an accident or sudden illness
until the services of a physician can be 2. Accident
obtained

3 First aid

b. State or condition of being safe, freedom
from danger, risk, or injury 4. 0 S.H.A.

c Includes any suddenly occurring,
unintentional event which causes injury
or property damage

d. Occupational Safety and Health Act;
federal legislation designed to insure safe
and sanitary working conditions for
employees

ACR I 21-B

2 Match the colors of the safety color code on the right to the correct applications
of their use

a. Caution and for marking physical
hazard

Location of fire fighting equipment

Location of first aid equipment

Dangerous parts of machines

Housekeeping purposes

Traffic flow

Radiation hazards

t,

1.

2.

3.

4

5.

6.

7.

Federal safety
green

Federal safety
white

Federal safety
orange

Federal safety
purple

Federal safety
black

Federal safety
red

Feder al safety

b

c

d

f

g.

yell()W

r,,
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3. List five rules for personal safety.

a

b.

c.

e.

4 List twenty fn.re rules for iereral shop safety.

a.

b

c.

e

rr



1,-

n.

o.

P.

q.

r

s.

t.

LI .

V

W

x

Y.

5. List five steps in maintaining a clean and orderly shop.

a.

b.

c

d

.

C'

.,.

ACR I 23-B
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6. Match the (-lasses of fire on the right to the correct statements defining each
class

a FIH'S that occur with flammable liquids 1. Class A

b. Fires that occur in ordinary combustible 2 Class 3
materials

3 Class C
Fires that occur in or near electrical
eouipment

Fires that occur with combustible metals

Label the three components of the fire triangle.

4. Class D

8 n thL types of f-irc EtUigsiishers on the rigid fe thr, rtay, cf fire
X 111 y dre iisf:d on

a Doss. B Pressunied
water

ti Class C

c Class A

d Cos, D

2 Cornon dioxide
(CO2)

3 Dry

4. Sod acid

5 Foam
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Select the steps to be followed in case of an accident in the refrigeration shop
by placing an "X" in the appropriate 'blank.

r-1*
a. Investigation of the accident will take place to determine the cause

of the accident and determine ways to prevent the same accident from
happening. again

b. Apply a tourniquet

c. Student's parent 9r guardian will be notified if school nurse requires
student to see a physician

d. First aid will be administered if needed

-7

e. Mouth to mouth resuscitation will be administered in all cases

f. Student will be taken to school nurse

g. Student wi.1,1 be required to sign an insurance release form before he'

can be attended to

h. Report all accidents and injuries to the instructor no matter how minor
they may seem

i. First mop up blood to prevent a slick spot on the floor

j. Accident report form will be filled out by instructor

10. Select the proper steps for lifting heavy objects by pacing an "X" in the
appropriate blank.

a. Bend at waist aid lift straight up

b. Keep beck straight

c straddle heavy objects before trying to lift

d. Bend knees

e. Lift in a quick jerking motion

f. Lift gradually with len muscles

11. Discuss the steps to be followed in case of an accident.

(NOTE: If this activity has not been accomplished prior to to test, ask your
instructor when it should be completed.)
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tr.

GENERAL SAFETY
UNIT I

ANSWERS TO TEST

1 a 3

b 1

2

d. 4

2 a 7 e 2 and/or 5

b 6 2 and/or 5

c 1 .g. 4

d 3

3 Any five of the followirg

a Wear shop clothing appropriate to the instructional activity being performed

b Confine long hair before operating rotating equipment

c Always wear safety glasses, use suitable helmets and go' gles for welding

iies when vorking arotind macione took or ritattrq equiptmnt

1,1 o > alp Jewelry triih, n vorkirl in the shop

Cniiduct yourself in a manner conducive to safe shop practices

Us,, soab and water frequenthr as a method of preventing s'-in irritation

4 Any tventy five of th following

Keep al! hallo tools sharp, clean, and In safe working order

b. Re;)ort any defective tools machines, or other equipment to the instructor

R foin sill guatris and safety devices except with the specific authorization
Insttdctor

Croer h;iza.dous rnac,,id,, only after receiving instruction or how to
poerdte the rodchine safely

1'



B

T

e R,,pijrr accident' to the instructor regardless of nature or sek,rity

r oft t power before leaving a machine tool

ail guards and oarners are it place and adjusted properly before
`,T 101(1 a nicir:'11`.` tool

Oischne-ier the power from macnirie tools before performing the
wit-mans., . of oiling or cleaning

only after determining Its properties, what kino of work it
on .ind how to ust, it

pt-operly fitting wrenches for nuts, bolts, and objects to be
it. Helc,

i: shop or labor 'tort' floor clear o. scraps and litter

dm, rl ' immediately

, t rwis oi,ott in met ,11 containers

a brush, do not use d towe:, bare hands,
(1 ,Iir

.1j ;11,';fu, when grindir-q, bu'fing, and hammering

th,i shop without the instructor being present

as glows, ,noes, dncl aprons iNhen welding

Ht.:, of ott ivorking t r:Hop

iiirion that I id to an c drrl t

t!r. : infurroat:nr. ani-1 note-es

it d :41 all tunes

in\ mhoit

,11 inn t tuko r Fi,r,r

ityi 'or the loh

I'd11,111, 11,1f", di WW1 sham edges

:,riouliteri by instructor
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as Do not distract the attention o' a machine operator while working

bb \L sure everyone is clear when using comessed air to ciean

oniii approved work in shoo

dd ,;heck all equipment before tinning on switch

ee Do not work in the dark, use plenty of light

if Ab revolving machine gaits should he well guarded

gg Do not run over extension or drop cords with applian, e (lolly or

air conditioner cart

All accidents should be recorded in writing

All lajuries must he given pi pt attention

Do not leave tools on the floor

5 Any five of the following

Machinery and eqiiin-i'ient arranged to permit safe, efficient viiThri< 0,actices
eno ease in cleaning

viateriau, and supplies safely stacked or stored in Droner

Took and accesson?s saely stored in cabinets on racks, or other suitable

:idorking areas and wo'k benches clear and free o" debris (Inc: othr izards

clean and fret: r ofIl obstructions and slippery substances

rraf'.:. areas, acci exits free of materials mid other c;rabris

Criiiibustible in iteriali, v rg disi)oseci of or stored. in aubro:ed containers

i .ibprodt-Airiletal containers

worl,ing In the area instructed on the proper La uredirr,_s b, follow
orea cif-2;in ang ark rly

iirht t hril es. It)(I otkpr Il mc,i-tir ;wig

f I I tlf's S1 nulcl he kiht

rt-ad hiy

',, i It
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SPECIFIC SAFETY
UNIT II

UNIT OBJECTIVE

ACR I 31-B

After completion of this unit, the student should be able list specific safety rules
pertaining to the refrigeration trade The student should also be able to match ampere
figures to their effects on the human, body, discuss rescue procedures, and identify color
coding on safety signs or tags This knowledge will be evidenced by scoring one-hundred
percent on the unit test

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

After completion of this Urfa, the student should he able to

1
A

terms associated with safety to the correct definitions or descriptions,

2 List the six classifications of P..cidents in the refrigeration silop

3 List electrical safety rules

4 List refrigerant related safety rules

5 the seven highly flammable gases used in this trade

6 List safety rules for using the air acetylene torch

7 List safety rules for charging or discharging fluorinated vdrocarbon
refr igerants

8 List safety rules for pressurizing a refrigeration system.

9 List safety rules fur handling refrigerant cylinders.

10 List the two major causes of electrical accidents.

1 I List six safety rules for using electrical tools

12 Match ampere figures to their effects on the human buoy

13 Discuss rescue procedures 'n rase ',f electrical accidents

14 Identify color coding on safety tags or signs
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SPECIFIC SAFETY
UNIT if

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

instructor

A Provide student with objective sheet.

d Provide student with information sheet.

C Make transoarncies

D Discuss unit and specific objectives

E Discuss information sheet

F Invite resource people to talk to class

Examples Ele,-,tric company reoresentative or an air-conditioning

contractor

G Have students simulate an accident and the proper procedure for handling

H Give test

H St, .'rant

A Read objective sheet

B Study information sheet

C Take test

INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS

I inc!L:dcc, in this unit

A Objective sheet

B information sheet

C Transparency masters

TM 1 Rescue Procedure

2 TM 2 "Do Not Start'' Tag



3 TN1 3 "Danger" Tay

4 TM 4 " Cci LI fon" Ty

5 TM 5 Out of Order" Tay

D Test

E Arsvvers to test

II Refr:rerices

A Lieberman n' "Be Ay,,ire of Electricul SafPb,, Refrigeration Service and
Contractirk4, ily 1971

B Federd; Rogist 37 22239 22742, October 18, 1972

C Dovynin,,, c? C Reqtrwc,irts dm/ Serri«, Pointe' Manua/ INdmington,
Del,iiiw F won Products Division E 1 Dupont DeNemours and Co , 1970

e



SPECIFIC cArL FY

UNIT II

INF ORM A- I0 " SHEET

TE;ms and definitions

ACR I 35 -B

A Snecific. safety rules Safety rules that pertain to a particular 'trade or
operation

B Hydrostatic presswe- Pressure created in a vessel by overfilling, which could
tr--solt in the vessel exploding

Fluorinated hydrocarbons- -Group of refrigerants which are nontoxic,
i-Jnllan-imable, nonexplosive, and noncorrosive

Tag -Sd'ety sign that can be affixed to a particular piece of equipment

E. Ampere -Unit of electrical current flow

NOTE A milliampere would be one thousandth of an ampere. The
aboreilation for ampere is amp.)

F Tox c Poisonous

c,sifiritions of accidents .^ the refrigeration shop

A Injuries doh to mechanical r:auses

B lnlur,es due to Hectrical shocks

r,

Horihs are to n.gh pressure

s Jue to burns and scalds

E lior,es due to -x plosions

1,stories due to breathing toxic gases

ruihs

Do not und,,,,-,,bmate the botenboi danger of a 110 VAC circuit

d-er r'oEr'irt electric ocs because they can cause had burns to skin
eies

t're Ivoluntdry waction to electric shock air 1 ,rose you
f (Thn,.'11 1.3"; OthtTS

v.`1, I nechssary
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1-11.) 2,HLE_

)1.1 'It ofeiiki-id it cirit

' tr t)rijtectIvc I le,,ice

it: hetore tonnmq thew over ref!inprdni

,,t;if ices ,vhen ivork:rg on live c,rci,n.::

tioi.tri an/ servtcs work

i.sconcects when ,,orkto(1 on hve

r entering

/, (WI iint'r this mil`,' e)'rolot on

comurnssor ';Lckthse th:s Vlav cdust.

r- 4", 1,j1-, yliridtjr

rt " rear t

irs rofiyvrditor ',7steo, dun to rnoisP;r,.

-0,,`Jtern

,.-vhe;, it ;, rtCiY.)dly c(ir-
,1d, there .s fir,. ,,1,.

tli 'oh

d:Ith her.q,,31,ts

o,oe 125 r
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INFORMATION SHEET

M sett valve stems before removing gauge port caps

N Never ust carbon tetrachloride as a cleaning solvent because it is extremely
toxic

O Use naptha with a nigh flash point of 100"F or more for cleaning

P Fluorinated hydrocarbons are nontoxic in moderate amounts unless in the
presence of a flame or high temperature surface

Q Do not inhale refrigerants

R iAlvvdis remove the door from discarded refrigerators

Never discharge compressed gases toward am' per_on

V Highly fldmrnable gases used in the trade

A Propane

B Pr lent,

C Ethane

D Ethyle,IE

E- '..e:Thanc

isont,tar-P

AC.,1"),

"Ik'y 'Or tlYng the air tvieni. torch

Ose a regulator

())1,,u:n

C Luint .(,( str;k,'t

0`.0 quartpr of d turn

t a Idyls! c;om(.t))mq to provent it from hmri(l uccidently

LP) r I 1U, ,,ressiinzPri sy,,tr'm

ti,r( (,-)inmonly rpfi,iwri to as otestolite torches
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INFORMATION SHEE=T'

VII Safety rules tor charging (Jr discharging fluorinated hydrocarbon refrigerants

A Be Jwarit that any gas under pressure can be hazardous

B Do not reft!! dtsposable refrigerant cylinders

Havit adeqUaUi ventilation when purging refrigerants

D Do nut dt3charge flirorit.At hydrocarbon refrigerants into an open flame
because this create harmful phosgene gas

E :ever spray liquid refrigerant directly on the skin because this will cause
a bad burn

(NOTE If liou.-1 refrigerant is sprayed- directly on the skin or in the eyes,
tlush toe area W.th cold water and get treatment )

Nevel dpoiy ttirch to a refrigerant cylinder

'iso a ,:;10t1, aroteld the hose fittings wren removing them from a pressurized
Gr

VIII Fa`A. ruins for ptescurizinc, a refrigeration system

A ".)eve- ut,e ox i1jen ur acetylene to pressurize a system

'r.IOTE Oxygen wit! explode on contact with oil Acetylene will explode
irtfrer utey.;,ire riISSOI\P_Ti in acetone.)

3 cr ttst-t. nitrut.tt.a without a regulator

(";1)TE C,;rndr-qS contiti pre,sures In exc'ss of 2000 pounds per
st111,3!. (r)

C dpi!'; he it o a preccurized cylinder which could cause a fist'

ttr-'ssiitto t-tsulting in an itxplos:on

L.) 11,0,S'It fr tfrr.-int systems over 150 pounds per square inch gauge
J o teSt

IX :afeti rule; 'Jr fo'rigerart cylinders

A D'i not to t;yaridettt.

r)1, noi r t`t;i titsrtuttan:i rofricr,rant cytt 'oats

1 'J(o t), ?'11,,r,TS ,,,\In) a 'torch

B

0.4

VPL:Cit'
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INFORMATION SHEET

sc,1 on skin

r Do h retrigerant

G Do not spray refriger,int Into open flame

H Do not nix refrigerants

.2 cylinder cap when not in use to protect valve

J. Do not lift or carry _.ylinder by valve

K Secure large cylinders to wall or bench

L Have adequate ventilation

M M.rnovr. \,,alve or puncture cylinder when discarding disposable refrigerant
cy iin&rs

X l'.131'..)r causes of elect.,cal accidents

A Carelesmes,

B Misuse

XI Safety rules for nq electpcal tools

A 1--(1,.,c- d grour d on a oovver tools

Use ,)roper size electr,c al cord

yoper surds tools

O Do ilof t.se tools yvith fraved or damaged cord-

:21,1nr: on dry nonconductive atrfaces when using electrical tools

F V'oar eyr2 protection

i Ampere; and t' -Ir effects on the human body

r',;(-;TE Curr,,rit r-il:ic,rrineres One ampere is equal to 1,000 milliamperes.)

css rh,ln 5 r1,IHITTS No sensation

e 2 to 10 ofar C ontrac Hon

5 tc: --twat w /)hook, mab,liry to let go

luscuidt Cont'.t on
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INF-01'1MA ION SHEET

50 to 200 mi II lamp , Heart uonvulsions, death

\,;,, 100 n1,111..11, ip) alySIS (A breathing, burns

X;1 Pescp,- cf..dure in (:ler ;rical accidents (Transparency 1)

A L and disconnect if possible

t3 Decide f it aster to move the per son or the conductor

ION If conductor is to be moved use dry limb or some other
"C,",,)nduc!ive device, if the individual is to be moved use several

,:ticknesses of pa.).2r or cloth as an insulator. Do not take Hh of-O.- person

with your Dare hand.)

C Separate \Actin, ant conductor

r at _ rfuty tags c' signs

"Do ror ;tor( tag or sign (Transparency 2)

1 White tug or sign

letters on red square

i,1C1 or sign (Tr, nsparPnry 3?

t (, or sign

Irntr,r,: on red ova: wit!, a blacr, squar_

t,or. .1; 0 sign (Transparency 4)

1.,g or slop

2 roilovy iettr-rs on black 5( uare

;)i; iif urc,or tirg or sign (1-tansparencv 5)

White tog sign

black ';4Jare

%017- coliy i)Prmanrn- sign is same alb that for a tag



tI

Rescue Procedure

To move a victim away from a live
N

electrical circuit use a nonconductor
such as a long dry wooden or plastic polo

or a very dry tree branch.

f



"Dc Not Start" Tag

White Letters

Red Square

White Tag



"Danger" Tag

White Letters

Red Oval

Black Square

White Tag



"Caution" Tag

Yellow Letters

/

( A

Black Square,

i

Yellow Tag

I



"Out of Order" Tag

White Letters

Black Square

OUT OF

ORDER

White Tag



SPECIFIC SAFETY
UNIT II

TEST

1 Match the terms on the right to the correct definitions. -

Unit of electrical current flow 1. Toxic

ACR I 51-8

b. Group of 'refrigerants wnich are 2 Tag

nontoxic, nonflammable, nonexplosive,
and noncorrosive 3. Fluorinated

hydrocarbons

Poisonous
4. Specific safety

d. Pressure created in a ve3-,e1 by ove,filling, rules

which co:;id result in, the vessel

exploding 5 Hydrostatic
pressure

e. Safety sign that can be affixed to a
particular piece of equipment 6. Ampere

f. Safety rules that pertain to a particular
trade or operation

2 List the six classifications of accidents in the refrigeration shop

r

3 List ien e'PLtrical 31 ety niPS

b

Ne
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ci

e

1-

It 1 tt,-r geant reiXerj 33fPty

10_ i; ; :r% OW, tr:ide

U.
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..,

6. List four safety rules for using the air-acetylene torch.

a.

b.

c.

d.

7. List five safety rules for charging or discharging fluprinated hydrocarbon
refrigerants. .

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

8. List three safety rules for pressurizing a refrigeration system.

a.

b.

c.

9. List eight safety ( . le s for hondlinc, refrigerant cylinders.

a.

b.

c.

d

q.

h.

._,

li

*
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10 List tvvo maior causes of ele:-trical accidens.

a

t).

11 List six safety rules for( using electrical tools.

t-

a

tf

the drrocre ngures on the niiht to their effe.ts on the human

PaloWl ,;l ock mabiltty to let an 1 Over 25 mil;kihlo,

h Violent muscular contraction 2 5 to 25 mhilan,i.,

,t,

,,o,,Jhon

Li of br,,,,t'ung,

4

5 2 ill

:)() T.( '111!"

r)' r' lrin rr,11

L than

r)Inc000re n' electrica! arc,fient.,

C)
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SPECIFIC SAFETY
UNIT H

ANSWERS TO -TEST

1. .1 Ci

J

d

f -1

2 1 d injuries iu to roechat,Ical causes

e to electrical shocks

k r 1-.uries due to hijh pressure

rj 'nil (It.) (A1,2 to horns ano scdiJs

.,-juro_S 0,fn to e,colosions

d 10 breathing tovc gases

Ary ten ;;;' tfl

L,r,ricre.rt;re,rdte trio ;inter tid! danger of i 110 VAC circuit

I' b i-dre` arounJ ek'( tnr: arcs hoca,,se they can cause bad, burns to skin
3,1k1 e`

that tie eir/olt,n'.1( ncrt;tir 11 to el,:ctrir shock r.an cause you
to v'our.elf jll )bs.iblv others

01 k c,.c,,its only ....I-4,n absolutely nr-;CuSspry

Pt
I or to lii on nt HT oVerh circuit

1),11.1), (V1 U"Vit

51 :1: if,j1

befori. I IT 11 hi F 1,1 rot; vier f_int
r,
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Stand on dry nonconductive surfaces when working on live circuits

k. Check all circuits for voltage before doing any service work

lag and lock all electrical disconnects when working on live circuits
ft

4. Any ten of the following:

a \felicitate a gas filled room before entering

b Do not -overfill a container because this may cause an explosion

c Do not pump liquid refrigerant in a compressor bec,.use this may cause
the compressor to explode

d Novet a disposable refrigerant cylinder

Never put a f'ame on a refrigerant cylinder

cor,:ful of dc.k1S created in a refrigeration system due to moisture or
compr,ssoi `purnout

Nev ,1 ipok a torch to a pressurized system

Do nct use retrIgerant lines as supports

n ;Deo n'tralcrant line flares before using

n-nect p.ossiire gauge hoses and connections before using

1,,hera svorf mng with refrigerants

riciera,it cylinder above 125-F

:-der'nz, before removing gauge port caps

(11tion tett ,ichloride as a cleaning solvent because it is extreMelyo
tox,(

o Le nape; %vitt' a high flash point of 100' F or more for cleaning

F Hot to rind hydnar:arbons are nontoxic In modette amounts unless in the
art -,Pnce ,-)f. a Flame or huh temperature 'arface

Do no, hi':alc rPrinerants

Always wmovP the door from discarded refrigerators

s. sed (lases toward any person
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a. Propane

b. Propylene

c. Ethane

d. Ethylene

e. Methane

f, Isobutane

g. Acetylene

6. Any four of the following:

a. Always use a regulator

b. Wear colored safety glasses

c Light torch with striker

d. Open cylinder only one-quarter of a turn

e. Always set cylinder up against something to prevent it from being accidently

knocked over

f. Do not use a torch on a pressurized system

7. Any five of the following:

a. Be aware that any gas under pressure.can be hazardous

b. -Do not refill disposable refrigerant cylinders

c. Have adequate ventilation when purging refrigerants

d. Do not discharge fluorinated hydrocarbon refrigerants into open flame

because this will create harmful phosgene gas

e Never spray liquid refrigerant directly on the skin because this will cause

a bad burn

f Never apply a torch to a refrigerant cylinder

g. Use a cloth around the hose fittings when removing them from a pressurized

syster, or cylinder



Any three of the following:

-a.

b.

c. Never apply heat to a pressurized
pressure resulting in an explosion

d. Never pressurize refrigerant systems
(p.s.i.g.) during a leak test

9. Any 'eight of the following:

Never use oxygen or acetylene to pressurize a system

Never use thy nitrogen without a regulator

cylinder which, could cause a rise in

over 150 pounds per square inch gauge

not drop cylinders

not refill disposable refrigerant cylinders

not heat cylinders with torch

d. Secure cylinders in a moving vehicle

e. Do not spray refrigerant on skin

f. Do not inhale refrigerant

Do not spray refrigerant into open flame

h. Do not mix refrigerants

r. Replace cylinder cap when not in use to protect valve

j. Do not lift or carry cylinde'r by valve

k. Secure large cylinders to waif or bench

I. Have adequate ventilation

m. Remove valve or puncture cylinder when discarding disposable refrigerant
cylinders

10. a. Carelessness

b. Misuse

11. a. Have a ground on all power tools

b. Use proper size electrical cord,

c. Have proper guards ..)n all tools

d. Do not use tools with frayed or damaged cords

e. Stand on dry nontonductive surfaces when using electrical tools

f. Wear eye protection
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12.

13.

a. 2 d. 4

b. 1 e.. 5

c. 6 f. 3

14.

ACR I 61 -B

Discussion should include: < -,

a. Locate live wire and disconnect if possible .

b. Decide if it would be easier to move the person or the conductor

c. Separate victim and conductor

a. 1) White tag

2) White letters

3) Red square

b. 1) Red offal --

2) White tag

3) White letters

4) Black square
.%,

c. 1) 'Yellow tag

,2) , Yellow letters

3) Black square

d. 1) White tag

2) White letters

3) Black square

C.

.
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HAND TOOLS
UNIT I

UNIT OBJECTIVE

ACR I 1-C

Alger completion of this unit, the student should be able to identify the basic hand tools
used in the trade. The student should also be able to demonstrate the proper use and
care of these tools. This knowledge will be evidenced through de nstration and by scoring
eighty-five percent on the unit test.

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

After completion of this unit, the student should be able to:

1. Match terms associated with tools to the correct definitions or descriptions.

2. Identify the basic hand tools.

3. Select the dpprop,riate tool from similar groups.

4. Discuss the proper care of hand tools.

5. Demonstrate the ability to:

a. Grind a flat tip screwdriver.

b. Grind the head of chisel or punch.

'gra,

7."--

c. Sharpen a chisel.

d. Cut external threads.

e. Cut internal threads.

1 0 1
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ACR I 3 C:

HAND TOOLS
UNIT I

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

I. Instructor:

A. Provide student with objective sheet.

B. Provide student with information and job sheets.

C. Make transparencies.

D. Discuss unit and specific objectives.

E. Discuss information sheet.

F. Demonstrate and discuss the procedures outlined in the job sheets.

G. Show students actual tools.

H Demonstrate use of the grinder.

Demonstrate grinding a bevel.

J :::ve test.

I I. Student:

A Read objective sheet
\...,

B. Study information sheet.

C Complete job sheets.

D. Complete activities assigned by instructor.

E. Take test

INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS

I. Included in this unit

A, Objective sheet

B. Information sheet
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C. Transparency masters

1 TM 1 Screwdrivers

2. TM 2 Wrenches

3 TM 3- Pliers

4. TM 4--Hammers

5. TM 5- Punches, Chisels, and Bars

6. TM 6- -Files

7. TM 7--Socket Sets

8. TM 8--Tubing Tools

9. TM 9--Accessory Hand Tools

10. TM 10--Threading Took

D Job sheets

1 Job Sheet #1-Grind a Flat Tip Screwdriver

2. Job Sheet #2--Grind the Head of Chisel or Punch

3. Job Sheet #3--Sharpen a Chisel

4 Job Sheet #4 Cut External Threads

5 Job Sheet #5- Cut Internal Threads

E Test

F. Answers to test

II. References

r,
A. Althouse, Andrew D , Turnquist, Carl H.; and Bracciano, Alfred r. Modern

Refrigeration and Air Conditioning Homewood, Illinois: Goodheart-Willcox
Co 1975

B Krar, S. F , Oswald, J. W., and St. Amand, I. E. Machine Shop Operations.
New York, New York McGraw-Hill Ryerson Limited, 1975.
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HAND TOOLS
UNIT I

INFORMATION SHEET

I. Terms and definitions I

ACR I 5-C

le A. Hand tool--Tool which is hand held and is not electrical or specialized e

(NOTE: The majority of the repair work done in this trade is done with

hand tools.)

B. Specialized tool--Tool designed for a particular use

C. Screwdriver--Tool designed for tightening or loosening a screw or bolt with
a recess opening in the head

,..

D. Wrench--Tool designed to tighten or loosen a hex head bolt or nut

(NOTE: Pipe wrenches are in this group and they will fit shaped surfaces
other than hex.)

E. Pliers -Tool with adjustable jaws used for gripping

F. Hammer--Tool designed to drive, pound, flatten, or shape an object

G. Files--Cutting tools consisting of various sizes and shapes which are pushed

across a piece of metal to bring it to the proper dimension

(NOTE: Single cut files are sometimes referred to as mill files. Single cut
and double cut files are both divided into three grades of coarseness referred

to as bastard, second cut, and smooth.)

H. Swage--Enlarging of one end of a tuue so that the end of another tube
of the same size will fit into it

I. National Fine--Type of thread used for precision work

J. National Coarser-Type o't thread used for general purpose work

11. Basic hand tools

A. Screwdrivers (Transparency 1)

1. Standard slot

2. Phillips

104
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INFORMATION SHEET

3. Clutch head

4. Stubby

5. Offset

N.

B. Wrenches (Transparency 2) a

1. Open end

2; Box end

3. Combination

4. Adjustable open end

5. Pipe

6. Flare nut

C. Pliers (Transparency 3)
.,.

1. Slip joint

2. Slip groove

3. Long nose

4. Diagonal cutters

5. Plier wrench

6. Pinch-off

D. Hammers, (Transparency 4)

1. Ball peen

2. Soft face

3. Sledge

4. Claw

E. Punches, Chisels, and Bars (Transparency 5)

1. Pin punch
L

2. Center punch

105
.e.
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INFORMATION SHEET

3. Flat "chisel

4. Pry. bar

5. Scratch awl

F. Files "(Transparency 6)

1. Flat

Half round

3., Round

4. Point

5. Slim taper

6. Handle

G. Socket sets (Transparency 7)

1. Ratchet handle

2. Socket

Deep socket

4. Hinge handle

5. Extension

6. Speed handle

7. Universal joint

H. Tubing tools (Transparency 8)

1. Flaring tool

2. Tubing reamer

3. Flare block

4. Cutter

5. Double flare punch

101
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r .

` 6. Swage punch

7. Lever type bender

8. Ben'ding string

Accessory hand tools (Transparency 9)
I

CY/
4°. 1. Wire stripper,

a'
2. Drop light

Oil can 1116

4. . Hack saw

5. Screw starter

'6. Safety glasses

7. Nut drivers

8. Level

9. Hex key wrenches

Threading tools (Transparency 10)

1. Tap

2 Die

3. Die stock

4. T-HandIJ tap wrench

5. Hand tap wench

IN. Hand tool use

A Screwdrivers

-61

1. Standard slot--For tightening or loosening bolts and screws with
a slot type head

2. PhillipsFor tightening or loosening bolts and scar vs witil a
phijlips type head

(NOTE. Use proper size to prevent rounding out screw slots.)
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INFORMATION SHEET

ACR I 9-C

3. Clutch head--For 'cightening or loosening a clutch head 'bolt or
screw 1.

(NOTE. The blade must fit the sqfew%ot in order
properly.)

to function

4. StubbyFor working in close places where a jonger blade would
not fit

5. Offset--For working in extrecr.ely close places

B. Wrenches

1. Open end--For tightening or loosening hex head bolts, nuts, or
screws

2. -Box end--Fo tightening or ioosening_hex head bolts, nuts,. or
screws, bu is less likely to slip off

3. CombinationF.o. tightening or. loosening hex head bolts, nuts,
or screws .

(NOTE: This wrench has-both an ppen, end-and a box end and
it enab,es you to- carry a fewer number of wrenches.)

4. Adjustable open end--For tightening or loosening various sizes of
hex and square head nuts, bolls, and screws

5. Pipepriniarily for tightening or loosening round pipe or other.
rounded Surfaces

(NOTE: This wrench will adjust to fit various size surfaces and
it also has teeth to prevent slipping.) ,1 _ )

6. Flare nut--For tightening' or loosening a flare nut; it has a box
&rid with a notch cut out so that it can be slipped over the tubing

C. Pliers

1. Slip jointFor holc'ing or turning a part where marring of the
surface is not a problem

(NOTE: Pliers should never be used in place of a wrench.)

2. Slip groove--For the same purpose as slip joint but the jaws will
generally open wider and the handles provide more leverage

1 °Li
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INFORMATION SHEET

3. Long nose--For holding or reaching small items

Example: Holding a wire terminal while soldering a piece of
wire onto. it

4. Diagonal cuttt,rs--For cutting wire

.m.

(NOTE: These should not be used for tin snips.)

5. Plier wrench -For an excessively tight grip; it has a locking lever
to present slipping

',
(NOTE: These are commonly- ieferred to .s. vice-grips.)

- ,

'1

6. Pinch-off--For crimping refrigeration tubing to prevent the loss
of ,refrigerant while it is being soldered or brazed %/

D. 1 Hammers
4
4 .

1. Ball peen-For hammering on metal tools such as punches and
chiseis . .

2. Soft.face- -For hammering on or driving materials that a steel face
hammer would mar or break

INOtE: Soft face hammer faces are made of plastic, rubber,
rawhide, copper, lead, or wood.) ,..

3. Sledge-For breaking and pounding; it is heavy, long handled, and
has .a steel face .

' (

4. Claw- Generally for driving and pulling nails

E. \Punches, Chisels, and Bars
fl

.
Pin punch--For driving both straight add tapered pins in or out
of hubs and shafts

t

2. Center punch- For making indentations in metal for starting a drill

3. Flat chisel--For cutting off bolt heads or splitting nuts

(NOTE: A flat chisel is sometimes referred to as a cold chisel.)
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INFORMATION SHEET

4. Pry bar--Generally for jobs that require prying an object into
alignment

5. Scratch awl--Generally for scratching a line on metal, making
screw holes in sheet metal, and for aligning screw holes

F. Files

1. Flat--For smoothing metal Jrfaces; it is a double cut file

2. Half round--For filing rounded surfaces on metals

3. Round--Generally foes enlarging holes in metal

t- _

(NOTE: Round files taper-to-a point and are s- ornef tmeireferred
' to as "rat tail" files.) --

4. Point--For fillruj--cb-niact points; it is a small, thin file
_-------

5. ----Slim taper--Generally for cleaning up damaged threads

(NOTE: Slim .taper files are sometimes called saw files.)

6. File handle--Wooden handle placed on tie end of the file to
prevent it from gouging one's hand

. .7.

G. Socket sets

1. Ratchet--Fermits tightening or loosening with very little swinging
room, it is a drive handle that sockets fit onto

2. Socket--For tightening or loosening a hex head boltor.nut; used
in conjunction with a drive handle

3. Deep socket--Socket with an extended wall for reaching recessed
bolts and nuts or nuts that have the bolt extending through them
so far that the standard socket wil' not fit over them

4. Hinge handle- -Drive handle that is' used with sockets when more
force is needed to break loose or tighten a nut or bolt

(NOTE: These handles are sometimes called beak overs.)

5. Extension--Rod that fits between the socket and the drive handle
to extend the socket into hard to each places
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6. Speed handle--Drive handle used with a socket to tighten or loosen
bolts and nuts quickly that are. easy to reach

7. Uniyersal joint--Fits between the drive handle and the socket and
bends in any direction enabling the socket to get to hard to reach
nuts or bolts

H. Tubing tools

1. Flaring tool--For forcing a 45° cone into the end of a piece of
tubing being held by a flaring block which creates a flare on the

, -
tubing

2. Tubing reamer For removing the burr from the inside of tubing
after it has been'. cut

(NOTE: This is usually attached to the tubing cutter.)

3. Flare block--For holding the tubing while it is being flared-or
swaged

4. Tubing cutter--For cutting the tubing by tightening it onto the
tubin4 and rotating it at the same time

(NOTE These come in large, medium'', and small sizes.)

5. Double flare--Device which is placed in the tubing and forced
down, which causes the end of the tubing to roll-in, which makes
a flare with .double tubing thickness

6. Swage punch Driven into the end of a iube to enlarge it so that
another tube of the same size may be placed in it and soldered

7. Lever-type bender Tubing is held securely against the bender and
the arm is slid over the tubing forcing the tubing into the rounded
erd of the bender

8. Bending spring -Coil spring which is placed on the outside of
tubing to keep it from collapsing while bending

I Accessory hand tools

1. Wire strippers--Removes the insulation from electrical wire
without damaging the wire

2. Drop light--For light_in dark work areas; it has a protective
reflective shield and an electrical outlet in the handle

(NOTE: These lights usually have 25 ft. or longer cord and should
not be used as power cords for high amperage appliances, such
as refrigerators, because they are made of :mall gauge wire.)
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3. Oil can--Should have a flexible spout for reaching difficult places
and a cap to prevent spillage

4. Hack saw -For coning metals in installation and service work

(CAUTION: A hack saw is not recommended for cutting
refrigeration tubing because the filings will contaminate the
system.)

5. Screw .,tarter- -For starting srti.-.::1 slot or phillips head screws in
herd to reach places

e
4

(CAUTION: These are not to be used for tightening or loosening
screens. )

6. Safety glasses--Eye protection that should be worn on all jobs

7. Nut drivers--Hollow shaft screwdriver with a permanently attached
socket for tightening or loosening hex head bolts and nuts

8. LevelFor checking the levelness of air-conditioning and

refrigeration units

(NOTE: Two kinds of levels are the small bubble level and the
torpedo level.,

9. Hex key wrenches- For loosening or tightening socket type set
screws

J. Threading touls

1. Taps- -For cutting threads inside of hole

(NOTE: These are available in all types and sizes of threads.)

2. Dies--For cutting external threads on round stock

(NO", E: These are available in all types and sizes of threads.)

3. Handles--For holding taps and dies during the threading process

(NOTE: These include T-handles and hand tap wrenches that hold
zaps and die stocks for holding dies.)

1 1 2
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INFORMATION SHEET

V. Hand tool care

A. Screwdrivers

1. Grind flat tip square

Ground Right

2. Discard worn phillips tips

Ground Wrong

3, Do not hammqr on screwdrivers.

1 Turn adjustables in proper direction

2. Du not hammer on wrenches

3. Du net hammer with wrenches

113
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C. Pliers

1. Do not use in place of wrench

.1411118w-^

2.

D. Hammers

1. Keep handles tight

Have handles insulated when

AC R I 15-C

working on electrical circuits

2. Use the proper type for the job

E. Punches, chisels, and bars

1. Keep cutting edges and points sharp

Before and After Dressing

2. Keep head ground to prevent mushrooming
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INFORMATION SHEET

F. Files ..

1. Keep files on a wall rack

(NOTE: They will become dull if stacked in .a drawer.)

2. Do not hammer or or y with a file (

(NOTE' They are very brittle and will break.)

C; Socket sets

4Y.

...

1: Do not use an extension pipe or cheater bar on tne handle of
a ratchet

(NOTE loo much force will strip the gears in the ratcheting
mechairsrn )
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INFORMATION SHEET

2. Do not use a handle and extension pipe with thin wall sockets

(NOTE: Thin all sockets will break.)

H. Tubing tools

1. Oil threads on flaring tool
-,-

2. Replace cutting wheel on cutter when dull

I. Accessory hand tools

1. Drop light cords should not be run over with appliance dollys
or other carts

2. Protect the blade on a hack saw with a piece of cardboard to
prevent dulling of the teeth

Cardboard Sheath

3. Do not use screw starters as a screwdriver

4. Safety glasses should be kept in a case when not in use

5. Nut drivers should only be used on hand tight nuts, bolts, and
screws; do not use pliers for increased leverage

Hex Socket

(
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INFORMATION SHEET

7. Do not apply too much force to hex key wrenches

(NOTE. Too much force will break or round out the socket of
the set screw.)

J. Threading tools

1. Use a few drops of cutting oil when threading

2. Do not keep t:Ids and dies loose in a drawer

(NOTE: This will dull the cutting teeth.)



Standard Slot

I

Screwdrivers

V

Stubby

Clutch Head
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Wrenches

Combination

120

4,

Flare Nut

Adjustable Open End

1E7' ...0
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Pliers

-I

a

I

Slip Groove

Diagonal Cutters

Her Wrench

4
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Hammers
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Punches, Chisels, and Bars

Pin Punch

Flat Chisel

-41111111Ea

Center Punch

1111111.11

Scratch Awl

,
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Files

..t Flat

Half Round,

Round

Slim Taper

1 :3
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Flaring Tool and Block
5

Tubing Tools

Bending Spring

Swage Punch

Tubing Reamer

and Cutter

Reamer Blade

f

Double Flare Punches

Lever Type Bender
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Wire Strippers

Safety Glasses

Hack Saw -

Accessory Hand Tools

Screw Starter

Oil Can

134
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4

Droplight

Nut Driver

Level

irm

15

,

Hex Key Wrenches
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Tap

Threading Tools

1

7_, -7-

andles
T-Handle Tap Wrench--

Die

. Hand Tap Wrench

e=3-4EmiwAn
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HAND TOOLS
UNIT I

JOB SHEET #1--GRIND A FLAT TIP SCREWDRIVER

I. Tools and materials

A. Flat tip screwdriver

B. Bench grinder

C. Water tray

D. Safety glasses

II. Procedure

A. Put on safety glasses

B. A ...1st clearance of tool rest
vat

(NOTE: Proper clearance is approximately one-eighth inch from grinding
wheel.)

C. Turn on grinder

D. Grind tip of blade flat (Figure 1)

FIGURE/ 1

Blade Tip

Bench Grinder Water Tray

1 93



JOB SHEET #1

E. Grind sides of blade so blade will fit screw slot (Figure 2)

Poor Fit Damages Screwdrik er and

Correct Screwdriver Fit Screw Slot

FIGURE

Ground Right

c7

Ground Wrong

F Cool or) :n tray of .:ii.iter often while arii-,ding

(NOTE Cooling wil: prevent, softening. of the tin )
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HAND TOOLS
UNIT I

JOB SHEET #2--GRIND THE HEAD OF CHISEL OR PUNCH

I. Tools and materials

A. Chisel and/or punch

B. Bench grinder

C. Water tray

D. Safety yiasses

II. Procedure

A. Put on safety glasses

B. Adjust clearance of tool rest

(NOTE: Proper clearance is approximately one-eighth inch from grinding
wheel.)

C. Turn on grinder"

D. Grind a bevel on the head (Figifre 1)

(NOTE: When the head of a punch or chisel is mushroomed, chips could
break off during use causing injury to the user.)

FIGURE 1

Head Mushroomed

Head Properly Ground
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HAND TOOLS
UNIT I

JOB SHEET #3--SHARPEN A CHISEL

I. Tools and materials

A. Chisel

dB. Bench grinder

C. Water tray

D. Safety glasses

II. Procedure

A. Put on safety glasses

B. Adjust clearance of tool rest

(NOTE: Proper clearance is approximately one-eighth inch from grinding
wheel.)

C. Turn on grinder

D. Hold the chisel's cutting edge against the grinding wheel with very little
pressure

(NOTE: This will help to prevent overheating of the chisel's cutting edge.)

E. Dip the chisel in the water frequently to cool

F. Grind the edge on a slight curve (Figure 1)

(CAUTION: Hold the chisel with a firm grip during the grinding process.)

FIGURE 1

Head

Stock
\V{M 1111i

1 1

Cutting Edge



HAND TOOLS
UNIT I

JOB SHEET #4--CUT EXTERNAL THREADS

I. Tools and materials

A. Die

B. Die stock

C. Vis

D. Flat file

E. Oil can

Steel rod

(NOTE: Ask the instructor what type and size of steel rod to use for this
job.)

H. Procedure-

A. Place rod in vise (Figure 1)

F.

ACR I - 45-C

B. Chamfer end of rod with file

C. Lubricate end of rod with cutting oil

D. Place die in die stock and secure

E. Place die on top of rod with taper facing down

F. Start die traight on the rod



JOB SHEET #4

G. Press down evenly and turn the die (Figure 2)

FIGURE 2

H. Apply a few drops of cutting oil while turning the die

I. Check die often for sL,Jareness

J Turn the die one turn clockwise and then 1/4 to 1/2 a turn coun'erclockwise
to break the chip

K. Continue this procedure until the desired amount of threaus have been cut

L. R ,inov,2 die by turning counterclockwise

(NOTE Hold onto the die stock firmly while removing it so as not to
drop it when it comes to the end of the threads I

M. Clean threads with a brush

(CAUTION Do not use compressed air for cleaning)

N Clean up tools and put them away

0 Have instructor inspect work

..,

1 A f)t ,..)
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HAND TOOLS
UNIT I

JOB SHEET #5--CUT INTERNAL THREADS

I. Tools and materials

A. Tap

B. Tap wrench

C. Drill motor

D. Tap drill

lE. Vise

F. Oil can

G. Piece of steel to be drilled and tapped

II. Procedure

A. Place work piece in vise

B. Drill hole to proper size

C. Use the chart below to select the proper tap drill

6.161

T

;

%...d.
h....31 $

1

035141
0...'..
el 5m.*

hp 0.11
Lao.

1 06..660
190636166,1

69 0.95

---4--

64 I 073 1 33 i 0 0595

36 3116 30 j 0 0700

3 , 64 099 66 001110

1-
'2

11.-
60 42 0 0990

40 '23 1 34 j 0 1013

6 32 135 1 33 0 130

32 166 29 I . 0 1360

26 90 25 1 3 595

17 1 26 2 6 16 0 1770

4--1-- '9 20 250 0 20'0

3 16 , II 3125 6 0 2570

3 II 16 3'5 316 0 3175

' 6
1.".

, C 3650'6 6375 .,

2 W., , 2' 66 0 6219

9 6 12 5625 31 66 0 6663

-6 -

7 9 11 635 ' 32 0332
3 9 ; '0 2' 12 : 06361

9 11, 69 66 0 '656

.0

D. Place tap in tap wrench

E. Place tap in hole and keep the tap as straight as possible

1I;
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JOB SHEET #5

F. Apply cutting oil to tap

G. Press down on tap wrench with equal pressure on both sides (Figure 1)

H Make two complete turns with tap

Check to see that the tap is straight

J If tap is not straight, remove it and restart

(NOTES A slight amount of pressure will be required to get the tap to
start straight.)

K. Tap the hole by turning the tap wrench clockwise 1/2 a turn then
counterclockwise 1/4 of a turd

L. After the hole is tapped remove the tap by turning the wrench

counterclockwise

(NOTE. Hold on to the tap wrench to prevent it from falling on the floor )

M. Clean tools and put them away

N Have the instructor inspect



HAND TOOLS
OMIT I

TEST

1. Match the terms on the right to the correct definitions or descriptions.

a. Cutting tools consisting of various sizes
and shapes which are pushed across a
piece of metal' to bring it to the proper
dimension

b. Tool with adjustable jaws used for
gripping

c. Tool designed to tighten or loosen a hex
head bolt or nut

d. Tool designed for a particular use

e. Type of thread used for precision work

f. Tool designed for tightening or loosening
a screw or bolt with a recess opening in
the head

g. Tool which is hand held and is not
electrical or specialized

h. Tool designed to drive, pound, flatten,
or shape an object

i. Enlarging of one end Of a tube so that
the end of another tube the same size
will fit into it

j. Type of thread used fdr general purpose
work

2. Identify the basic hand tools.

1. Pliers

2. Files

3. Specialized
tool

4. National
Coarse

5. Hammer

6. Hand tool

7. Wrench

8. Swage

9. Screwdriver

10. National Fine

a. b.
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h h h.

3. Select specific took from similar groups.

a Place an "X" by the screwdriver that would fit th-, screw slot shown.

©
1) Standard slot

2) Phillips

3) Clute) head

4) Stubby

5) Offset

153
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b. Place an "X" by the wrench that is primarily used of ,unded surfaces.

1) Open end

2) Box end

3) Combination

4) Adjustable open end

5) Pipe

6) Flare nut

c. Place an "X" by the pliers that are used to crimp refrigeration tubing.

1) Slip joint

2) Slip groove

3) Long nose

4) Diagonal cutters

5) Plier wrench

6) Pinch-off

d. Place an "X" by the hammer that would be used on a brass surface and

not mar it.

1) Ball peen

2) Soft face

3) Sledge

4) Claw

e. Place an "X'' by the item that would be used when aligning drive belts.

1) Pin punch

2) Center punch

3) Flat chisel

4) Pry bar

5) Scratch awl
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f. Place an "X" by the file used generally for cleaning up damaged threads.

1) Flat

2) Half round

3) Round

4) Point

5) Slim taper

6) File handle

g. Place an "X" by the items that are not drive handles.

1) Ratchet

2) Socket

3) Deep socket

4) Hinge handle

5) Extension

6) Speed handle

7) Universal joint

h. Place an "X" by the items needed to cut a piece of tubing from a roll
and double flare one end and swage the other end.

1) Flaring tool

21 Tubing reamer

3) Flare block

4) Cutter

5) Double flare punch

6) Swage punch

7) Lever type bender

8) Bending spring

155
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I. Place an "X" by the item that should be used on all jobs.

1) Wire strippers

2) Drop light

3) Oil can

4) Hack saw

5) Screw starter

6) Safety glasses

7) Nut drivers

8) Level

9) Hex key wrenches

j. Place an "X" by the tool that is used for cutting external threads.

1) Taps

2) Dies

3) Handles

4. Discuss the proper care of hand tools.

a. Screwdrivers

b, Wrenches

c. Pliers

15;i



d. Hammers

e. Punches, chisels, and bars

f. Files

g. Socket sets

h. Tubing tools

i. Accessory hand tools

157
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j. Threading tools

5. Demonstrate the ability to:

a. Grind a flat tip screwdriver.

b. Grind the head of chisel or punch.

c. Sharpen a chisel.

d. Cut external threads.

Cut internal threads.

(NO-. E: If these activities have not been accomplished prior to the test, ask
your instructor when they should be completed.)



HAND TOOLS
UNIT I

ANSWERS TO TEST

1. a. 2 f. 9

b. 1 g. 6

c. 7 h. 5

d. 3 i. 8

e. 10 j. 4

2. a. Standard slot screwdriver

b Phillips screwdriver

c. Clutch head screwdriver

d. Stubby screwdriver

e. Offset screwdriver

f. Open end wrench

g. Box end wrench

h.,, Combination wrench

Adjustable open end wrench

j. Pipe wrench

k. Flare nut wrench

Slip jo;nt pliers

m. Slip groove pliers

n. Long nose pliers

o. Diagonal cutters

p. Plier wrench

q. Pinch-off pliers

r. Ball Deer) hammer

(

15J
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S. Soft face hammer

t Sledge hammer

Claw hammer

V

w Center punch

Flat chisel

y Pry bar

i

/Their: tile

; c RoJrui fe

colot file

f Ile ha idle

efi; itchet handle

io_pr

_t

S Pd (VI d e

am UHIVet 10ht

n F : ping t

(10 It him] reamer

alit block,

q(i (oth,r

r 11)()C1:110 ;', 't, !IC,1
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4

ss. Swage punch

tt. Wire strippers

uu. Drop light

vv. Oil can

ww. Hack saw

xx. Screw starter

yy. Safety glasses

zz. Nut drivers

aaa. Level

bbb. Hex key wrenches

ccc. Tap

ddd. Die

eee. Die stock

fff. Hand tap wrench

ggg. T-Handle tap wrench

hhh. Lever type bender

iii Bending spring

3. a. 3 f. 5

b. 5 g. 2, 3; 5, 7

c. 6 h. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6

ri. 2 i. 6

e .4 J. 2.__.

4. Discussion should include:

a. Screwdrivers

1) Grind flat tip square

2) Discard worn phillips tips

3) Do not hammer on screwdrivers

161
u
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C.

Turn adjustables in proper direction

Do not hammer on wrenches

Do not hammer with wrenches

Do not use in place of wrench

2) Have handles insulated when working on electrical

d. Hammers

1) Keep handles tight

2) Use the proper type for the job

e. Punches, chisels, and bars

1

9

Keep cutting edges and points sharp

Keep head ground to prevent mushrooming

Keep files on a wall rack

Do not hammer or pry with a file

Socket sets

circuits

1) [)co not use an extension pipe or cheater bar on the handle of
a ratchet

.2) Do not use a handle and extension pipe with thin wall sockets

h. Tubing tools

1) Oil threads on flaring tool

2) Replar:e cutting wheel on cutter when dull

i. Accessory hand tools

Drop light kirds should not be run over with
or other carts

Protect the blade on a hack saw with a piece
prevent dulling of the teeth

16,

appliance. dollys

of cardboard to

ti
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3) . Do not use screw starters as a screwdriver

4) Safety glasses should be kept in a case when not in use

5) Nut drivers should only be used on hand tight nuts, bolts, e
screws; do not use pliers for increased leverage

6) Levels should never be dropped
, ,

7) Db not apply too much force to hex key wrerches

Threading tools

1) Use a few \drops of cutting oil when threading

2) Do not keep taps and dies loose io a drawer

5. Performance skills evaluated to the satisfaction of the instructor

...
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SPECIAL TOOLS
UNIT II

UNIT OBJECTIVE

After completion of this unit, the student should be able to identify, use, and ' or
the specialized tools used in the air-conditioning and refrigeration trade. This kr, .ge

will be evidenced through demonstration and by scaring eighty-five percent on thk; unit
test.

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

After completion )f this unit, the student should be able to:

1. Match terms associated with specialized tools to the correct definitions.

2. Identify specialized tools.

3. Describe tne tiv, of the spec; iced ke9ls.

4. Describe the care of *.he specialized tools.

5. Identify the components of the refrigeration gauge set.

6. List wl- en ec.:ch refrigeration gauge set component is used.

F

Demonstrate the ability to sharpen a twist drill bit.

16 AA
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SPECIAL TOOLS
UNIT II

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

ACR I 71-C

I. Instructor:

A. Provide student with objective sheet.

B. Provide student with information and job sheets.

C. Make transparencies.

D. Discuss unit and specific objt.:tives.

E. Discuss information sheet.

F. Demonstrate and discuss th,.. ,rocedure outlined in the job sheet

G. Show students special tools.

H. Take field trip to a parts wholesaler.

I. Have students look up tools in catalogs to get an idea of the cost involved
in equipping a shop.

J Give test.

I I Student:

A. Read objective sheet.

B. Study information sheet.

C. Complete job sheet.

D. Complete activities assigned by instructor.

E Take test.

INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS

I. Included :n this unit.

A. Objective sheet

B. Information sheet



C. Transparency masters

1. TM 1 Special Tools

2. TM 2--Special Tools (Continued)

3. TM 3--Special Tools (Continued)

4 TM 4--Special Tools (Continued)

5 TM 5--Special Tools (Continued)

6 TM 6--Special Took (Continued)

7 TM 7--Special Tools (Continued)

8 TM 8--Special Tools (Continued)

9. TM 9- Refrigeration Gauge Set Components

D Job Sheet 1 -Sharpen a Twist Drill Bit

E Test

F Answers to test

II. Reference- Althouse, Andraw D., Turnquist, Carl H.; and Bracciano, Alfred F.
Modern Refrigeration and Air Conditioning. Homewood, Illinois:
Goodheart-Willcox Co., 1975.

1 6(



I. Terms acid definitions

, ACR I - 73-C

SPECIAL TGOLS
UNIT II

INcORMATiON SHEET

A. Charging--Replacing or adding refrigerant to a refrigeration system

3. Evacuating--Using a vacuum pump to pull a vacuum on a refrigeration system
for the purpose of removing air and moisture

C. Conduit-Tubular enclosure for electrical conductors

D. Thermal electric lead--Lead made up of two dissimilar metals which creates
a small amount of voltage upon temperature change

E. Hygrometer-Humidity sensing device

F. .gh vacuum Vacuum of 2000 to .1 microns and requires a two stage
pump; also called a deep vacuum

(NOTE: One inch of mercury vacuum is equal to 25,400 microns.)

G. Manometer-Instrument consisting of a "U'' shaped glass tube with either
mercury or water in it for the measurement of pressure gases

H. '-lermetic-Sealed system

I. Combustion-Burning of fuels

II. Specialized tools (Transparencies 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8)

A. Refrigeration nauge set

B. Leak detectors

1. Soap solution

2. Halide torch

3. Electronic

C. Drill motors

1. Straight

2. Offset

1 f, :
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INFORMATION SHEET

D. Drill bits

1. Twist

2. Wood

3. Masonry

E. Bench grinders

F. Vises

1. Bench

2. Pipe

G. Pullets

1. Wheel

2. Bearing

3. Gear

H Thermometers

i. Pocket

2 Remote bulb

3 Flue and stack

4. Thermal electric

I Recording thermometers

1. Manual wind

2. Electric

J I+ irorneters

1 Sling psychrometer

2. Qi1 type

3 Humidity recorder

0.,

1 c' '0 :..



INFORMATION SHEET

K Vacuum pumps

Low vacuum

2. High vacuum

L. Vacuum indicators

1. Compound gauge

2. Men...rry manometer

3. Thermocouple micron gauge

M. Capillary tube cleaners

1. Manual

2. Hydraulic

N. Charging cylinder

O. Service valves

1. Hermetic service valve kit

2. Access core type valves

3. Process tube adapters

4. Line piercing valves

P. Scales

O. Fin combs

R. Oil puma

S. Combustion testing kit

T. Air meters

1. Aneom,,ter

2. Pitot tube

3. Incline manometer

U. Appliance truck

16b
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INFORMAT ION SHEET

V. Knock-out cutter

W. Combination pattern snips

X. Hard notcher

Y Hand seamer

Z. Riveter

AA. Riveting hammer

BB. Aviation snips

1. Right-hand

2 Left-hand

CC Double cutting snips

DID,. Hand crimper

EE Refrigeration ratchet

Ill. Use of Oecialized tools

A, Refrigeration gauge set--For charging, evacuating, and checking pressures on

refrigerant systems

B. Leak detectorsFor' locating refrigerant ;ec,ks

C. Drill motors

1. Straight--Fe- drilling holes in metal or wood

Offset- -For drilling holes in metal or wood in limited work:tig
space

D. Drill bits

wist -Fcr drrliing metal

2 Wood- For d,illing wood

Masonry Fcr drilling concrete and stone

E. Bench grin iers- -For grinding metal edges



INFORMATION SHEET

F. Vises

1. Bench--For holding objects secure

Exam, le:
6!

ACR I 77-C

An object would need to be held secure while it
was being drilled, filed, sawed, or electrically tested

2. Pipe--For holding pipe or conduit secure

Example: Pipe or conduit would reed to be held secure when
It is being cut, threaded, or reamed

G. Pullers

1. Wheel--For removing _pulleys and bearings from motor shafts

2. BeanngFor removing or installing bearings and bushings in'
motors

3. Gear--For removing small pulleys or gears from motor shafts

P. Thermometers

Pocket--For checking the temperature of refrigeration components
and systems

2. Remote bulb -For checking temperatures in one area and reading
the temperature on a dial in another area

(NOTE: The pocket and remote bulb thermometers are available
in various ranges but the -40°F to +120°F range seems to be the
most applicable to refrigeration work.)

3. Flue and stack--For checking the temperatures created in gas flues
and stacks

(NOT The temperat are range on these thermometers is

generally 200°F to 1000'F.)

4. Thermal electricFor measuring temperatures from -50°F to as
high as +1000°F

(NOTE This temperature indicating meter is generally capable
of checking more than one temperature through the use of
multiple leads and by changing the function switch.)

1.71
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INFORMATION SHEET

I. Recording thermometers

1. Manual wind -Records temperatures on a time chart

iNOTE This recorder can be equipped with a remote temperature
sensing bulb, and it has a manual 'wind clock assembly for
advancing the time chart.)

2. Electric-- Records temperatures on a strip chart

(NOTE: This recorder uses thermocouple type leads and will
generally record more than one temperature.)

Hygrometers

1 Sling psychrometer -Wet -bulb and dry-bulb temperatures will
be obtained by whirling the psychrometer for 15 to 20 seconds

(NOTE: Dry-bulb temperature is thr, temperat.,re of the air as
indicated by an ordinary thermometer. The wet-bulb temperature
is the temperature by evaporation.)

Dial type -Cc tains human hair that reacts to humidity changes
which gives a meter reading

3. Humidity recorder--Records humidity changes on .a time chart

K Vacuum pumps

Low vacuum -For evacuating a refrigeration system; used In
conjunction with a gauge manifold

2. High vacuum- For evacuating a refrigeration system; used in
conjurction %:vith a high vacuurn'gauqe manifold and micron gauge

'NOTE These pumps are capabe of pulling a vacuum below 50
microns and are used on large air-condittorling and refrigeration
systems.)

L V cu inn incIICcIT,C.-S

Ccmpound gauge- Indicates vacuum accurateiy to 25 inches of
mercury

2 'ercury inanorneter Indicates an accurate vacuum readinq below
5 inches, used with 'a vacuum pump

3 11,,,rmocounle micron gaugf, Ar extremely accurate vacuum
indTar,)y, used in conjunction witn a high vacuum pump

1 7(2
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INFORMATION SHEET

M Capillary tube cleaner

1 Manual -Forces oil or R-1 1 through a capillary tube when the
pressure handle is turned clockwise

2. HydraulicForces oil or R-11 through a capillary tube with the
use r f a hydraulic pump

(NOTE Remove capillary tubes from system hefore cleaning )

N. Charging cylinderFor charging the proper amount of refrigerant into a
system, used with a gauge manifold set

0 Service valves

1 Hermetic service valve kitAllows the connection of refrigeration
gauges to some hermetic systems

(NOTE. This valve kit is essential when servicing General Electric
or Fr,gidaire domestic refrigerators.)

2 Access core type valves- Allow the refrigerant system pressures
to be checked when the gauge hose depresses the core

(NOTE These valves are commonly referred to as Schrader valves)

3 P,ocess tube adapters -Provide a gauge connection by fitting onto
the end of the charging stubs

(NOTE These adapters must he removed after the stub has been
pinched off and prior to soldering end of stub.)

4 Line piercing valves Allow a gauge connection by tightening onto
a charging stub and piercing it

i,NOTE These valves are commonly ret,rred to as line taps.)

P Scales For weighing the amount of refrigerant during the charging process

G Pin combs For straight,,ning the heat transfer fins on condensers and
;vaprp atnrs

R Oil pump For puthnq on into a cornorPssor without the danger of

con c am Ina"; on

17:
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INFORMATION SHEET

S. Combustion testing kit-For servicing gas or oil furnaces to detect CO2

content, draft, stack temperature, and smoke

T Air meters

1
Aneometer--Measures the speed of the air being supplied through

a grille

(NOTE: This measurement is expressed in feet per minute.)

2. Pitot tube-Determines or speed by obtaining air pressure through

a grille

(NOTE This instrument is used in conjunction with a direct
reading meter or an incline manometer.)

3. In. dine manometer- -Used with a ottot tube to determine air
velocity pressure and static pressure

U Appliance :tuck- For moving refrigerators and other heavy equipment

Knock-out cutter -For making holes in sheet metal

(NOTE. This cutter i:. primarily used for making holes in cabinets for
electricz1 conduit and refrigerant lines I

W Combination pattern snips- -For all gene, al purpose cutting of snot metal

(NOTE The blades of the combination snips are designed to permit the

metal to curve up out oC the way when making circular cuts.)

X Hand notcher- -For cutting notches in the edge of sheet metal

Y. Hand seamer-For forming a ;earn on a piece of sheet metal, by hanc:

Z Riveter-For riveting pieces of sheet metal together

AA Riveting hammer For forming the sheet n 1 elais

(NOTE Tho edges are beveled to prevent ma mg of the metal 1L

BR Aviation ',MOS

1 Right iwrid For cutting sheet metal in a right handed direction

174
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INFORMATION SHEET

2 Left hand--For cutting sheet metal in a left-handed direction

(NOTE The right -hand and left-hand snips can be distinguished
by the position of the-upper blade. When the snips are held in
a position to cut the metal, if the upper blade is on the operator's
right, then they are right-hand snips. If, in this posit' ), the upper
blade is on the left, they are left-hand snips )

CC. Double cutting snips- For cutting sheet metal where both pieces of metal
must lay flat

DD. Hand crimper- -For crimping the end of sheet metal pipe so that sections
may be fitted together

EE Refrigeration ratchet--For front seating and back seating service valves and
acetylene cylinder valves

W Care of specialized tools

A. Refrigeration gauge set

1. Keep hoses plugged

2 Check gauge calibration

3. Oil manifold hand valve sterns twice ,a year

(NOTE Two drops of oil on each shaft li sufficient 1

4 Replace gauge lenses i* cracked or broken
\

NOTE Do not allow oil from refrigeration system to enter
manifold gauge because this will damage the gauge

\
B Leak detectors

1 Clean orifice and hose of hzdide torch

2 Ele, Ironic leak detectors

a Do not drop

b Keep probe c' ,n

c Cc not use 3round a he concentration of refrigerant

1 7 5
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INFORMATION SHEET

C. Drill motors N

1 Check for defective cord
{

2. Do not overload

3. Keep motor coolin openings clear-)

.....
4. Do not drop .

5. Dc, not lift by cord
o

D Drill bit

1 Keep sharp

2. Do not force or berm

3 Use a few drops of cutting oil when drilling heavy metal

4 Do not use wood bits for sheet metal,

1-5 Use water as a coolant when drilling concrete or stone '\,.....

E. Bench grinders

Keep safety ,held c'ear, and in place

2 Keep too! rest tight

3 Tell instructor when grinding wheel needs to be dressed

F Vises

1 Keep clean

2 Oil c'ampin,- screw

3 DI) not hammer on jaws

4 Do not overbghten

PhIlecs

1 Kcep tip pointed

1 2 011 threaded shaft

3 Do not drop

(

17U
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INFORMATION SHEET
p ,

t

* H. Thermometers

Si

-)

1. Do not drop r
2. i Do not kink remoTe bulb capillaries

3. Use only in proper temperatu range

4. Keep pocket thermometers in case when not in use

4

5. Check batteries on thermal electric
it...-

I. Recording thermometers

1. Do no drop

2. Do not wind clock too tight on manual wind

3. Place r, -rder where it will not be knocked off

J. I+, ometers

1. Do not drop

4
2. Use distilled water on wet-bulb wick

3. Keep in case when not in use

4. Change wick frequently

I

,..

K. VaLum pumps

1. Change oil often

-

(NOTE. Vacuum pump manufacturers recommend changing the
oil after every evacuation.) ,

(-----2 Keep clean

L Vacui, il indicators
'v

1, Do not drop
4

2 Keep clean

3. Store in safe place when not in use

1.7;1
...
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INFORMATION SHEET

S Combustion testing kit

Read instructions included in kit

2 Store in a safe place when not in use

T. Air meters

1 Do not drop

2. Store in a safe place when not in use

U. Appliance truck

1 Lubricate wheel hearings

2 Roll strap up on ratchet when not being used

3 Oil ratchet mechanism every three months

4 Move only objects the truck can support

V Knock-out cutter

1 Do not drop

2 Use only on pr'oper gauge metal

W Combination pattern snips

1. Do nor throw or drop

2 Keep sharp

3 Oil swivel point

X. Hand notcrier

Use only on proper gauge m,tal

Oi

3 Do not ihrow or drop

scohncr

Keep clean and oiled

2 Un ri,-;t throw or drop
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Ic\JF0P,MATION SHEET

cl,'der ,irP1 011,Pd

Do not ltrow or nt Or,

F-1A 1,1.1 ilamme,

1 Po hot throw or drop

Keep handle tight

ition smps

1 Do int throw or drop

1:0ep chorp

K ep c.k;1 apd clean

CC Dochi t':11 s-Ips

1 Do hot throw or drop

-NH-2rp

3 Kopp L(C1 Jinn Hex,

1 ',Jo rot h-,row or drop

ri (op (Pled cP'd C!Pri,

p--rt. Her

1 (7: c me, force on rotcliet mechanism

(

) I I IT ('-w d h,l(nrnt
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INFORMATION SHEET

3 Hose ports

4. Gauge ports

B Compound gauge

1 Pressure 0- 200 p s i.g

2 Vacuum 0 30 Inches of mercury

3 RecalsoratIon screw

4 Lens

C Pressure gauge

1 Pressura 0 500 p.s i.g

2 Recalibration screw

3 Lens

D Refrige-ant hcse

1 Neoprene

2 1,4" female flare ends.

3 Valve core depressors

E Hose t'older

1 Fits on manifold

2 1 4" mai«. flare fittings

3 Hook

VI tint' of tefrirleratI,r glugt, set comnonents

A :cue rn,)nfold

Ch,,r , ig

EvAcuat e

3 Check in4 re,sures

ACR 87-C
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NroFoiA FiON SHEET

1-3 Cur,

Cho. Unicl \!,-11;c,t

2 Ev ,cuatin!

3 Pr ssunzlnu

D-,ck inn Inv: sido nres,,oros

C PrL,,,ure

1 Chdruinu Into high side

Ev ,loudtIng th011tjh both .,sirs

FroeY,Ir knit('

CH":)- PreSSUrPS

P,4r,(pr,int Insec)

1

Evdowit,n(1

4 t

der

1 k ho" s clean

Hokii `oses wi)en not in use

_to



Drill Motors

1 S ;

Special Tools

Refrigeration Gauge Set

Leak Detectors

Soap Solution

Electronic

,471,
r.

Halide

Torch



Drill Bits

Special Tools
(Continued)

TwistCIEt
Masonry

Vises
Bench

N

Pipe

4

Bench Grinder

Gear

Pullers

Bearing

aklif1(11(1

A
A

Wheel

.
1 SG



Thermometers

Remote Bulb

Flue and

Stack

Special Tools Recording
Continued)

Manual Wind Electric

Thermal Electric

is.

Hygrometers
Humidity ,

Sling Psychrometer

Recoi.der

i

/;:.IF 'I

r"6NAc Dial Type

.1 S -3



Thermocouple

Micron Gauge

High Vacuum

S.)

Special Tools
(Continued)

Vacuum Indicators

Mercury

Manometer

Vacuum Pumps

Compound Gauge

Low Vacuum

rd'



Manual

Special Tool
(Continued)

Capillary Hydraulic

Tube
Cleaners

Line

Piercirig Valve

Process Tube Adapters

Hermetic

Service Valve
Kit

Access Core, Type Valve r

PT'

0

Charging Cylinder

19(2



Oil Pump

193

Special Tools
(Continued)

Scales

4167T+

1141-'i"

Combustion Testing Kit

I 9,1



Aneometer

l'r
...

19:i

Aneometer

Speciat Tools
(Continued)

Air Meters

Incline ManOrileter

19G



Hand Notcher

Special Tools
(Continued)

Hand Seamer

Riveting Hammer Aviation Snips

Hand Crimper

c7Q-

C,

Combination Pattern
Snips

----=41=18

Riveter

vs

c

Double Cutting Snips

(_41

Refrigeration Ratchet

IEStriiiiiiiilla

3.

Appliance Truck

Knock-Out Cutter

198
C)
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Refrigeration Gauge Set Components

Compound Gauge

Hose

Holder

A

Pressure Gauge

Gauge Manifold Body

19

Recalibration

Screw

Gauge Manifold

Hand Valves

a

Valve Core Depressor

Refrigerant

Hose

2
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,SPECIAL TOOLS
4"' UNIT II

...
f

JOB SHEET #1--SHARPEN A TWIST DRILL BIT

.00

I. Tools and materials

A. Drill bit

B. Bench grinder

C. Water tray

D. Safety glasses

E. Drill bit gauge
. ,

F. Oil stone

II. Procedure

A. Put on safety glasses
0

B. Adjust tool test to proper clearance

A,

AC.TR I - 107-C

a

"N.

4$

(NOTE: Proper clearance is approximately one-eighth inch from wheel.)

C. Turn on grinder

D. Grind each lip of the drill bit to p oper angle of 59° (Figure 1)

FIGURE 1

2 0 1A.

Grinding the Drill



JOB SHEET #1

. ...

Roll drill bit to the right and up to the face of the stone to generate
back clearance angle of 10° to 12° (Figure 2)

Dead Center Angle

/120° to 135°

I
Lip Clearande

F. Dip in water tray occasionally to prevent overheAing the drill bit

G. Check correct angle vith a bit gauge (Figure 3)

FIGURE 3
-;

118°

H. Turn off grinder
r. ,

Hone cutting edges of the drill bit to remove burps

Recheck all cutting angles )

Bit Gauge

k

c

20`

* ,

t

./ .

A

di
C

I ..

I

(
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SPECIAL TOOLS
UNIT II

TEST

r.

1. Match the terms on the right to the correct -1gfinitions.

ti

a. Humidity sensing device

b. Instrument consisting of a "U" shaped
4

glass tube with either mercury or water
in it for the measurement of pressure
gases

c. Tubular enclosure
conductors

o
ACR I 109-C

1. Hygrometer

High vacuum

3. Conduit

4. Evacuating

Charging

2.

- for ele,:trical
5.

.d. Replacing or adding refrigerant to a
refrigeration system

e. YaCUUM of 2000 to .1 microns and
requires a two stage pump; also called
a deep vacuum

f. Using a vacuum pump to pull a vacuum
on a refrigeration system for the purpose
of removing air and moisture

g. Sealed system

h. Burning of fuels

i. Lead made.up of two dissimilar metals
which creates a small amount of voltage
upon temperature .change

203.

6. + Thermal iectric
lead

. Manometer

8. Hermetic

9.' Combustion
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2. Identify specialized tools.

a.

c.

e.

F

b

d

f

201
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ss. tt.

YY

bbb.

WW.

OP

zz.
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3. Describe the use of the specialized tools.

a. Thermometers

1) Flue and stack-

2) Thermal electric--

3! Pocket-

4) Remote bulb--

b. Leak detectors--

c. Vacuum 'pumps

1) High vacuum- -

2) Low vacuum-

d. Capillary tube cleaners

1) Manual--

A..

2) Hydraulic-

e. Oil pump-

f. Service valves

1) Access core type valves- -

2) Process tube adapters-

3) Hermetic service valve kit-

4) Line piercing valves--

2
0

1 14

0
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g. Pullers

1) Gear-

2) Bearing-

3) ,Wheel -

h. Scales--

i. Combination pattern snips--

j. Refrigeration ratchet-

k. Refrigeration gauge set-

I. Vises

1) Pipe--

2) Bench- -

m. Hand notcher--

n. Drill motors

1) Straight-

2) Offset-

o. Recording thermometers

1) Manual wind--

2) Electric- -

p. Bench grinders--

q. Vacuum indicators

1) Mercury manometer--

213
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120-C

2) Compound gauge--

3) Thermocouple micron gauge-- e

r. Hand crimOer--

s. Drill bits

1) Twist--

;2) Wood-

3) Masonry--

t. Aviation snips

1). Right-hand--

2) Left-hand--

u. Knock-out cutter--

v. Hygrometers

1) Sling psychrometer--

2) Dial- type--

3) Humidity recorder--

w. Combustion testing kit--

x. Charging cylinder --

y. Fin combs--

r,

z. Double cutting snips--

t,

214
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aa. Air meters

1) Incline mi riometer--

2) Pi tot tube- -

3) Aneometer--

bb. Riveting hammer--

cc: Riveter-- ',.

dd. Appliance truck--

ee. Hand searner--

4.: Describe the care of the specialized tools.

a. Thermometers

b. Leak detectors

c. Vacuum pumps

d. Capillary tube cleaners

ACR I - 121:

Ky '
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u

.

I

e. Oil pump

Service 'valves

ov

g. Pullers
/

h. Scales

I

/

o

i. Combination pattern snips

I. . Refrigeration ratchet

k. Refrigeration gauge set

4.

To

. 2.11;
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I

m. Hand notcher

4

n. Drill motors

o. Recording thermometers

p. Bench grinders

c

q. Vacuum indicators

L

f

Irl

r

ACR I 123-C

r. Hand crimper S

s. Drill bits

t. Aviation snips

P
21_
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u. Knock-out cutter

v. Hygrometers

w. Combustion testing kit

x. Charging cylinders

y. Fin combs

z. Double cutting snips

aa. Air meters

bb. Riveting hammer

cc. Riveter

dd. Aprliance truck

ee. Hand seamer

I

2 1
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5. Identify the components of the refrigeration gauge set.

ACA I - 125-C

4-
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6. List when each refrigeration gauge set component is used.

a. Gauge manifold

1)

2)

3)

b. Compound gauge

1)

2)

3)

4)

c. Pressure gauge

1)

2)

3)

4)

d. Refrigerant hoses

11

2)

3)

4)

e. Hose holder

1)\

211,

7. Demonstre the ability to sharpen a twist drill bit.

(NOTE: If this activity has not been accomplished prior to the test, ask your
instructor When it should be completed.)

'2O



SPECIAL TOOLS
-,,' UNIT ll

ANSWERS TO TEST

1. a. 1 f. 4

b. 1 g. 8

c. 3 h. 9

d. 5 i. 6

e. 2

2. a. Refrigeration gauge set

-7--
b. Soap solution leak detector

c. Halide torch leak detector

d. Electronic leak detector

e. Straight drill motor ;

f. Offset drill motor

g. Twist drill bit

h. Wood drill bit

i. Masonry drill bit

j. Bench grinder

k. Bench vise

I. Pipe vise

m Wheel puller

n. Bearing puller,

o. Gear puller

p. Pocket thermometer

q. Remote bulb thermometer

r. Flue and stack thermometer

221
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. Thermal electric thermometer

t. Manual wind recording thermometer

u. Electric recording thermometer

v. Sling psychrometer

w. Dial type hygrometer

x. Humidity recorder

y. Low vacuum pump

7 High vacuum pump

aa. Compound gauge

bb. Mercury manometer

cc. Thermocouple micron gauge

dd. Manual capillary tube cleaner

ee Hydraulic capillary tube cleaner

11, Charging cylinder

gg. Hermetic seniice valve kit

hh. Access core type valves

i Process tube adapters ,.

jj. Line piercing valves

kk. Scales

II. Fin comb

mm. Oil pump

nn. Combustion testing kit

oo. Aneometer

pp. Pitot tube

qq. Incline manometer

rr. Appliance truck



ss. Knock-out cutter

tt. Combination pattern snips

uu. Hand notcher

vv. Hand seamer

ww. Riveter

xx. Riveting hammer

yy. Aviation snips

zz. Double cutting snips

aaa. Hand crimper

bbb. Refrigeration ratchet

3. Description should include:

a. Thermometers

ACR 129-C

1) Flue and stack--For checking the temperatures created in gas flues
and stacks

2) Thermal electric--For measuring temperatures from -50° to as high
as +1000°F

3) Focket--For checking the temperature of refrigeration components
and systems

4) Remote bulb--For checking temperatures in one area and reading
th e temperature on a dial in another area

b. Leak detectors--For locating refrigerant leaks

c. Vacuum pumps

1) High vacuum--For evacuating a refrigeration system; used in
conjunction with a high vacuum gauge manifold and micron gauge

2) Low vacuum-- For evacuating a refrigeration system, used in
conjunction with a gauge 'manifold

d. Capillary tube cleaners

1) Manudr Forces oil or R-11 through a capillary tube when the
pressure handle is turned clockwise

2) Hydraulic -Forces oil or R-11 through a capillan, tube with the
use of a hydraulic pump

223
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e. Oil pumpFor putting oil into a compressor without the danger of
contamination

f. Service valves

1) Access core type valves--Allow the refrigerant system pressures
to be checked when the gauge hose depresses the core

2) Process tube adapters Provides a gauge connection by fitting onto
the end of charging stubs

al Hermetic service valve kit--Allows the connection of refrigeration
gauges to some hermetic systems

4) Line piercing valves--Allow a gauge connection by tightening onto
a charging stub and piercing it

g. Pullers

1) Gear For removing small pulleys or gears from motor shafts

2) Bearing- -For removing or installing bearings and bushings in
motors

3) Wheel--For removing pulleys and bearings from motor shafts

h. Scales For weighing the amount of refrigerant during the charging process

Combination pattern snips- -For all general purpose cutting of sheet metal

Refrigeration ratchet -For front seating and back seating service valves and
acetylene cylinder valves

k. Refrigeration gauge set- For charging, evacuating, and checking pressures on
refrigeration systems

I, Vises

1). Pipe--For holding pipe or conduit secure

2) Bench--For holding objects secure

m. Hand notcher--For cutting notches in the edge of sheet metal

n. Drill motors

1) Straight-For drilling holes in metal or wood

2) Offset--For d-filling holes in metal or wood in limited working
space
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o. Recording thermometers

1) Manual wind Records temperatures on a time chart

2) ElectricRecords temperatures on a strip chart

Bench grinders--For grinding metal edges

q. Vacuum indicators

ACR I 131-C

1) Mercury manometer--Indicates an accurate vacuum reading below
25 inches; used with a vacuum pump

2) Compound gauge--Indicates vacuum accurately to 25 inches of
mercury

3) Thermocouple micron gauge--An extremely accurate vacuum
indicator; used in conjunction with a high vacuum pump

r. Hand crimper--For crimping the end of sheet metal pipe so that sections
may be 'fitted together

s. Drill bits

1) Twist--For drilling metal

2) Wood--For drilling wood

3) Masonry--For drilling concrete and stone

t. Aviation snips

1) Right -hand- -For cutting sheet metal in a right-handed direction

2) Left-hand--For cutting sheet metal in a left-handed direction

u. Knock-out cutter -For making holes in sheet metal

v. Hygrometers

1) Sling psychrometer -Wet -bulb and dry-bulb temperature will be
obtained by whirling the psychrometer for 15 to 20 seconds

2) Dial type--Contains human hair that reacts to humidity changes
which gives a meter reading

3) Humidity recorder--Records humidity changes on a time chart

w. Combustion testing kit For servicing gas or oil furnaces to detect CO2
content, draft, stack temperature, and smoke

(30 r
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x. Charging cylinder For charging the proper amount of refrigerant into a
system, used with a gauge manifold set

y. Fin combs -For straightening the heat transfer fins on condensers and
'evaporators

z. Double cuttinkisnips--For cutting sheet metal where both pieces of metal
must lay flat

aa. Air meters

1) Incline manometer --Used with a pitot tube to determine air
velocity pressure and static pressure

2) Pitot tubeDetermines air speed by obtaining air pressure through
a grille

3) Ane9meter Measure the speed of the air being supplied through
a yr 'le

bb. Riveting hammer- For forming tne sheet metal

cc Riveter For riveting pieces of sheet metal together

dd. Appliance truck Foi moving refrigerators and other heavy equipment

ee. Hand seamer -For forming a seam on a piece of sheet metal, by hand

4. Description should include-

a. Thermometers

1) Do not drop

2) Do not kink remote bulb capillaries

Use only in proper temperature range

4) Keep pocket thermometers in case when not in use

5) Check batteries on thermal electric

b Leak detectors

1) Clean orifice and hose pf halide torch

2) Electronic leak detectors

,,a) Do not drop

b) Keep probe clean

c) Do not use around a heavy concentration of refrigerant

22E)
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ACR I - 133-C

c. Vacuum pumps

11 Change oil often

2) Keep clean

d. Capillary tube cleaners

1) Keep clean -,

. 2) Do not overpressurize gauge on thydraulic pump type

e. Oil pump

1) Keep clean

2) Put away when not in use

3) Always replace cap to prevent oil contamination

f. 'Service valves ,

1) Do not overtighten hermetic service valves

2) Do not overtighten valve cores

3) Remove line piercing valves after system servicing is over

g. Pullers

1) Keep tip pointed

2) Oil threaded shaft

3) Do not drop

h. Scales

1) Do not try to weigh objects heavier than the limits of the scales

2) Do not try to weigh objects with the scale dial in the locked
position

i. Combination pattern snips

1) Do not throw or drop

2) Keep sharp

3) , Oil swivel point

22':
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C.

1

j. Refrigeration ratchet

1) Do not apply excessive force on ratchet mechanism

2) Oil

3) Do as a hammer

k. Refrigeration gauge set

1) Keep hoses plugged

2) Check gauge calibration

3) Oil manifold hand valve stems twice a year

4) Replace gauge lenses if cracked or broken

I. Vises

1) Keep clean

2) Oil clamping screw

3) Do not hammer on jaws

4) Do not overtighten %

m Hand notcher

1) Use only on proper gauge metal

2) Oil

3) Do not throw or drop

n. Drill motors

1) Check for defective cord

2) Do not overload

3) Keep motor cooling openings clear
I,

not use

4) Do not drop

5) Do not lift by co,r4d

o. Recording thermometers

1) Do not drop

22:)
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p.

ACR I 135-C

Do not wind clock too tight on manuaI wind

Place recorder where it will not be knocked off

Bench grinders

1) - Keep safety shield 'clean and irt place

2) Keep tool rest tight

3) Tell instructor when grinding "wheel needs to be .dressad

q. Vactium indicators

1) Do not drop

2) Keep clean

3) Store in safe place when not in use

r. Hand crimper

1) Do not .throw or drop

2) Keep oiled and clean

s. Drill bits

1) Keep sharp

2) Do not force or bend

3) Use a few drops of cutting oil when drilling heavy metal

4) Do not use wood bits for sheet metal

5) Use water as a coolant when drillOg concrete or stone

t. Aviation snips

1) Do not throw or drop

2) Keep sharp

3) Keep oiled and can

u. Knock-out cutter'

Do not drop

2) , Use only on proper gauge metal

-WO
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v. Hygrometers

Do not drop

2) Use distilled water on wet-bulb wick

3) Keep in case when not in use

4) Change wick frequently

w. Combustion testing kit

x.

Y.

1) Read instructions included in kit

2) Store in a safe place when not in use

Charging cylinders

1) Keep clean

2) Do not drop or knock over

3) If refrigerant is left in cylinder, tag ii as to type of refrigerant

4) Do not heat with a torch

Fin combs -Do not -drop

z. Double cutting snips .

i) Do not throw or drop

2) Keep sharp

3) Keep oiled ean

aa. Air meters

1) Do not drop

2) Store in a safe place when not in' use

bb. Riveting hammL

1) Do not throw or drop

2) Keep handle tight

cc. Riveter

1) Keep clean and oiled

2) Do not throw or drop
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dd. Appliance truck

Lubricate wheel bearings

2) Roll slap UP on ratchet when not bYng used

3) Oil ratchet mechanism every three months

4j Move only objects the truck can support

ee. Hand seamer 4

1) Keep-clean and oiled

- 2) Do, not throw drop

a. Pressure gauge

b. Compound gauge

c. Hose port

d. Hose holder

e.' Gauge .oanifold body

I. _ Gauge manifold hand valves
A

g. ,Recalibration screw

h. Refrigerant hose

i. Valve core depressor

64 a. Gauge manifold

1) Charging

2) Evacuatirg

3) Checking pressures

b. Compound gauge

1) Charging vapor

2) Evacuating

3) Pressurizing

4) Checkir g low side pressures

2 :3 .1
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c. Pr' ure gauge

1) Charging into high side

2) Evacuating through both sides

3) Pressurizing

4) Checking high side pressures

0 d. Refrigerant hoses

1 Charging

2) Evacuating

3) Pressurizing

4) Checking pressures

e. Hose hOlder

s 1) Keeping hoses cloan

2 Holding hoses when not in. use

7. Performance skill evaluated to the satisfaction of the instructor,

0 9 ()
I..., .... ,,
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MEASURING
UNIT III

UNIT OBJECTIVE

ACR I - 139-C

After completion of this unit, the stuaent should be able to identify, care for, read, and

use the types of measuring instruments used in the air-conditioning and refrigeration trade.

, This knowledge will be evidenced through demonstration and by scoring eighty-five percent

on the unit test.

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

After completion of this unit, the student should be able to:

1. Match terms associates with .measuring instruments to the correct
definitions.

2. Identify measuring instruments.

3. Read the sixteenth's rule.

4. List guidelines for the use and care of rules and steel tapes.

5. List the procedures for the use of the drill and wire gauges.

6. Identify the major parts of calipers.

7. List 1 les for use and care of calipers.

8'. Identify the major parts of micrometers.

9. List seven rules for the care of micrometers.

10. Read a micrometer.

11. Demonstrate the ability to:

a. Measure lines to the nearest quarter, eighth, and sixteenth of an inch.

b. Read a rule.

c. Measure inside and outside diameters.

d. Read the circumference rule.

23:3
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e. Use the inside and outside calipers.

f. Read the micrometer settings.

g. Use the outside micrometer.

h. Use the inside micrometer.

2 3 e.t
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MEASURING
UNIT III

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

I. Instructor:

A. Provide student with objective sheet.

B. Provide student with information, assignment, and job sheets.

C. Make transparencies.

D. Discuss unit and specific objectives.

E. Discuss informatign and assignment sheets.

F. Demonstrate and discuss the procedures outlined in the ,job sheets.

G. Invite outside speakers such as a machinist or the machine shop instructor.

H. Have a speed contest between students on making accurate measurements.

I. Build a large rule to hang up in front of classroom.

J. Give test.

II. Student:

A. Read objective sheet.

B. Study information sheet.

C Complete assignment and job sheets.

D. Complete activities assigned by instructor.

E. Take test.

INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS

I Included in this ut,it.

A. Objective sheet

B. Information st .:t

90rk.t.),..;



C. Transparency masters

1. TM 1--Measuring Instruments

2. TM 2--Measuring Instruments (Continued)

3. TM 3-- Graduations on a Rule

4. TM 4-- Reading the Eighth's Rule

5. TM 5- Reading the Sixteenth's Rule

6. TM 6--Major Parts of Calipers

7. TM 7 -Uses of Inside and Outside Calipers

8. TM 8- -Parts of the Outside Micrometer

9. TM 9--Parts of the Inside Micrometer

10. TM 10--Uses of the Inside Micrometer

11. TM 11 -- Reading a Micrometer

12. TM 12--Sleeve Readings

Overlay A- -Thimble

D. Assignment sheets

1. Assignment Sheet #1--Measure Lines to the Nearest -Quarter,
Eighth, and Sixteenth of an Inch

2. Assignment Sheet #2 -Read a Rule

3 Assignment Sheet #3 Measure Inside and Outside Diameters

4. Assignment Sheet #4 -Read the Circumference Rule

5. Assignment Sheet #5- -Use the Inside and Outside Calipers

6. Assignment Sheet #6-- R ead the Micrometer Settings

E. Answers to assignment sheets

F. Job sheets

1. Job Sheet #1- Use the Outside Micrometer

2. Job Sheet #2- -Use the Inside Micrometer

G. Test

H. Answers to test

23C
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II. References:

A. Machine Shop Curriculum. Stillwater, Oklahoma: Curriculum and

Instructional Materials Center / State Department of Vocational and
Technical Education, 1972.

B. Zinngrabe, Claude J. Sheet Metal Blueprint Reading for the Building Trades.
Albany, New York: Delmar Publishers, 1971.

.
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MEASURING
UNIT III

INFORMATION SHEET

I. Terms and definitions

A. Measure--Setting of limits or bounds according to a predetermined standard

B. Foot- Unit of measure consisting of twelve equal parts called inches

C. Rule--Measuring instrument that is divided into feet, inches, and fractions

of inches

D. Diameter--Length of a straight line through the center of a circular object

E. Circumference--Distance around a circle

II. Measu.ring instruments (Transparency 1)

A. Rules

1. Combination square

2. Folding rule

3. Steel rule

4. Circumference rule

5. Steel tape

B. Gauges (Transparency 2)

1. Drill

2. Wire
44

C. Calipers (Transparency 2)

1. Slide

2. Outside

3. Inside
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INFORMATION SHEET

D. Micrometers (Transparency 2)

1. Outside

2. Inside

III. Reading a rule (Transparencies 3, 4, and 5)

A. All rules read similarly

(NOTE: Some rules are graduated with more divisions per inch than others.)
I

B. Procedure for reading

1. Count the divisions in one inch

2. Determine inches and divisions

a. Count the graduations after the last full inch

H1" 01.49/16H = 1 9/16"

l'''Fr I I

1/16 1

'1 T II
I

c

b. Add fractions to the last full inch

3 Reduce the fraction if possible

4. Determine the feet and add the inches and fraction of an inch
to obtain a correct measurement

IV. Guidelines for the use and care of rules and steel tapes

A. Use the proper length and graduation

B. Use finest graduation for accuracy

C. Use a good quality rule

D. Never bend or distort 3 steel rule

E. Use only for intended purpose

F. Rewind steel tapes slowly

i
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INFORMATION SHEET

ACR I \- 147-C

\

G. Start measurement at one inch graduation for accuracy

H. Use rule on edge for accurate reading

I. Use lower edge of circumference rule for figuring circumferences only

V. Procedure for the use of drill and wire gauges

A. Drill gauge

1. Locate hole which drill bit fits

2... Read drill bit size

B. Wire gauge

1. Measuring metal thickness

a. Slide slot over sheet metal

b. Read thickness of metal

2. Measuring wire circumference

a. Insert wire into round opening

b. Read wire size

(NOTE: A wire gauge is only accurate for solid conductor wire.)

VI. Major parts of calipers (Transparency 6)

A. Slide caliper

1. Scale

2. Fixed jaw

3. Movable jaw

4. Clamping screw

B. Outside and inside calipers

1. Spring

2. Adjusting nut

3. Leg

12.4'_..
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INFORMATION SHEET

VII. Rules for use and care of calipers

A. ,Use of calipers (Transparency 7)

Fit part to be measured between caliper jaws or legs to measure
outside diameter

(NOTE: Calipers measure both inside and outside diameters of
small parts. These measurements will be referred to as i.d. and
o.d.)

2. Mark on movable jaw will indicate the diameter on the scale

3. Use inside and outside calipers to transfer measurement to a scale
or pattern

B. Care of calipers

1. Do not drop

2. -) Keep clean

3. Do not overtighten clamping screw or adjusting nut

VIII, Major parts of micrometers

'A. Outside micrometer (Transparency 8)

1. Frame

2. Anvil

3. Spindle

4 Lock nut

5. Sleeve

6 Thimble

7. Ratchet stop

B. Inside micrometer (Transparencies 9 and 10)

1. Body

2. Anvil
i

d

211
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INFORMATION SHEET

3. Thimble

4. Hano le

5. Rod

6. Lock screw

IX. Rules for the care of micrometers

A. Keep instrument away from 'heat, abrasive dust, moisture, oil, and grease

B. Occasionally clean and lubricate instrument

C. Check instrument for accuracy before use

(NOTE: Observe for worn or loose parts.)

D. Do not overtighten during measurement,

E. Properly store

F. Handle instrument in correct manner

G. Use instrument only for intended use

X. Reading a micrometer (Transparencies 11 and 12 and Qverlay A)

A. Each numbered graduation on the ,sleeve represents 0.100" (one-hundred
thousandths of an inch)

B. Each small graduation on the sleeve between the numbered graduations
represents 0.025" (twenty-five thousandths of an inch)

C. Each graduation found on the thimble represents 0-.001" (one thousandth
of an inch)

D. Total the reading by adding the three values

24
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Measuring Instruments

TTT 'II "T'i I 'I rT 7 iTf1-7.*T'i-7-7-'-"T' 1 I T

t

ti tl 11, t LI; t I t3t 1, t t I

Combination Square

7

I.1 1 I ale rill

A

Folding Rule

srPTTTTIT"ITTITTrrri

Circumference - Inches in eths
11 03 11104 :105 1 06 1107 1108i 1h109 1110 1111 11;--

11,1 111111 111i1 1111111 th1111 1111111 11111 11111111111k

Circumference Rule

2,.

Steel Rule

Tempered
2 t

Steel Tapes
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Measuring Instruments
(Continued)

t
tO C

;
I '6 F. 0 r.7 aO ;

Orin Gauge Wire Gauge

-.4

Outside Calipers

215

Inside Calipers
Inside Micrometer

Outside

Micrometer

Slide Caliper

216
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Graduations on a Rule

Halves

3

Quarters

Sixteenths
'''I'll

24 '... :

Eighths

1

(

1/2

1/4 1 3/4

1/8

t

3/8

t

5/8
I

7/8
t

3/16

1/16
1

7/16

I 15/16
1 1

11/16

9/16
III

15/16

13/16III

Thirty-Seconds

Tirri'rrilr'1711"1

1
Graduations Applied tr., a Rule

21J
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Reading the Sixteenths Rule

ki

1 2 3

37/16" = 2 5/16"
22/16" = 1 6/16"

16/16" = 1"
15/16"

14/16" = 7/8"
13/16"

12/16'1 = 3/4"
11/16"

10/16" = 5/8"
9/16"

8/16" = 1/2"
7/16"

6/16" = 3/8"
5/16"

4/16" = 1/4"
3/16"

2/16" = 1/8"
1/16"

TM 5



Major Parts of Calipers

Spring

Adjusting Nut

Leg

Outside Calipers

25:.),

inside Calipers

Movable Jaw

Fixed Jaw

Clamping
Screw

Scale

Slide Caliper Rule
0
m

a'

25T



Uses of Inside and Outside
Calipers

Outside Calipers

Either Way A.

3k
Circumference Inch

105 106 107 108 109, 1 Inside Calipers

6-1

255



Parts of the Outside Micrometer

25.'



Parts of the Inside NU Twister

Lock Screw

Rod

25 i

Body

Handle

,

Thimble

Anvil
l

25J
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Uses of the Inside Micrometer

Measuring Widths

TM 1C
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Reading a Micrometer

2
2



0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

1

2C`,

I
1 1

I
I

Sleeve Readings
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MEASURING
UNIT III

ASSIGNMENT SHEET #1--MEASURE LINES TO THE NEAREST QUARTER, EIGHTH
AND SIXTEENTH OF AN INCH

1. Measure these lines to the nearest quarter of an inch.

a.

b

c.

d.

Answers

a.

b.

c.

d.

2. Measure these lines to the nearest eighth of an inch.

b.

c.

d.

Answers

a

b.

c.

d.

o r4, ,, J



ASSIGNMENT SHEET #1

3. Measure these lines to the nearest sixteenth of an inch

a

b

C.

d.

Answers

a.

b.

C.

d.

2 S .'

I

4

Ar
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MEASURING
UNIT III

ASSIGNMENT SHEET #2--HEAD A RULE

Determine the correct dimension for each arrow. Place answer on the arrow.

Example Arrow 1 = 1/2"
I 1 I I I 1 I I I 1 I 1 -II I I I I I 1 1 I 1 I II Trili.11191 .

1 2 3 4 5 6
11.1.1, ii, ... .1 1,1 h.,. ,I 11,11 id. 1.1.1 I, ,I, .1 1.1.1.j.1, I II 1. 1.1..IL.1

2.

3. 4
4. 4

5.

6...4_
7. .4
8.-01.
9.-4--

10.

11.-4--
12 ...4...
13..4-
14.

15

16
17 ...*

18 4
19

20...0_
21. 4

22..4
23

24.F
25

26

27.

28

29
30

263
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MEASURING
UNIT III

ASSIGNMENT SHEET #3- MEASURE INSIDE AND OUTSIDE DIAMETERS

Use the rule to measure the o.d. and i.d. of each tube. Indicate tie correct dimensions
in the space provided.

g.
0.0

i.d.

b. o.d.

i.d.

e. o.d.

c. o.d.

i.d.

f. o.d.

d.

o d

d. i.d.

2 ci
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MEASURING
UNIT III

ASSIGNMENT SHEET #4- READ ThE CIRCUMFERENCE RULE

1. Using the circumference rule shown, determine the circumference for the
diameters a to e, and the corresponding diameters for the indicated

circumferences f to j. Place answers in the columns below.

(NOTE: Read diameter,- to closest 1/16" and circumferences to closest 1/8".)

a. b. c. - d.

16

'pi ir 11,1111111111111 fp 111'
Diameter

17 118 , 2

TillIlt P 1 III

0 2 1

e

1 111111 r

2

f-
512510 51 5 3 5 4 5 5 56 57 58 59 80 61 6112 63 64 65 66 67 68 6

I1111111 11111141111,11,111111Itlilibil,111111111,1111111,11111,3111111 r1,11111111111111111,1111111111,111111,111,1111,111111011111111

a.

4.

f. =

b. = g.

c.

e.

2. The diameters below are noted on the Qircu&iference rule. Find the corresponding
circumferences for each diameter and place answers in the column above.

h.

Circumference

:m.

p.

k. 33 1/4" dia.

I. 1 13/16" dia.

1 1 1 i i i i i l I I I ll 1 11111Flti?

Inch 16ths 1

-r

11 2 3

,111_11 11111111111111 '11111111111111 /1111111111

2

4 51 61

m. 3/4" dia. o. 35 1/16" dia.

n. 34 1/8" dia.
k. n. o.

3 3

03 1 04 1

3

/1

4 35

Diameter

05 1

2

Circumference Inches In 8ths F----
06 101) 108 109 1110 1 11 1112

1

11111111111111111111111111111 1111111111111i 111111
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MEASURING
UNIT tll

ASSIGNMENT SHEET #5--USE THE INSIDE AND 041,JTSIDE CALIPERS

i. Measure the i.d. of three pieces of tubing with a pc r of calipers and transfer
the measurement to a rule.

2. Measure the o.d. of three pieces of tubing with a pair of calipers and transfer
the measurement to a rule.

3. Record measurements.

(NOTE: Mark tubing for reference.)

4. I.D.

a.

b.

c.

5. O.D.

a.
4

b.

c.

. .

OP- ,
Aro
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MEASURING
UNIT III

ASSIGNMENT SHEET #6--READ THE MICROMETER SETTINGS

3

ACR I 187-C

ANS.

1

2

3

4

5

5 6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21 21

22

crri23

24
25

25

10 11 12 13

14

18

22

16 17

-1 c 1 : 4 1 iC
I irttflritthr

--i

23

20

24
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*
MEASURING

UNIT III

ANSWERS TO ASSIGNMENT SHEETS

Assignment Sheet 46- 1

1 a 3 1/4"

b 4 1/2"

C 1"

d 2"
c- ,

2. a 4 3/4"

b 2 1/2"

c. 3 5/8"

d 4 1/4"

3. a. 4 1/13"

b 1 1/16"

c 2 5,'8"

d 3 5'16"

Ass;gnment Sheet :--42

2 3'4" 10 2 7/16" 18 4" 26. 5 7/16"

3 7:8' 11 2 5/8" 19. 4 3/16" 27. 5 5/8"

4 1 1 i 8 12 2 7/8" 20 4 5 '16" 28. 5 3/4"

5. 1 5 '16" 1S. 3 1/16" 21. 4 5/8" 29 6"

6. 1 9,16" 14 3 1/4" 22. 4 7/8" 30. 6 1/8"

7 1 3L4" 15 3 7/16" ?3 5 1/16"

8. 2" 16 3 5/8" M. r 16"

9. 2 3;16" 17 3 7/8" 25,-- 3"

9

,0

2



A ss ignmen t SIleet L3

d 0 0 1 3 8" i 1) 1 1 4" 1 0 D 5 8" 1 0 1 2"

1, 0 0 1 1 8" I D 1' 9 0 D 13 16" I D 11 16"

c 01) 78 ! 0 3 4'' it 00 11 16" I D 1' 2"

d 00 1 2" 1 D 11 8" i U D 1 1 8" I 0 7 8"

e 0 0 3 8" I 0 5 16

AY.11111f11011t L;Ilt.ot

51 7 8 66

n c)> 3 8 1 19

17

18

/ 8"

9 19''

11 16"

9 16'

1 19 15 16" m 2 3/8"

I 21 1 2" n 107 1 4"

K 104 1 2" 110 1/8"

I 5 5'8"

1 48/1 14 0 079

..; 0 7:19 15 0 282

0 1H4 113 0 100

2131 17 0 133

,) 0,f) 16 0 053

' 0' )
19 0 393

7 4 1500 '0 0 375

8 0 742 71 0 049

9 0 017 7? 0 058

10 0 125 23 0 483

11 0 917 1 0 249

I 2 0 256 25 0 102

13 1'01,

27.
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MEASURING
UNIT III

JOB SHEET #1- -USE THE OUTSIDE MICROMETER

I Tools and materials

A. Micrometer 0-1.000" size

B. liVorkpieces

1 5 assorted new fractional drill bits

2 5 assorted new letter size drill bits

3 5 assorted pieces of motor shafts or tubing

(NOTE Al; workpieces should be numbered or lettered for reference.)

II. Procedure

(NOTE Wor<pieces to he measured must be dean and free of burrs, nicks,
of dents 1

A Clean the spindle and anvil of the micron ,ter (Figure 1)

Figure 1

CLEAN SPINDLE AND ANVIL

B Check the micrgueter at lero reference

9 ...It
,... .
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JOB SHEE1 4=1

C. Hold the nucrometer in the right hand and the workpiece in the left hand
to measure nonstationary objects (Figure 2)

Figure 2

N N STATIONARY OBJECT

D Holt; the mic,onicter in both hands to measure stationary object ((Figure
3)

Figure 3

STATIONARY OBJECT

)
a 0
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JOB SHEET #1

E. Roll micrometer along palm of hand or forearm for quick adjustment
(Figure 4)

Figure 4

ROLL FOR QUICK ADJUSTMENT

F. Turn the thimble of the -micrometer unt:1 the anvil and spindle contact

the workpiece

G Hold the anvil steady and move the spindle lightly over the workpiece to
locate the true diameter (Figure 5)

Figure 5

YORK BACK AND FORTH
TO FIND TRUE DIAMETER
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t
t

.i.

JOB SHEET #1
,

H Use ratchet qop or light sense of fee: to deter- .ne exact measurement

1 Observe micrometer readings

(NO] E Lock nut can be turned to hold measurement if micrometer must
be removed from workpiece. Spindle must be unlocked before resetting
to a new measurement.)

J List the readings according to the letter or number on the workpiece

K Return micrometer to its correct storage area when finished

(NOTE The spiodle and anvil of the micrometer should be left open when
stored.)

L Hand in the ifsted readings to the instructor for evaluation

<, 4 ......

f

r
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MEASURING
UNIT III

JOB SHEET #2--USE THE INSIDE MICROMETER

I. Tools and materials
,,

A. An inside micrometer set

B. 10-assorted bored workp:eces and drilled holes of varying sizes

(NOTE: All workpieces should be numbered or lettered for reference:.)

II. Procedure

(NOTE. Workpieces to be measured must be dean and free of burrs, nicks,
or dents.)

A. Clean the contact points and accessories of the inside micrometer

B. Check the inside micrometer for accuracy

C. Select the correct extension rod and collar for the required measurement

1. Observe ba3,=:. unit size and range of movement

Example: 2.000" base unit with a 0.500" movement
measures from 2.000" to 2.500"

2. Add extension collar to utilize full range of extension rod

3 Use tools to assemble and disassemble accessories

it
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JOB SHEET #2

D. Establish a good reference and contact point during measurement (Figure
1)

(NOTE Support inside micrometer in a comfortable position during use
Add extension handle for small hole or deep hole application I

Figure 1 Contact Point

-USING BASE UNIT ONLY

Reference Potent

E Move the contact point from side to side ("centralize") to find the true
diameter of J'e workpiece (Figure

!NOTE Use light sense of touch on the thimble of the base unit

A,"
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JOB SHEET zt 2

Uosc-ve trt tot dl readmy tree, the base unit of the Inside micrometer

n\O. TE Add extension rod and'or extension collar if used) to the total
neasurernent See Figuie 2 )

Figure 2

' Contact Point

\

\ \I'

Reference PoInt

-
USING EXTENSION ROD
AND EXTENSION COLLAR

reitThngs according to the leiter or number on tne workolece

4. F<, nden-u-1 l-ot set ii orv-)JI 1:-.der after use
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6 MEASURING
UNIT III

TEST

1. Match the terms on the right to the correct definitions:

a. Length of a straight line through the 1. Circumference
center of a circular object

2. Foot
b. Setting of limits or bounds according to

a predetermined standard 3. Measure

c. Unit of measure consisting of twelve 4. -Diameter
equal parts called inches

5. Rule
d. Dist 'ice around a circle

e. Measuring instrument that is divided into
feet, inches, and fractions of inches

2. Identify the measuring instruments.

C

la 1

111

b

2
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4 I A

4

d

t 11( I
'144

1 AA

141

L-64(

1214141
r `41

e.

-
112.4 k

203

2 °
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Tempered

r "4"bldAlk" ' Alty,Ataw.'
7' f"t

oTTTI-ri spry-rig 19

'13 35

03 1104 1

Lib111 61111111i as

Circumference Inches in 8ths
05 1106 1108 1109 110 111 1112

rn. _

ii
Q

6 II
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3. Read the sixteenth's rule.

Example: P = 1"

D
F

I.

m .

H

-yr

y.

J \ N
I K 0

P
9

b c

e

h

P q

2P5.
11



t

_ -

4. List five guidelines for the use and care of rules and steel tapes.

a.

b.

c. ft

d.

e.
i

5. List tne procedures for the use of drill and wire -gauges.

a. Drill gauge

1)

2)

b. Wire gauge

1)

2)

6

a)

b)

a)

h)

-i.

2,91

...

ACR I - 203-C

.

4
,,



6. Identify the major 'parts of the calipers.

a.

d

low

Li 2

2,)



7. List the rules for use and care of calipers.

a. Use of calipers

1)

2)

-3)

b. Care of calipers

1)

2)- t

3) .

8. Identify the major parts of the micrometers.

r

ACR l/05-C

,

.

4

'f

.

\
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0

4

4

f.
9. List seven rules for the care of micrometers.

d.

b.

C

t

q

10. Read the Micrometer setting.

Answer

,,,

2S9

4
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11. Demonstrate the ability to:

a. Measure lines to the nearest quarter, eighth, and sixteenth of an inch.

b. Read a rule.

c. Measure inside and outside diameters.

d. Read the circumference rule.

e. Use the inside and outside calipers.

f. Read the micrometer settings.

g. Use the outside micrometer.

h. Use the inside micrometer.

*INOTE: 'If these
when

have not been accomplished prior to the test, ask
wyour instructor hen they should be completed.)



4
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MEASURING
UNIT III

ANSWERS TO TEST

1. a. 4

b. 3

c. 2

d. 1

e. 5

2. a. Steel tape

b. Combination square

c. Slide caliper
.,

d. Inside micrometer

e. Drill gauge

f. Steel tape

g. Inside caliper

h. Outside micrometer

i. Wire gauge

j. Outside caliper

k. Steel rule

I. Folding rule

m. Circumference rule

3. a. 1/16" g 7/16"

b. 1/8" h. 1/2"

c. 3/16' i. 9/16"

d. 1/4" j. 5/8"

e. 5/16" k. 11/16"

f. 3/8" I. 3/4"

..,

291

m. 13/16"

n. 7/8"

o. 15/16"

P. 1"

q. 1 3/8"



4. Any five of the following:

a. Use the proper length and 'graduation

b. Use finest graduation- for= accuracy

c. Use a good quality rule

d. Never bend or distort a steel rule

e. Use only for intended purpose

f. Rewind steel tapes slowly

g. Start measurement at one inch graduation for accuracy

h. Use rule on edge for accurate reading

i. Use lower edge, of circumference rule for figuring circumferences only

5. a. DriII gauge

1) Locate hole which drill bit .fits

2) Read dr411 bit size

b. Wire gauge

1) Measur ng metal thickness

a) Slide slot over sheet metal

b) Read thickness of metal

2) Measuring wire circumference

a) Insert wire into round opening

h) Read wire size

6. a. Spring

b. Adjusting nut

c. Leg

d. Scale

e. Clamping screw

f. Fixed law

g. Movable jaw

292 .
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7. a. Use of calipers

1) Fit part to be measured between caliper jaws or legs-to measure
outside diameter

2) Mark on movable jaw will indicate the diameter on the scale

3) Use inside and outside calipers to transfer measurement to a scale
or pattern

b. Care of calipers

1) Do not drop

, 2) Keep clean

3', Do notovestighten clamping screw or adjusting nut -

8. a. Lock nut h. Thimble -

r
b. Fleeve i. Handle

c.. Ratchet stop, j. Rod

d. Thimble k, Lock screw

e. Frame I. Body

f. Anvil m. Anvil

g. Spindle

9. a. Keep instrument away from heat, abrasive dust, moisture, oil, and grease

b. Occasionally clean and lubricate instrument

c. Check instrument for accuracy before use

d. Do not overtighten during leasurement

e. Properly store

f. Handle instrument in correct manner

g. Use instrument only for intended use

10. 0.226

11 Performance skills evaluated to the satisfaction of the instructor

2 ;5 .i,
,

.,
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TUBING
UNIT I

ACR I 1-D

I

UNIT OBJECTIVE

After completion of this unit, the student should bP able to distinguish between different
types of tubing and fittings. He should be aLle to select the proper size and type of
tubing and fittings needed for a particular job. This k' Jvill be evidenced through
demonstration and by scoring eighty-five percent .,, .t test.

4 SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

After completion of this unit,, the student should be able tc.

1. Match terms associated with tubing to tt. 1 couect definitions or descriotions.

2. Discuss the kinds of tubing.

3. Distinguish between nominal size copper tubing applications and ACR
copper tubing applications.

4

4. Match the color coding of cartons and tags to the type of tubing.
..

5. List the applications, of aluminum tubing.

6. List the applications of steel tubing.

7. Identify tube and flexible refrigerant hose fittings.

8. Discuss the construction and use of flexible refrigerant hose in this trade.

-, , , ..3
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TUBING
UNIT I

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

I. Instructor:

A. Provide student with objective sheet.

B. Provide student with information and assignment sheets.

C. Make transparencies.

D. Discuss unit and specific objectives.

E. Discuss information and assignment sleets.

F. Show students actual fittings and tubing.

G. Have students identify the actual components.

H. Give test.

II. Student:

A. Read objective sheet.

B. Study information sheet.

C. Complete assignment sheet.

D. Complete activities assigned by instructor.

E. Take test.

INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS

I. Included in this unit:

A. Objective sheet

B. Information sheet

C. Transparency masters

1. TM 1--Fittings

2. TM 2--Fittings (Continued)

3. TM 3--Fittings (Continued)

29(3



4. TM 4--Quick Connect Fittings

5. TM 5--Refrigerant Hose

D. Test

E. Answers to test

II. References:

A. Althouse, Andrew D., Turnquist, Carl H., and Bracciano, Alfred F.Modern
Refrigeration and Air Conditioning. Homewood, Illinois: Goodheart-Willcox
Co., 1975.

B. Drawn Coiled Seamless Tube. Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania: Aluminum Company
of America, January 24, 1976,

v

C. Field Repair of Aluminum, Refrigeration Coils. Des Plaines, Illinois: The
Aluminum Association, 1972.

D. Copper Tube Handbook. New York, New York: Copper Development
Association.

.

r'' 1

I ) U I
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TUBING

UNIT I

INFORMATION SHEET

I. Terms and definitions

A. Tube--Fluid carrying pipe which has a thin wall

B. Nominal size tubing--Type of tubing used r- r lines, drains, and in

other applications, but never in connection- v. refrigerants

4

(NOTE: This tubing is not to be used for air-conditioning and refrigeration

lines which carry refrigerant.)

C. ACR tubing -- Tubing manufactured specifically for air conditioning and

refrigeration that is free of contaminants, sealed, and is measured by outside

diameter

D. Annealed tubing--Tubing which has been heat treated to soften it for easy

bending

(NOTE: This tubing is generally supplied 50 ft. rolls.)

E. Hard drawn- -Rigid copper tubing that should not be bent

(NOTE: This tubing is supplied in 20 ft. lengths.)

F. Flare--Enlargement at the end of a piece of tubing which is made at a
45° angle and enables a. fitting to be placed on the iub'ng

G. Sweat--Method of ,soldering tubing

(NOTE: A sweat titting is one that must be soldered onto the line.)

H. Compression fitting--Tubing connector ccnsisting of a nut, sleeve, and union

I. Quick connect Fitting which permits fast and easy connecting and
disconnecting df refrigerant lines

39'



INFORMATION SHEET

II. Kinds of tubing

A. Copper

(NOTE: Copper is the most widely used tubing in this trade.)

1. Types

a. Nominal size

ACR

2. Temper

a. Annealed

sr

b. Hard drawn

3. Wall thickness

(NOTE:'These wall thiicknesses are in descending order from heavy
wall to thin wall.)

a. K

b. L

c. M

d. DWV

4. Advantages

a. High thermal conductivity

(NOTE: Silver is the only metal that has a higher rate of
onductivity, but due to expense it is not used very often.)

b. Easy to solder and braze

c. Easy to bend and flare

d. High resistance to corrosion

B. Aluminum

1. Types

a. Coiled seamless tube

b Thin wall

3 0 "
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INFORMATION SHEET

2. Contamination prevention

a. Internally cleaned

b. Sealed ends

3. Sizes--5/16" to 3/4" o.d.

4. Advantages

a. High thermal conductivity

b. Eisy to bend

c. Easy to flare

(NOTE: A double flare is recommended.)

5. Disadvantages

,
a. Porous

b. Easily work hardened

c. Creates corrosive action

6. Connections

a. Aluminum flare nuts

(NOTE: The use of any other type of metal flare nuts would
create a corrosive action.)

b. Special solder

c. Inert gas welding

d. Epoxy

(NOTE: When connecting aluminum to copper, care must be used
to prevent a corrosive action.)

C. Steel

1. Types

a. Thin A a I I

b. Stainless

3 0 ..5



INFORMATION SHEET

2. Connections

a. Flaring

b. Brazing

II!. Applications of copper tubing for nominal size and ACR

A. Nominal siza

1. Type M

a. Underground water service

b. Water distribution systems

c. Chilled v ater systems
fs

(NOTE: This 'ype of tubing is used for this application up
to 1" i.d.)

d. Hot water heatirg and low pressure steam

(NOTE: This type of tubing is used for this application up
to 1 1/4" i.d.1

2. Type L

a. Underground water-service where coils are permitted

b Hydronic heating where coils are used

c. Water heating or condensate return

3. Type K

a. Heavy wall tubing where self-support is vital

b. Severe corrosion conditions

4. Type DWV

a. Drain waste pipes

b. Hot water heating where larger than 1 1.'4" is needed

B. ACR

1. Air conditioning

a. Suction line

b Liqu,d line

30*
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INFORMATION SHEET

c. Evaporator coils

d. Condenser coils

e. Discharge line

2. Refrigeration

a. Suction line

b. Liquid line

c. Evaporator coils

d. Condenser coils

e. Discharge line

(NOTE: Refrigerant carrying tubing is available in "K", "L", and
"M" wall thicknesses. The majority of the ACR tubing is of the
"L" wall thickness.)

IV. Color coding of tubing cartons and tags

A. Green--Type K

B. BlueType L

C. Red--Type M

D. Yellow--Type DWV,

V. Applications of aluminum tubing

A. Domestic refrigerators

1. Evaporator.;

2. Suction lines

B. Central .air-conditioner condenser

Automotive air conditioner

1. Condenser

2. Liquid line

3. Receiver

4. Evaporator

30r-
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INFORMATION SHEET

VI. Applications of steel tubing

A. Compression refrigeration

i. Condensers

2. Liquid lines

3. Oil coolers

(NOTE: Steel lines are used often on domestic refrigeration.)

B. Absorption retrigeration--All refrigerant carrying components must be steel

VII. Tube and flexible refrigerant hose fittings (Transparencies 1, 2, and 3)

A. Hared fittings

1. Seal cap

2. Flare gasket

3. Cross

4. Union elbow

5. Female elbow

8. Reducing union elbow

7. Female swivel elbow

8. Short nut

(NOTE: This nut is also made with slits or holes tO be used in
low temperature applications which prevents the nut from
loosening due to expansion and- contraction. This type of nut
is called a frost free nut.)

9. Long nut

10. Cap nut

11. Flare cap

12. Nutheavy pattern

13. Plug

306
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INFORMATION SHEET

14. Union tee

15. Reducing tee--Small to large

16. Reducing tee--Large to small

17. Union

18 Female connector

19. Female union,

20. Tee--Female to male

21. Reducing union

22. Reducer

23. Swivel

B Flare to pipe fittings

1. Male elbow

2. 45° male elbow

3. Male brimch tee

4. Male run tee

5. Female coupling

5. Male connector

C. Compression fittings

1. Sleeve

2. Nut

3. Union

4. Compression to pipe union

5. Union elbow

6. Union tee

30
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INFORMATION SHEET

7. Female connector

8. Female elbow

(NOTE: Compression fittings are not suitable for refrigerant lines.)

D. Sweat fittings

1. Coupling

2. Coupling reducer

3. Return bends

4. Suction line traps

5. 90° elbow

''6. , 45° elbow

7... Street elbow

(NOTE: Sweat elbows are available with either a long or short
bend radius.)

8. Cap .

9. -Tee

10. Sweat to pipe

11. Sweat to flare

12. Sweat tp flare swivel-

E. Hose fittings

1. Flare

a Male #.

b. Female -

2. Splice ./ .,

a. Tee
. *,.._

b. Straight .

t

(NOTE: These fittings are primarily usedon automotive air conditioning.)

3
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INFORMATION SHEET

F. Quick connect fittings (Transparency 4)

1. Cutter type

(NOTE: This type of fitting is used on precharged refrigerant linet
and the refrigerant charge will be lost if he line is removed after -..
it has once been installed on a system.)

2. Spring loaded seal

(NOTE: This type of fitting is used on precharged refrigerant lines
and it may be removed from a system without losing the charge.)

Flexible refrigerant hose (Transparency 5)

A4 Construction

1. Outer core heat resistant ventilated neoprene

2. Double layer rayon cord-
1

.

3. -Soft dense refrigeration giade neoprene inner liner
.

B. Use

1. Primarily automotive air conditioning

2. Central air conditioning where coniplicated bends might be
encountered

3. Units that have a tendency to vibrate excessively

1



Seal Cap Flare Gasketa 61

Female Swivel Elbow s Short Nut

Plug
Union Tee

I t 1i

tom klt%11 I,

Female Connector Female Union

Fittings
Cross

Reducing Tee'Tee'
Small ro Large

4,

Reducing Union

Union Elbow Female Elbow Elbow

Cap Nut Flare Cap

Reducing Tee
Large to Small

Tee Female To Male Reducing Union

1111w. 10

Reducer

C

Nut-Heavy Pktern

Union

Swivel
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Flare to Pipe

Male Elbow

Male Branch Tee

4

45° Male Elbow

Male Run Tee,
.111It oP I 40

iv

Female Coupling

3 1

Male Connector

Fittings
(Continued)

Compression

Sleeve

Union

Union Elbow

Nut

C
Compression To

Pipe Union

Union Tee

Female Connector Female Elbow

Sweat

Coupling Coupling Reducer

Return Bend

Suction Line Traps
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900 Elbow

Cap

2

Fittings
(Continued)

Sweat
45° Elbow Street Elbow

? fa
Tee

Sweat To Pipe Sweat To Flare

314

Sweat To Flare Swivel

Hose Fittings

Female Flare

Straight Splice

Male Flare

Tee Splice
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Cutter Type

Quick-Connect Fittings

Coupling Halves Before Connection

Knife

4 ,f
I

4-_-= aor,:e.A.

orr
11111111nm!

Diaphragms

Spring Loaded Seal
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Refrigerant Hose

Double-Braided Refrigerant Hose

Double Layer Rayon Cord
Soft Dense Refrigeration Grade

Neo rene Inner Liner

Ventilated Outer Core of Tough

Heat Resistant Neoprene

31 i
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TUBING
UNIT I

TEST

1. Match the terms on the right to the correct definitions or descriptions.

a. Rigid copper tubing that should not be
bent

b. Type of tubing used on water lines,
drains, and in other applications, but
never in connection with refrigerants

c. Tubing which has been heat treated to
sorten it for easy bending

d. Method of soldering tubing

e. Tubing connector consisting of a nut,

1. ACR -tubing

2. Compression
fitting

3.. Nominal size
tubing

4. Quick connect

5. Annealed ,

tubing

sleeve, and union 6. Sweat

f. Fluid carrying pipe which has a thin wall 7. Flare

g. Enlargement at the end of a piece of 8. Hard drawn
tubing which is made at a 45°.angle and
enables a fitting to be placgi on the 9. Tube

tubing

h. Fitting which permits fast and easy
connecting and disconnecting of
refrigerant lines

i. Tubing manufactured specifically for air
conditioning and refrigeration that is

free of contaminants, sealed, and is

measured by outside diameter

3`'
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3. Distinguish between nominal size copper tubing applications and ACR copper
tubing applications by placing an "X" for nominal size and an "0" for ACR
in the appropriate blank.

a. Chilled water systems

_b. Refrigerant liquid line

C. Underground water service where coils are permitted

'd. Hydronic heating where coils are used

e. Air-conditioning suction line

f. SeVere corrosion conditions

g. Refrigerant evaporator coils

4. Match the color coding on the right to the type of tubing cartons -and
tags.

a. Type M 1. Blue

b. Type L 2. Yiilow

c. Type K 3. Green

d. Type DWV 4. Red

5. List the applications of aluminum tubing.

a.

b.

c.

1)

2)

1)

2)

3)

4)

321



6. List the applicationi of steel tubing.

a.

1)

2)

3)

b.

7. Identify tube and flexible refrigerant nose fittings.

a.

Am Now.

d. e.
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Disc ins the construction and use of flexible refrigerant hose in this trade.
V
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TUBING
UNIT !

ANSWERS TO TEST

1. a.

b.

c.

d.

8

3

5

6

2

f.

g.

h.

1.

9

7

4

1

2. Discussion should incl:AL

a. Copper

1) Types

a) Nominal size

ACR

2) Temper

a) Annealed

b) Hard drawn

3) ball thickness

a) K

b) L

c) M

d) DWV

4) Advantages

a) High thermal crwiductivity

b) Easy to solder end braze

c) Easy to bend and flare

d) High resistance to corrosion

3 2'''
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b. Aluminum

1) Types

a) Coiled seamless tube

b) Thin wall

2) Contamination prevention

a) Internally cleaned

b) Sealed ends

3) Sizes--5/16" to 3/4" o.d.

4) Advantages

a) High thermal conductivity

b) Easy to bend

c) Easy to flare

5) Disadvantages

a) Porous

b) Easily work hardened

c) Creates corrosive action

6) Connections

a) Aluminum flare nuts

b) Spe al solder

c) Inert gas welding

d) Epoxy

C. Steel

11 Types

a) Thin wall

ID) Stainless

Connections

a) Flaring

b) Brazing

3 2 J
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ACR I 35-D

b. 1

c: 3

d. 2

5. a. Domestic refrigerators

1) Evaporators

2) Suctior 'fines

b. Central air-conditioner condenser

c. Automotive air conditioner

1) Condenser

2) Liquid line

3) Rer.eiver

4) Evaporator

6. a. Compression refrgeration

1) Condensers

2) Liquid lines

3) Oil coolers

b. Absorption refrigerationAll refrigerant carrying components must be steel

7. a. Flare union .;

b. Compression inion elbow

c. Long flare nu!

d. 45° sweat elbow

e. Compression nut

32"
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f. Flare seal cap

g. Sweat coupling

h. Sweat to, flare

i. Return bend

j. Flare gasket

k. Sweat tee

I. Female union

m. Male run tPe

n. Flare cap

o. Hose tee splice

p. Flare swivel

q. Suction line trap

r. Sweat street elbow

s. Hose male flare

t. Compression sleeve

u. Reducing union

v. Sweat to flare swivel

w. Compression female elbow

x. Flare tee Female to male

y. Flare to pipe 45° elbow

z. Sweat to pipe

aa. Flare ci oss

bb. Compression to pipe union

cc. Female flare elbow

dd. Sweat cat)

ee. Flare plug

ff. Flare to pipe elbow

331)
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gg. Reducing tee--Small to large

hh. Hose straight splice

ii. Female coupling

jj. Compression female connector

kk. Reducing union elbow

II. Flare cap.

mm. Flare to pipe male connector

nn. Sweat elbow

oo. Flare union tee

pp. Sweat coupling reducer

/ qq. Reducing tee--Large to small

rr. Reducer

ss. Female elbow

tt. Short flare nut

uu. Compression union tee

vv. Heavy pattern short flare nut

ww. Hose female flare fitting

xx. Flare to pipe branch tee

yy. Female connector

zz. Union elbow

aaa. Compression union

bbb. Quick connect fitting--cutter type

ccc. Quick connect fitting--spring loaded seal

8. Discussion should include:

a. Construction

1) Outer core heat resistant ventilated neoprene

2) Double layer rayon cord

3) Soft dense refrigeration grade neoprene inner liner

1 1 1
t." ...) ,.
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b. Use

1) Primarily automotive air conditioning

2) Central air conditioning where complicated bends might be
encountered

3) Units that have a tendency to vibrate excessively

Pr'.J f 04
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TUBING OPERATIONS
UNIT II

UNIT OBJECTIVE

After completion of this unit, the student should be able to flare, bend, and swage tubing.
He should also be able to perform the tubing operations within the design specifications.
This knowledge will be evidenced through demonstration and by scoring eighty-five percent
on the unit test.

I

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

After completion of this unit, the student should be able to:

1. Match terms associated with tubing operations to the correct definitions
or descriptions.

2. Select the tools needed to construct a copper refrigerant line.

3. Identify the types of flaring blocks.

4. Demonstrate- the ability to:

a. Make a single flare with a compression type flaring block.

b. Make a single flare with a generating type flaring block.

c. Make a double flare.

d. Make a swage joint.

e. Make a 90° bend.

f. Make a 180° bend.

g. Make a 45° offset bend.

h. Construct a tuning project.

r) )3 1t_ t ; ,



D. Job sheets

1. Job Sheet 41Make -a Single Flare With a Compression Type
Flaring Block

2. Job Sheet #2--Make a Single Flare With a Generating Type Flaring
Block

3. Job Sheet #3--Make a Double Flare

4. Job Sheet #4--Make a Swage Joint

5. Job Sheet #5--Make a 90° Bend

6. Job Sheet #6--Make a 180° Bend

7. Job Sheet #7--Make a 45° Offset Bend

8. Job Sheet #8Construct a Tubing Project

E. Test

F. Answers to test

II. References.

A. Althouse, Andrew D.; Turnquist, Carl H.; and Bracciano, Alfred F. Modern
Refrigeration and Air Conditioning. Homewood, Illinois: Goodheart-Willcox
Co., 1968.

B. Campbell, Cole G.; Whitman, Elliot R.; and Bell, W. J. Good Piping Practice.
Des Plains, Illinois: Nickerson and Collins Co., 1972.
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TUBING OPERATIONS
UNIT II

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

I. Instructor:

A. Provide student with objective sheet.

B. Provide student with information sheet.

C. Make transparency.

D. Discuss unit and specific objectives.

E. Discuss information sheet.

F. Demonstrate and discuss the procedures outlined in the job sheets.

G. Show students where a tubing operation has been performed on an actual
refrigeration system.

H. Give test.

II. Student:

A. Read objective sheet.

B. Study information sheet.

C. Complete job sheets.

D. Look around and see how many tubing operations you can identify in the
shop and elsewhere.

E. Take test.

INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS

I. Included in this unit:

A. Objective sheet

B. Information sheet

C. Transparency master: TM 1--Compression Type and Generating Type Flaring
Blocks

ti
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TUBING OPERATIONS
UNIT II

INFORMATION SHEET

Terms and definitions or descriptions

A. Single flare- -Flare consisting of a single thickness of metal

B. Double flare--Flare consisting of a double thickness of metal

(NOTE: Double flares should be used when flaring steel or aluminum.)

C. Ream -- Process of removing the burr inside a piece of tubing after it has
been cut

D. Offset--Portion of the refrigerant line that is set apart from the rest of
the refrigerant line

E. Radius--Distance from the center of an arc or circle to the outside

F. Wash-out--Thinning of the metal of a flare by overtightening the flaring
tool

(NOTE: This condition will generally resuit in the flare splitting.)

II. Tools needed to construct a copper refrigerant line

A. Tubing cutter

B. Reamer

C. Flaring block

D. Flaring tool

III. Types of flaring blocks (Transparency 1)

is Compression type

1. Flare is made down against the chamfer of the block

2. Overtightening will cause the flare to:

a. Be oversized

b. Split

c. Become work hardened

3. Score marks will appear at the base of the flare

336



INFORMATION SHEET

.13. Generating type

1. Flare is made above the block

2. Flare should not split due to wash-out

3. No score marks on tubing



Compression Type and Generating Type

Flaring Blocks

33z.;

Compression Type F laring Block

.A.

Generating Type Flaring Block

>o
m
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TUBING OPERATIONS
UNIT II

JOB SHEET #1--MAKE A SINGLE FLARE
WITH A COMPRESSION TYPE FLARING :LOCK

I. Tools and materials

.. ;bing cutter

B. Reamer

C. Compression type flaring block

D. Flaring tool

E. Tape measuit or rule

F. Refrigeration oil

G. 3/8" copper tubing (soft roved)

H. One 3/8" flare nut

II. Procedure

A. Unroll a piece of tubing

B. Measure a 6" piece of copper tubing

C. Cut tubing

1. Place cutter on tubing; do not overtighten

2. Turn a few revolutions and then tighten a little more

3. Continue to tighten a little bit at a time w;iile turning the cutter

(NOTE: Cutter should not be so tight that it bends the end of
the tubing. See Figure 1.)

3,1c,
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JOB SHEET #1

D. Reseal the cnd of the xoll of tubing

E. Ream the cut piece of tubing (Figure 2,

FIGURE 2

1. Don't overream; just remove the burr

2. Point end of tubing slightly downward while reaming to let chips
fall out

F. Place tubing in flaring block

Extend tubing above the block 1/3 the depth of the block chamfer (Figure
3)

FIGURE 3

Flaring Block

H. Place flaring tool on hioak

I. Put a drop of refrigeration oil on the threat- and a drop on the cone

(Note: Refrigeration oil should always be used when working with
refrigeration system components.)

J. Tighten cone into tubing a few turns and then back it out

K. Continue the tightening and then loosening process until the flare is made

(NOTE. This process will tend to make a smooth, polished flare and will
lessen the chances of work hardening the tubing.)
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JOB SHEET #1

L. Do not overtighten the flaring tool

(NOTE. This will cause the tubing to wash-out and possibly cause the flare
to split.)

M. Remove cubing from flaring block

N. Place flare nut on the tubing

0. Check fit of flare the seat of the flare nut (Figure 4)

P. Have instructor inspect

Q. Keep tubing for next job sheet

FIGURE 4

Properly Made Flare

%.1\k^ Arv,)

4"Sti

Flare is Uneven

F lore Too Large

3 4

Flare Too Small

Tubing was Not Reamed Before Flaring



TUBING OPERATIONS
UNIT II

JOB SHEET #2--MAKE A SINGLE FLARE
WITH A GENERATING TYPE FLARING BLOCK

I. Tools and materials

A. Tubing cutter

B. Reamer

C. Generating type flaring block

D. Flaring tool

E. Refrigeration oil

F. 3/8" copper tubing used on Job Sheet #1

G. 3/8" flare nut used on Job Sheet #1

Ii. Procedure

A. Cut off previously made flare

1. Place flare in slot cutter rollers (Figure 1)

FIGURE 1

2. Tighten cutter wheel against the tubing

3 Turn a tA,v revolutions and then tighten again

4 Continue this procedure until old flare is cut off

1-1 r y
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JOB SHEET #2

B. Ream cut piece of tubing (Figure 2)

FIGURE 1

/
1. Don't overream; just remove the burr

2. Point end of tubing Slightly downward while reaming to let chip0
fall out

C. Place tubing in flaring block

(NOTE: Use the portion of the flaring tool below the slot as a height gauge.
See Figure 3.)

FIGURE 3

0 Place flaring tool on block

E. Put a drop of refrigeration oil on the threads and a drop on the cone

F. Tighten the cone into the tubing a few turns and then back it out

G. Continue this process until the flare is made

(NOTE. This process will tend to make a smooth polished flare.)

H. Remove tubing from block

I. Place flare nut on tubing

J. Check fit of flare in the seat of the flare nut

K. Have instructor inspect

L. Keep tubing for next lob sheet

3 11
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TUBING OPERATIONS
UNIT II

JOB SHEET #3--MAKE A DOUBLE FLARE

I. Tools and materials

A. Tubing cutter

B. Reamer

C. Double flare kit

D. Tape measure

E. 3/8" o.d. copper tubing

(NOTE: Use the tubing from Job Sheet #2 if possible.)

II. Procedure

A. Cut a stracght piece of 3/8" o.d. tubing 4" long

1. Place cutter on tubing; do -not overtighten

2. Turn a few revolutions and then tighten a little more

3. Continue to tighten a little bit at a time while turning the cutter

(NOTE: Cutter should not be so tight that it bends the end of
the tubing.)

8. Ream the cut piece of tubing

1. Don't overream; just remove the burr

2. Point end of tubirl slightly downward while reaming to let chips
fall out

C. Place tubing in flaring block

3 15
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JOB SHEET #3

D. Use the double flare adapter as a gauge for the amount of tubing to extend
above the block (Figure 1)

E. Insert adapter into the end cf the tubing

F. Tighten flaring cone down on adapter (Figure 1)

G. Loosen flaring cone

H. Remove adapter

I. Tighten flaring cone into the tubing again (Figure 1)

J. Remove tubing from flaring block

K. Have instructor inspect

L. Keep tubing for next job sheet

3 16
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TUBING OPERATIONS
UNIT II

JOB SHEET ,*(4--M ,KE A SWAGE JOINT

I. Tools and materials

A. Tubir 1 cutter

B. Reamer

C. Flaring block

D. 3/8" swage punch

E. Ball peen hammer

II. Procedure

A. Place tubing in block

. (NOTE: Tubing must extend above the block the distance of part "A".
See Figure 1.)

FIGURE 1

T. Swage Tool

Flaring Block

Copper Tube

B. Check the distance by placing the punch adjacent to the tubing (Figure
11

C. Hold block and tubing in hand

1 Have last two fingers underneath the block

1 .1
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JOB SHEET #4

2. Tubing should be between second and third finger

3. Hold swage punch with thumb and index finger of same hand
(Figure 2)

FIGURE 2

D. Lightly tap punch to start it into the tubing

E. Hammer punch on into the tubing

(NOTE: This will create a cup on the end of the tubing.)

(CAUTION: Never hit the punch sideways because this will cause it to
break-off.)

F. Remove puiluh, twisting may be necessary in order to remove it

G. Check to see if 3/8" o.d. tubing will fit into the cup with a close fit

H. Have instructor inspect

I. Keep tubing for use in a later unit

3''. :.J
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TUBING OPERATIONS
UNIT II

JOB SHEET #5--MAKE A 90° BEND

I. Tools and materials

A. Tubing cutter

B. 3/c" lever type tubing bender

C. 3/8'. o.d. copper tubing

H Procedure

A. Unroll a straight piece of cl'Uer tubing

B. Measure in 17"

C. Cut off tubing

D. Place bender on tubing

E. Measure in 7" on tubing and make a mark

F. Align "R" mark on bender with mark on tubing (Figure 1)

7"

G Observe in figure 1 how the bender fits on the tubing

H. Pull lever until "R" mark aligns with 90° mark on bender

I. Remove bender

.1 Ha+,e instructor inspect

K. Keep tubing for next jcb sheet

31 '. i
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TUBING OPERATIONS
UNIT II

JOB SHEET #6--MAKE A 180° BEND

I. Tools and materials

A. Tubing cutters

B. 3/3" lever type tubing bender

C. Steel tape

D. 3/8" o.d. copper tubing

II. Procedure

A. Unroll a piece of 3/8" o.d. copper tubing and straighten it

B. Measure a 12" piece of tubing and cut off

C. Measure in 4" on tubing and make a mark

D. Place bender on tube

E. Align "R" mark on bender with mark on tubing

F. Pull lever until "R" mark aligns with the 180° mark on bender (Figure
1)

Operating Lever

FIGURE 1

Degrees of Bend

Tube

lll ,AEI

Bending Tool

G. Mark the spot on the tubing that aligns with 180° on the bender

H. Remove bender

I. Have instructor inspect

3
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TUBING OPERATIONS
UNIT II

JOB SHEET #7--MAKE A 45° OFFSET BEND

I. Tools and materials

A. Tubing cutter

B. 3/8" lever type tubing bender

C. 3/8" o.d. copper tubing

II. Procedure

A. Unroll enough 3/8" o.d. copper tubing to obtain a straight pine 19 114"
long and cut off

B. Measure in 6" and make a mark on tubing

C. Align "R" mark of bender with mark on tubing

D. Pull lever until "R" mark aligns with 45° mark on bender (Figure 1)

E. ,Remove bender from tubing

k, F. Measure 4 1/4" from first mark and mark the tubing again

3 5 i



JOB SHEET #7

G. Align "R" mark on bender with mark on tubing

(NOTE: Bender must be on opposite side of the tubing from the previout
bend. See Figure 2.)

,

FIGURE 2

H. Pull lever until "R" mark aligns with 450 markon bender

I. Remove bender from tubing

J. Have instructor inspect

K. Keep tubing for next job sheet

tio
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TUBING OPERATIONS
UNIT II ti

JOItl:HE ET #8--CONSTRUCT A TUBING PROJECT

I. Tools and materials

A. Tubing cutter

B. Reamer

C. Flaring block

D. Flaring tool

E. Swage punch

F. 3/8" lever type tubing bender

G. 3/8" o.d. soft coPper, tubing

H. 1/4" o.d. soft. copper tubing

I. Two 1/4" flare nuts

J. C ne 3/8" sweat' tee

K. One 1/4" sweat tee

II. Procedure

A. Unroll and measure a piece of 1/4" o.d. copper tubing 6" ,syng

B. Cut off tubipg

C. Riam tubing

D. Hare one end

E. Place flare nut on tubing

F. Measure down 3" from flare nut and mark tubing

G. ,lace bender on tubing

H. Make a 96° bend

r
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JOB SHEET #8

Insert 1/4" tubing into the 3/8" tubing project from Job Sheet #4 (Figure
1)

FIGURE 1

Scale: 1/4" = 1"

COPPER TUBING PROJECT

1"

Tubing From Job Sheet #4 1/4" Copper Tubing

3/8" Copper Tubing

...

MIIIMIS

Swage Joint

Tubing Fro'. Job Sheet #7

3/8" Copper Tubing

.

1/4" Copper, Tubing

24"

18" t
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JOB SHEET 48

J. Insert the other end of 3/8" into a 3/8"-/sweat tee

K. Cut a straight piece of 3/8" c.d. tubing 8' long

L Insert one end into tee (Figure 1)

M. Cut a straight piece of 1/4" o.d. tubing 36" long

N Measure in 9" from both ends and make 90° bend (F.gure 1)

O Cut a piece of straight 3/8" o.d. tubing 5" long

P Insert one end of the 3/8" x 5" tubing into a sweat tee

Cut a c:ece of straight 3/8" o.d. tubing 3 1/2" long

R Insert one end of the 3/8" x 3 1/2" tubing into the sweat tee (Figure
1)

S Cut a straigh' piece of 1/4" o.d. tubing 6" long

T. Ream one end

S.age tti red ned end

Cut 9 straight piece of 1/4" o.d. gibing 14 1/4" long

W Ream one end

1:;are the reamed end

Y flare nut on tutyna

e down 3" from flare nut and mark tubing

Measure down 4 1'2" from the first mirk and m..ke another mark

8B Make t.p.,0 90' bends :,rigure '1)

CC Piut p tnij 15- offset made on Job Sheet 7 between the two tees

DD Ible the tubing nrolect

Ch,-c6 the dimensio15

Gt Hoyt. inspcCt

U.; 'or a Litt" ;MI':

3



TUBING OPERATIONS
UNIT II

TEST

ACR I 67-D

1. Match the terms on the ritjht to the correct definitions or descriptions.

a. Thinning of the metal of a flare by 1. Offset
overtightening the flaring tool

2. Double ftere
b. Process of removing the burr inside a

piece of tubing after it has been cut . 3. Wash-out

c. Flare consisting of a double thickness of 4. Radius

metal
5. Single flare

d. Distance from the center of an arc or
circle to the outside 6. Ream

e. Flare consisting of a single thickness of
metal

f. Portion of the refrigerant line that is set
apart from the rest of the refrigerant line

2. Select the tools needed to construct a copper refrigerant line by placing an "X"
in the appropriate blank.

a. Swage punch

b. Flaring block

c. Hen .way

d. Level type bender

e. Flaring tool

f. Reamer

g. Tubing crimper

h. Tubing cutter

3511
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3. Idens;fy the types of flaring blocks.

a.

4. Demonstrate the ability to:

b.

a. Make a single flare with a compression type flaring block.

b. MaKe a single flare with a generating type flaring block.

c. Make a double flare.

d. Make a swage joint.

e. Make a 90° bend.

f. Make a 180° bend.

g. Make a 450 offset bend.

h. Construct a tubing project.

(NOTE: If these activities have not been accomplished prior to the test, ask

your instructor when they should be completed.)
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TUBING OPERATIONS
UNIT II

ANSWERS TO TEST

1. a. 3 d. 4

b. 6 e. 5

c. 2 f. 1

2. b, e, f1

3. a. Compression type

o. Generating type

4. Performance skills evaluated to the satisfaction of the instructor
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PIPE
UNIT III

UNIT OBJECTIVE

After completion of this unit, the student should be able to discuss the difference between
black iron pipe and galvanized iron pipe. He should also be able to list the advantages

and disadvantages of plastic pipe and identify fittings for iron, copper, and P.V.C. pipe.
This knowledge will be evidenced through demonstration and by scoring eighty-five percent

on the unit test.

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

After cornoletipfl of this unit, the student should be able to:

1. Match t ms associated with pipe to the correct definitions or descriptions.

2. List the types of pipe used in air conditioning and refrigeration.

3. List applications for r oes of pipe to be used in the air-conditioning and
refrigeration trade.

4. Identify iron, brass, flexible plastic, and P.V.C. pipe fittings.

5. Discuss the difference between black iron pipe and galvanized iron pipe.

6. List foul advantages dnd two disadvantages of plastic pipe.

7. Discuss the three common methods of measuring pipe.

8. Select the tools necessary to cut and thread iron pipe.

9. List fourteen steps in cutting and threading iron pipe.

10. Select Vie tools necessary to make proper P.V.C. joints.

11. List rine steps necessary for installing P.V.C. pipe.

12. Demonstrate the ability to.

a. Read fitting sizes.

b Determine iron fIpe lengths and fittings necessary to connect a gas
furnace.

c. Determine lengths of P V.C. and +tings necessary to construct a
condensate line.
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PIPE
UNIT HI

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

I. Instructor:

A. Provide student with objective sheet

B. Provide student with information and assignment sheets.

C. Make transparencies.

D. Discuss unit and specific objectives.

E. Discuss information and assignment sheets.

F. Demonstrat, cutting and threading pipe.

G. Demonstrate cutting and glueing P.V.C.

H. Demonstrate making a flexible plastic pipe connection.

I. Have students lock up parts in a catalog.

J. Give test.

II. Student:

A. Read objective sheet

B. Study information sheet.

C. Complete assignment sheets.

D. Look up parts in a catalog to become familiir with how to order parts

E. Take test.

INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS

Included in this unit:

A. Objective sheet

B. Information sheet
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C. Transparency masters

1. TM 1--Iron Pipe Fittings

2. TM 2--Brass Fittings

3. TM 3--1 exible Plastic Pipe Fittings

4. TM 4-- P.V.C. Fittings

5. TM 5--T ,ols for Cutting and Threading Iron Pipe

6. TM 6--Tools for Making P.V.C. Joints

7. TM 7--Drying Time of P.V.C. Cement

D. Assignment sheets

1. Assignment Sheet #1--Read Fitting Sizes

2. Assignment Sheet #2--Determine Iron Pipe Lengths and Fittings
Necessary to Connect a Gas Furnace

3. Assignment Sheet #3--Determine Lengths of P.V.C. and Fittings
Necessary to Construct a Condensate Line

E. Answers to assignment sheets

F. Test

G Answers to tc ,t

II. ReferencP-Slater, Harry. Related Information Plumbing. Volume 1 and 2.
Albany, New York Delmar Publishers, 1958.
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PIPE

UNIT III

INFORMATION SHEET

I. Terms and definitions or descriptions

A. Galvanize-To coat metal with zinc in order to prevent rusting

(NOTE: Galvanized pipe is not to be used as a natural gas line.)

B. P.V.C.--Rigid plastic pipe

(NOTE This pipe is generally white in color and P.V.C. is the abbreviation
for polyvinyl chloride.)

C Nipple- -Short piece of pipe twelve inches or less in length

D. Gas cock -Manually operated in-line gas valve

E. Flexible plastic pipe Plastic pipe which comes in a roll and uses slip-in
fittings with clamps

(NOTE. This pipe is black in color.)

F Long pipe-Refers to wrought iron or steel pipe

G Dope -Thick lead base substance which is applied to pipe threads to help
seal the joint

H F.P.T.--Female pipe taper

I. M P.T.-Male pipe taper

J Cast fittings Heavy steel pipe fittings that are formed in a mold

I NOTE These fittings are generally referred to as malleable iron fittings.)

i I. Pipe used in air conditioning and refrigeration

A !ron

1 Black

2. Galvanize°

B Flexible nlastit

A 6. , A.
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INFORMATION SHEET

C. P.V C

D. Copper

(NOTE Copper pipe is usually referred to as tubing.)

HI Prof applications in the air-conditioning and refrigeration trade

A Black iron pipe

1. Natural gas lines to furnaces

2. l_iowfied petroleum gas line., to furnaces

3 Ammonia Ines

B. Galvanized iron pipe

1 Ice maker water Imes

2 water lines

3 Water cooled condenser supply and return lines

4. Condensate lines

C Plastic pipe

(NOTE This includes both P V.0 and flexible plastic pipe )

1 Water supply lines

2 underground gas tries

3 Condensate lines

4 Chilled water ,,upply and return lines

(NOTiT Lora' codes should i\P checked before us,ng plastic pipe )

IV P pe httin is (Transparency 1)

A ir..;r1

(NOTE Ir,)11 ilttIngS are used on black iron and galvanized iron pipe )

1 90 ell

2.
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INPORMATION SHEET

.J 4,6 nl,

?0" stri-:t el'

Union

kl\lheri connecting galvanized pipe to any other type of
a soecial union must be used to prevc:nt a corrosive action

Hs lion is ca!leo an nsulated union

,

C;as cod,

kTrJ,T,odrefSs: 2:

..)- firc-js aru used on cooper pipe.)

01)

t ;

;-;ise lo

. ,,; mr-,_ for

1. ,u
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INFORMATION SHEET

10 Two-way shut-off valve

11 Three-way shut-off valve

12 Saddle valve

C. Flexible plastic fitt,ngs (Transparency 3)

(NOTE Flexible plastic pipe fittings are sed on flexible plastic pipe.)

1 Insert tee

2. Insert 90' ell

3. Ins-4t male adapter

4 Insert male steel adapter

5 insert coupling

6. Clamp

D. P V C. fittings (Transparency 4)

(NOTE. P V.C. fittings are used on P.V.C. pipe.)

1 90 ell

2. Llri' el;

3 Yee

4 acjnter

5 Ferna:. adapter

6

7, Bushing

8 Jo

9 90 ell (P V C _o pipe)
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INFORMATION SHEET

V. Black iron pipe and galvanized iron pipe

A. Black iron pipe

1. Painted black

(NOTE, The black paint aids in the prevention of rust and helps
to distinguish it from galvanized pipe.)

2 Uses

a Gas lines

b Compressed air lines

c. Chilled liquid Unes

d Hvdronic heat

e. Steam lines

B Galvanized iron pipe

1. Cortr-Li to resist rusting

2 Uses

3 Water pipe

b Con-'-nsate drains

VI Advantages and disadvantages of plastic pipe

A Advantages

1, Lightweight

2 Resists corrosior and electrolysis

3 Good for long runs undergr ound

May be bent

B Disadvantages

I rot withstand temperatures over 150°F

2 . Nro t b !t, at pressures over 100 lbs p.s.i
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INFORMATION SHEET.

VII. Methods of .easu r:ng pipe

A. End to end

1 Straight length of pipe

End

2. Measure pipe without fittings (Figure 1)

FIGURE 1

6. End to center

2' -1 1/2' E

1 Straight length of pipe

Tighten a tting on one end

-0

3. Me:ssure from end to center of fitting (Figure 2)

FIGURE 2

3 ' 6 1 / 2 E C

C D.riter to center

1 Straight length of pipe

Tightened fitting on each end

Center

3 Measure from center of one fitting to the center of the other
(Figure 3)

FIGURE 3

Center

1' 4 1 4 C 1 /2" C C
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INf OPMATION SHEET

1 ABLE 1

:-,PL-(:,!FIC,^,TIONI-; FOR THREADING PIPE

I'

Size,

1.\ches

Aporcx Length of
'-roads ,n inches

Aoprox Number of
Threads To Be Cut

3 3 4 10

34 2'4 10

1 7/8 10

1 11

11

1 11

2 1 1,2 12

1 1:2 12

Cl 1 2/3 13

Rt ci,c icy turn og c,u ltr,rcoc'

ft,-;rc thrcads

c 'gar 'trial des

lernov;, CO p5 cA t 1 C_CiMPtPSY'd air,)

y for 1,r/_1),,, fr) iTr,,,sp,fb,ro g,

1.)

drl t, +'.'r r,

p

F Knw,

v t

,fur, 0 ,t1., hru..,11
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INFORMATION SHEET

XI Steps for installing P.V.C. pipe

A. Cut pipe square

B. Remove burrs inside and out

C. Clean pipe with clean towel

D. Check fit of pipe into fitting

E. Clean pipe with P.V.C. cleaner

F. Apply a coat of cement with brush

G. Put fitting on pipe immediately after applying cement

(NOTE: Fitting must be turned in the proper direction when it is placed
on the pipe because it can not be moved once it comes into contact with
the cement.)

H Hold pressure against fitting momentarily

I Don't disturb pipe until dry (Transparency 7,

(NOTE: Drying time is dependent on the ambient temperature.)



Bushing

311-

Plug

Iron Pipe Fittings

90 Ell

'11111111
.1ft

Gas Cock

Tee

Union

Coupling

90 Street Ell

45 Ell

Flange .



s

90 Ell

Plug

Female Pipe To

Male Flare

37 3

Brass Fittings

Street Ell

Bushing

1111111111tono

Male Pipe To

Male Flare

Tee

Two-Way

Shut-Off Valve

Nipp:e

Three-Way

Shut-Off Valve

Saddle Valve
. Flexible Gas Connector

34./ 4



Flexible Plastic Pipe Fittings

11111 Joss
Insert Tee

Insert Male

Steel Adapter

Insert 90° Ell

Insert Coupling

Insert Male Adrnter

Clamp



90 ELL

Male Adapter

Bushing

P.V.C. Fittings

45° EL

Female Adapter

Cap

Tee

Coupling

11111,71,M

Iii1,11*1
1',101111,

90° EL

P.V.C. to Pipe

378



44.
and Threading Iron Pipe

Tools For Cutting

Pipe Vise

Oil Can

379

J

Die
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Tools For Making P.V.C. Joints

P.V.C. Cement

Knife

r

Miter Box

Natural Bristle or
Nylon Brush

381

Clean Towels
A

N

&

P.V.C. Cleaner

Miter Saw

0

. 382
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Drying Time of P.V.C. Cement'
rioo

90

30 Minutes 80

70

60

1 Hour 50

40

2 Hours 30

20

4 Hours 10
s

0

Degrees
Fahrenheit (

OF

383
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PIPE
UNIT III

ASSIGNMENT SHEET #1--READ FITTING SIZES

Ells, street ells, and tees are avaira'ble in reducing sizes. When ordering a reducing fitting,
*give the larger size first.

Example: To connect two pieces,of 1/2" pipe to a 3/4" line it would take a 3/4"
x 1/2" x 1/2" 'tee

Give the fitting type and size in proper order for the following.

1. A 3/4" line must make a 90° turn and then lonnect into a.,1/2" line.

3/4''

1/2"

A 1/2" gas line needs to be connected to a 3/4" gas line and 3/4" line will
go on straight. The 1/2" line will be perpendicular to the 3/4" line.

f
3/4"

1/2"

3/4"

3. A 1" water line needs to make a 90° turn) and connect into a 3/4" female
fitting.

1"

3/4"

4. A 1/2" supply air line needs to branch off to two 3/8" air lines.

t t
1/2" / 3/8"

3/8"

A 3/4" water line must make a sharp 180° turn and connect onto a 3/8" line.

3/4"-1. 3/8"-4.
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PIPE
UNIT III

ASSIGNMENT SHEET #2--DETERMINE IRON PIPE LENGTHS AND FITTINGS
NECESSARY TO CONNECT A GAS FUAJACE

Make a list of the pipe length and the fittings neoesszry to-connect the gas furnace below
to' the supply gas line. Place a gas cock in the line prior to where the line enters the
furnace cabinet. Gas valve has 1/2" female, pipe inlet.

Scale: 1/4"=1'

3/4" Supply Gas Line

385



a.

ASSIGNMENT SHEET #2

Pipe length

a

b

d

e

f

g

Fitting Size

aa

bb

CC

ee

ff

g g
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PIPE

UNIT III
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ACF1 I - 103-D

ASSIGNMENT SHEET #3--DETERMINE LENGTHS OF P.V.C. AND FITTINGS
NECESSARY TO CONSTRUCT A CONDENSATE LINE

Make a list of the lengths of P.V.C. and fittings necessary to construct the condensate
line on the system below. Condensate drain on coil is 3/4" male pipe and comes straight
out of coil box. Front of coil box sets back six inches which allows room for making
connections.

Front View Inset 3"

Return Air
Platform

Top View

as

bb

Scale: 1/4"=1'

Floor Drain

387
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3/4" Male Pipe
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P.V.C. lengths

a

b

c

d
,

Fittings

ASSIGNMENT SHEET #3 .

7

0

Fitting (aa) connects to coil condensate drain.

Fitting (bb) enables the drain line to turn in a direction parallel to the top of the furnace.

aa

bb

CC

dd

ee

ff

(

388
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f N.

-
* PIPE

UNIT III

, ANSWERS TO ASSIGNMENT SHEETS

1

i
i

,

.

0

Assignment Sheet #1

1. Black iron pipe, 3/4". x 1/2" elI

2. Black iron pipe, 3/4" x 3/4" x 1/2" tee..

3. Galvanized iron pipe, 1" x 3/4" street ell

4. Black iron pipe, 1/2" x 3/8" x 3/8" tee

5. Galvanized iron pipe, 3,-I" x 1/2" street ellf1/2" x 3/8" ell

Assignment Sheet #2

A

a. 13' aa. 3/4" x 1/2" reducer

b. 101,6" . bb. 1/2" elI
__,..

c 6" cc. 1/2" ell

d. 6" dd. 1/2" elI

e. 6" ee. 1/2" gas cock

f. 6" ff. 1/2" tee

9., gg 1/2" cap

dv

0

Assignment Sheet #3

I . .'

a. 11' 6" aa. 3/4" F.P.T. to 1/2".

b. 6" bb. 1/2" elI

c. 3' 6" cc. 1/2" tee

d. 1' 3" dd. 1/2" elI

ee. 1/2" ell

ff. 1/2" 45° ell
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PIPE

UNIT III

TEST
A

Match the terms on the right to the correct definitions or detcriPtions.

a.

b.

C.

d.

e.

f.

9-

I.

Rigid plastic -pipe

Manually operated in-line gas valve

To ooat metal with zinc in order to
prevent rusting

Short piece of pipe twelve inches or less
in length

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.
Plastic pipe which comes, in a roll and
uses slip-in fittings with clamps .7.

Heavy steel pipe fittings that are formed
in a mold

Thick lead base substance which is

applied to pipe threads to help seal the
joint

h. Female pipe taper'

i. Refers to wrought iron or steel pipe

8.

9:

, 10.

Long pipe

Gas 'cock

Nipple

Dope

P.V.C.

Galvanize

Flexible
plastic pipe

M.P.T.

F.P.T.

Cast fittings

Male pipe taper

2. List the types of pipe used in air conditioning and re.rigeration.

a.

b:

c.

d.

1)

2)
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3. List two applications for each type of
and refrigeration itrade, \

.
a 131 k- iron pipe

1)

2
t o

b. dalVanized iron pipe

1)

2) ,

c. Plastic pipe

1).

2)

pipe to be used in the air-conditioning'..

,

4. Identify the iron, brass, flexible plastic, and P.V.C. pipe fittings.

a.

d.

g.

b.

e.

h.

391

c.

o-

itisaLionni

are
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r

7

m.

k.

n.

11111111.0111111

O.

s.

v.

q.

t.

r.

u.

w. x.
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Y. z.

aa. bb.

J1_

5. Discuss the diffetence between black iron pipe and galvanized iron pipe.

4

6. List our advantages and twg disadvantages of plastic pipe.

Advantages

1)

2)

3)

4)

393
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b. Disadvantages

1)

2)

7. Discuss the three common methods of measuring pipe.

8. Select the tools necessary to cut and thread iron pipe by placing an "X" in
the appropriate blank.

a. Pipe vise

b. Oil can

c. Pipe wrench

d. Reamer

e. Cutter

f. Die stock

g. Fl3ring toot

h. Dies

9. List fourteen steps in cutting and threading iron pipe.

a.

b.

c.

d.

394
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e.

f.

g.

h.

i.

J.

k.

I.

m.

n.

0

10. Select the. tools necessary to make proper P.V.C. joints by placing an "X" in
the appropriate blank.

a. Pipe vise

b. Knife

c. Miter saw

d. P.V.C. cement

e. Hammer

f. Natural bristle or nylon brush

g. Pipe wrench

h. Miter box

,

i. Clean towels

11. List nine steps necessary for installing P.V.C. pipe.

a.

b.

c.

d.

e. 395
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f.

9..

h.

12. Demonstrate the ability to:

a. Read fitting sizes.

b. Determine iron pipe lengths and fittings necessary to connect a gas furnace.

c. Determine lengths of P.V.C. and fittings necessary to construct a condensate
line.

(NOTE: If these activities have not been accomplished J the test, ask
your instructor when they snould be completed.)



PIPE
UNIT III

ANSWERS TO TEST

1. a. 5 f. 10

b. 2 g. 4 ir

c. 6 h. 9

d. 3 i. 1

e. 7

2. a. Iron

1) Black

2) Galvanized

b. Flexible plastic

c. P.V.C.

d. Copper

3. Any two of the following under each type of pipe:

a. Black iron pipe

1) Natural gas lines to furnaces

2) Liquified petroleum gas lines to furnaces

3) Ammonia lines

b. Galvanized iron pipe
...

1, Ice maker water lines

t 2) Chilled water lines

3) Water cooled condenser supply and return lines

J. 8

4) Condensate lines

c. Plastic pipe

1) Water supply lines

397
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2) Underground gas lines

3) Condf'ncate lines

4) Chilled water supply and return lines

4 d Plug

b Gds cock

c. 90' el;

d Cap

e Flange

f I rsert tee

g Reduczir

h inse-t ,hire adapter

i Nipple

Coupling

k Bushing

Male pipe to male flare

Street eh

iisert 90' ell

c, iiisf rt coupling

oacldie valve
;

q Nexiole gas connector

r Tee

s Female pipe to male flare

i wo way shut off valve
!

u. Male adapter

v. 90 street el:,

A Orl'Ort

398
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x. 45° 311

y. ,Three-way shut-off valve

z. Insert male steel adapter

aa. Female adapter

bb. Clamp

5. Discussion shoild include:

a. Black iron pipe

1) Painted black

2) Uses

a) Gas lines

ACR I - 117-0

b) Compressed air lines

c) Chilled liquid lines

d) Hydronic heat

e) Steam lines

b. Galvanized iron pipe

1) Coated to resist rusting

2) Uses

a) " Water pipe

b) Condensate drain!

6. a. Advantages

1) Lightweight

2) Resists corrosion and electrclysii

3) Good for long runs underground

4) May be bent

b. Disadvantages

1) Will not withstand temperatures over 150°F

2) Not stable at pressures over 100 lbs. p.s.i.
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7. Discussion should include

a. End to end

1) Straight length of pipe

2) Measure pipe without fittings

b. End to center

1) Straight length of pipe

2) Tighten a fitting on one end

3) Measure from end to center of fitting

c. Center to center

1) Straight length of pipe

2) Tightened fitting on each end

3) Measure from center of one fitting to the center of the other

8. a, b, d, e, f, h

9. a. Secure pipe in vise

b. Cut the pipe

c, Ream inside of pipe to remove burrs

d. Lightly file outside cut edge-

e. Inspect and dean dies before threading

f. Check cutting edges for sharpness

g. Be sure dies are in the die stock properly

h. Center die on pipe

Turn die slowly in a clockwise di'ection

j. Apply cutting oil while threading

k. Determine length of the threaded portion

I, Remove the by turning counterclockwise

m: Clean chips from threads

n. Clean chips from dies

400



10. b, c, d, f, h, i

11. a.. Cut pipe square

b. Remove burrs inside and out

c. Clean pipe with clean towel

d. Check fit of pipe into fitting

^ Clean pipe with P.V.C. cleaner

f. Apply a coat of cement with brush

g. Put fitting on pipe immediately after applying cement

h. Hold pressure against fitting momentarily

i. Don't disturb pipe until dry

12. Evaluated to the satisfaction of the instructor

I

401
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Air Conditioning

and Refrigerati6n

Section D

Names

PROGRESS CHART
Tubing and Pipe Date
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SOLDERING AND WELDING EQUIPMENT
UNIT I

UNIT OBJECTIVE

After comp) ion of this unit, the student shniild be able to use and care for the
air-acetYlenenorch, oxyacetylene torch, and the elictric welder. He should also be able
to identify the components of the air-propane torch and select safety rules pertaining
to soldering and welding. This knowledge will be evidenced through demonstration and
by scoring eighty-five percent on the unit test.

4.

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

After completion of this unit, the Otfent should be able to:

1. Match terms associated with soldering and welding equipment to'the correct
definitions.

2. Select safety rules for using soldering and welding equipment.

3. Identify the components of' the air-acetylene torch outfit.

4. Ideptify the components of the air-propane torch outfit.

5. Discuss lighti'ig, adjusting, and extinguishing the air-acetylene torch.
. ,

6. List four steps ft?* proper care of the air-acetylene torch.

7. Identify the components of the oxyacetylene torch outfit.

8. Arrange in order the steps for setting up the oxyacetylene torch..

9. Arrange in order the steps for lighting, adjusting, and extinguishing the
oxyacetylene torch.

10. List five steps for proper ire of oxyacetylene welding equipment.

11. Identify electric welding equipment.
o

012. List three uses of the electric welder in the air - conditioning and kefrigeration
trade.

13. List steps used fog proper care of the electric welder.

14. Demonstrate the ability to:

a. Light and adjust the air-acetylene torch.

b. '_fight and adjust the halide torch leak detector.

c. Light and adjust the oxyacetylene torch.
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SOLDERING AND WELDING EQUIPMENT
UNIT I

4SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

I. Instructor:

A. Provide student with objective sheet.

B. Provide student ,th information and job sheets.

C. Make transparencies.
...

D. Discuss unit and specific objectives.

E. Discuss information sheet.

F. Demonstrate and discuss the procedures outlined in the job sheets.

G.- Demonstrate the proper use of soldering and welding equipment.

H. Invite an outside resource person to talk to class about welding equipment.

I. Demonstrate the explosiveness of welding gas.

J. Give test.

i I. Student:

A. Read objective sheet.

B. Study information sheet.

C. Complete job sheets.

D. Take test.

It;

`INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS

I. Included in this unit:

A. Objective sheet

B. Information sheet

40,I
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C. Transparency masters

1. TM 1--Air-Acetylene Torch Outfit

2. . TM 2Air-Acetylene Torch Outfit (Continued)

3. TM 3 -Air- Propane Torch Outfit

4. TM 4--Air-Propane Tor^.h Outfit (Continued)

5. TM 5- -Oxyacetylene Torch Outfit

6. TM 3:-Oxyacetylene Torch Outfit (Continued)

7. TM 7--Electric Welding Equipment

8. TM 8-- Electric Weldinn Equipment (Continued)

D. Job sheets

1. Job Sheet #1-Light and Adjust the Air-Acetylene Torch

2. Job Sheet #2--...ight and Adjust the Halide Torch Leak Detector

3. Job Sheet #3--Light and Adjust the Oxyacetylene Torch

E Test

F. Answers to test

I I. References:

A. The Oxy-Acetylene Handbook New York, New York: Lir,de Division/Union

Carbide Corp., 1968.
I

B. Sosnin, H. A. Arc Welding Instructions for the Beginner. Cleveland, Ohio:

The James F Lincoln Arc Welding Foundation, 1973.

C. Welding C.irriculum. Stillwater, Oklahoma: State Department of Vocational

and Technical Education, 1974.
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SOLDERING AND WELDING EQUIPMENT
UNIT I

INFORMATION SHEET

I. Terms and definitions

A Regulator--Device for reducing high cylinder pressure to a low working
pressure

B. Flashback-Fire inside the torch

C. Flashback valve--une-way valve which prevents a flashback from going up
the hoses and to the regulators

D. Air-acetylene torch -Torch which uses an acetylene cylinder only and gets
the oxygen to support the flame from the surrounding air

E Arc--Flow of elect-+c current from the tip of the electrode holder to the
metal being welded

F. Electrodes- Metal rods which conduct a current from the electrode holder
to the meta! being welded

G. Inner cone--Inner white part of a neutral flame

H Neutral flame-Burning of equal parts of oxygen and acetylene (Figure 1)

Figure 1

No Acetylene
Feather

Inner Cone

Soldering-Joining two metals by adhesion of a low melting temperature
metal

(NOTE Low melting temperature is usually considered 800°F or less.)

J Silver biazing Joining two metals by adhesion of a high temperature
soldering alloy which contains some percentage of silver

(NOTE Temperature in silver brazing is usually around 900' to 1400°F.)
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INFORMATION SHEET

II. Safety rule's tor using soldering and welding equipment

A Gas welding and soldering

1 Away; ,vear suitable protective clothing

2, Alwayt, I eep a safe, clean work area

3 Make sure there are no flammable materials near

4 Do riot weld in the vicinity of explosive materials or near carbon
tetrachloi ide

5 Always make sure you have enough ventilation to give three or
four complete- changes of air per hour

air exhaust at the weld whenever welding lead, cadmium,

chi-oinium manganese, brass, bronze, zinc, or galvanized metals

(NOTE Some silver soldering alloys contain cadmium. Cadmium
f ice alloys should be purchased whenever possible.),

7 Never weld or cut in a confined area without protection

3 Handle all piesSure cylinders with care

9 Keen ar welding equipment in good condition

10 not uce oil or grease on any oxygen or acetylene connections

1' Never open tank valves until you are certain that regulator valves

are closed

12 N,'6Tr open the valves on the cylinders with a hammer

Never hammer on oxygen of ocetylene regulators

14. . Do not light a torch with a match or open flame; use striker
provided

15 Before Iirthtino torch, be positive that hose, tanks, or an y

infldiurriable rnatena' will not be exposed to heat, flame, or sparks

10 Bevvar" of hint( acetylene pressure, never use acetylene gas when

the pre,tiie is greater than 15 lbs p s

,OTE Acetylene gas when compressed to more than 15 'fib.
Loco,ho ci very high explosive.)
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INFORMATION SHEET

17. Never screw the regulator screw in tight against the regulator as
this spoils the diaphragm

(NOTE: If hose pressure drops, check tank pressure at regulator;
tank is probably empty.)

18. Do not hold welding or cutting tip too close to your work; this
may cause a flashback in your torch

19. Never use a ,,tip that gets hot

(NOTE: A hot tip or handle is caused by the burning of oxygen
and acetylene inside of the tip or handle. This is a dangerous
situation which should be repaired immediately.)

20. Never use a torch that leaks

21. Never leave, your torch burning unattended

22. Never leave torch valve open

23. Do not use the torch for a hammer, crowbar, wedge, or foe-any
purpose other than welding; do not use a cylinder, even when
empty, as a roller

24. Do not store cylinders in a room where the temperature is more
than 80°

25. Do not adjust, alter, change, build, or do any experimental work
on cylinders, regulators, torches, or any other gas equipment

26. Never attempt to weld a closed or jacketed tank, vessel, or
container without a vent for air

1NOTE: Even with a vent, great care should be used not to get
gas in tank. If for any reason you should get gas in the tank,
be sure to aerate the tank.)

27. Use a regulator on air-acetylene torches

28. Stand to one side of regulator while slowly opening the cylinder
valve

29. Purge oxygen and acetylene passages before, lighting torch

30. Secure all cylinders to prevent them from being knocked over

31. Purge cylinder valve before attaching regulators
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INFORMATION SHEET

32 Release adjusting screw,- 'r regulator before opening cylinder
valve

33 Do not use a torch on a pressurized system

34 Light acetylene before opening onTen valve on torch

35 Install flashback valves on all oxyacetylene welding equipment

36 Do not use oxygen as a suostitute for compressed air

37 Keep heat, flames, and sparks away from combustibles

B Electric vveiding

1 If it i, necessary to coupie lengths of cable together, make sure
joints are insulated and all electrical connections are tight, use
no cable, with frayed, cracked, or bare spots

2 When electrode holder is not in use, hang it on welding machine

or special holder; never let it touch a gas cylinder

3. Always have welding machine properly grounded

4 Make sure pedal controls are guarded to 'irevent accidental starts

5 If need arises to weld in damp or wet conditions, wear rubber
boots and/or stand on dry cardboard or wood

6 Stand only on solid items, floor Or rffound

7 When welding in high places without railings, use safety belt or
lifeline

B Always wear proper eye protection, especially when grinding or

cutting

9. Keep your booth curtains closed to protect the eyes of others

10 Never weld or cut directly on a concrete floor

11. Do not look at the arc with the naked eyei-

12 Wear J head or face shield that is in good condition

13 Always wear suitable protective clothing

Examples Long sleeved shirt, leather gloves, turned down
cuffs, high top shoes or boots, buttoned (town
collar
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INFORMATION SHEET

AcR - 9-q

14. Do not strike an arc or weld until you are sure those in the
vicinity have protective equipment or will look in the other
direction

(NOTE: Shout "COVER" before striking the arc.)

15. Do not pick up hot metal

16. Do not weld in confined places without Proper ventilation

17. Open main switch or disconnect plug when checking a welder

18. Do not leave electrode holder on welding table or in direct contact
with grounded metal

19 Do not use worn or frayed cables

III. Components of the air-acetylene torch outfit (Transparencies 1 and 2)

A. Torch handle

B.' Regulator

C. Hose

D. Tips

1. No. 1--Very fine pointed flame

2. No. 2--Fine

3. No. 3--Medium

4. No. 4 -Medium large

5. No. 5--Large

6. No. 6--Extra large

E. High temperature wraparound flame tip

F. Halide torch leak detectors

G. Soldering copper

H. Acetylene tanks

1. "13" tank

(NOTE: This has a capacity of 40 cuoic feet.)
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INFORMATIOIVSHEET

2 'A., tank

t',10-1-F This has a capacity of 10 ctihic feet

St! I Kr

J Cy IinlJer Wr tnCh

V Con,rionctits of the air nropane torch outfit (Transparencies 3 and 4)

_ A. Torch han,fle

B Re(Itilltor

1-fiqr ir,',nerature wraparound flame tip

D

Meditim

3

Halide torch leak detect°,

F Soldering .copper

petroleum cylinders

2 1 2 II) ciipacity

20 It) capacity

,lie with left hand nuts

I it'll

V. Lighting, aditisting, Tv] Qxtelquishing the air acetylene torch

Open tank value 1/2 of a turn

(NC/TF Li. a tank key or a refrigeration ratchet handle to open the tank

val+0'

B Open vd,ir")n trid;v

C cin,! P
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INFORMATION SHEET

D. Turn handle valve to adjust flame

E. Adjust flame so that the inner blue cone is about 1 1/2" long (Figure
2)

(NOTE: The hottest part of the flame is 1/8" from the inner blue cone.)

Figure 2

Torch

<

F. Extinguish the flame

1. Close tank valve

2. Let flame burn itself out

3. Close valve on handle

Bright
Inner Flame

Pale Blue
Outer Flame

.0'

Vi. Care of the air-acetylene torch

A. Secure tank from falling over

B. Don't overtighten regulator adjustment

C. Keep tips clean

D. Check for acetylene leaks before using

VII. Components of the oxyacetylene torch outfit (Transparencies 5 and 6)

A. Oxygen regulator

B. Acetylene regulator

C. Torch handle

D. Cutting attachment

E. Welding tip

F. Cutting tip
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INFORMATION SHEET

G. Twin hose

H. Safety goggles

I. Striker

J. Cart

K. Oxygen cylinder

L. Acetylene cylinder

VIII. Steps for setting up the oxyacetylene torch

A. Fasten cylinders in a vertical position

B. Remove caps from cylinders

C Crack valves of each cylinder, then close valves

D Connect oxygen regulator to oxygen cylinder

(CAUTION: Do not lubricate.)

1. Turn pressure adjusting screw on regulator counterclockwise until
tension on spring is released

2. Slowly open cylinder and tighten in open position

E. Connect acetylene regulator to acetylene cylinder

1. Turn pressure adjusting screw un regulator counterclockwise trail
tension on spring is released

2. Open cylinder valve 1/2 to 3/4 of a turn

(NOTE: Never open more than 1 1/2 turns.)

F. Connect "dretylene hose (red) ttk acetylene regulator and purge hose

(NOTE: All acetylene fittings have. a grooved nut to indicate lefthand
'threads. )

G. Connect oxygen hose (green) to oxygen regulator and purge hose

(NOTE All oxygen fittings have right-hand threads.)

H. Connect torch body to oxygen and acetylene hose and close both valves
on torch body
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INFORMATION SHEET

5

I. Attach welding tip to torch body

(NOTE: Size of tip is determined by thickness of metal to be welded. Use
manufacturer's recommendations for tip size and working pressures.)

J. Turn pressure adjusting screw on oxygen regulator clockwise until working
pressure is reached

K. Torn pressure adjusting screw on acetylene regulator clockwise until working
pressure is reached

L. Test all connections for leaks with soapbsuds and water

(NOTE: 'Apply soap suds with a clean paint brush.)

!X. Steps for lighting, adjusting, and extinguishing the oxyacetylene torch

A. Ligh.ing

1. Check all cylinder, regulator, and torch valves to make sure they
are turned off

2. Open acetylene cylinder valve 1/2 to 3/4 of a turn

(CAUTION: Never open more than 1 1/2 turns.)

3/ To purge line, open acetylene valve on torch one turn

4. Turn acetylene regulator pressure adjusting screw clockwise until
desired working pressure is reached

5. Close acetylene valve on torch

6. Open oxygen cylinder valve all the way and tighten in open
position

7. Open oxygen torch valve one turn

8. Turn oxygen regulator pressure adjusting screw clockwise until
desired pressure is reached

9. Close oxygen valve on torch

10. Open acetytenevatve on torch 1/4 turn--

11. Light the torch with flint lighter
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INFORMATION SHEET

B. Adjusting

1. Adjust until smoke on flarnp clears

2. Open oxygen torch valve

3. Adjust to a neutral flame with a tiny trace of feather on the

inner cone

(NOTE: The working pressure is determined by the size of the
tip.)

C. Extinguishing

1. Close acetylene torch valve

2. Close oxygen torch 'valve

3. Close acetylene cylinder valve

4. Close oxygen cyliniler valve

5. Open acetylene torch valve

.(NOTE: When gauges reach 0, release acetylene regulator pressure

-adjusting screw and close torch valve.)

6. Open oxygen valve on -torch

(NOTE: When gauges reach 0, release oxygen regulator pressure
adjusting screw and close torch valve.)

7. Placa. torch and hoses on hanger or brackets

X. Care of oxyacetylene welding equipment

A. Use no oil around the equipment

B. Do not leave pressure on regulators

C. Keep tips clean

D. Check for loose or leaky fittings

E. Keep hose off of the floor as much as possible

18
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INFORMATION SHEET

Xl. Equipment for electric welding (T?ansparencies 7 and 8)

A. Electric welder

B. Electrode holder

C. Ground clamp

D. Shield

E. Gloves

P. (shipping hammer

G. Safety goggles

H. Wire brush

Electrode

XII. Uses of the electric welder in the air-conditioning and refrigeration trade

A. Constructing angle iron equipment racks

B. Fabricating compressof mounting plates

C. Repairing broker ,braces and supports

XIII. Care of the electric welder

A. Cables should be t.urrect size

B. Cables should be well insulated

C. Check cables for defective insulation periodically

D. Keep all cable connections tight

F. Check the insulation on th'e electrode holder

F. Holder 'should grip the electrode tightly

4
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Air-Acetylene Torch Outfit

Hose

-4c 420

Torch Handle

I

..,

.4

/001.4411003
Very Fine

el

__,....11._

ryedium

IiimiI MeCum Large

Regulator

High Temperature

Wraparound Flame Tip

Extra Large

Tips
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Air-Acetylene Torch Outfit
(Continued)

Soldering Copper

"MC" Acetylene Tank

N 4M2

Halide Torch Lak Detector

Cvrinder Wrench

"B" Acetylene Tank

Striker
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Air-Propane Torch Outfit

Torch Handle

High Temperature

Wraparound Flame Tip

424

Regulator

Small
,,

Large

Standard Tips
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Liquified PetroleumPetroleum Cylinder

2 1/2 lb. Capacity

Soldering Copper

426

Air-Propane Torch Outfit
(Continued)

Halide Torch Leak Detector

Hose

l'
r:t'

.1

;

Liquified Petroleum Cylinder

20 lb. Capacity

Striker
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Oxygen Regulator

Acetylene Regulator

428

Oxyacetylene Torch Outfit

Torch Handle

Cutting Attachment

Welding Tip

Cutting Tip
>o

I%)
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Oxyacetylene Torch Outfit
(Continued)

Striker
Twin Hose

43)

Safety Goggles

430

I "
r

Cart

Oxygen Cylinder Acetylene Cylinder

431
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Electric Welding Equipment

Electric Welder

Ground Clamp

I I I I I I II I I

Shield

Gloves

or

Electrode Holder

;.31.
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Wire Brush

43,1

Electric Welding Equipment
(Continued)

Electrode

Safety Goggles

Chipping Hammer

>o
m

(4
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SOLDERING AND WELDINCJ EQUIPMENT
UNIT I

JOB SHEET #1 LIGHT AND ADJUST THE
AIR ACETYLENE TORCH

I. Tools and materials

A Air-acetylene torch outfit

B Acetylene tank valve wrench

C. Striker

D. Colored safety glasses

11 Procedure

A. Put on colored safety glasses

B. Open tank valve 1 /2 of a turn

C Check system for leaks with soap bubbles

(CAUTION Never check for a gas leak with a flame.)

D. Open torch handle valse 1/4 of a turn

E Strike striker immedidtely

F Upon ignition of flarre, open torch wive another 1/2 of a turn

(CAUTION. If flame does not ignite immediately, shut off valve on handle.
Delayed ignition could cause an explosion.)

G Ad:ist flame o that inner blue cone is aboL, ''. 1/2" long

(NOTE If there is .an air gap between the inner blue cone and the torch
tip, the regulator adjusting screw may need to be turned counterclockwise
in order to decrease the pressure )

H Extinguish by closing tank valve first

I Let flame burn itself out

J Close torch handle valve

K Roll up hose

L Put away equipment
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SOLDERING AND WELDING EQUIPMENT
UNIT I

JOB SHEET #2--LIGHT AND ADJUST THE HALIDE TORCH LEAK DETECTOR

I. Tools and materials

A. Air-acetylene torch outfit

B. Halide torch leak detector

C Acetylene tank valve wrench

D. Striker

E. Safety glasses

II. Procedure

A. Put on safety glasses

B. Remove tip from torch handle by 'turning tip counterclockwise

C. Install the halide torch leak detector in the torch handle

D. Open tank valve 1/2 of a turn

E. Check system for leaks with soap bubbles

(CAUTION. Never check for a gas leak with a flame.)

F. Open torch handle valve 1/4 of a turn

G, Hold striker over end of leak detector while striking

H. Place thumb over end of sniffer hose while lighting detector flame

I. Remove thumb as soon as flame is lit
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JOB SHEET #2

J. Adjust flame so that inner blue cone just barely touches the real , plate

(Figure 1)

Figure 1

...0...-..------------ Reactor Plate

r-- Sensing Hose

1

K E-tinguish by closing tank valve first

I.. Let flame burn itself out

M. Close torch handle valve

N Remove leak detector from torch handle

0. Replace tip in torcn handle

P. Roll up hose

Q. Put away equipment
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SOLDERING AND WELDING EQUIPMENT
UNIT I

JOB SHEET #3--LIGHT AND ADJUST THE OXYACETYLENE TORCH

I. Tools and materials

A. Oxyacetylene welding outfit

B. Weldi ig goggles

C. Striker

II. Procedure

A. Check all cylinder, regulator, and torch valves to make sure they are turned
off

B. Open acetylene cylinder valve 1/2 to 3/4 of a turn

(CAUTION. Never open more than 1 1/2 turns.)

C. To purge line, open acetylene valve on torch one turn

D. Turn acetylene regulator pressure adjusting screw clockwise until desired
working pressure is reached

E. Clo.ie acetylene valve on torch

F. Open oxygen cylinder valve all the way and tighten in open position

G. Open oxygen torch valve one turn

H. Turn oxygen regulator pressure adjusting crew clockwise until desired
pressure is reached

I Close oxygen valve on torch

J Open acetylene valve on torch 1/4 turn

K. Light the torch with striker and adjust until smoke on flame clears

L. Open oxygen torch valve and adjust to a neutral flame with a tiny trace
of feather on the inner cone

M. Turn off the torch and oxyacetylene welding outfit using the following
procedure

1. Close acetylene torch valve

2. Close oxygen torch valve
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JOB SHEET #3

3. Close acetylene cylinder valve

4. Close oxygen cylinder valve

5. Open acetylene torch valve

(NOTE: When gauges reach 0, release acetylene regulator pressure
adjusting screw and close torch valve.)

6. Open oxygen valve on torch

(NOTE: When gauges reach 0, release oxygen regulator pressure
adjusting screw and close torch valve.)

7. Place torch and hoses on hanger or brackets
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SOLDERING AND WELDING EQUIPMENT
I

TEST

1. Match the terms on the right to the correct definitions.

ACR I - 39-E

a. Joining two metals by adhesion of a high 1. Inner cone
temperature soldering alloy which
contai 's some percentage of silver 2. Air-acetylene

torch
b. Fire inside the torch

3. Regulator
c. Device for reducing high cylinder

pressure to a low working pressure 4. Arc

d. Joining two metals by adhesion of a low 5. Neutral flame
melting temperature metal

6. Silver brazing
e. Flow of electric current from the tip of

the electrode holder to the metal being 7. Soldering
welded

8. Electrodes
f. Inner white part of a neutral flame

9. Flashback
valve

acetylene

10. Flashback

g. Burning of equal parts of oxygen and

h. Metal rods which conduct a current from
the electrode holder to the metal being
welded

i. Torch which uses an acetylene cylinder
only and gets the oxygen to sutJpoet the
flame from the surrounding air

j. Ore-way valve which prevents a

flashback from going up the hoses and
to the regulators



40.E

2. Select safety rules for using soldering and welding equipment by placing an "X"
in the appropriate blank.

a. Do not weld in the vicinity of explosive materials or near carbon

tetrachloride

b. Always make sure you have enough ventilation to give three or four
complete changes of air per day

c. Use air exhaust at the weld whenever welding lead, cadmium,
chromium, manganese, brass, bronze, zinc, or galvanized metals

d. Never use a torch that leaks

e. Never leave your torch burning unattended

f. Never leave torch valve open

g. Do not use the torch for a hammer, crowbar, wedge, or fur any purpose
other than welding; do not use a cylinder, even when empty, as a
roller

h. Do not use oil or grease on any oxygen or acetylene connections

i. Never open tank valves until you are certain that regulator valves are

open

_______j. Open the valves on the cylinders with a hammer

k. Always wear suitable protective clothing

I. Always keep a safe, clean work area

m. Make sure there are no flammable materials near

n. Before lighting torch, be positive that hose, tanks, or 6ny inflammable
material will not be exposed to heat, flame, or sparks

o. Beware of high acetylene pressure; never use acetylene gas when the
pressure is greater than 15 lbs. p.s.i.

p. Do not store cylinders in a room where the temperature is less than
80°

q. Do not adjust, alter, change, build, or do any experimental work on
cylinders, regulators, torches, or any other gas equipment

r. Always weld a closed or jacketed tank, vessel, or container without
a vent for air

s. Never hammer on oxygen or acetylene regulators

t. Do not light a torch with a match or open flame; use striker provided

412



d.

3. Identify the components of the air-acetylene torch outfit.

a.

b

e.

ACR I 41-E

c.

f.

h.

443



4. Identify the components or the air-propane torch outfit.



rol

5. Discuss lighting, adjusting, and extinguishing the air-acetylene torch.

6. List four steps for proper care of the air-acetylene torch.

a.

b.

c.

d.

7. Identify the components of the oxyacetylene torch outfit.

a. b.

44C
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8. Arrange in order the following steps by placing the correct sequence number
in the -appropriate blank.

a. Connect acetylene hose (red) to acetylene regulator ar.1 purge hose

b. Remove caps' from cylinders

c. Turn pressure adjusting screw on oxygen regulator clockwise until
workihg presstire is reached

d. Test ali connections for leaks with soap suds and water

e. Fasten cylinders in a vertical position

f. Connect acetylene regulator to acetylene cylinder

1) Turn pressure adjusting screw on regulator counterclockwise
until tension on spring is released

Open cylinder valve 1/2 to 3/4 of a turn

g. Attach welding tip to torch body

h. Connect oxygen regulator to oxygen cylinder

1) Turn pressure adjusting screw on regulator, counterclockwise
until tension on spring is released

2) Slowly open cylinder and tighten in open position

i. Crack valves of each cylinder, then close valves

j. Connect oxygen hose (green) to cotygen regulator and purge hose

k. Tu"rn pressure adjusting screw on acetylene regulator clockwise until
working pressure is reached

I.. Connect torch body to oxygen and acetylene hose and close both valves
on torch body

9, Arrange in order the 'following steps by placing the correct sequence letter in

the appropriate blank.

a. Lighting

1) To purge line, open acetylene valve on torch one turn

2) Turn oxygen regulator pressure adjusting screw
desired pressure is reached

3) Check all cylinder, regulator, and torch valves to
are turned off

447
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4) Turn acetylene regulator pressure adjusting screw .ckwise until
desired working pressure is reached

5) Open oxygen torch valve one turn

6) Open acetylene cylinder va,ve 1/2 to 3/4 of a turn

7) Close oxygen valve on torch

8) Close acetylene valve on torch

9) Light the torch with flint lighter

10) Owe oxygen cylinder vale all the way and tighten in open
position

11) Open acetylene valve on torch 1;4 turn

Adjusting

1) Adjust to aneutral flame with a tiny trace of feather in the cone

2) Adjust until smoke on flame clears

3) Open oxygen torch valve

c. Extinguishing

1 Close oxygen cylinder valve

2) Place torch and hoses on hanger or brackets

3) Close acetylene torch valve

4) Open acetylene torch valve

5) Open oxygen valve oil torch

6) Close ox /gen torch valve

7) Close acetylene c.,..ider valvt

10. List five steps for proper care of oxyacetylene welding equipment.

a.

d.
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11. Identi ty the electric weiding equipment.

a.

g

b.

c.

ACR I
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J
12 List three uses of the electric welder in the air-conditioning and refrigeration

trade.

a

b.

c

13. List four steps used for proper care of the electric welder.

a.

d

14. Demonstrate the ability to

a Light and adjust the air-acetylene torch.

h Light and adjust the halide torch leak detector.

c. Light and adjust the oxyacetylene torch.

(NOTE If these activities have ilot been accomplished prior to the test, ask
your instructor when they should be completed.)
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SOLDERING AND WELDING EQUIPMENT
UNIT I

ANSWERS TO TEST

1 a. 6 f. 1

b. 10 g. 5

c. 3 h. 8

d. 7 i. 2

e. 4 J. 9

2. a, c, d, e, f, g, h, k, I, ni, n, o, q, s, t

3. a. Regulator

b. Halide torch leak detector

c. Cylinder wrench

d. ' IC" acetylene tank

e. "8" acetylene tank

f. Hose

g. Soldering copper

h. Sulker

i . Tip

1
Torch handle

4 a Regulator

b. Hose

c. Halide torch leak detector

d. High temperature wraparound flame tip

e. Liquified petroleum cylinder 2 1/2 lb. capacity

f. Striker

g. Soldering copper
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h Liquified petroleum cylinder 20 lb. capacity

i. Torch handle

5. Discussion should include:

a. Open tank valve 1/2 of a turn

h. Open valve on handle

c. ignite gas with a striker

d. Turn handle valve to adjust flame

e. Adjust flame so that the inner blue cone is about 1 1/2" long

f. Extinguish the flame

1) Close tank valve

2) Let flame burn itself Out

3) Close valve on handle

6 a. Secure tank from falling over

h Don't overtighten regulator adjustment

c. Keep tips clean

d. Check for acetylene leaks before using

7. a Safety goggles

b Oxv len regulator

c. Acetylene regulator

d Cart

e Acetylene cylinder

f C tt.ng tip

g Striker

h Oxygen cylinder

Torch handle

V'Ieidinci tip

k. CiAci attachment

n nnsF

0
4 #
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8. a. 6 e. 1 i. 3

b. 2 f. 5 j. 7

c. 10 g. 9 k. 11

d. 12 h. 4 I. 8

9. a. 1) c 7) i

2) h 8) e

3) a 9) k

4) d 10) f

b) g 11) j

6) b

b. 1) c

2) a

3) b

c. 1) d 5) f

2) g 6) b

3) a 7) c

4) e

10. a. Use no oil around the equipment

b. Do not leave pressure on regulators

c. Keep tips clean

d. Check for loose or leaky fittings

e. Keep hose off of the floor as much as possible

11. a. Safety goggles

b. Wire brush

c. Chipping hammer

d. Ground clamp
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e. Gloves

f. Shield

g. Electric welder

h. Electrode holder

i Electrode

12. a. Constructing angle iron equipment racks

b. Fabricating compressor mounting plates

c Repairing broken braces and supports

13. Any four of the following:

a. Cables should be correct size

b. Cables should be well insulated

c. Check cables for defective insulation periodically

d Keep all cable connection_ tight

e Check the insulation on the electrode holder

f. Holder should grip the electrode tightly

14 Pertormance skills evaluated to the satisfaction of the instructor
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SOFT SOLDERING
UNIT II

JNIT OBJECTIVE

After completion of this unit, the student should be able to match terms associated with
soft soldering to the correct definitions and discuss the types of soft solder and fluxes.
The student should also be able to list the steps for making a solder joint and the conditions
.for proper capillary action of solders. This knowledge will be evidenced through
demonstration and by scoring eighty-five percent on the unit test.

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

After completion of this unit, the student should be able to:

1. Match terms associated with soft soldering to the correct definitions.

2. Discuss the descriptions and uses of types of soft solder.

3. List the thirteen steps in making a solder joint.

4. Describe the types of flux used in soft soldering.

5. List the five conditions for creating capillary action of solders.

6. Demonstrate the ability to:

a. Clean, flux, and solder a swage joint.

b. Solder an inverted swage joint.

c. Solder a horizontal swage joint.

d. Soft solder with the oxyacetylene torch.
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SOFT SOLDERING
UNIT II

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

I. Instructor:

A. Provide student with objective sheet.

B. Provide student with information and job sheets.

C. Discuss unit and specific objectives.

D. Discuss information sheet.

E. Demonstrate and discuss the procedures outlined in the, job sheets.

F. Give test.

II. Student:

A. Read objective sheet.

B. Study information sheet.

C. Complete job sheets.

D. Take test.

INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS

I. Included in this unit.

A. Objective sheet

B. Information sheet

C. Job sheets

1. Job Sheet #1--Clean, Flux, and Solder a Swage Joint

2. Job Sheet #2--Solder an Inverted Swage Joint

3. Job Sheet #3--Solder a Horizontal Swage Joint

4 Job Sheet #4 -Soft Solder with the Oxyacetylene Torch

D. Test

E. Answers to test
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II. References:

A. The Oxy-Acetylene Handbook. New York, New York: Linde Division/Union
Carbide Corp., 1968.

"Soldering and Brazing: The Mark of the Craftsman." Refrigeration Service

b
and Contracting. March, 1975, p. 14.
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SOFT SOLDERING

UNIT II

INFORMATION SHEET

i. Terms and definitions

ACR I 57-E

A Antimony- -Alloy which is added to soft solder for added strength

B. Capillary action- -The manner in wnich the molten solder is drawn into the
joint through the proper application of heat

C Soft solder-Snider with a melting temperature of 800°F or less, that is
used as a filler metal

D. Flux-Mildly corrosive substance that is applied to a joint prior to soldering
to prevent oxidation

E. Filler metal--Metal which is melted and is used to join two similar or
dissimilar metals together

F Oxidize--To combine with oxygen

(NOTE: This will create the accumulation of a film on the tubing that
prevents the flow) of solder )

G Eutectic solder--Solder having a low melting point

H. Topped--The process of melting a solder un top of the one that was used
to make the joint to insure a leak proof joint

II. Descriptions and uses of types of soft solder

A. 50-50 solder

1. All purpose solder for plumbing

2. Easy to use

3. Composition

a 50'0 tin

b 50% lead

B 95 5 solder

1 Usually used only when specified
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INFORMATION SHEET

2 Hard to use

(NOTE When used, it should be topped with 50-50 solder.)

3. Composition

a. 95% tin

h. 5% antimony

C. 40-60 solder

1. Will not flow as well as 50-50

2. Not generally used

3. Composition

a. 40% tin

b 60% lead

63-37 solder

1 A eutectic solder

a Very strong

h Low melting temperature

' 2 Used where low melting temperatures are necessary

13 Composition

63% tin

b 3i lead

E 97 a solder

1. A silver beating soft solder

a Good strength

b Excellent flowing qualities

2 Used for food processing equipment

3. Composition

a. 97-3'i, tin

b. 3% silver
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INFORMATION SHEET

III. Steps for making a solder joint

A Measure lengtn of tube 1

B. Cut tube square

C. Ream cut end

D Clean tube end

E. Clean fitting socket ..

F. Apply flux to tube end

G Assemble P

H. Remove excess flux

I. Vent with dry nitrogen

J Apply heat

K. Apply solder

L. Allow joint to cool

M. Clean the joint

IV. Types of flux for soft solder

A. Mildly corrosive paste flux

1. Composed of iN

a Zinc

b. Ammon'. m

2. Aids in easy flowing of solder

(NOTE This flux is recomirenr1Pd for use with 50-50 and 95-5 sober )

.4

.4

B. Liquid self cleaning fluxes

1. Nonuniform cleaning

2. Could create contamination

(NOTE This type of flux is not recommended for refrigeration work.)
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INFORMATION SHEET

...

V. Conditions for creating capillary action of solders

if

A Proper joint fit

B. Correct heat 'temperature

C. Even heating

D. Properly cleaned joint .,

E. Correct flux

461
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SOFT SOLDERING
UNIT II

JOB SHEET #1--CLEAN, FLUX, AND SOLDER A SWAGE JOINT

I. Tools and materials

A. Tubing' cutter

B. Rcamer

C. Flaring block

D. Swage punch i

E. Ball peen hamme,

F. Scft copper tubing

G. Fine sand cloth or special pads

(NOTE: Do n)t Use emery cloth when working with refrigerant lines.)

H. Low corrosive paste flux

I Air-acetylene torch outfit

J. Colored safety glasses

K. Striker

L. 50-50 solder

(NOTE. If 50-50 solder is not available, ask the instructor for a substitute
soft solder.)

M. Wood block

N. Clean damp towel

0 Hacksaw

II. Procedure

, Makc a svvagc joint

B Remo"e tubing from the flaring block

C Use sand cloth to clean the swage socket

4 4 6 2



JOB SHEET #1

D. Clean one end of the other piece of tubing

E. Do not touch cleaned surfaces

(Nn Tip' Oils and moisture from the skin would cause the cleaned surfaces

to oxidize

F. Apply a thin film of flux to the piece to be inserted with a clean brush

(CAUTION. Do not apply flux with fingers. Flux could easily be carried
to tIle eyes which would be very harmful.)

G. Insert tube into swage socket

H. Insert tube until it reaches the bottom of the swage socket

I. Twist the tube while inserting to spread the flux evenly

J. Clean away excess flux with a dean towel

K Place tubing in wood block (Figure 1)

(NOTE A wood block approximately 2" x 4" x 6" with various sizes
of holes provides an adequate holding device for tubing projects If a vise
is used to hold the tubing, the swage joint should be well above the vise
jaws The vise jaws will absorb heat and make a successful solder joint
difficult )

L Put on colored safe glasses

M Light and dui ust torch

N Apo,y heat to swage joint (Figure 1)

(NOTE The inner blue curie of the flame should be avproximately 118"

away from the swage joint 1
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JOB SHEET 41

0 Move the torch around heating the entire joint

P Apply solder to tl,,; pint

(NOTE Do not melt solder with torch When the tubing has been heated
to the proper temperature the solder will melt and flow into the swage

...Joint )

(CAUTION Overheating of tubing can cause solder to splash when applied.)

Q. Discontinue heat and solder application when solder flows from the joint

(NOTE Do not continue to apply solder if it is not flowing into the joint.
If the solder will not flow into the joint it will have to be disassembled,
cleaned and the soldering process repeated.)

R. Turn off torch

S Ailovv solder to c_ol

T. Clean the joint with a clean damp towel

U. Have instructor inspect

V Cut swage joint at a diagonal with a hacksaw (Figure 2)

FIGURE 2
...e.),

I
I

I

... i

i.A: Have instructor inspect the cut joint

X. Clean up area and put away tools if this is the last soldering project of
the day

1 f3 4
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SOFT SOLDERING
UNIT II

JOB SHEET #2 -SOLDER AN INVERTED SWAGE JOINT

i Tools and materials

A Air-acetylene torch outfit

B. Colored safety glasses

C. Striker

D. Tubing

E 50-50 solder

(NOTE If 50-50 solder is not vailable, ask the instructor for a substitute
soft solder.)

F. Wood block

G. Clean damp towel

H. Hacksaw

I I Procedure

A Prepare and swage tubing

B. Place tubing in wood block (Figure 1)

FIGURE 1

Swage Joint

Inner blue Cone

1-0102/A):1

C. Put )n safety gl!sses

D Light and adji st tc.a-ck

To

Wood Bloc'



JOB SHEET #2

E Apply heat to swage joint (Figure 1)

(NOS- The inner blue cone of the flame shoiid Ex! approximately 1/8"
away from the swage joint.)

F Move the torch around, heating the entire joint

(NOTE The heat should be applied on the upper part of the swage joint
so that the capillary action will pull the solder up into the joint.)

G. Apply solder to the joint

(NOTE Do not rne!t solder with torch. When the tubing has been heated
to the proper temperature the solder will melt and flow into the swage
joint.)

(CAUTION. Overheating of the tubing can cause solder to splash when
aj A)

H Discontinue heat and solder application when solder flows from the joint

(NOTE' Do not continue to apply solder if it is not flowing into the joint.
If the solder w II not flow into the joint it will have to be disassembled,
cleaned, and the soldering process repeated.)

Turn off torch

J solder to cool

K Clean the joint with a c In damp towel

L Have instructor inspect

M Cut swage j(.,,nt at a diagonal with e hacksaw (Figure 2)

FIGURE 2

N Hdv .? instructor aspect tie cot joint

O Ciedp tip art,.-3 and put :1n/ay tunic )f the last ,,olciFrIng prnlPrt of
the tidy
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SOFT SOLDERING
UNIT II

JOB SHEET #3--SOLDER A HORIZONTAL SWAGE JOINT

I. Tools and materials

A. Air-acetylene torch outfit

B. Colored safety glasses

C Striker

D. Tubing

F. 50 50 solder

(NOTE If 50-50 solder is not available, ask the instructor for a substitute
soft solder.)

F. Wood block

G. Clean damp towel

H. Hacksaw

II Procedure

P. Cut three pieces of tubing 3" long

B Ream one end of two pieces

C. S, 'ye the two reamed pieces

D. Clean, flux, and assemble the nieces of tubing

F. Place tubing in block (Figure 1)

FIGURE 1
Wood Block

Inner Blue Cone

Torch

Vise Jaws
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JOB SHEET #3

F. Put on safety glasses

G Light and adjust torch,

H. Apply heat to swage joint (Figure 1)

(NOTE The inner blue cone of the flame should be approximately 1/81t

away from tne swage joint.)

I Move the touch around, heating the entire joint

J. Apply solder to the joint

(NOTE Do not melt solder with torch. When the tubing has been heated
to the proper temperature the solder will melt and flow into the swage
joint )

'CAUTION. Overheat,ng of ti't tubing can cause solder to splash when
applied

K. Discontinue heat .and solder application when solder flows from the joint

(NOTE: Do' not continue to apply solder if it not flowing into the joint.
If the solder mil not flow into the ;o!rit it will have to be disassembled,
,;.leaned, and the soldering process repeated.)

L. Turn off torch

M A!low solder to cool

N. Clean the joint with a clean damp towel

0. Have instructor inspect

P Cut swage pint at a diagonal with a hacksaw (Figure 2)

FIGURE 2

"Ns

O. Have instructor inspect the cut joint

R. Clean up area and put away tools if this is the! last soldering project of
thc, cay
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SOFT SOLDERING
UNIT II

JOB SHEET #4 SOFT SOLDER WITH THE OXYACETYLENE TORCH

I Tools and materialc

A. Oxyacetylene torch outfit

B Colored safety glasses

C. Striker

D. Tubing

E. 50-50 solder

(NOTE: If 50-50 solder is not available, ask the instructor for a substitute
soft solder.) ,.

F. WooL: block

G Clean damp towel

II Procedure

A Cut two pieces of tubing 3" long

B Ream one end of one piece .

C. Swage the reamed end of The tubing

Di' Clean, flux, and assemble the pieces of tubing

E Place tubing in block (Figure 1)

(NOTE. if a vise is used to hold the tubing, the swage joint should be
well above the vise jaws The vise jaws will absorb heat and mike a successful
solder Joint difficult )

FIGURE 1

Swage Joint

Acetylene Feather/ 0

Inner Blue Cone

Torch

,;\ )1,)0--Wood Block
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JOB SHEET -4

F. Put on safety glasses

G. Light and adjust torch for neutral flame

H After obtaining neutral flame add more acetylene (Figure 2)

(NOTE: For soft soldering the acetylene feather should be about 4" long.)

I. Use the acetylene feather for.snIdering

FIGURE 2 1

Acetylene Feather
Inner Cone

J. Apply heat to swage joint

K. Move the torch around, heating the entire joint

L. Apply solder to the joint

(NOTE: Do not melt solder with torch. When the tubing has been heated
to the proper temperature, the solder will melt and flow into the swage
joint.)

(CAUTION Overheating of the tubing can cause solder to splash when
applied

M Discontinue heat and solder application when solder flows from the joint

(NOTe Do not continue to apply solder if it is not flowing into the joint.
if the'solder will not flow into the joint it will have to be disassembled,
cleaned, and the soldering process repeated.) ,

N. Remove the heat as soon as the solder flows into the joint

0. Turn off torcn

P Allow solder to 7.00l

a Clean the icint with .3 clean damp towel

a.

ik
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JOB SHEET #4

R. Have instructor inspect

S. Cut swage joint at a diagonal with a hacksaw (Figure 3)

FIGURE 3

Have instructor inspect the cut joint

U. Clean up area and put away tools

(

I
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SOFT SOLDERING
UNIT II

TEST

1. Match the terms on the right to the correct definitions.

a. The process of melting a solder on top 1.

of the one that was used to make the
joint to insure a leak proof joint 2.

b. Solder having a low melting point

c. To combine with oxygen

d. Metal which is melted and is used to
join two similar or dissimilar metals
together

e. Mildly corrosive substance that is applied
to a joint prior to soldering to,prevent
oxidation

f. Solder with a melting temperature of
800°F or less, that is used as a filler
metal

g. Alloy which is added to Aloft solder for
added strength

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

h. The manner in which the molten solder

is drawn into the , joint th ough the
proper application of .heat

2. Discuss the descriptions and uses of types of soft solder.

a 50-50

ACR 1 73-E

Flux

Futectic
solder

Soft solder

Antimony

Oxidize

Topped \ \
Filler metal'

Capillary action

I'
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b. 95 -5

c. 40 -60

d. 63-37

1

e. 97-3

List the thirteen steps in making a solder Joint.

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.



r

9.

h.

j.

k.

m.

4. Describe the types of flux used in soft solder :ft.,-.

a. Mildly corrosive paste flux

b. Liquid self-cleaning fluxes

5. List tfjve conditioni for creating capillary action of solders.

a.

b.

C. 3

d.

e.

g. Demonstrate', the 'ability 'to:

at. Clean, flux, and so der a swage joint.
-4,

-..

b. Solder an inverted swage
.
joint.ji

c. Solder hor&mtal swage joint.

d Soft so der with the oxyacetyle!ne torch.

ACP I 75-E,

',NOTE: If these activities have not been accomplished prior* the test, ask'
your instructor when they Should be corppletecr.)
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SOFT SOLDERING
UNI

ANSWERS TO TEST

1. a. 6 e. 1

b. 2 f. 3

c. 5 9- 4

d. 7 h. 8 ,

2. DiTcussion should include:

a. 50 -50 solder

1) All purpose solder, for plumbing

2) Easy to use

3) Composition

a) 50% tin

b) 50% lead

b. 95-5 solder

1) ''' Usually used only when specific'

2) Hard to use

3) Comp.osition

a} 95% tin

b) 5% antimony

c. 40-60 solder

1) Will not flow, as well as 50-50
,rx.11

2) Not generally used

Composition

a) 40% tin

b) 60% lead

ACH I - 77-E
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d 63 37 solder

1) A eutectic solder

a) Very strong

fr

b) Low melting temperature

2) Used where low melting temperatures are necessary

3+ Composition

a) 63% tin

o) 37% lead

i7 3 solder

A siivei bearing soft solder

Good streng,.1

h 1Excel lent flowing qualities

Used for food processing equipment

CrmipositIon

97",, tin

3°,- silver

Hticith of tube

Cu l ',,he

:de) cut -rd

tt Le end

Clean lifting socket

Apply flux tr, tube end

q Assemble

Remove excess flux

Vent ,vith dry nitrogen

Applv ieut

1 7

O

ei)
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k. Apply. solder
tr.

I. Allow joint to cool

m. Clean the joint

4. Description should include:
,

a. Mildly corrosive paste flux

1) Compred of

a) Zinc

b) Ammonium

2) Aids in easy flowing of solder

b. liquid self-cleaning fluxes
r

1) Nonuniform cleaning

2) Could create contamination

5. a. Proper joint fit

b. Correct heat temperature

c. Even heating

d. Properly cleaned joint

a. Correct flux

6 Performance skills evaluated to the satisfaction of the instructor
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SILVER BRAZING
UNIT III

t

UNIT OBJECTIVE

ACer 81-E

After 'completion of this unit, the student should be able to match terms associated with
silver bra4ing to the correct definitions. He should also be able to discuss silver solder
and the different types of silver brazing alloys. This knowledge will be evidenced through
demonstration and by scoring eighty-five percent on the unit test.

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

After completion of this unit, the student should be able" to:

1. Match terms associated with silver brazing to the correct definitions.

2. Discuss the types of silver brazing alloys.

3. Discuss silver solder flux.

4. List the characteristics of the flux at different temperature ranges.

5. Arrange in order the steps in using the air-acetylene high temperature
wraparound tip for silver brazing.

6. Demonstrate the ability to:

a. Silver braze an upright swage joint.

b. Silver braze an inverted swage joint.i
c. Silver braze a horizontal swage joint.

4.

d. Silver braze a copper to steel joint.

e. Silver braze a joint while circulating dry nitrogen.

f. Silver braze the copper tubing project.

4Th



SILVER BRAZING
UNIT III

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

I. Instructor:

A. Provide student with objective sheet.

B. Provide student with information and job sheets.

C. Make transparencies.

D. Discuss unit and specific objectives.
4

E Discuss information sheet.

F. 'Demonstrate and discuss the procedures outlined

G. Give test.

11. Student:

Al Read objective sheet.

B Study information sheet.

C. Complete job sheets.

D. Take test.

I'

INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS

Included in this unit:

A. Objective sheet

B. Information sheet

C T-ansparency masters

1. TM 1--Melting and Brazing Ranges

2. -\ TM 2 -Behavior of Flux During the Bra,'ing Cycle

479
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D. Job sheets

1. Job Sheet #1--Silver Braze an Upright Swage Joint

2. Job Sheet #2- Silver Braze an Inverted ,wage Joint

3. Job Sheet #3--Silver Braze a Horizontal Swage Joint

4. Job Sheet #4--Silver Braze' a Copper to Steel Joint

5, Job Sheet #5--Silver Braze a Jiint While Circulating Dry Nitrogen

6. Job Sheet #6--Silver Braze the Copper Tubing Project

E. Test

F. Answers to test

II. References:

A. "Soldering and Brazing: The Mark of the Craftsman." Refrigeration Service

and Contracting. March 1975, p. 14.

B. Refrigeration S6,-vice, Part I. Benton Harbor, Michigan: Whirlpool Corp.,

1974.
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SILVER BRAZING
UNIT HI

INFORMATION SHEET

I Terms and definitions

A. Troy ounce -Unit of weight based on a pound being twelve ounces

(NOTE Silver brazing alloy 15 sold by the troy ounce.)

B. Silver solver flux -White borax paste applied to the tubing prior to silver
brazing to prevent oxidation and to aid in the flowing of the silver alloy

C Silver solderDesignates a brazing alloy that contains some silver

D. Silver brazing Process of joining two metals together with silver alloy which
melts in the 1100°F to 1500°F range

E AWS number- Number assigned by the American Welding Society to all

welding materials in order to provide uniformity between the different
brands

F. CadmiumAlloy which is added to silver solder and creates toxic fumes
when it is melted

(NQTE: Cadmium free silwer brazing alloy is the recommended alloy to
use.)

G. Alloy--Substance made of two or more metals

iH.
S 1-phosDesignates the silver brazing alloy which contains 15% silver and

AWS number is BCuP-5

I. Phos- copper Designates the silver brazing alloy which contains 5% silver
and the AWS number is BCuP-3

II Types of silver brazing alloys (Transparency 1)

A. AWS number BAg-1

1. Alloys

a. 45% silver

b. 15% copper

c. 16% zinc

d 24% cadmium
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INFORMATION SHEET

`

.

,..

2 Characteristics

a Melts at 1125 °F

b Flows at 1145°F

c Excellent for steel to copper Joints

B AWS number BCuP-5

1 Alloys

a 15% silver

b. 80% copper

c 5(-:, ohosphorus

2 Characteristics

a Melts at 1185°F

b. Flows at 1300°F

c Most popular for copper to copper joints

C AWS number BCuP -3

1 Alloys

a. 5',i- slyer

b 89% copper

C,
c 6% phosphorus

2 Characteristics

d Melts at 1185 °F

b Flows at 1300°F

(NOTE 8CuP 5 and 8CuP :2 work at approximately the same temperature.
BCuP 5 ,s the preferred alloy to use due to the higher silver content which
qhfi:s added strength to the solder joint On copper to copper joints these two
alloys may be used without flux.) .,,

4 S
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INFORMATION SHEET

III. Silver solder flux
,

A. White borax paste

B. Apply thin film to tubing after cleaning

10
C. Clean off immediately after brazing

(NOTE: The silver solder flux should be cleaned from the joint with warm
water and a rag. If flux is left on the joint it will cause oxidation.)

D. Don't allow the paste to harden in the jar

(NOTE: If the flux becomes hard in the jar add a small amount of water
and stir. 'This condition can be prevented by keeping a small amount of
water in the jar.)

(
E. Apply flux with a clean brush

F. Flux protects the joint from oxidation during the brazing process

IV. Flux characteristics at different temperature ranges (Transparency 2)

A. 200°F to 500°F--Water boils out of flux

B. 600°F to 800°F--Flux will bubble

C. 1100 °F -Flux turns to a clear liquid

(NOTE: When the flux turns to a clear liquid State this indicates that the
brazing range of most alloys has been reached.)

D. 1600°F and above--Flux will burn and no longer protect the joint

V. Steps in using the air-acetylene high temperature wraparound tip for silver brazing

t
A. Place tip in torch handle

B. Open acetylene cylinder valve half a turn

C Open torch handle valve

D. Ignite flame

E. Immediately upon ignition open torch handle valve all the way

F. Hold torch so that inner blue flame wraps around the joint

1S:3
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Melting and Brazing Ranges

)

2000°F

1500°F

1000rT

500 F

ACH I - 89-E

Meitihg Range
1981,Copper

1810-1880 Red Brass

1660-1710 Yellow Brass

Brazing
Temperature Range
1350-1550 BCuP-2 Copper Phos.
1300-1550 BCuP -3 Copper Phos.
1300-1450 gCuP-4, Copper Phos.
1300-1500 BCuP-5 Copper Phos.
1145-1400 BAg-1 Silver

1295-1550 BAg-2 Silver
1370-1550 BAg-5 Silver
1205-1400 BAg-7 Silver

a

Melting Range Solders
452-464 95/5 Tin-Antimony
361-421 50/50 Tin-Lead
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Behavior of Flux During Brazing Cycle

200U t:

1500 F

1.000

500 =F

Flux Protects to Here

Brazing Temperature

(varies for different filler metal)

Flux Clear & Quiet

Flux Begins to Melt

Flux Bubbles

Water Boils Out of Flux

Room Temperature

435 TM 2
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SILVER ERAZ1NG
UNIT III

JOB SHEET #1--SILVER dRAZE AN UPRIGHT SWAGE JOINT

I. j.ocls 'and materials

A. Tubing 'cutter

R. RearNer .

o D. Faring block

Swage punch

1

F. Ball peen hammer

G. Oxyacetylene torch outfit with tip. #51

H. Welding goggles

I. Striker

J. Clean damp towel

K. Copper tubing

L. Sand cloth

M. Silver solder flux

N. Silver solder

f

Procedure

A. Cut two, pieces of copper tubing 3" tong

S. Ream one end of one tube

C. Swage the reamed end

D. Clean tubing and swage so,:ket with sand cloth

F. Apply a thin.film of flux to tubing

(NOTE: Use a clean brush to apply flux. Do not use your finge. Wash
flux out of brush after use.)

F. Insert tube into swage socket

481;
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JOB SHEET #1

G. Twist tube while inserting to spread the flux

H. Place assembiec, swage joint in vise oi wood block (Figure 1)

(NOTE: If a vise is used do not place the swage socket down against the
jaws. The jaws will absorb heat and cause irratic brazing conditions.)

FIGURE 1

Wood Block

Upright Swage Joint

I. Light the oxyacetylene torch

J. Adjust torch for a neutral flame

K. Heat the socket and the tube

L. Continuously move the flame back and 'forth until both pieces are evenly
heated

M. Watch the flux for a heat guide

N. Move the flame to the base of the socket when the flux turns to a liquid
state

0. Add the brazing alloy at the point the tube enters the socket

P. Remove the heat as soon as the silver alloy flows completely around the
joint

Q. Turn Off torch

R. Clean the joint with the damp towel

(NOTE: If flux has already hardened a wire brush may be needed to remove
it.)

437
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S. Have instructor inspect

T. Clean up area

to. U Put away tools

a

T
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SLVER BRAZING
UNIT III

JOB SHEET #2--SILVER BRAZE AN INVERTED SWAGE JOINT

I. Tools and materials

A. Tubing cutter

B. Reamer

C. Rule

D. Flaring block

E. Swage punch

F. Ball peen hammer

G. Oxyacetylene torch outfit with tip #51

H. Welding goggles

I. Striker

J. Clean damp towel

K. Copper tubing

L. Sand cluth

M. Silver solder flux

N. Silver solder

II. Procedure

A. Cut two pieces of copper tubing 3" long ,

B. Ream one end of one tube

C. Swage the reamed end

D. Clean tubing and swage socket with sand cloth

E. Apply a thin film of flux to tubing and socket

(NOTE Use a clean brush to apply flux with. Do not use your finger.
Wash flux out of brush after use.)
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JOB SHEET #2

F. Insert tube into swage socket

G. Twist tube while inserting to spread the flux

H. Place assembled swage joint in vise or wood block (Figure 1)

(NOTE: If a visa is used do not place the swage socket down against the
jaws. The jaws will absorb heat and cause irratic brazing conditions.)

FIGURE 1

- I

I 'nverted Swage Joint

I. Light the oxyacetylene torch

J. Adjust torch for a neutral flame

K Heat the socket and the tube

L Continuously move the flame back and forth until both pieces are evenly
heated

M. Watch the flux for a heat guide

N. Move the flame to the base of the socket when the flux turns to a liquid
state

0. Add the brazing alloy at the point the tube enters the socket

P. Remove the heat as soon as the silver alloy flows completely around the
joint

0. Turn off torch

R. Clean the joint with the damp towel

S. If flux has already hardened a wire brush may be needed to remove it



JOB SHEET #2

T Have Instructor inspect

U CI fan un area

V Put away tools

191
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SILVER BRAZING
UNIT III

JOB SHEET #3--SILVER BRAZE A HORIZONTAL SWAGE JOINT

I. Tools and materials

A. Tubing cutter

B. Reamer

C. Rule

D. Flaring block

E. gwage punch

F. Ball peen hammer

G. Oxyacetylene torch outfit with tip #51

H. Welding goggles

I. Strixer

J. Clean damp towel

K. Copper tubing

L. Sand cloth

M. Sliver solder flux

N. Silver solder

II. Procedure

A. Cut two pieces of copper tubing 3" long

B. Ream one end of one tube

C. Swage the reamed end

D. Clean tubing and swage socket with sand cloth

E Apply a thin film of flux to tubing and socket

er

(NOTE: Use a clean brush to apply flux. Do not use your finger. Wash
flux out of brush after use.)

F. Insert the tube into swage socket

492
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JOB SHEET #3

G. Twist tube while inserting to spread the flux

H. Place assembled swage joint in vise or wood block (Figure 1)

(NOTE: If a vise is used do not place the swage socket down against the
jaws. The jaws will absorb heat and cause irratic brazing conditions.)

FIGURE 1

Swage Joint

I. Light the oxyacetylene torch

J. Adjust torch for a neutral flame

K. Heat the socket and the tube

L. Continuously move the flames back and forth until both pieces are evenly

heated

M. Watch the flux for a heat guide

Vise Jaws

N. Move the flame to the base of the socket when the flux turns to a liquid
state

0. Add the brazing alloy at the point the tube enters the socket

P. Remove the heat as soon as the silver alloy flows completely around the

joint

Q Turn off torch
f

R. Clean the joint with the damp tpwel

(NOTE: If flux has already hardened, a wire brush may be needed to remove
it.)

S. Have instructor inspect

T. Clean up area

U. Put away tools
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SILVER BRAZING

UNIT III

JOB SHEET #4--SILVER BRAZE A COPPER TO STEEL JOINT

I. Tools and materials

A. Tubing cutter

B. Reamer

C. Rule

D. Flaring block

E. Swage punch : 1.?

F Ball peen hammer

G. Oxyacetylene torch- outfit with tip #5i

H. Welding goggles

I. Striker _

J. Clean damp towel

K. Copper tubing

L. Steel tubing

M. Sand cloth

N. Silver solder flux

O. Silver solder 3Ag-1

II. Procedure

A. Cut a piece of copper tubing 3" long and a piece of steel tubing 3" long

B. Ream one end of the copper tube

C. Swage the reamed end

q
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(NOTE: Swage the copper tube and not the steel tubing. Steel is seam
tyoe tubing and it will split if you try to swage it.)

D. Clean tubing and swage socket with sand cloth

4941
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JOB SHEET #4

E. Apply a thin film of flux to tubing

(NOTE: Use a clean brush to apply flux. Do not use your finger. Wash
flux out of brush after use.)

F. Insert tube into swage socket

G. Twist tube while inserting to spread the flux

H. Place assembled swage joint in vise or wood block (Figure 1)

(NOTE: If a vise is used do not place the swage socket down against the

jaws. The jaws will ab;orb heat and cause irratic brazing conditions.)

FIGURE 1

Woad Black

W

,.t Upright Swage Joint

r

5

I. Light the oxyacetylene torch

J. Adjust torch for a neutral flame

K. Heat the socket

(NOTE: The heat should be applied to the copper swage socket and not

to the steel tubing. Steel tubing will overheat before the copper tubing

is hot enough to melt the silver alloy.)

L. Continuously move the flame back and forth until both pieces are evenly

heated

M. Watch the flux for a heat guide

N. Move the flame to the base of the socket when the flux turns to a liquid

state

0. Add the brazing alloy at the point the tube enters the socket
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JOB SHEET #4

P. Remove the heat as soon as the silver alloy flows compfete:y around the
joint

Q. Turn off torch

R. Clean the joint with the damp towel

(NOTE: If flux has already hardened a wire brush may be needed to remove
it.)

S. Have instructor inspect

T. Clean up :area

U. Put away tools

49C
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SILVER BRAZING
UNIT III

JOB SHEET #5--SILVER BRAZE A JOINT WHILE
CIRCULATING DRY NITROGEN

I. Tools and materials

A. Tubing cutter

B Reamer

C. Rule

D. Flaring block

E. Swage punch

F. Ball peen hammer

G. Oxyacetylene torch outfit with tip #51

H. Welding goggles

I. Striker

J. Clean damp towel

K. Dry nitrogen cylinder with regulator

L. Copper tubing

M. Sand cloth

N Silver solder flux

0. Silver solder BCuP-5

II. Procedure

A.: Cut two pieces of copper tubing 3" long

B. Ream one end of one tube

C. Swage the reamed end-

D. Clean tubing and swage socket with Kind cloth

E. Insert tube into swage socket
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JOB SHEET #5

F. Place assembled swage joint in vise or wood block

(NOTE: If a vise is used do not place the swage socket down against the
jaws. The jaws will absorb heat and cause irratic brazing cootlitions.)

G. Attach nitrogen cylinder to tubing to be brazed (Figure 1)

(NOTE: A damp towel may need to be wrapped around the hose where
it connects onto the tubing to prevent damage to it from conducted heat.)

Line
Pressure Gauge

FIGURE 1

Tubing Being Brazed

Cylinder
Pressure Gauge

Swage Joint

Large Slip-On Insulator
(Test Lead)

Pressure Relief Valve'

Cylinder of
/leo

Nitrogen

H. Set nitrogen regulator at 2 p.s.i.g. and circulate nitrogen through the tubing

while brazing

(NOTE: If the use of the nitrogen cylinder has not been explained prior

to this ask the instructor for assistance.)

I. Light the oxyacetylene torch

J. Adjust torch for a neutral flame

K. Heat the socket and thd tube

L. Continuously move the flame back and forth until both pieces are evenly

heated

M. Add the brazing alloy at the point the tube enters the socket
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JOB SHEET #5

N. Remove the heat as soon as the silver alloy flows completely around the
joint

0. Turn off torch

P. Close nitrogen cylinder valve

Q. Remove nitrogen hose from tubing

R. Allow tubing to cool

S. Cut tubing and tubing from Job Sh #3 at a diagonal (Figure 2)

FIGURE 2

4

T. Compare the amount of oxidation formed in the tube from Job Sheet #3
as compared to the one brazed with the nitrogen being circulated

U. Have the instructor inspect

V. Clean up area

W. Put away tools

499
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SILVER BRAZING
UNIT III

JOB SHEET #6--SILVER BRAZE THE COPPER TUBING PROJECT

I. Tools and materials

A. Oxyacetylene torch

B, Welding goggles

C. Striker

D. Clean daMp towel

E. Tubing project from Tubing Operations unit, Job Sheet #9

F. Sa'nd cloth

G. Silver solder flux

H. Silver solder BAg-1 and BCuP-5

II. Procedure,

A. Use BAg-1 solder on all tee joints

B. Clean tee joints

C. Flux the tee joints

D. Assemble the tubing project

E. Place tubing project in vise

F. Light the oxyacetylene torch

G. Adjust the torch for/la neutral flanie

H. Heat the tee and the tubing

I. Continuously move the flame back and forth until the tee and the tubing
are evenly heated

J. Watch the flux for a heat guide

K. Move the flame to the tee when the flux turns to a liquid state

L. Add the brazina alloy (BAq-1) at the point where the tube enters the tee

y
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JOB SHEET #6

4F7

a

Silver Braze
with BAg-1

Silver Braze
with BAg-1

Silver Braze
with BCuP-5

18"

Scale: 1/4"=1 '

501
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JOB SHEET #6

M. Move quickly and braze all three points simulta-leously
4

(NOTE'` Too much delay will cause the tee to overheat.)

N. Silver braze the other tee joint

0. Braze the other joints with BCuP-5 (Sil-phos)
,,...

P. Turn off the torch

Q. Remove the flux residue from the tee joints

R. Allow tubing to cool

S Install 1/4" flare unions in the flare nuts

T. Pressurize to 50 p.s.i.g. and check for leaks

U. Have the instructor inspect

V. Clean up area

W. Put away tools
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SILVER BRAZING
UNIT Ill

TEST

1. Match the terms on the right to the correct definitions.

ACR I 115-E

a. Designates the silver brazing alloy which 1. c.fdloy
contains 5" silver and the AWS number
;s BCuP-3 2. Phos-copper

b, Designates the silver brazing alloy which 3. Shyer brazing
contains 15% silver and the AWS number
is BCuP-5 4. Troy ounce

c. Substance made of two or more metals 5. Silver solder

d. Alloy which is added to silver solder and 6. Silver solder
creates toxic fumes when it is melted flux

e. Number assigned by the American 7. AWS number
Welding Society to all welding materials
in order to provide uniformity between 8. Cadmium ,

the different brands
9. Sil-phos

f. Process of joining two metals together
with silver alloy which melts in the
1100°F to 15r'YF range

g. Designates a brazing alloy that contains
some silver

h. White borax paste applied to the tubing
prior to silver brazing to 'prevent
oxidation and to aid in the flowing of
tne silver alloy

1. Unit of weight based on a pound being
twelve ounces
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, 2. Discuss the types of silver brazing alloys.

a. AWS number BAg-1

b. AWS number BCuP-5

c. AWS number BCuP-3

3. Discuss silver solder flux.

50i
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4. List the characteristics of the flux at different temperature ranges.

a. 200°F to 500 °F

b. 600°F to 800 °F

c. 1100°F--

rd. 1600°F and above--

5. Arrange in order the following steps in using the air-acetylene high temperature
wraparound tip for silver brazing by placing the correct sequence number ri
the appropriate blank.

a. Immediately upon ignition open torch handle valve all the way

b. Plac:, tip in torch handle

c. Open acetylene cylinder valve half a turn

d. Open torch handle valve

e. Ignite flame

f: Hold torch so that inner blue flame wraps around the joint

6. Demonstrate the ability to:

a. Silver braze an upright swage joint.

b. Silver braze an inverted swage joint.

Ce Silver braze a horizontal swage joint.

d. Silver braze a copper to steel joint.

e. Silver braze a joint while circulating dry nitrogen.

f. Silver braze the copper tubing project.

eq

(NOTE: If these activities have not been accomplished prior to the test, ask
your instructor when they should be completed.)
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SILVER BRAZING
UNIT III

ANSWERS TO TEST

1. a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

( 2

9

1

8

7

f.

g.

h.

i.

3

5

6

4

2. Discussion should include:

a. AWS number BAg-1

1) Alloys

a) 45% silver

b) 15% copper

c) 16% zinc

d) 24% cadmium
a

2) Characteristics

a) Melts at 1125°F

b) Flows at 1145°F

c) Excellent for steel to copper joints

b. AWS number BCuP-5

1) Alloys

a) 15% silver

b) 80% copper

c) 5% phosphorus

2) Characteristics

a) Melts at 1185°F

b) Flows at 1300°F

c) Most popular for copper to copper joints

506
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c AWS number BCuP-3

1) Alloys

a) 5% silver

b) 89% copper

c) 6% phosphorus

2) Characteristics

a) Melts at 1185°F

b) Flows at 1300°F

3 Discussion should include:

a. White borax paste

b Apply thin film to tubing after cleaning

c. Clean off immediately after brazing

d Don't allow the paste to harden in the jar

e. Apply flux with a clean brush

f Flux protects the joint from oxidation during the brazing process

4 a water boils out of flux

Flu bubble

,c Flu,. turns to a dear liquid

d. Flux will burn and no longer protect the joint

5. a 5

b. 1

c 2

d 3

e. 4

f. 6

6. Performance skills evaluated to the satisfaction of the instructor
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ALUMINUM SOLDERING
UNIT IV

UNIT OBJECTIVE

Aft 4r completion of this unit, the student should be able to match terms associated with
aluOinum soldering to the correct definitions and list the types of torches and the steps
foi using the aluminum brazing rod and aluminum soft solder. The student should also
be able to select from a group the proper flame to use when aluminum soldering. This
knowledge will be evidenced through demonstration and by scoring eighty-five percent
on the unit test.

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

After completion of this unit, the student should be able to:

1. Match terms associated with aluminum soldering to the correct definitions.

2. List three torches used in the field for aluminum soldering.

3. Select the proper flame to use when soldering aluminum.

4. List eight steps for using the aluminum brazing rod.

5. List nine steps for using aluminum soft solder.

6. Demonstrate the ability to:

a. Solder aluminum tubing.

b. Solder aluminum tubing to copper tubing.

c. Aluminun-1 braze a hole in aluminum tubing.
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ALUMINUM SOLDERING
UNIT IV

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

I. Instructor:

A. Provide student with objective sheet.

B. Provide student with information and job sheets.

C. Make transparency.

D. Discuss unit and specific objectives.

E. Discuss information sheet.

F. Demonstrate and discuss the procedures outlined in the job sheets.

G. Demonstrate proper torch flame adjustment.

H. Install fittings on some old aluminum evaporators so they can be pressurized
after they are soldered.

I. Give test.

II. Student:

A. Read objective sheet.

B. -Study information sheet.

C. Complete job sheets.

D. Take test.

INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS

I. Included in this unit:

A. Objective sheet

B. Information sheet

C. Transparency master: rM 1--Soft Reducing Flame



D. Job sheets

1. Job Sheet #1--Soider Aluminum Tubing

2. Job Sheet #2--Solder Aluminum Tubing to Copper Tubing

3. Job Shut #3--Aluminum Braze a Hole in Aluminum Tubing

E. Test

F. Answers to test

II References:

A. Field Repair of Aluminum Refrigeration Coils. Des Plaines, Illinois: The
Aluminum Association, 1972.

B. Brazing and Soldering Manual, Form No. 22565. White Plains, New York:
All-State Welding Alloys Co., Inc., 1964.
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ALUMINUM SOLDERING
UNIT IV

INFORMAncm SHEET

I. Terms and definitions

A. Aluminum Bluish -white metal that is soft and easy to form into shapes;
it has a high conductivity rate and is the earth's most plentiful metal

B Anodize--To coat metal with a protective coating

C. Aluminum brazingProcedure for repairing aluminum using an aluminum
alloy rod which melts at a temperature around 1050°F

D Aluminum soldering Procedure for repairing aluminum using a soft wire
solder which melts at a temperature around 500°F

E Aluminum soldering flux--Mildly corrosive chemical which is different for
each type of aluminum soldering or brazing

II. Torches used in the field for aluminum soldering

A. Air-propane

B. Air-acetylene

C. Oxyacetylene

III. Proper flame to use when soldering aluminum (Transparency 1)

A. Soft reducing flame

B Slight excess of acetylene

C Medium length pointed inner cone

D Light blue outer envelope

IV Steps for using aluminum brazing rod

A Clean surface

(NOTE If the aluminum is anodized, the anodizing must be removed.)

B Warm the rod end

5 1 i
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D

INFORMATION SHEET

Dip warmed end into flux

Mel t. flux off of rod onto joint or area to be brazed

E. Keep torch in motion and heat rapidly until flux turns liquid

F. Melt rod onto the aluminum while keeping the flame on the fluxed area

G. Allow solder to cool

H. Remove flux residue with warm water and a clean cloth

;NOTE: When working on a refrigeration system have pressure on the system
while cleaning the repaired area. This will prevent water from entering the
system if a leak still exists )

V. Steps for using aluminum soft solder

(NOTE: Aluminum soft solder is generally used when joining two pieces of
aluminum tubing or when joining aluminum to copper tubing.)

A. Clean the tubing

B Apply a small amount of flux to joint area

(NOTE This type of flux will generally be liquid.)

C Dip end of solder in flux

D. Apply heat above and below joint constantly moving the torch back and
forth

E Do not apply flame directly to the flux

F, Continue to dip the solder in the flux while applying it to the joint

G Continue to move the torch during the entire process

(NOTE If the flux burns, stop, disassemble joint, clean, and start over )

H. Allow joint to cool

I Remove flux residue with hot water and clean cloth

51
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Medium Length

Inner Cone

Light Blue Outer Envelope
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ALUMINUM SOLDERING
UNIT IV

JOB SHEET #1--SOLDER ALUMINUM TUBING

I. Tools and materials

A. Air-propane torch

B. Air-acetylene torch

C. Oxyacetylene torch

D. Tubihg cutter

E, Reamer
...

F. Flaring block

G. SWage punch

H. Ball peen hamMer

I. Colored safety glasses

J. Aluminum tubing

K. Sand cloth

L. Aluminum soft solder

M. Flux

N.' Clean towel

0. Hacksaw

II. Procedure

A. Cut two pieces of aluminum tubing 3" long

B. Ream one end of one piece ,

(NOTE: Be careful not to over-ream and make the tubing wall too thin.)

C. Place the reamed piece of tubing in the flaring block

D. Swage the niece of tubing

E. Remove the tubing from the flaring block
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JOB SHEET #1

F. Clean the swage socket

G. Clean one end of the piece of tubing

H. Apply a small amount of flux to the tubing end that will be inserted into
the swage

I. Insert tubing into swage socket

J. T.Wist tubing while inserting to aid in the even spreading of the flux

K. Place assembled tubing in a holding device 4

(NOTE: Since heat is very critical when working with aluminum, a wood
block makes an excellent holding device.)

L. Light the torch

M. Adjust for a soft reducing flame

N. Dip one end of solder into flux

0. Apply heat'above and below joint constantly moving the torch back and
forth

`(CAUTION: Do not apply flame directly to the flux. Fumes that mil be
emitted from the flux should not be inhaled.)

P. Continue to touch the ,solder to the joint until it flows around the joint

Q. Dip the solder in the flux every so often during the soldering process

R. Continue to Bove the torch from above 'the swag: joint to below it

S. Remove heat when solder hag flowed all the way around the joint

T. Turn off torch

U. Allow joint to cool for moment

V. Remove flux residue with hot water and a clean towel

W. Have instructor inspect



JOB SHEET #1

X Cut swage joint at a diagc..al with a hacksaw (Figure 1)
4. \

).

FIGURE 1 I \.

L \N..- -.....- ....11\

Y. Have instructor inspect the cut joint

T., Z. Clear area and put away toots if this is the last soldering projeCt of the

1

0
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ALUMINUM SOLDERING
UNIT IV

JOB SHEET #2--SOLDER MINUM TUBING
TO CAPPER TUBI

Tools and materials

A. Air propane torch

B Air-acetylene torch

C Oxyacetylene torch

D. Tubing urtter

E. Reamer

F. Faring, block

G Swage punch

H Ball peen hammer

Colored safety glasses

J. Aluminum tubing

K. Copper tubing

L. Sand dolt;

Iv,. 'Aluminum brazing rod

N Flux

0. Clean damp towel

P. Hacksaw

II. Procedure

A. Cut a piece of aluminum tubing 3" long

B Cuz a piece of copper tubing 3" long

C. Ream one end of the copper tubing

D Place the copper tubing in the flaring block

E Swage the reamed end

F. Remove tubing from the flaring block

ra ri 1/
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JOB SHEET #2

G. Clean the swage socket

H Clean one end of the aluminum tubing

I Apply a small amount of flux to the aluminum tubing

J. Insert tubing into swage socket

K. Twist tubing while inserting to aid in thr even spreading of the flux

L. Place assembled tubing in a holding device

M. Light the torch

N Adjust for a soft reducing flame

0. Dip one en-' of solder into flux
..\.

P Apply heat above and below joint constantly moving the torch back and
forth

(CAUTION: Do not apply flame directly to the .flux. Fumes that will be
emitted from the flux should not be inhaled.)

O Continue to touch the solder to the joint until it flows
v

R Keep the flame on the cr per swage socket when the solder begins to flow

S Remove the heat when the solder tias flowed all the way around the joint

T. Turn off torch
i

U. Allow solder to cool

Clean the joint with a clean damp towel

W Have instructor inspect

X Cut swage joint at a diagonal with a hacksaw (Figure 1)

FIGURE 1 , \
l.];.
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JOB SHEET #2

Y. Have instructor inspect the cut joint

Z. Clean area and put away tools if this is the last soldering project of the
day

e:
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ALUMINUM SOLDERING
UNIT IV

JOB SHEET #3--ALUMINUM BRAZE A HOLE
IN ALUMINUM TUBING

I. Tools and materials

A. Air-acetylene torch )
B. Oxya( tylene torch

C. Tubing cutter

D. Scratch awl

E. Aluminum tubing or scrap aluminum heat exchanger

F. Sand cloth

G. Aluminum brazing rod

H. Flux

II. Procedure

A. Punch a hole with a scratch awl in the aluminum piece to be brazed

B. Clean the surface /
(NOTE If an aluminum heat exchanger is being brazed, tilt it slightly so
that any traces of oil in it will not collect at the heat area.)

C Warm ore end of the brazing rod

D. Dip warmed end into the flux

E. Melt flux off of rod onto area to be brazed

F. Keep torch in motion and heat rapidly until flux turns liquid

G. Melt rod onto the aluminum while keeping the flame on the fluxed area
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JOB SHEET #3

H Scratch the area with the rod as the solder begins to melt (Figure 1I

FIGURE 1

Solder starting to melt

Play flame to
maintain even heat

Solder rod rubbed
across repair area

I. Keep the torch in motion until the entire area to be repaired is ccvered

J. Allow the solder to cool

K. Remc,ve the flux residue with warm water and a clean cloth

(NOTE: If a heat exchanger was used for the project, it might be necessary
to pressurize it and check for leaks.)

L. Have the instructor inspect

M. Clean area and put away tools
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ALUMINUM SOLDERING
UNIT IV

TEST

1. Match the terms on the right to the correct definitions.

a. Bluish-white metal that is soft and easy 1. Anodize
to form into shapes; it has a high
conductivity rate and is the earth's most 2. Aluminum
plentiful metal brazing

b. rocedure for repairing aluminum using
a soft wire solder which melts at a 3. Aluminum

temperature around 500°F
4. Aluminum

c. Mildly corrosive chemical which is soldering
different for each type of aluminum
soldering or brazing 5. Aluminum

soldering
d. To coat metal with a protective coating flux

e. Procedure for repairing aluminum using
an aluminum alloy rod which melts at
a temperature around 1050°F

2. List three torches used in the field for aluminum soldering.

a.

b.

c.

3 Select the proper flame to use when soldering aluminum by F. ing an l'X"
in the appropriate blank.

a.
Strong
Reducing
Flame

Soft
D. Reducing

Flame

c. Neutral
Flame

d. C` dining
Flame u__
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4. List eight steps for using the aluminum brazing rod.

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

f.

9.

h.

5. List nine steps for using aluminum soft solder.

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

f.

9.

h.

6. Demonstrate the ability to:

a. Solder aluminum tubing.

b. Solder aluminum tubing to copper tubing.

c. Aluminum braze a hole in aluminum tubing.

(NOTE If these activities have not been accomplished prior to the test, ask

your instructor when they should be completed.)
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1. a. 3

b. 4

c. 5

d. 1

e. 2

2. a. Air-propane

b. Air-acetylene

c. Oxyacetylene

3. b

ALUMINUM SOLDERING
UNIT IV

ANSWERS TO TEST

0

N
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4. a. Clean surface

b. Warm the rod end

c. Dip warmed end into flux

d. Melt flux off of rod onto joint or area to be brazed

e. Keep torch in motion and heat rapidly until flux turns liquid

f. Melt rod onto the aluminum while keeping the flame on the fluxed area

g. Allow the solder to cool

h. Remove flux residue with warm water and a clean cloth

5. a. Clean the tubing

b. Apply a small amount of flux to joint area

c. Dip end of solder in flux

d. Apply heat above and below joint constantly moving the torch back and
forth

e: Do not apply flame directly to the flux

52.1
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)

f. Continue to dip the solder in the flux while applying it to the joint

g. Continue to move the torch during the entire process

h. Allow joint to cool

i. Remove flux residue with hot water and clean cloth

6. Performance skills evaluated to the satisfaction of the instructor
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OXYACETYLENE CUTTING, WELDING, AND BRAZING
UNIT V

UNIT OBJECTIVE

After completion of this unit, the student should be able to light, adjust, and turn off
an oxyacetylene cutting outfit. He should also be able to make ninety degree cuts and
cut holes in mild steel. In addition, he should be able to select the proper size welding
tip and to choose the correct filler rod. He should be able to demonstrate the ability
to do fusion welding with or without tiller rod. He should be able to list the advantages
and disadvantages of brazing. He should be able to emonstrate the ability to apply flux
to a filler rod and construct a butt weld using the zing process. This knowledge will
be evidenced through demonstration and by scoring eig ty-five percent on the unit test.

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

After completion of this unit, the student should be able to:

1. Match terms associated with oxyacetylene cutting, welding, and brazing to
the correct definitions.

2. identify the parts of a cutting torch.

3. List reasons for poor cuts.

4. List causes of a backfire.

5. Desc-ibe the results of a backfire.

6. Describe the results of a flashback.

7. L.st in the proper order the steps to follow in case of a flashback.

8. Name five factors that determine fusion weld quality.

9. List five properties of a good weld.
't,

10. Name two factors that determine tip size selection in oxyacetylene fusion
welding.

11. List two factors that determine the filler rod selection in oxyacetylene
fusion welding.

12 State the purpose of the , filler rod.

13. Identify three types of oxyacetylene fusion welding flames.

14. Discuss the advantages of braze welding.

52E;



15. Discuss the disadvantages of braze welding.

16. Discuss the characteristics of the elements found in the filler rods used

in braze welding.

17. List two reasons for having a chemically clean metal surface in braze

welding.

18. Name two methods for removing oxides from a clean metal surface.

19. Name purposes of flux.

20. Name the color of the base metal when the proper temperature is obtained
in braze welding.

21. Describe the reaction of the molte/Pbronze at different base metal
temperatures.

?2. Select from a list the proper tip size, acetylene pressure, and oxygen pressbre

for a given metal thickness.

23. State an acceptable lens shade number for oxyacetylene welding.

24. Demonstrate the ability to:

a. Set up equipment for oxyacetylene cutting.

b. Turn on, light, adjust to a neutral flame, and turn off the oxyacetylene
cutting equipment.

c. Make ninety degree cuts on mild steel and restart a cut.

d Cut -a hole in mild steel.

e. Lay beads on gauge metal without filler rod.

Lay beads on gauge m ?tal with filler rod.

g. Weld butt joints with filler rod.

h. Braze weld a square groove butt joint

0.0
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OXYACETYLENE CUTTING, WELDING, AND BRAZING
UNIT V

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

I. Instructor:

-, A. Provide student with objective sheet.

B. Provide student with information and job sheets.

C. Make transparencies.

D. Discuss unit and specific objectives.

E. Discuss information sheet.

F. Demonstrate and discuss the procedures outlined in the job sheets.

G. Give test.

II. S' -lent:

A. Read objective sheet.

B. Study information sheet.

C. Complete 'job sheets.

D. Take test.

INSTRUCTIONAL, MATERIALS

I. Included in this unit.

/004 Objective sheet

B. Information sheet

C. Transparency masters
4

1. TM 1--Parts of a Torch Body and Cutting fr.:tachment

2 TM 2--Oxyacetylene Fusion Welding Flames
"IfZi

D. Job sheets

1. Job Sheet #1--Set Up Equipmeni. for Oxyacetylene Cutting

5 2S a
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.

2. Job Sheet #2--Turn On, Light, Adjust to a Neutral Flame, and
Turn Off the Oxyacetylene Cutting Equipment

3. Job Sheet #3--Make Ninety Degree Cuts on Mild Steel and Restart
a Cut

4. Job Sheet #4--Cut a Hole in Mild Seel

5. Job Sheet #5--Lay Beads on Gauge Metal Without Filler Rod

6. Job Sheet #6--Lay Beads on Gagge Metal With Filler Rod

7. Job Sheet #7--Weld Butt Joints With Filler Rod

8. Job Sheet #8--Braze Weld a Square Groove Butt Joint

E. Test

F. Answers to test

II. References:

A. The Oxy-Acetylene Handbook. New York, New York: Union Carbide
Corporation/Linde Division, 1960.

, B. Welding curriculum. Stillwater, Oklahoma: State Department of Vocational
and Technical Education, 1974!
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OXYACETYLENE CUTTING, WELDING, AND BRAZING
UNIT V

INFORMATION SHEET

-I. Terms and definitions

A. ...at -Momentary burning back of the flame into the tip

B Flame ^utting-Process by which irc or steel is heated to a temperature
where it can be rapidly oxidized by high purity oxvo^n flowing under
pressure through a cutting torch

(NOTE' As the metal is oxidized, the preheat flame maintains the
teinpc.aturg nec ary to keep the oxidation process going in a narrow zone
across the length of the base metal.)

Slag box- Meta! container with a layer of water or sand to vetch hot slag

D Drag ;me-Refers to the situation .1 which the most distant portion of the
cutting stream lags bell: id the stream nearest the cutting tip

E Kerf -Area where the metal was removed in the form of an oxide during
the cutting process

F Oxide Term usually applied to rust, corrosion, coating, film, or scale

(NOTE Oxygen combines with the metal causing oxides )

G Oxidizing-Corn!nning oxygen with another substance

Exampie A rn.tvl is oxidized when the metal i cut

Fu son welding- Joining pieces of metal by heating the adionerno edges io
the fusion or melting point and allo,vinc them to firm' or run toget:,er
an:I then cool

Penetration Distance from the original surface of the base netal tc the
Jor.it at witch lusion CCdSCS

;lase metal Metal being welded

:finer cone Inner Mite part of the neutral flame

L Tack 1,veld Short veld used for teropordrily holding niat Prial in place

1\1 Btdle welding Heat rig the base metal t a (lull red Color dui depositing
head over the seam fi liri t) with d bronie filler rod, the base metal is

r of melted
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INFORMATION SHEET

N Malleability Property of metals which allows them to be bent or
permanently distorted without rupture, opposite, of brittleness

O Ductile -Term describing metal which is capable of being drawn or stretched
out

P Tumuli! uperation-Melting a small amount of bronze rod onto the surface
and allowing it to spread along the entire seam (joint)

(NOTE It is this flow of thin film of bronze which is known as tinning.)

O Flux- Chemical up Pd to clean metals and to promote fusion during the
weluaiii process

(NOTE Do not con se this type of flux with silver brazing flux.)

R Puddle -That portion of a weld that is molten at the r,Iace the heat is

supplied

11 Pori,, ,q a cutting mell (Transparency 1)

A OVylieil flr.i1R1

B At otyli fittiu9

toit:h v 1:7r

D A etiwri- turd- val,..e

I occ,i ;Jo

Oxygs_n

nr'eht at vat V,'

ill nut

,n

fo,cat me.a: to kindling point (cherry red) of approxiinalety
(hr-10

Littinri ()>;(11('11

NO I f "[id Hoe of Inc cc;rrect tip for the job n det,:rnlined tov the
I !I ,",0 of t ,)illice- and the 0.(ygon cutting ec

;)," tItt )f

r,
(,) 4./
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INFOR(Vli TION SHEET

III. Reasons for nom cuts

(NOTE This is a correctly made cut in 1 inch plate, the edge is square and
the draglines -ire essentially verticd1 and not too pronounced )

A Preheat flames vere too small causing cutting speed Li he too slow

(C.) YE This results in bad gouging at the bottom.)

EydniplE

B Prtateut l;irnes to loot,

(NO FE In didt the top surface has melted over, the cut edge
irotoulan and Hue is an excet,stv,-t amount of adhering slag.)

E)cattrole

C 0, pessimie vp, too 100;

,HC)TF-- Ti. rt suP tit H on fitly li)t, melted fi,t'r 1)0(,itisP of the
to ti,!ott cittrid.r ',toted )

r- ,



INFORMATION SHEET

D Oxygoi ulf) IIqIi arid nozz.ie size too small

(NO1F Pft FNI! t Is that the entire corm ol of the cut has been lost.)

E \ample

E Cutting speed too slow

(NO E The result is that the irregularities of the draglmes are emphasized )

Examplo

F CLItt,i1,1 ...I to() High

(NOTE rh rult Is that there IS d pronounced hreaK to the draghne and
the ...0* edrio irs"(41:lar

EU:11We

tie! UT t,-30-17

the co urlip is wavy Ind irregular

"

MitiltIPMEWI
,St ral )/ dr" 1.11'," eSt,Irtf:ri

r t 1 i I. (1(011(1,' t ausr (I at ro",t,ii tiny polit 1

[-
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INFORMATION SHEET

IV Causes of backfite

A Insufficient acetylene or oxygen pressure

B Loose cutting tip

C Dirty tip

D Overheating of cutting tin

E. Bad 0-ring in torch body

(NOTE- The above causes should be carefully checked to control backfire.)

V Results of a backfire

A Flame burns momentarily back into tip

B A loud snap or pop results

1 Flame may go out

2. Flame may continue to burn in normal manner

VI Results of a flashback

A r1ire inside torch

B Disappearc.nc-2 of flame followed by

1 Squeahnq or hissing noise inside torch

2 Sparks coming from the torch

3 Smoke coming from the torch

VII Steps to follow in case of flashback

A Cio,,e oxygen preheat valve

B Close oxygen torch valve

C Close acetylene torch value

D Release oxygen regulator screw

F Release acetylene regulator screw

F F \dintilf, dcetiftm, dolt
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INFORMATION SHEET

G. Reset regulator pressures

H Light torch)

(NOTE If heavy smoke conies out of the torch tip and the torch body becomes
hot, the flashback has probably traveled past the mixing chamber into the hose.
In this case, shut off the oxygen cylinder valve and the acetylene cylinder valve,
hien notify your instructor.)

VIII Factors determining fusion weld quality

A. Proper flame adjustment

13 Angle of tip

C. Distance from work

of tr,ptcll

C Movereent of t:p

IX Prop( of a q0C,Ci weld

A Cot width

B Straightr.ess

SHhtiy cruwncd

,nto lase mot,.1

appearance

X '-,;ctors ..fet:trarmiolj tit) size selection

A mt-tai tincyru-,,s

(); .,olding rod

'10-f A1w.Lies use m inufacturer's recommendations on tip size

X: filli2r rod solechon

A Hod v it properties as base metal

t; 7'1,f ,,, r f ThIdl

T r 2\ ,+I 1() r;f. a rod with (liar-n(40r equal to the throkrioss
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INFORMATION SHEET

XII Purpose of filler rod--To add strength to weld or joint

XIII Oxyacetylene fusion welding flames (Transparency 2)

A Carburizing tame

Contains excess of acetylene

(NOTE An acetylene feather is visible on the inner cone.)

2. Recommended flame for cutting cast iron

3 Introduces carbon into weld, causing hardening of the metal

(NOTE. The resultant weld is weak.)

B. Neutral flame

1. Burns equal amounts of oxygen and acetylene

2. Identified by clear, well defined white cone

3. Temperature 5950°

C Oxidizing flame

1 Burns excess of oxygen

2 Identified by short white inner cone

3 Oxidizer the metal causing it to harden and become brittle

4 Not recommended for average cutting

5 Is the hottest flame

6. A slightly oxidizing flame is recommended for brazing

XIV Advantages or braze welding

A Less possibility of destroying main characteristics of base metal

1 Base metal does not have to be heated to a molten condition

d This increases the speed of joining metals

b gas is consumed for a given job

In rep,nrint) in leable castings, theie is less danger of its losing
it; ductile prti,,iirties

5 A3 t



INFORMATION SHEET

B The :ow degree of heat minimizes expansion and contraction forces

C Les; iced for extensive preheating

XV Disadvantages of braze welt' rig

A Not recommended for parts which are to be raised to temperatures higher

than the meltinu point of bronze, either in service or during heat treatment

B Bronze will lose its strength at temperatures above 500°F

C IL cannot be used on metal where stress is a factor

D Bonze may have corrosion resistant properties which differ from those of

the base metal being used

XVI Characteristics of the Plements found in the filler rods used in braze welding

A Consist of copper alloys containing about 60 percent copper and 40 percent

zinc which

1 Produce a high tensile strength

2 increase ductility

B Contain small quantities of tin, Iron, manganese, and silicon which help

to

Deoxidize the weld metal

Decrease the tendency to fume

3 Increase: tl.? free flowing action of the molten metal

4 increase the hardness of the deposirmf metal for grease: wear

OSIStanCe

XVI! Fit for having chemically clean metal surface in braze welding

A ho 'niro the molten bronze stick to t` e base metal

b fle a `1 ronget bond on bast metal

XVHI 1`;',-,:nods for nou,veq; k,,x1des

A 7,1k fit

5 3 -.4
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INFORMATION SHEET

B. Chemical -Flux

(NOTE: Both methods should be employed to completely remove the oxides.)

XI X. Purposes of the flux

(NOTE These purposes of flux pertain to fusion brazing and do not apply to
the purposes of flux for silver brazing )

A Chemically cleans the base metal

B. Prevents oxidation of the filler metal

C F,oats and removes the oxides already present

D. Increases th- flow of the filler metal

E. Increases the ability of the filler metal to adhere to the base metal

F Brings the filler metal into immediate contact with the metals being joined

G Permits the filler metal to penetrate the pores of the base metal

XX Color of base metal when the proper temperature is obtained --Dull red

(NOTE Base metal will begin to glow.)

XXI Reaction of molten bronze at different base metal temperatures

A. Not hot enough -The molten bronze will not flow over the surface but

form into drops

B Medium -The molten bronze will spread out evenly and flow over a

considerable area

C Too hot The molten bronze will tend to boil and to corm little balls

XXII Tip sizes and gas pressures for different metal thicknesses (Table 1)

A Tip size 000 to #12

B Oxygen pressure 12 p s i to 28 p s i.

C Acetvlene pressure 1'2 p s.I to 15 p s
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iNFORMATION SHEET

D Met.11 1 32 to 4''

WELDING TIP SIZE AND APPLICATION
Al E TY,EN'z
pr ICE

P

0'0(

"E ;-AL
rnicKNEss

001.) 1 -i2" 1 ? ,
I 2 2 up to 137''

Oki 7n 1 32' 1 2 2 1 64" 3 64"
0 r.)1) 1 3 1 3 1 32" 564"

1 60 3 S" 1 1 1 4 3 64" 3'32"
--, 56 3 3 7 5 2 5 1 16" 1/8"

,J'_; 3 3 3 3 1 1 8" 316''
-I y' ,-; -:' 1 10 4 10 3,16" I 4"
,., :_, 1 3 12 5 15 1,'4" 1 2"

-1,- I , In 0 1-1 0 15 1 2" 3'4"
-11 1 ; : 13 7 15 3,4" -1- 1,4"

. ,t 1 4' ,j 19 8 15 1-1,4" 2"
1 2: , , 1,,, 1') 20 1) 13 2" 2 1/2"

72 10 15 2-1,2" 3"
if', 13 24 11 15 3" 3 1'2"

, ,,z . I -, ii 2,,,, 12 15 3-1'2" 4"

)0 1 S,1:-et,

TABLE 1

LENS SHADE SELECTOR

Types of upPration Shade number
SoldPrp,r4 2
Ti trf, bra/ing 3 or 4
() vaen cutting

.0 1 ic.ch 3 or 4
1 6 ,riches
6 if IChPIF cMd 0.01-

0
Atd,-na
1 8 inr.n

1
13 1 2 :ri;

1 2

3 or 5
5 or 6

4 or 5
5 or 6
6 or 8



Preheat
Orifice

Parts of a Cutting Torch

Slip-In Tip

Cutting Orifice

Oxygen Preheat Valve

Tip Nut \ 1:= Acetylene Torch Valve
.0,

Acetylene Fitting

(Hex-grooved nut
left-hand threads)

Torch Body/ Oxygen Torch Valve
-7.-,

Oxygen Cutting Lever Oxygen Fining

-1 (Right-hand threads)
g
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OxyaCetylene Fusion Welding Flames

Carburizing Flame

------. - --:_...-----
..057:11-r,-.4...94si. :. ,,,, ---_-__...

- , .r. C. I, e
, 110.611

. ' -; ...0 l-: ..i.o . ' 0......
%

--..41.M. ....

--%--N
Neutral Flame

Oxidizing Flame

1 11%..01164CUldei

.

L.
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OXYACETYLENE CUTTING, WELDING, AND BRAZING
UNIT V

JOB SHEET #1--SET UP EQUIPMENT FOR OXYACETYLENE CUTTING

I. Tools and mater.als

A. C 'en cylinder

B. Acetylene cylinder

C. Oxygen regulator

D. Acetylene regulator

E. Hoses

F. Wrench

G. Cylinder holder

H. Water container

I Soap

J Clean pain thrush

K. Torch body with tips

II. Procedure

4 Faster' cylinders rir a vertica: position

B . Remove caps from cylinders

C. Crack valves of edcn cylinder, then close valves

D Connect oxygen regulator to oxygen cylinder

1. Turn adjusting screw on regulator counterclockwise until tension
on ;pring is released

2. Slowly turn cylinder valve wide open

.E. Connect acetylene regulator to acetylene cylinder

1. Turn adjusting screw on regulator counterclockwise until tension
on spring is released

Open cylinder valve 1'2 to 3/4 of a turn (never more than 1
1/2 turns)
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JOB SHEET #1

F Connect acetylene hose to acetylene regulator and -purge hose

G Connect oxygen hose to oxygen regulator and pt rge hose

H. Con t torch body to oxygen and acetylene hose and close both valves
on torch body

Attach cutting attachment to torch body

(NOTE: Tha tip size is determined by the thickness of metal to be cut
and the manufacturer's recommendations.)

J. Close oxygen preheat valve on cutting attachment

K Turn adjusting screw on oxygen regulator clockwise until working pressure
is reached

L. Turn adjusting screw on acetylene regulator clockwise until correct working
pressure is reached

M Test all connections for leak! with soap suds and water

(NOTE Apply soap suds with a clean paintbrush.)
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OXYACETYLENE CUTTING, WELDING, ANC, BRAZING
UNIT V

JOB SHEET #2--TURN ON, LIGHT, ADJUST TO A NEUTRAL FLAME,
AND TURN OFF THE OXYACETYLENE CUTTING EQUIPMENT

I. Tools and materials

A. Oxygen cylinder

B. Acetylene cylinder

C Hoses

D. Oxygen and acetylene regulators

E. Torch body

F. Cutting attachment with slip-in tip

G Cylinder holder and hose rack

H. Striker

I. Wrench

J. Gloves

K. Colored safety glasses

L. Coveralls or protective clothing

II. Procedure

A. Turn on, light, and adjust the cutting torch to a neutral flame

1. Check . ,ylinder, regulator, and torch valves to make sure they
are off

2. Open acetylene cylinder valve 1/2 to 3/4 of a turn (never more
than 1 1/2 turns)

3. Open acetylene valve on torch one turn

4 Turn adjusting screw on acetylene regulator clockwise until
desired pressure is reached

(NOTE Oxygen and acet lene pressures and size of tip depend
upon the thickness of the metal to be cut. Use pressures and
tip sizes recommended by the manufacturers.)
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JOB SHEET #2

5. Close acetylene valve on torch

6. Open oxygen cylinder valve all the way

7. Open oxygen torch valve all the way

8. Open oxygen preheat valve on cutting attachment one turn

9. Turn adjusting screw on oxygen regulator clockwise until desired

pressure is reached

10. Close oxygen preheat valve on cutting attachment

11. Open acetylene valve on torch 1/4 turn

12. Light the tort.) with striker and adjust until smoke on flame clears

13. Open oxygen preheat valve slowly and adjust to a neutral flame

14. apress the oxygen cutting lever and check to see that a neutral
flame is preser,t

(NOTE: If necessary, adjust the oxygen preheat valve with the
oxygen cutting lever depressed until a neutral flame is secured.)

B. Turn off the flame and oxyacetylene unit

rlose acetylene valve on torch

2. Close oxygen preheat valve

3. Close acetylene cylinder valve

4. Close oxygen cylinder valve

6. Open acetylene valve on torch

(NOTE: When gauges reach 0, close torch salve and release
adjusting screw on acetylene regulator by turning
counterclockwise.)

6. Open oxygen preheat valve on torch

(NOTE When gauges reach 0, close oxygen preheat valve and
release adjusting screw on oxygen regulato- by turning
counterclockwise.)

7. Close oxygen valve on torch

8. Place toff,' and hose on hanger or brackets provided
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OXYACETYLENE CUTTING, WELDING, AND BRAZING
UNIT V

JOB SHEET #3--MAKE NINETY DEGREE CUTS ON MILD STEEL
AND RESTART A CUT

I. Tools and materials

A. Cutting outfit with tip assembly

B. Mild steel plate 1/4" to 1/2" thick, 4" wide or wider, 8" long or longer

C. Soapstone with a sharp point or edge

D. Straight edge

E. Gloves

F. Colored safety glasses

G. Pliers

H. protective clothing

I. Striker

J. Welding or cutt:ng tab

K. Slag box

L. Can of water

M Cu tting tip

Procedure

A Make ninety degree cu;

1. Mark four parallel lines 2" apart on plate to be cut

2. Adjust oxygen regulator

3 Adjust acetylene iegulator

4 Place plate to be cut over slag box

5. Light torch

6. Adjust to neutral flame
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JOB SHEET #3

7. Assume comfortable position

8. Place hoses behind operctor

9. Maneuver torch with both hands

10. Hold preheat fl le with tip of inner cone 1/16" to 1/8" above
te if plate at right edge until red spot appears

Depress the oxygen cutting lever, and move from right to left
across the plate (for left-handed operators, go from left to right)
(Figure 1)

FIGURE 1

Mild Steel Plate
1/4' to 1/2" thick

90°

12 Hold the rip at right angles to work while cutting with inner
cone being 1/16" to 1/8" above work

13. Make 90 cuts until you have developed the proper procedure

14. Cool metal by placing in can of water with the aid of pliers

15 Have instructor inspect

B Restart cut

1 Release the oxygen cutting lever

2 Preheat only the edge where cutting action was stopped

C. Slowly depress oxygen cutting lever and continue cut

1JJ



OXYACETYLENE CUTTING WELDING, AND BRAZIN(.3
UNIT V

JOB SHEET #4--CUT A HOLE IN MILD STEEL

I. Tools and materials

A. Cutting outfit with tip

B. Mild steel plates

C. Soapstone with a sharp point or edge

D. Straight edge

E. Gloves

F. Colored safety glasses

G. Pliers

H. Protective clothing

I. Striker

J. Welding or cutting table

K. Slag box

L. Can of water

II. Procedure

A. Draw two circles on metal

1. Draw one circle 1" in diameter, 1" from edge

2. Draw the other circle 1/2" in diameter, 1" from edge

B. Adjust oxygen regulator

C. Adjust acetylene regulator

D. Place metal to be cut over slag box

E. L ght torch

I

ACR I 167-E
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JOB SHEET #4

F. Adjust to neutral flame

G. Assume comfortable posit -'n

H. Place hoses behind operator

I. Maneuver torch with both hands

J. Hold tip of inner cone 1/16" to 1/8" above point to be cut until metal
turns bright red (Figure 1)

FIGURE 1

1 Tilt torch 15° from vertical position

(NOTE: This will allow molten metal to be blown away from
operator.)

2. Depress oxygen cutting lever slowly moving torch backwards (to
the operator's right if right handed) until cut pierces plate

551
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JOB SHEET #4

K. Return cutting torch to vertical position

1. Raise cutting tip until tip of inner cone is from 1/4" to 1/2"
abode the plate

2. Make cut (Figure 2)

FIGURE 2

L. Cut just inyde soapstone mark until circular cut is completed

M. Repeat steps K and L until all holes are cut

N. Turn otf oxyacetylene rig

0 Cool mewl by placing in can of water with the aid of pliers

P Have instructor inspect

t-, l'-' i )
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OXYACETYLENE CUTTING, WELDING, AND BRAZING
UNIT V

JOB SHEET #5 -LAY BEADS ON
.
GAUGE METAL WITHOUT FILLER ROD

I Tools and mater? ,

A 0 yacetylene welding unit

B. Welding tip #8

C. G loves

D. Colored safety glasses

E. Pliers

F Wire brush

G Striker

H F ire brick

I One piece of 16 gauge mild steel, 1 1/4" x 6"

I I Procedure

A Prepare metal for welding

B. Place metal in welding position

C Turn on oxyacetylene unit

D. Set working pressure

E Light torch and adjust to a neutral flame

F Place inner cone about 1'16" to 118" from metal

G Do not begin travel until you have established a molten puddle

r-
0-
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JOB SHEET #5

H. Hold torch 30° to 45° from center in direction of tra 'el (Figure 1)

FIGURE 1

/0 moo )0410))

I. Slcwl move the torch forward allowing the metal to melt

J. Repeat process until instructor gives permission to go on to next job

(NOTE Always turn off oxyacetylene rig when not using it

55
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OXYACETYLENE CUTTING, WELDING, AND BRAZING
UNIT V

.4,

ACR I 173-E

JOB SHEET #6--LAY BEADS ON GAUGE METAL WITH FILLER ROD

I. Tools and materials

A. Oxyacetylene welding unit

B. Welding tip (according to manufacturer's recommendations)

C. Gloves

D. Colored safety glasses

E. Pliers k

F. Wire brush
.

G. Striker

H. Fire brick

I. One piece of mild steel strip, 16 gauge 1 1/4" by 6"

J. Filler rod mild steel (according to manufacturer's recommendations)

II. Procedure

A Prepare metal for welding
I

B Place metal in welding position

C. Turn on oxyacetylene unit

D Set working pressure

E :_ight torch and adjust to a neutral flame

F. Hold torch 300 to 45° from center

r, r r
_) 3 1)
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JOB SHEET .#6

G. Place inner cone about 1/16" to 1/8" from surface of puddle (Figure 1)

FIGURE 1

AMSNIPADS)
0°-
45O 450

Tack

H Do not begin travel until you have established a molten puddle

I Add filler rod to front edge of pudaie in front of torch

J Move puddle forward with torch and allow puddle to form in base meta'

K Add rod and withdraw rod to front edge of puddle as you move puddle

forward

L Keep puddle the same size and shape the entire length of the bead

M. Turn off oxyacetylene rig

N. Have instructor inspect
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OXYACETYLENE CUTTING, WELDING, AND BRAZING
UNIT V

JOB SHEET #7- WELD BUTT JOINTS WITH FILLER ROD

. Tools and materials

A. _Oxyacetylene welding unit

B. Welding tip (according to manufacturer's recommendations)

C. Gloves

D., Colored- safety glasses

E. Pliers

F. Wirt. crush

G. Striker.

, H. Fire brick

Two 'pieces of mild steel strips, 16 gauge' 1 1/4" by 6"

J. Filler; rod mild steel (accorcling to manufacturer's recommendations)

1.

II. Procedure

A Prepare metal for welding

'B. Place metal rn welding position

-Turn on oxyacetylene unit

D Set working pressure

E Light torch and adjust to a neutral flame

F. Tack weld metal, together at both 'ends of joint

G Hold torch 300 to 45: from center

H Do not begin travel until you have established a nolten ,uddle

rzti J
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JOB SHEET #7

I. Place inner cone aboat I/1C" to 1/8" from surface of puddle (Figure 1)

FIGUPE 1

Tack 1/16c
to 1/8"

x\30°- 30°--'N
\45° 45°

ack

J Add filler rod to front edge of puddle in front of torch

K Mrive puddle forw rd \Airth torch and allow puddle ' ) form in base metal

L Add rod di. itiicirdw rod to frost edge of puddle as you mo nudrPe

fore irri

piddle the same size, shape, and centered th...1 entire length of the

ter 0

N ilrn off ,-,xydcPtylene rig

O Thoi, 1-eud to inst,i,ctor completed

; ):)
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OXYACETYLENE CUTTING, WELDING, AND BRAZING
UNIT V

JOB SHEL ;,-'8 -BRAZE WELD A SQUARE
GROOVE BUTT JOINT

L Tools and materials

A Oxyacetylene welding unit

B Gloves

C. Colored safety glasses

D Goggles

E tip (according to manufacturer's recommendations)

F. Wire brush

G Striker

H Fire brick

I Two pieces of clean mud steel strips, 1"8" thick, 1 1/4" by 6"

J Bronze iii:er rod (use according .nufacturer's recommendat:ons)

K. Welding flux

II R-ocedure

A Preparo inetal for brazing- clean

Pace mr-nal brazing nosition 1,116" to 1/3" ...;part

U Turn on oxyacetylene unit

D Adiu proper working pressure of oxygen and acetylene

E ciace metal on fire brick

(NO' E Do not lay metal flat on bru k Arrange meta, so a smcill space
v/ill De betweer the ba:,e metal and the tire brick )

F- Ligh. and arliw:' torch to a neutral or ,,h-ghtly o>, ql flame

G Prf.heat int-. end of the mann() rod and dip in the pi use fluxed rod

sw,
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JOB I',411_E- I --;-8

Foci, iniq,rl i i pl,r( ,1;irtri br.)n filit r rner,II

tar tt of tiu Vit':11 Slightly

J Hold torth 31) to 45 ()n] v,111 (II hold t ihr.r rod at the same angle rn
oppoYte 011..,(;1)11 (Fici,..re 1

FIGURE 1

30 45'

Flu >,

Tack 1 16'

to 1 8"

K 1. i . )1

HOTE-
11,;i. LI1

II'

0 Irr,

30 45'

F ,Jv Must Coy!, Moltt,n Metal

Tack

tIf surf ice dm! ,11!(Av it to spre,Aci
rc,(1 (f)lo' lIfS

T Yit'h t rtti,, .,t,rt rj1 pbyt,1111 the f)rove,

0./111 4MM into OlOpS,
1)1(, ' , Plc, 1,-, it,(1,c,;ted by exue,',Ivt:

1;
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OXYACETYLENE CUTTING, WELDING, AND BRAZING
UNIT V

TEST

Match the terms on the right to the correct definitions.

a. Chemical used to clean metals and to
promote fusion during the welding
process

b. Melting a small amount of bronze rod
onto the surface and allowing it to
spread along the entire seam (joint)

c. Joining pieces of metal by heating the
adjoining edges to the fusion or melting
point and allowing them to flow cr run
together and then cool

d. '''')mentary burning back of the flame
into the tip

Process by which iron or steel is heated
to a temperAture where it can be rapidly
oxidized by hick purity oxygen flowing
under pressure through a cutting torch

f. Inner white part of the neutral flame

Short weld used for temporarily hording
material in place

h. Metal container with a layer of water cL
sand to catch 'hot slap.

Area where the metal was removed in
the form of an oxide during the cutting
process

Term usually applied to rust, corrosion
coat, film, or scale

k Fieatrng tne base metal to a dull red
color and depositing a b'etg.;over the
se. r'n (Jo n1) with a-bronze filte,,,r -od; the
base meal is not melted

That portion of d weld that is mol',en
a, the ploce the heat is supplied

ACR I 179-E

1. Backfire

2. Flame cutting

3. Oxide

4. Base metal

5. Malleability

6. Ductile

7. Flux

8. Kerf

9. Slag box

10. Oxidizing

11. Tack weld

12. Tinning
operation

13. Penetration

14. Drag line

15, Fusion
welding

16 B ize
werding

17 Inner cone

18. Puddle
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m Combining
substance

oxygen with another

Refets to the situation in which the most
distant for non of the cutting stream lags
behind the stream nearest the cutting p

o Property of metals which (Wows them to
be bent or permanently distorted
without rupture, opposite of brittleness

p. Term describing metal which is capable
of being drawn or stretched out

#

q. Distance from the original surface of the
oase metal to the point at which fusion
ceases

r Metal being welded

2 I den ti fy the parts of the cutting torch

t.

(j711-i--h
s 1-

,p ttit, fur poor (Hit,

d

l
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4 List four causes of a backfire

a

b
4

c

d

5 Describe the results of a backfire

6. Describe the results or a flashback.

7. List in the proper orde, ..he steps to follow in case cf a flashback.

a.

b

c

d.

e

f.

9

ti

a

'Jo
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8. Name five factors that determine fusion weld quality.

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

9. List five properties of a good weld.

a.

b.

d.

e.

10. Name to factors that determine tip size s:3Iection in oxyacetylene fusion
welding

11

a.

b

List two factors that determine the filler rod selection in oxyacetylene fusion
tveldinq

h

12 State the purpose of the filler rod.

13. I d-tnti fy the types of oxyacetylene fusion v, el dmg flames

a.

"ouriquir6"--'
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14. Discuss the advantages of braze welding.

15. Discuss the disadvantages cif braze welding.

ACR I 183-E
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16. Discuss the characteristics of the elements found in the filler rods used in braze
welding.

17 List two reasors for having a clean metal surface in braze welding.

b

18. Name two methods for removing oxides from a clean metal surface

a

b

19 Name five purposes of flux

a

e

20. Name ,he color of the base metal when the proper temperature isiktained
in braze welding

5.;6
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21. Describe the reaction of the molten bronze at different base metal temperatures.

a. Not hot enough--

b. Medium-

c. Too hot-

22. Select the proper tip size, oxygen pressure, and acetylene pressure for weld 3/8"

steel.

Tip Size
Oxygen
Pressure

Acetylene
Pressure

Metal
Thickness

000 1/2-2 1/2 2 Up to 1/32"
Q0 1-2 1-2 1/64" to 3/64"

0 1-3 1-3 1/32" to 5/65"
1 1-4 1-4 3/64" to 3/32"
2 2-5 2-5 1/16" to 1/8"
3 3-7 3-7 1/8" to 3/16"
4 4-10 4-10 3/16" to 1/4"
5 5-12 5-15 1/4" to 1/2"
6 6-14 6-15 1/2" to 3/4"
7 7 16 7-15 3/4" to 1 1/4"

8 9-19 8-15 1 1/4" to 2"
9 10-20 9-15 2" to 2 1/2"

10 11-22 10-15 2 1/2" to 3"
11 13-24 11-15 3" to 3 1/2"
12 14-28 12-15 3 1/2" to 4"

23. State an acceptable lens shade number for oxyacetylene welding.

24. Demonstrate the ability to

a Set up equipment for oxyacetylene curuig.

b Turn on, light*, adjust to a neut. ai flame, ano turn off the oxyacetylene

cutting equipment

Make ninety degree cuts on mild steel and restart a cut.

d Cut a hole in m,ld steel.

I
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e. Lay beads on cauge metal without filler rod.

f. Lay beads on gauge metal with filler rod,

g. Weld butt joints with filler rod.

h. Braze weld a square groove butt joint.

(NOTE: If these activities have not been accomplished prior to the test, ask

your instructor when they should be completed.)

56 S'
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OXYACETYLENE CUTTING, WELDING, AND BRAZING
UNIT V

ANSWERS TO TEST

1 a. 7 g 11 m. 10

h. 12 h. 9 n. 14

c. 15 i. 8 o. 5

d. 1 i 3 P. 6

e. 2 k. 16 q. 13

f 17 I. 18 r. 4

2. a Oxygen fitting

b. Acetylene fitting

c. Oxygen torch valve

d. Acetylene torch valve

e. Torch body

f Oxygen cutting lever

g Oxygen preheat valve

h Tip nut

I + Slip-i. n tip

Preheat orifice

k. aitting orifice

3. Any five of the following:

a Preheat flames too, small causing cutting speed to be too , slow

r

-..

b. Preheat flames too long

c. Oxygen pressure too low

d Oxygen pressure too high and nozzle size too small
'...,

e Cutting speed too slow
#

s
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Cutting speed too high

g Blowpipe travel unsteady

h Cut lost and not parAully restarted

4 Any four of the following

a. Insufficient acetylene or oxygen pressure

b Loose cutting tip

D:rtv tip

d Overheating of cutting tip

e Bad 0 ;,nq id torch body

5 Descrao non should include

a Flame burns momentarily bacl, in to tip

b 4 loud snap or pop results

11 ?tarn fildy (JO 011t

6 Des( ran,o,

1)

Fidme Indy contl;we to burn in normal manner

Fun inside torsi;

DHJI)cot.int o f'dm,. tollowod by

S(1,1C,Ihilfl !,is;,, ,oist ins,de torch

r owing from the torch

T l i ) k t r,unnrrt, ,"")P.1 We tart I t

7 o?Oleat

)x 'igen torch

trYt h

P2Pif',1`.e IIV/f4r11,

b

),

Pir -0( i't y ri'f;Lil,it()1

on))

t
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g Reset regulator pressures

h. Light torch

8. Proper flame adjustment

b. Ang'e of tip

c. Distance from work

d Speed of travel

e. Movement of tip

a. Consistent width

b. Straightness

SI 3htly crowned

Fused into base metal

i
'..ie. Clean appearance,

10. a. Metal thickness

b. Size of welding rod
)

11 a Rod wit dmilar properties as base metal

b Thickness of metal

12. , To add strength to weld-or joint

_13. a. Carburizing flame

b Neiriral flame

c O. 'zing flame

14. Disculon should :nclude

a. Less possibility of destroying the main characteristics of the base metal

1) Base metal does riot have to be heated to a molten position

a) This increases the speed of joinina Metals

b) Less gas )5 consume() for A given job

2) In repairing malleable castings, thrre is less danger of its Aing
its ductile properties

I.

.I

ACR I 1E
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b. The low degree of heat minimizes expansion and contraction forces

c. Less need for extensive preheating

15. Dscussion should include
P

a Not recommended for parts which are to be raised to temperatures higher
than the melting point of bronze, either in service or during heat treatment

h Bronze will Iota its strength at temperatures above 500°F

c It cannot be use( on metal where stress is a factor

d Bronze, may have corrosion resistant properties which differ from those of
the base metal being used

Discussion should nclude

a Consist of copper alloys containing about 60 percent copper and 40 percent

,zinc, which

1) Produce a high tensile strength

2) Inc:reale ductility

r, h Contain small quantities of tin, iron, manganese, and silicon which help

to

1) Do oxidize the weld metal

2) Decrease the tendency to fume

3) Increase the free flowing action of the molten metal

4) hrrease the hardness of the deposited metal for greater wear
resistance

1 7 J To guaranti e the molten bronze will stick to the base metal

h To have a stronger bond on base metal

18 r Mechanical- Wire brush or grinder

Chemical -Flux

19 Any five of the following

a. Chernicaily cleans the base metal

h Prevents oxidation of the filler metal

c Floats -Hid reillm, es the oxides already present

5

.

.
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d. Increases the flow of the filler met41,

e. Increases the ability of the filler metal to adhere to the base metal

f. Brings the filler metal into immediate contact with the metals being joined

g. Permits the filler metal to ; enetrate the pores of the base metal

20. Dull red

21. a. Not hot enough- -The molten bronze will not flow over the surface but
will form into drops

b. Medium--The molten bronze will spread out evenly and flay% over a
considerable area

c. Too hot--Thc molten bronze will tend to boil and to form little balls

22. 5, 5-12, 5-15

23. 4 or 5

24 Performance skills evaluated to the satisfaction of the instructor

5'7 ,
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ELECTRIC WELDING
UNIT VI

UNIT OBJECTIVE

t

'we

ACR I - 193-E

P 'ter 'completion of this unit, the student should be Mile to name the types of arc welding
machines and electrodes. The student should be able to do a vertical butt and uT" or
fillet weld with the electric welder. This knowledge will be evidenced through
demonitration and by scoring eighty-five percent on the unit test.

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

After completion of this unit, the student should be table to:

1. Match terms associated with electric welding to the correct definitions.

2. Name four types of arc welding machines.

3. Distinguish between straight and reverse polarity.

4. Name the two types of operating adjustments found on arc welding
machines.

5. Discuss how to test for polarity.

6. Name types of electrodes.

7. Name common sizes of electrodes.
1

8. Select the statemen. which determines electrode size..

,.)

9. Select the purposes of flux coating on electrodes.

10. Identify the numbers in the AWS electrode code classification.

11. Name factors to be considered when selecting an electrode for a specific
job application.

12. Select reasons for poor welds.

13. Identify the parts of the welding process.

14. Name two methods of striking an arc.

15. State the correct range of lens shade number for electric welding.

16. Select reasons for removing slag from weld.

574
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17. Name three reasons for fusing one bead in with another.

18. Name four factors that determine weld quality.

19. Identify properly and improperly formed beads by telling what caused each

one.

20. Demonstrate the ability to:

a. Start, stop and restart a bead.

b. Make a pad in the flat position.

c. Make a square groove butt weld.

d. Make a multiple pass T-joint fillet weld.

*

0
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ELECTRIC WELDING
UNIT VI

w

SUGGESTED ACTIVVTIES

I. Instructor:

A. Provide student with objective sheet.

B. Provide student with information and job sheets.

C. Make transparencies.

D. Discuss unit and specific objectives.

E. Discuss information sheet.

F. Demorstrate and discuss the procedures outlined in the job sheets.

G. Give test.

II. Student:

A. Read objective sheet.

B. Study information sheet.

C. Complete job sheets.

D. Take test.

INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS

I. Included in this unit:

A Objective sheet

B. Information sheet

C. Transparency masters

1. TM 1--Welding Circuit
t

2. TM 2--Standardized AWS Classification

3. TM 3--Direction of Travel

4, TM 4--Improperly Formed Beads

57C
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D. Job sheets

1. Job Sheet #1--Start, Stop, and Restart a Bead

2. Job Sheet #2--Make a Pad in the Flat Position

3. Job Sheet #3--Make a Square Groove Butt Weld

, 4. Job Sheet #4--Make a Multiple Pass T-Joint Fillet Weld

E. Test

F. Answers to test

II. References:

A. Sosnin, H. A. Arc We /ding Instructions for the Beginner. Cleveland, Ohio:
The James F. Lincoln Arc Welding Foundation, 1973.

We /ding Curriculum. Stillwater, Oklahoma: State Department of Vocational
and Technical Education, 1974.

P.
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ELECTRIC WELDING
UNIT VI
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AC1 I 197-E

t

INFORMATION SHEET

I. Terms and definitions

A. Shielded metal arc welding--Arc welding process wherein metals are united
by heating with an electric arc between a coated metal electrode and the
metal

B. Base metal--Metal to be welded or cut

C. Arc length--Distance from the end of the electrode to the point where the
arc makes contact with work surface

D. Crat. -Depression at the termination of a weld

E. Face of weld--Exposed surface of a weld, made by an arc or gas welding
process, on the side from which welding was done

F. FluxFusible material or gas used to disso;ve and/or prevent the f(irrr, .tion
of oxides, nitrides, or other undesirable inclusions formed in welding

G. Low carbon steel--Steel containing .20% or less carbon

H. PassSingle longitudinal progression of a welding operation along a joint
or weld deposit

I. Porosity--Gas pockets or voids in metal

J. Spatter--Metal particles given off during welding which do not form a part
of the weld

b
K. Tack weld--Weld made to hold parts in proper alignment until the final

r, welds are made

(NOTE: This type of welding is for assembly purposes only.)

L. Puddle--That portion cf a weld that is molten at the place the heat is
supplied

M. Undercut--Groove melted into the base metal adjacent to the toe of the
weld and left unfilled by weld metal

N. WeavingTechnique of depositing weld metal in which the electrode is
oscillated

0. Weld metal--That portion of a weld which has been mel+-d,durinq welding

5 7 S
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11

p.

cl
INFORMATION SHEET

Whipping- -Term applied to an inward ,...ld upward movement of the
electrode which is employed in vertical welding to avoid undercut

Q. AWS -American Welding Society

R. Disposition rate--Amount of filler metal deposited in any welding process;
rated in pounds per hour

II- Types of arc welding machines

A. AC (alternating current) transformer welderCurrent alternating direction
120 times per second a

B. AC-DC transformer rectifier- Provides either alternating current or direct

current

Motor generator- Produces DC current

Engine generator Produces DC current

III. Types of polarity (Transparency 1'

A Reverse Current flows from base metal to electrode

B. Straight- Current flows from electrode to base metal

i

(NOTE Welding leads must connect to correct terminals if machine has a polarity

switch Otherwise a change in polarity is made by reversing leads on the
terminals.)

IV. Types of operating machine adjustmerts

A. Current (amperage) settings

(NOTE. Increasing ar ips produces more heat and decreasing amps produces

less heat )

B. Polarity

V. How to test for polarity

A. Weld a bead using E 6010 reverse polarity electrode

(NOTE: If there is excessive amount of weld spatter and arc is very erratic,
machine is set on straight polarity, electrode lead negative, work lead
(cli )unci) positive Reverse polarity should have electrode lead positive, work
lead (ground) negative. The same practice would apply if machine is set
on AC 1

579
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INFORIVATION SHEET

B. Strike, arc with carbon electrode

ACR I 199-E

(NOTEIf arc is smooth and quiet, it is set on straight polarity. If carbon
becomcs extremely hot and pieces break off and black smudges appear on
work piece, it is set on reverse polarity.)

VI. Types of electrodes

A Mild steel

B. Low hidrogen-lowv alloy

C. Nonferrous

D. Hard surfacing

E. Cast iron

F. Stainless steel

Exam-le:
WELDING CHARACTERISTICS AND OPERATING DATA OF MILD STEEL ELECTRODES

Coating
Color

Pot Ion of
Weld, ng

Type of-
Current
Used

Penetration Rate of
Deposition

Appearance
of read

Minimum
Tensile
Strength

3/32' Size 1/8 Sae 5'32 Size 3/16' Size

g601() White A I DC Reverse, De, An Rate Rippled 62 ODOPal 75 130 90175, 140 225
Pos,,ons j,,t I and Flat -

E6011 White Al AC Deep Av Rate Rippled 62000pst 75120 90-160 120 200
Pos tuns DC Reverse altd Flat 70 110 80 145 110 180

E6012 Tan Ali DC Sir Med.'s, Gond Rare Smooth and 67 000Pat 55 80 80-135 110 180 155 250
Pos,Prts AC I i Convex 60-90 90 150 120 200 170 275

F6013 Dark Tan A AC Mild P Good Rate Smooth Flat 67 000p 65 100 90-140 140 200 200 280
Po s topes DC St, I l

ur Reverse
and Cone, 60-90 801'25 125 180 18e 235

67014 Gray 13, All AG Medium H yh Pate Smooth Flat 70000 110 160 150 225 200 280
Posit., DC Srr I I

of Reverse
and Convex 100 145 1350200 180 250

E'016 An
Ads coos

AC ,
DC Reverse

i 1

Mild to
Medium

Sistod Rate Smooth and
Conve

70 000 70100 80-130 130 170 170 250

.4._
E 7024 Dark Gray Flat AC DC Mild Very High Smooth and ) 72 000 65 120 115 175 180 240 240 300

- Ho, F diets Sp night
or Reverse '

Rare Slightly Cv 60-110 100 160 160 215 220 280

E6027 Red Browns Flat Fiat DC AC Medium Very High Fiat to 61 000Pai 190 240 250 300
Ho, F Ole, For Filler

DC So '%C

Concave 175 215 230 270

E7018 Gray Ali AC Mod Hgh Rate Smooth Flat 72 000 70100 90150 120 190 170 280
Poston, DC Revere to Conve 80-120 110 170 135 225 203 300

F7029 Gear Br /. iar AC Mild Very High Smooth and 72 000 180 770 240 130
Hcr Finest DC RVP1$1.

i t
Rate Slightly Cr, 170 240 210 300

DC Heye,se means DC reverse polarity (electrode positivel
DC Straight means DC straight polarity lelectr.de negativel

VII. Common electrode sizes

(NOTE: Electrodes range in size from 1/16" to 5/16".)

A. 3/32"

B. 1/8" -

) ,d



LNFORMATION SHEET

C. 5/32"

D. 2/16"

E. 7/32"

F. 1/4"

G 5/16"

VIII. Determining electrode size Determined by diameter of bare end of electi-ode

IX. Purposes of flux coating on electrodes

A. Stabilizes arc

B. Shields molten puddle from air

C. Floats impurities out of puddle

D. Forms slag and slows cooling

E. Provide§ deoxidizers and scavengers to prevent porosity of weld zone

F. Prpvides alloying elements for higher strength, welds

G. Provides iron powder to increase the disposition rate

X Numbers in the AWS electrode classification (Transparency 2)

A E--Stands for electrode

B. First two digitsIndicate tensile strength deposited in a thousand pounds
per square inch

C Third number- Indicates yyelclinn position

1 All positions

Flat and horizontal

D. Fourth digits -Represents special characterisitics and usability of the rod

1 Current

2. Penetration

3. Type of flux coating

rlQI
1.) ..a.



INFORMATION SHEET,

XI. Factors for selecting electrodes for a specific job applicatiorr
fte

A. Base metal str,,ligth properties

B. Base metal composition

C. Welding position

D. Welding current

Iss

E. Joirit design and fit-up

F. Thickness and shape of base metal

G. Service conditions and/or specification

H. Productiqn efficiency and job conditions

Xli. Reasons for poor welds

'A. Improper machine adjustment

B. Improper electrode and size

C. Improper movement of electrode

D. . Ithproper angle of electrode

E. Iriproper base metal preparation

F. Improper arc 'lengths

' XIII. Parts of 'welding process (Transparency 3)

A. .§lag

B. Weld

C. Electrode

D. Wire core

E. Coating

F Arc

G. Crater

582
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INFORMATION SHEET

H. Penetration

I. Base metal

J. Heat linos

K. Gaseous shield

L. Ten degrees--fifteen degrees

XIV. Methods of striking an arc

A. Tapping

B. Scratching

XV. Safety lens ro,rge for electric Welding-9-14

(NO1E: A-safety lens within the 9 to 14 range will be adequate for al; types

of electric welding.)

XVI. . 'Reasons for removing slag froM a weld

A. Permits better fusion of 'beads

B Prevents gas pockets,and slag inclusions from forming in bead

C. Improves appearance of 1-..)eao

XVII. Reasons for fusing one bead in with another

A. Increases strength of weld

B Improves appearance of bead

C. Improves
rpenetr

aition

XVIII. Factors that determine weld qualify

A Amperage
I

B. Length of Arc

C. Speed of travel

D. Positron of electrode

5S
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INFORMATION SHEET

i
XIX. Causes of improperly formed beads (Transparency 4)

ACR I 203-E

A. Current low -Poor penetration, slow progress, excessive piling of weld metal

B. Current high--Excessive sputter, undenutting of weld joints

C. Voltage high--Poor penetration with flat :' .;., zone not shielded

D. Voltage low - -poor penetration, wide humped bead, electrode' too close to
crater causing porosity (

E. Speed slow--Excessive heat, piling up of weld metal leading to unnecessary
distortion of joint

,-.

F. Speed fast--Irregular bead, poor penetratioq, r.ot enough weld metal in joint
causing a weak joint

)S

.
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Electrode Holder

Carries Welding Current

at.

Welding Circuit

Current

Adjustment

Amps

Welding Machine

0

Electrode Cable

Electrode

Diameters:
1/16 - 5/16 x 14'

Most Common
Length

5 8 5

Ground Clamp

Completes
Welding Circuit

11

Polarity-D.C. Curren(

Reverse: Straight:
1 Electrode ( +) 1 Electrode (-)
2. Current flows 2. Current flows

from work to from electrode
electrode to work

3. 2/3 heat at ( +) 3. 2/3 heat at ( -)

electrode work
1/3 heat at (-) 1/3 heat at ( +)

work electrode rg
m

586
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Standardized AWS Classification

r.lectrode

Special Characteristics

N3 59?

Tensile Strength 1,000 Lbs. Per Sq. Inch

current
penetration

type of flux
coating

Welding Positions

1. all positions

2. flat and horizontal

E6010 Mild Steel Electrode
N

538 (iil
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Direction of Travel

Coating

Gaseous Shield

Crater
Slag Weld

10° 15°
4

Electrode

Wire Core

Metal Droplets

(gOtatattttalMKIkkIkkWli Arc

Penetration Depth

539

..---^

Heat Lines
Base Metal rI

90°

End View i

Side
View

590
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ELECTRIC WELDING
UNIT VI

JOB SHEET #1--START, STOP, AND RESTART A BEAD

I. Tools and materials

A. Metal -1/4" to 3/8", 4" x 4"

B. Welding machine and accessories

C. Welding helmet

D. Protective clothing

E. E-6010 electrode--1/8" or 5/32"

1. 1/8" 75-130 amps

2. 5/32" 90-175 amps

F. Current DCRP (+) at the electrode

G. Chipping hammer

H. Wire brush

II. Procedure

A. Start the bead

1. Adjust machine to desired welding current

FIGURE 1

(NOTE: This desired current will
electrode, and thickness of metal

2. Hold electrode perpendicular to
(Figure 1)

ACR I 213-E

depend on type and size of
. Refer to Chart #1.)

work where weld is to start

Jn ,
,.
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JOB SHEET #1

3. Slant electrode 10° to 15° in direction of travel

4. Lower electrode and tap or scratch lightly on edge of plate

(NOTE: This procedure is necessary for establitting an arc.)

5. Momentarily raise electrode upon establishment of arc

(NOTE: This preheats the edge of metal and prevents a cold start.)

6. Lower electrode to correct arc length

7. Rotate electrode

(NOTE: Rotate the electrode to build ur desired height of bead
and to obtain desired width of bead. When desired crater develops,
move out slowly using normal manipulation.)

B. Stop the bead

1. Return electrode to 90° or perpendicular to work

2. Reverse electrode and hold until crater fills

(NOTE: This causes crater build up,. removes impurities from
weld, and prevents crater from cracking.)

3. Raise electrode quickly when desired width and height of bead
is formed

C. Restart the bead

1. Start about 1/2" to 3/4" in front of crater

2. With a long arc, move electrode back to within 1/143" of the
crater crown, fill to bead size, and then resume normal travel
(Figure 2)

FIGURE 2

Bead

1/2"

Re-Strike Here

Direction of Travel

5 9 (.1

Plate

Crater
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ACR I 215-E

JOB SHEET #1

3. Fuse new crater into last rip6le of crater

4. Maintain correct width of bead while completing weld
,,,,

(NOTE: Arc length is correct when it makes a "frying" noise.
The force of the arc determines penetration and bead appearance.)
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ELECTRIC WELDING
UNIT VI

JOB SHEET #2--MAKE A PAD IN THE FLAT POSITION

I. Tools and materials

A Mild steel metal 3/8" thick, 6" by 6"

B. Welding machine and accessories

C. Welding helmet

D. Protective clothing

E. E-60t0 electrodes-1/8" or 5/32"
A

.1. 1/8"--75-130 amps

2. 5/32'H-90-175 amps

F. Current DCRP ( +) at the electrode

G. Chipping hammer

H. Wire brush

I. Pliers

II. Procedure

A. Set welding machine

B. Prepare and place metal in flat position

(NOT Remove all dirt, grease, and mill scale from surfaces of metal.)

C. Run a straight bead near edge of plate (Figure 1)

FIGURE 1

Bead

Travel

p -c

End View

(NOTE: For the first bead, the electrode should be held almost vertical.
Do not use side angle.)

(CAUTION: Avoid burning off edge of plate.)

59C
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JOB SHEET #2

D. After laying first bead, chip and brush it clean and check surface

(MOTE: The surface appearance should be smooth and even. Check for
pinholes, crater holes, slag holes, or indications of i proper starts and stops_
Also, checking the bead will identify if current needs to be changed.)

E. Reverse travel and run additional beads, remember to overlap at least the,
first one-third of the previous bead (Figure 2)

FIGURE 2

100-15° Side Angle
for Remaining Beads

End View

...

AStop and

everse Travel

-;""th""11""--"-""*"''''''I-
Pate

-Electrode Travel

Fill Crater

7

(NOTE: The electrode, should be held at 10° to 15° to the side for this
bead and all other beads.)

F. Clean each pass thoroughly before overlapping with another
N

(NOTE: This will insure a sound deposit with proper penetration and no
slag holes.)

G. Fuse each pass with base metal as well as with the preceding pass (Figure
3)

(NOTE: Alternate travel direction for each pass.)

FIGURE 3

Proper Overlap Too Much Overlap

PROPER BEAD LAP

Not t nough Overlap

End View
IMPROPER BEAD LAP

n

(NOTE: Th6 overlapping beads should produce a comparatively smooth
surface without noticeable -"valleys" between passes.)

-H. Continue running beads until pad is full
11

I. Chan the piece of metal thoroughly and. have instructor inspect
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ELECTRIC WELDING
UNIT VI

4

JOB SHEEIT #3--MAKE A SQUARE GROOVE BUTT WELD

I. Tctols and materia's

A. Two pieces of metal 3/16" to 1/4" thick, 2" wide, and 6" long

B. Welding machines and accessories

C. Welding helmet

D. Protective clothing

E. E-6010--1/8" or 5/32"
ti

1. 1/8"--75-130 amps

2. 5/32" 90-175 amps

F. Current DCRP ( +) at the electrode

G. Safety goggles

H. Chipping hammer

I. Wire brush

I I. Procedure

A. Adjust welding machine to correct welding current

B. Prepare metal for welding by ,.4moving dirt, g:-0.ase, or' mill scale

C. Place metal together parallel to each other, leaving a space 3/32"

(NOTE: The pr4per spate can be determined by placing the 'bare end of
a 3/32" electrode between the' two pieces of metal.)

59b



JOB SHEET #3

D. Tack weld pieces together at both ends (Figure 1)

FIGURE 1

Tack Weld

SMAW-MA

E. Weld pieces together using a single pass on on3-side for 100% penetration
(Figure 2)

FIGURE 2

Making a Single Pass
Direction of Travel

----0- I Hi--
3/32"

F. Chip slag, brush weld, and check forscomplete penetration at the root of
weld

.:.

599
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ELECTRIC WELDING
UNIT VI

JOB SHEET #4--MAKE A MULTIPLE PASS T-JOINT FILLET WELD

I. Tools and materials

A. Arc welding station and required tools

B. Mild steel plate-2 pieces 1/4" to 3/8", 3" x 6"

C. Electrode E-5010 1/8" or 5/32"

1. 1/8" 75-130 amps

2. 5/32" 90-175 amps

D Current DCRP (+) at electrode

E. Protective clothing

II. Procidure

A. Adjust welding machine to correct current and amperage

B. Position plates on table to form a T-joint

Tack plates on each end and remove slag

For first bead, angle electrode 45° from vertical plate and 5°-10° in direction
of travel (Figure 1)

Multiple Pass Fillet Weld

FIGURE 1
First Bead
45° Angle

c
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JOB SHEET #4

E. Strike arc at end of plate holding a high arc for 1 or 2 seconds

(NOTE: This allows for the end of the metal plates to heat prior to
depositing the proper beads and prevents cold lap.)

F. Move electrode to opposite side of T-joint and start depositing second bead

using same angle used in bead one

G. Deposit beads about two times wider than electrode diameter

(NOTE: Remember to alternate passes from one side to another of T-joint
to min;mize distortion of the plates. See Figure 2.) r

FIGURE 2

Bead Sequence

Not Enough Lapping
4

Equal Leg
Dimensions

Avoid This

Keep Bead Dimensions Constant

H. Remove slag from bead one and two

.4--0,4
Do This

(NOTE: Keep each bead dimension constant. It is necessary to overlap beads
more than seems necessary to avoid laying too much on bottom by side
of joint.)

I. Deposit bead three using a 30° angle from horizontal plate with the electrode
slanting 5° to 10° in direction of travel (Figure 3)

30°

FIGURE 3

Deposit Beads un Alternate Sides to Minimize Distortion

6 1u A.
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JOB SHEET #4

J. Deposit bead four using same angle as used in depositing bead three (Figure

4)

FIGURE 4

45°

30° Angle
Fourth Bead

K. Deposit bead five using a 70° degree angle from vertical plate with the

4 electrode slanting 5° to 100 in direction of travel (Figure 5)

FIGURE 5

30°

602
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JOB SHEET #4

L. Deposit bead six using same angle as used in be'ad, five (Figure 6)

Sixth Bead
70° Angle FIGURE 6

M. Alter completing required number of passes, have instructor inspect (Figure
7)

FIGURE 7

2

Fourth Bead
Nearly Covers First Bead

602,

SMAW

Finished Beads



ELECTRIC WELDING
UNIT VI

TEST

1. Match the terms on the right to the correct definitions.

a. Exposed surface of a weld, made by an
arc or gas welding process, on the side
from which welding was done

b. Arc welding process wherein metals are
united by heating with an electric arc
between a coated metal electrode and
the metal

c. Depression at the termination of a weld

d. Distance from the end of the electrode
to the point where the arc 'Makes contact
with work surface

e. Metal to be welded or cut

f. Fusible material or gas used to dissolve
and /or prevent the formation of oxides,
nitrides, or otherundesirable inclusions
formed in welding

g. That portion of a weld that is molten
at the place the heat is supplied

h. Weld made to hold parts in proper
alignment until the final welds are made

i. Steel contaihing .20% or less carbon

j. Metal particles given off during welding
which do not form a part of the weld

k. Single longitudinal progression of a

welding operation along a joint or weld
deposit

I. Gas pockets or voids in metal

604
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1. Whipping

2. Shielded metal
arc welding

3. Weld metal

4. Weaving

5. Undercut

6. Base metal

7. Puddle

8. Arc length

9. Tack weld

10. Crater

11. Spatter

12. Face of weld

13. Porosity

14. Flux

15. Pass

16. Low carbon
steel

17. AWS

18. Disposition
rate



N

r

m. Term applied to an inward and upward
movement of the electitide which is

employed in vertical welding to avoid
undercut

n. Groove melted into the base metal
adjacent to the toe of the weld an'd left
unfilled by weld metal

o. That portion of a weld which has been
melted during .welding

p. Technique of depositing weld metal in
which the electrode is oscillated

q. American Welding Society

r. Amount df filler metal deposited in any
welding process; rate is in pounds per
hour

2. Name four types of arc welding Machines.

a.

b.

c.

d.

3. Distinguish between straight and reverse polarity by placing an "X" before the
statement that signifies reverse polarity.

a. Current flows from electrode to base metal
..,

b. Current flows from base metal to electrode

4. Name the two types of operating adjustments found on arc welding machines.

a.

b.

5. Discuss how to test for polarity.
4

605
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6. Name four common types of electrodes.

a.

b.

c.

d.

7. Name four common sizes of electrodes.

a.

b.

c.

d.

8. Select the statement which determines electrode size by placing an "X" in the
appropriate blank.

a. Length of electrode'

b. Diameter of bare end pf electrode

c. Type of flux on electrode

4 o Select the purposes of flux coating on electrodes by placing an "X" in the
appropriate blanks.

a. Stabilizes arc

b. Makes arc starting difficult

c. Shields molten puddle from air

d. Provides deoxidizers and scavengers to prevent porosity of weld zone

e. Keeps moisture out of filler metal

f. Forms slag and slows cooling

60C
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10. Identify the numbers in the A1NS electrode classification.

a.

b.

c. r-

"I

11. Name five factors to be considered when selecting an electrode for a specific

job application.

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

12. Select the reasons for poor welds by placing an "X" in the appropriate blanks.

a. Improper angle of electrode

,

b. Improper electrode and size

c. Improper machine adjustment

d. Improper clamping of electrode in holder

e. Welding from left to right with the forehand technique

60 ri
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t

f. Improper base metal prepartion

g. Running a E-6010 electrode on DCRP

h. Improper arc length

13. Identify the parts of the welding process.

a.

c.

e.

9.

k.

14. Name the two methods of striking an arc.

a.

b.

h.

15. State the correct range of lens shade number for electric welding.

6908
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16. Select reasons for removing slag from a weld by placing an "X" in the appropriate
blanks:

a. Prevents better fusion of beads

b. Prevents penetration

Prevents gas pockets and slag incluSions from forming in beid

d. Improves appearance of bead

e. Capses irregular arc

17. Name three reasons for fusing one bead in with another.

a.

b.

c.

18. Name four factors that determine weld quality.

a.

b.

c.

d.

19: Identify the following examples of improperly formed beads by telling what
caused each one.

a.

609



d. e. f.

20. Demonstrate the ability to:.

a. Start, stop, and. restart a bead.

ACR I - 231-E

b. Make a pad in the flat position.

c. Make a square groove butt weld.

d. Make a multiple pass Tjoint fillet weld.

(NOTE: If these activities have not been accomplished prior to the test, ask
your instructor when they should be completed.)

6i 0
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ELECTRIC WELDING . .
UNIT VI

ANSWERS TO TEST '
s

1. a. 12 g. 7 m. 1

T

b. 2 h. 9 n. 5

V
C. '10 i. 16 o. 3

d. 8 j. 11 p. 4

e. 6 k.- 15 s q. 17

f. 14 I. 13' r. 18

2. a. AC (alternating current) transformer welder

b. AC-DC transformer rectifier

c. Motor generator

d. Engine generator

3. b

4. a. Current (amperage) settings
...../

b. Polarity

n

\
5. Discussion should incIdde:

a. Weld a bead using E-6010 reverse polarity electrode

b. Strike arc with carbon electrode

6. Any four of the t- 'lowing:

ki a. Mild steel

b. Low hydrogen - -low alloy

c. Nonferrous

d. Hard surfacing

e. Cast iron

f. Stainless steel

611
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7. Any `our of the following:

a. 3/32"

b. 1/8"

c. 5/32"

d. 3, 3"

e. 7/32"

f. 1/4"

g. 5/16"

8.

9. a, c, d, f

10. a. Electrode

b. Tensile strength deposited in thousand pounds per square inch

c Welding position

1) All positions

2) Flat and horizontal

d Special characteristics and usability of the rod

1) Current

2) Penetration

3) Type of flux coatir,g.

11. Any five of the forowing.

a. Base metal strength properties

5 Base metal composition

c. Welding position

Welding current

e. Joint design and fit-up

f. Thickness and shape of base metal

g. Service conditions and/or specification

h. Production efficiency and job conditions

Elf



12. a, b, ,.:, f, h

13. a. Base metal

b. Penetration

c. Electrode

d. Coating

e. Wire core

f. A-c

g. Crater

h. Slag

i. Weld

j. Gaseous shield

k. Ten degrees -- fifteen degrees

. Heat lines

14. a. Tapping

b. Scratching

15. 9-14

16. c, d

, . a. Increases strength of weld

b. Improves appearance of bead

c. Improves penetration

18. a. Amperage

b. Length of arc

c. Speed of travei

d. P- si ti on of electrode

AC R I s 235-E
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19. a. Current high

b. Current low

c. speed fast

d. Voltage high

e. Voltage low

f. Speed slow

20. Performance skills evaluated to the satisfaction of the instructor

I

C14
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BASIC MECHANICAL. REFRIGERATION
UNIT I

UNIT OBJECTIVE

After completion of this unit, the student should be aole to identify compressors,
evaporators, condensers, and connecting refrigerant lines, select the types of metering
devices and indicate the state of the refrigerant at various points in the refrigeration system.
The student should be'able to draw and assemble a basic refrigeration system, label all

'_cotnponents and show direction of refrigerant flow. This knowledge will be evidenced
through demonstration and by scoring eighty-five percent on the unit test.

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

After completion of this unit, thp student should be able to:

1. Match refrigeration terms to the correct definition or description.

2. Identify types of compressors.

3. Identify types of evaporators.

4. Identify types of condensers.

5. Select the types of metering devices commonly in use.

6. Identify all connecting refrigerant lines.

7. Select the state the refrigerant is in at various points in the refrigeration
system.

8. Demonstrate the ability to:

a. Draw a basic refrigeration system.

b. Assemb;e a basic refrigeration system.

6 9
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BASIC MECHANICAL REFRIGERATION
UNIT I .

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

I. Instructor:

A. Provide student with objective sheet.

B. Provide student with information, assignment, and job sheets.

C. Make transparencies.

D. Discuss unit and specific objectives.

E. Discuss information, assignment, and job sheets.

F. Show students actual components such as compressors, evaporators,
metering devices, and line sets.

1. Give test

II. Student:

A. Read objective sheet.

B. Study information sheet.

C. Complete assignment and job sheets.

D. Make sure you are able to identify the various components by sight,
description, and application.

E. Take test.

.1,

INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS

I. Included in this unit:

A. Objective sheet

B. Information sheet

C. Transparency masters

1. TM 1--Hermetic Reciprocal Compressors

2. TM 2--Semi-Hermetic and Open Reciprocal Compressors

624



3. TM 3,1-fermetic Rotary Compressors

4. TM 4--Eiaporators

5.: TM 5--Air Cooled Condensers

6. TM 6--Water Cooled Condensers

7. TM '7--Metering Devices

8. TM 8--Refrigerant Lines

,s. TM §-Complete. Basic Refrigeration System

D. Assignment Sheet #1--Braw a, Basic Refrigeration System

E. Job Sheet #1--Assemble, Basic..Refrigeration System

F. Test

G. AnsWers 'to test

II. References!

e

A. Althouse, Andrew D.; Turncluist, Carl H.; and BraCciano, Alfred F. Modern
'Refrigeration anq_Air Conditioning. Homewood,.IIIinbis: Goo.dheart-Willcox
Company, Inc.; 1975.

B. Weaver, Michael K., and Kirkpatrick, James M. Envi.ronment Control. New
York: Harper and Row, 1974.

Additional references--Laub, Julian M. Air Conditioning and Heating Practice.
San Francisco, California: Rinehart Press 1963.

.
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BASIC MECHANICAL REFRIGERATION
UNIT I

INFORMATION SHEET

I Terms and definitions

A. Cs)n .or--Pump of a refrigerating mechanism which draws a vacuum or
low pi ore on the cooling portion of the refrigerant cycle and compresses
the vap-rized refrigerant into the pressure side of the system

B. Reciprocal compressor Compressor which ucas a piston and cylinder
mechanisrri. to provide pumping action

C. Rotary compressor 7ompressor which uses vanes, eccentric mechanisms, or
other rotating devices to provide pumping action

D. Hermetic compressor--Compressor in which the driving motor is sealed in
the same welded dome that contains the compressor

E. Semi-hermetic compressor--Compressor in which the driving motor is sealed
in the same bolted housing that contains the compressor

(NOTE: 1 his compressor may be disassembled for internal repair by
removing the bolts in the housing.)

F. Open compressor--Compressor in which the crankshaft extends through the
crankcase and is driven by an outside motor

G. Evaporator- -Part &- E. refrigerating mechanism in which the refrigerant
vaporizes and ab^nrbs heat

H. Shelf-type evaporator--The refrigerant flows through a series of coils formed
to ,make the shelves on which products are stored

'NOTE: Another variation of this evaporator is called a plate, which has
metal plate pressed onto the coils.)

I. Saell-type evaporator--The evaporator coils are mounted in the walls of the
f eezer compartment which provides a larger cooling surface

Example Chest type freezer

J. Fin-type evaporator-These evaporato-s have fins attaJled to the tubing
which gives a large.r cooling surface

(NOTE. These evaporators usually have a 'in to circulate the air.)
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INFORMATION SHEET

K. Condenser Part of a refrigeration system which receives hot, high pressure
refrigerant vapor from the compressor and removes heat from the refrigerant
until it returns to a liquid state

L. Natural convection condenser--Condenser which transfers heat to the
surround! a air by means of natural air flow

(NOTE This is also called a static condenses.)

M Forced convection condenser -A condenser which transfers heat to the
surrounding air through the use of a fan or blower

(NOTE This is also called a forced air condenser.)

N. Tube with n a rube co,,denser-Condenser which is constructed by placing
one tube inside a second tube

(NOTE The outer tube circulates rerige, ant while the inner tube circulates
the corlina wa -r in opposite directions, also referred to as counterflow.)

Shell and tube condenser -Hot vapo:ized refrigerant is fed into the top o;
the -shell and comes into contact with the cool water tubes and condenses
the refrigerant

P F\Japprative condenser A device which uses open spray or spilled water to
I0,1' a condenser

0 device Any device that meters or regulates the flow of Ilquid
refr nerant to an CA-1p}I anj also ciwdes the high from It e loOpr...,ssure
s' le of the syste-ti

R. Capilar tune- 1-3eiri,lerant control t.r.,!!.; consistirq of a predetermiheo
1-ngth of ,tubinq having small inside diameter

arberinosraric expdrisaori vc:'ve- A r-neterng devi operated by temperature

1 Auromahc expansion valve A pressute controlled metering device which
oht rotes in response to evaporator pressure

U Pa-trigerant lines Lines required to carry the refrgerant liquid and vapor
between thr. system r-ompunents

(NOT E These lines are made of copper, steel, aluminum, or rubber.)

V. Refrigerwit A substance used in refrigerating mechanisms to absorb heat
ii the evaporator
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INFORMATION SHEET

W. Vapor. state--State of refrigerant that has absorbed a maximum amount of
heat

(NOTE: Heat laden refrigerant should be referred to as being vapor rather
than gas.)

X. Liquid stateState of refrigerant that can absorb ar additional amount of
heat

h,

H. Types of compressors (iran.,_,arencies 1, 2 and 3)

A. Reciprocal

Hermetic

2. Semi-hermetic

3. Open

B. Rotary

(NOTE. All rotary compi,,sscr s in general use are hermetic.)

III. Types of evaporators (Transparency 4)

A. Shelf-type evaporator

(NOTE Shelf-type evaporators are found it domestic and commercial
refrigerators and freezers.)

3. Shell type evaporator

;NOTE. Snell-type evaporators are found in domestic refrigerators and
freezers and commercial freezers.)

C. Fin type evaporator

(NOTE: Fin-type evaporators are found in domestic and commercial
refrigerators, freezers, and air conditioners.)

IV. Types of condensers (Transparencies 5 and 6)

A. Air cooled

1 Natural convection (static)

2 Forced convection (blower)

G2
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INFORMATION SHEET

B. Water cooled

1. Tube-within-a-tube

2. Shell and tube

3. Evaporative

V. Metering devices (Transparency 7)

A. Capillary. tube

B. Thermostatic expansion valve

C. Automatic expansion valve

VI. Refrigerant Imes (Transparency 8)

A. Discharge line

B. Liquid line

C. Suction line

VII, State of refrigerant (Transparency 9)

A. Vapor

1. Outlet of evaporator

2 Compressor dome

3. Suction line

4 Discharge line

r:-. Tcq of conder

B. Liquid

Bottom of condenser

2. Liquid line

3. In:et of evaporator

r, 9 ...
..

i
....., ..., ..
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Hermetic Reciprocal Compressors

Domestic Refrigerators Window Air Conditioners Central Air Conditioners
and Freezers

63u
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Hermetic Rotary Compressors

Domestic Refrigerator and Freezers
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Commercial Ice Makers
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Air Cooled Condensers

Natural Convection (Static)
1 \
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Forced Convection
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Water Cooled Condensers

Vaporized Refrigerant In

* Shell and Tube

Liquid Refriger4nt Out

Evaporative

--Blowers

Sump

Refrigerant,
Water

75° Water Out

60° Water In

Tube-Within-a-Tube
Condenser Refrigerant

In

Water In

Refrigerant
Out

6 1 1



Capillary Tube

II

Metering Devices

Thermostatic
Expansion Valve

Automatic
Expansion Valve

G13



Refrigerant Lines
Refrigeration Cycle

Evaporator 0

Suction Line

Drier

ACR I 23-F

Capillary

1

Discharge Line

EL:a] Vapor-High
Pressure

Liquid-High
Pressure

6

(

Vapor+Liquid-Low Pressure

Vapor-Low Pressure

Oil
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Complete Basic Refrigeration System
Refrigeration Cycle

° 0
C'!

Evaporator
t

Suction Line

0.

J

Drier

Compressor

Capillary

Liquid Line.

Condenser

Discharge Line

Vapor-High
Pressure

Liquid-High
Pressure

-.Sat 1. 4

615

Vapor+Liquid-Low Pressure

Vapor-Low Pressure

Oil

TM - 9
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BASIC MECHANICAL REFRIGERATION
UNIT I

ASSIGNMENT SHEET #1--DRAW A BASIC REFRIGERATION SYSTEM

Draw a complete basic refrigeration system. identify the components, and show the
direction of refrigerant flow.



BASIC MECHANICAL REFRIGERATION
UNIT I

JOB SHEET #1 ASSEMBLE A BASIC REFRIGERATION SYSTEM

I. Tools and rnaterials

A. Tools

1. Tape measure

2. Flare nut wrenches

3. Swage punch

4. Ball peen hammer

5. Outside calipers

6. Flaring tool and block

7. Tubing benders

8. Torch

9. Tubing cutter

B. Materials

1. Compressor

2. Condenser

3. Evaporator

4 Metering device

5. Copper tubing

6. Flare nuts

7. Solder

8. Sand cic

9 Flux

II. Procedure

A. Position components

ACR I 29-F
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JOB SHEET #1

B. Construct liquid line

1. Measure length and diameter of liquid line

2. Cut from stock

3. Ream both ends

4. Rare one end if needed

5. Place flare nuts on tubing

6 Flare other end if needed

7. Swage ends if needed

8 Bend tubing to fit system if needed

(NOTE All bends should be made with bender.)

C. Make suction line

1. Measure length and diameter of suction line

2. Cut from stock

3. Ream both ends

4 Flare one end if needed

5 Place flare nuts on tubing

6 Flare other end if needed

7 Swage ends if needed

8 Bend tubing to fit system if needed

(NOTE All bends should be made with bender.)

D. Make discharge line

(NOTE Di :1-large line may be supplied as part of the condensing unit
If so, this step may be eliminated.)

i Measure length and diameter of discharge line

2. Cut from stock

3, Ream both ends

r 1 %) c..,



JOB SHEET #1

4. Flare one end if needed

5. Place flare nuts on tubing

6. Flare other end if needed

7. Swage ends if needed

8. Bend tubing to fit system if needed

(NOTE. All bends should be made with bender.)

E. Solder swage joints

(NOTE. Instructor wilt designate type of solder to be used.)

F. Clean solder joirts

G. Connect liquid line

1. Outlet of condenser

2. Inlet of metering device

H. Connect suction line

1. Outlet of evaporator

2. Suction side of compressor

I. Connect discharge line

J.

ACR I 31-F

(NOTE. If discharge line is factory installed this step will be eliminated.)

Discharge of compressor

2 Inlet of condenser

Have instructor check your work

K. Do not disassemble this system, it will be used in the next unit

"*.

G 1
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BASIC MECHANICAL REFRIGERATION
UNIT I

TEST

1. Match the terms on .the right to the correct definition.

a. Any device that meters or regulates the 1. Automatic

flow of liqui,1 refrigerant to an expansion valve

evaporator and also divides the high
from the low pressure side of the system 2. Natural convection

condenser

b. Part of a refrigeration system which
receives hot, high pressure, refrigerant

3. Refrigerant
lines

vapor from the compressor and removes
heat from the refrigerant until it returns 4. Tube-within-a-tube
to a liquid state .-_ condenser

c State of refrigerant-that has absorbed a 5. Refrigerant
maximum amount of heat

6. Evaporative

d. Compressor which uses vanes, eccentric condenser

mechani.,ins, or other rotating devices to
provide pumping action 7. Vapor state

e. The refrigerant flows through a series of
8. Capillary tube

coils formed to make the shelves on 9. Liquid state
which products are stored

10. Compressor
f. Compressor in which the driving motor

is sealed in the same welded dome that 11. Fin-type
contains the compressor evaporator

g. Lines required to carry the refrigerant 12. Hermetic

liquid and vapor between the system compressor

components
13. Reciprocal

h. Compressor in which the driving motor compressor

is sealed in the same bolted housing that
contains the compressor 14. Shell-type

evaporator

i. Condenser which is constructed by
placing one tube inside a second tube 15. Condenser

.1.
Refrigerant control usually consisting of 16. Rotary compressor

a predetermined length of tubing having
a small inside diameter

6 6 0
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k. State of refrigerant- that can absorb an 17. Forced convection
additional amount of heat condenser

I. Compressor which uses a piston and
cylinder mechanism to provide pumping
action

m. The evaporator coils are mounted in the
walls of the freezer compartment which
provides a larger cooling surface

n. A condenser which transfers heat to the
surrounding air through the use of a fan
or blower

o. A pressure controlled metering device
which operates in response to evaporator
pressure

p. A substance used in refrigerating
mechanisms to absorb heat in the
evaporator

q. These evaporators have fins attached to
the tubing which gives a larger cooling
surface

r. Compressor in which the crankshaft
extends through the crankcase and is
driven by an outside motors

s. Part of a retrigerating mechanism in
which the refrigerant vaporizes and
absorbs heat

t. Pump of a refrigerating mechanism
which draws a vacupm or low pressure
on the cooling portion of the refrigerant
cycle and compresses the vaporized
refrigerant into the high pressure side of
the system

u. Hot vaporized refrigerant is fed into the
top of the shell and cumes into contact
with the cool water tubes and condenses
the refrigerant

v. Condenser which transfers heat to the
surrounding 31 r by means of nati:ral air

' flow

w. A metering device operated by
temperature and pressure

.,, x, A device which uses open spray or
spilled water to cool a condenser

651

18. Shelf-type
evaporator

19. Shell and tube
condenser

20. Semi-hermetic
compressor

21. Metering device

22. Open compressor

23. Thermostatic
expansion valve

24. Evaporator



c.

2, Identify the types of compressors.

ACR I - 36F

a. b.

c. d.

e. f.

6 5
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4. identify the types of condensers

a

ACR 1 37-F
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a

5. Select the types of metering devices commonly in use by placing an "X" in
the blank.

a Low side float

b. Capillary tube

c Thermostatic expansion valve

d Automatic expansion valve

e High side float

f. Orifice

g. Hand valve

6. Identify all connecting refr gerant lines.

°

II

6 ti t4.- L.)
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7. Select the state of the refrigerant from the fo!lowing list by placing "liquid"
or "vapor" in the correct blanks.

a. Discharge line

b. Top of condenser

c. Bottom of condenser

d. Liquid line

e. Inlet of evaporator

f. Outlet of evaporator

g. Suction line

h. Comprossor dome

8. Demonstrate the ability to:

a. Draw a basic refrigeration system

b. Assemble a basic refrigeration system

(NOTE If these activities have not been accomplished p ior to the test, ask
the instructor when they should be completed.)
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BASIC MECHANICAL REFRIGERATION
UNIT I

ANSWERS TO TEST

1 a 21 g 3 m. 14 s. 4.
'1--h,1

b. 15 h 20 n. 17 t. 10

L 7 i. 4 o. 1 u. 19

d 16 1 8 p. 5 v. 2

e. 18 k. 9 q. 11 vv 23

f. 12 I. 13 r. 22 x 6

2. a. Reciprocal -- Hermetic

h. Reciprocal- -Open

c. Rc' y

d. Reciprocal Semi hermetic

e ReciprocalHe metic

f Roiary

3 a Fin-type evaporator

b. Shelf -type evaporator

c Shell -type evaporator

4 a Forced convection (blower)

b Natural convection (static)

c Shell and tube

d Tube-wthin-a tube

e. 7.:,4porative

5 h, c, d

6. Suction !ine

n Discharge line

E..;quid tine

6 5
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7. a. Vapor

b. Vapor

c Liquid

d

e. Liquid

f Vapor

g. Vapor

h Vapor

8. Per tormance skills evaluated to the_ satisfaction of the instructor
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ilEFRIGERANT SYSTEM ACCESSORIES
UNIT II

UNIT OBJECTIVE
s

After completion of this unit, the student should be able to match terms associated with
refrigerant system accessories to the correct definitions or descriptions. He should also
be able zo identify the seven common accessories and their lo_.ation, select the purpose
of each accessory, and describe the types of service valves. This knowledge will be evidenced
through demonstration and by scoring eighty-five percent on the unit test.

SPECIFIC OLUECTIVES

After completion of this unit, the student should be able to:

1 Match terms associated with refrigerant system accessories to the correct
definitions or descriptions.

2 Identify refrigerant system accessories.

3. Select the purposes of each .3frigerant system accessory.

4 Distinguish between factors in selecting a liquid line filter-drier and a suction
I me filter-drier

5 Describe the types of service valves

6. Locate and identify the refrigerant system accessories.

7 Demonstrate the ability to

a Install a filter- drier- with flare fittings.

0 Install a filter -drier with sweat fitting..

c Install a capillary tube into a filter-drier.

d Install 'a liquid indicator with ha fittings

e Use a stem type service' valve..

f install a line tap service valve.

q Install an access core type service valve.

r5.0

a

hal,



REFRIGERANT SYSTEM ACCESSORIES
UNIT II

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

I instructor

ACR I 45-F

A Provide student with objective sheet.

B. Provide student with information and job sheets.

C Make transparencies

D. Discuss uoiL and specific objectives.

E Discuss information sheet.

F. Demonstrate and discuss the procedures outlined in the job sheets.

G. Show the students the actual components on refrigeration systems.

H Locate old components and make cutaways.

Give test

11 Student

A. Read objective sheet

B Study irformation sheet

C Complete job sheets.

D Take test

INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS

ircludPc1 in this unit

A. Objective stik.'

B informaty_n sheet

C Tian3pareny masters

1 TM 1- Liquid Line Filter-Driers

TM 2- Suction Line liter-Driers
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3 TM 3 Litiuici Indicators and Moisture Indicators

4 TM 4 Receivc,s

5 TM 5 Service Valves

6 TM 6 Section Line Accumulator and Vibration Eliminator

7 FM 7 Three Positions of the S',.errs, Type Service Valve

3 TM 8 Access V.ilve Core Remover and Replacer

9 TM 9 -Refrigerant System Accessories

D. Job sheets

1 Job Sheet =1 Install a Filter-Drier with Flare Fittings

2 Job Sheet =2- Install a Filter-Drier with Sweat Fittings

3 Job Sheet 43 -Install a Capillary Tube into a Filter-Drier

4 Job Sheet =4 -Install a Liquid Indicator with Flare Fittings

5 Job Sheet a Sten Type Service Valve

6 Job Sheet =6-Install a Line Tap Service Valve

7 Job Stloot Instal) an Access Core Type Service Valve

E

F to t,:st

II R,!feronc,,,,

A Aithouse, Andrew D , Turnquist, Carl H , and Bracano, Alfred F. Modern
Refrigeration and Air Conditioning Homewood, Illinois
Goodhpdrt \AillIcox Co , 1975

B S n Hon Line Filter- Driers Bulletin 40-15 St. Louis, Miissoun- Sporlan
Valve Co August 1974

C Moisture <phi Liquid limbo ,tor Bulletin 70-10 St Louis, Missouri- Sporlan
Valve Co , No,,,N-11)er 1972

D Su( non Filter Bulletin 80 10 St Louis, Missouri. Sporlan Valve Co.,
October 1973
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REFRIGERANT SYSTEM ACCESSORIES
UN IT II

INFORMATION SHEET

I Terms and definitions or descriptions

A. AbsorbAbihty of a substance to take up another substance

B AdsorbAbility of a substance to hold another substance on its surface

without causing a chemical change

C. Desiccant Chemical substance in a filter-drier that either adsbrbs or absorbs
contaminants

D. Drier Device in refrigeration system which contains dessicant fcr the
removal of moisture from the refrigerant, usually in the liquid line

(NOTE These driers are generally directional which will allow the
refrigerant to flow in one direction, but some small capacity driers are

nondirectionel.)

E Front seat Turning the stem of a stem type valve clockwise until the valve

stern stops

(CAUTION. Never front seat the discharge service valve when the

compressor is running )

F Back seat Turning the stem of a stem type valve counterclockwise until

the valve stern stops

(NOTE This is the position the valvz, is in for normal operation )

G Cracked- Turning the stem of a stem type valve clockwise one-half to one
full turn from a bac', seated position

(NOTE This is the position normally used when servicing the refrigeration

system

H King vahie (receiver service valve)- -Stem type valve lueated at the outlet
of the receiver

1. Liquid line yak: Thre- ray stem ,.;pe service vi3!ve located in the liquid
line and used fur Dung) down or servicing

J. Pun Front sealing the king valve or liquid line valve to capture
the ref; Igerailt in the high 'side

V3
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INFORMATION SHEET

K Pre,sure stub (process tube)- Short piece of tubing attached to the
refr iilerdtron system for the purpose of pressure readings

(NOTE These are sometimes called charging stubs.)

L Refr iyeratit filterDevice for removing foreign particles from the refrigerant

(NOTE this device is usually an Integral part of the drier.)

II Rc,fricriant System accessories

A L 'quid line filter-driers (Transparency 1)

2 Sweat

(NOTE There are two types of sweat filter-driers. One is used
; 'rror,h on central air conditioning units and one is used on
donest- Iefrigerators

Suction line filter driers (Transparency 2)

1 Pare

S've;',r

C Li .,.Id indicator:, (Trar.,parenr , 3)

Hare

1. S a t

(NO FE There are different designs of the sweat liquid indicator,
and they are corrmoniy referred to as sight glasses )

'1oemirn ,ndicators

E inteft al part of some liquid indicators )

relic, 4)

rill or --,cever service valve

\y",in+ out ± hlnrr cir receiver ,-1-vice valve

'1' 5)

)C

'r
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INFORMATION SHEET

2 Access core type

(NOTE These valves are common.y called Scf ,der valves )

3 Line tap

Suction line accumulator

H Vibration eliminator (Transparency 6)

(NOTE A vibration .liminator is always installed in the refrigerant line
parallel to the crankshaft

Iii Purposes of refrigerant system accessories

A Liquid line filter drier

1 Adsorbs and/or absorbs moisture

2 Catches foreign matter

3 Adsorbs acids

B Suction line filter -drier

1 Adsorb'. acid

2 /AA; in cc foreign matter and sludge

Licjr, d inchcltor

1 Provi:les an easy me 'hod for checking amount of refrigerant
charT,

(NOTE Reinurrant charge is checked by cneckmg for a solid
column of Ii tied refrigerant in the glass Vapor bubbles in t!4
refimprant inay indicote a shortage of refrigerant )

2 Pr,vidis a convenient 'wider for the moisture indicator

Mon,ture inciicators CIianrie in color ,1111 indicate that there 1- encasturatlin
tho

Dif Ciit;rinuals that will change different
;hit-, t r fridir 17,, i t" or "dry condition )



INFORMATION SHEET

E Receiver

1. Storage tank for liquid refrigerant

2 Insures that ample liquid refrigerant will be available

3. Not used on capillary tube systems

F Service valves

1 A port for conneing the refrigeration gauge set to the system

2 Used when checking system pressures

3 Used when pressurizing the system

4. Used when evacuating the system

5 Used when charging the system

6 Used when pumping down the system

7. Used for system isolation

G Suction line accumulator

1 Holds ti xcess liquid refrigerant from the evaporator

2 Aids in preventing liquid refrigerant from enter
side of the compressor

H Vibration eliminator

1 Absorbs refrigerant line vibration

. ,ction

2 Aids in preventing the lines from becoming loose or breaking

IV Factors in selecting a fitter drier

Jine filter driers

1 Moisture rem9val

2 Amount cat refrigerant flow

h liter area

4 Type of line ( cnnection
tr

5 of line connection
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INFORMATION SHEET

B Suction line filter cirierF

1 Type of refrigerant in system

2. Compressor size in horsepower

3 Site of suction line

V. Service valves

A. Stem type

1. Permanent part of the system

12.
Three valve positions (Transparency 7i

a. Back seated for normal operation

b. Cracked for checking pressUres and servicing

c Front seated for isolating the compressor and pump down

(CAUTION. Never front seat the discharge service valve when
the compressor is running.)

B Access core type

1. No valve stem for shut-oil

2 May Uu installed either permanently or temporarily

Factory installation is permanent

Field installation may be either

3 Pressure is present whenever the valve core is depressed

(CAU liON When removing a gauge hose trom a core type valve
use a cloth and wear safety classes to protect from refrigerant
burn The cloth will also help to prevent an oil spot I

4 When evacuating or charging, a special tool shuuld be used to
remove the core from the valvE. (Transparency 8)

5 Cap serves as the primary valve seal

(NOT F h^./ay s replace the cap on service valves.)

6
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.7

I

C Li

L.

INFORMATION SHEET

hourd he used for temporary installation only

Install on preAurf: stub for ease in removal

\\113 M.ry have a vdIve stern for closing valve before rem, /al.of gauge
OSe

,t_airoo of refrigerant system ac,ce'ssorres (Transparency 9)

A Liburci line filter-drier

B I Spctron ne triter drier

7 rquid airficator

(1) Moisture ,cirm.;,rror

F Recr_iver

F yr( rr
1

(NOTE (=nil, Manufacturers may locate their sei.iirce vaives

rrnt LI! Pc1b, but they should always by close to the dompressor

tap, "e accumulator

H V I Ir.i7!(,)(1 elinr ndtor

4



Inlet

(2,1.2) V.)

Liquid Line Filter-Driers

Flare Sweat

Sweat

Access Cdre Type Valve

-4-- Outlet

r) ;
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Liquid Indicators and Moisture Indicators

Moisture Indicators
Flare Type Liquid Indicators

Female to Male

mw

_p--4 ii-
9"...=

Ma!? to Male

Sweat Type Liquid Indicators

G7 e



With a Valve

Receivers

Without a King or Receiver
Service Valve

Safety Relief

Inlet

King Valve or Receiver Service Valve

Safety Relief

rv I

Outlet

ww



Service Valves

Line Taps

Service Port

"71v4it
Acez A/e#rr iii

Valve' Stem

Sten) Type

Cap

67,
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Core

Core Type

TM 5



Suction Line Accumulator and Vibration Eliminator

Vibration Eliminator

Suction Line
Accumulator

ti



Three Positions of the Stem Type $ervice Valve

Back Seated

#o ef,

z ii" it" a Of 4&
40..ilitlim

e e
p4 # A

V.;

Cracked

e

zefee.reY7 /M.
III'

" 1

0 ,

, Aj ## i

Front Seated

6 3



Access Valve Core. Remover and Replacer

Access Valve Core Remover and Replacer

AWN,

Refrigeration

System Core In Place
i

Core Removed

To Gauge Set

Core Type Service Valve

Provides for Removal and Reinstallation of the Core without Refrigerant Loss

652



Refrigerant System Accessories
Liquid Line

Liquid Indicator /Filter-Drier
Metering Device--,,

Evaporator
C

Service

Valves

.)) \
I Suction
Hine Accumulator

/
Suction Line

Filter-Drier

01
GS'

.....,...
1 i

Moisture Indicator

Vibration Eliminator

Condenser

Compressor

Safe Relief

k
Receiver

King Valve

GS/
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REFRIGERANT SYSTEM ACCESSORIES
UNIT II

JOB SHEET =1 INSTALL A FILTER-DRIER WITH FLARE FITTINGS

I Tools and materials

A Tubing cutter

B Flaring blocK

C. Flaring tool

D Flare nut wrench

E Open end wrench

F Safety glasses

G. Refrigeration gauge set

H. Refrigeration ratchet

1. Oil can

J. Refrigeration system

K. Filter-drier with male flare fittings

L Two flare nuts

II Procedure

A. Put on safety glasses

B Install refrigeration gauge set

C If refrigeration system is under pressure, slowly release pressure or pump
down

D Cut liquid line close to the inlet of the metering device

E Remove a section of liquid line the length of the filter-drier

F Place flare nuts on tubing

Flare Riding
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JOB SHEET #1

H. Remove the pi otective yap from one end of the filter-drier

(NOTE Remove only one cap at a tme but do not remove until ready
to install the filter-drier because the dessicant will become saturated with
moisture from the air if the filter-drier is left open.)

If using a dirfCtIOrlal f ilter drier, be sure to install it with refrigerant flow
toward the metering device

(NOTE The direction of refrigerant flow is inclicate(4.-en a filter-drier with
an an ow or wi-h the words inn and "out" )

J Finger tighten flare nut

K Remove protective cap frc,m other end of filter-drier

L Finger tighten flare nut

f\,1 Place flare nut wrench on flare rut

Place open-end wrench on adjacent hexagon part of the filter-driers male
flare fitting

0 rghten both flare nuts

(NOTE At this point the instructor may request a leak check.)

P instri,ctor inspect

ond put away tools
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REFRIGERANT SYSTEM ACCESSORIES
UNIT II

JOB SHEET M2 INSTALL A FILTER -DRIER WITH SWEAT FITTINGS

I Tools ,ind materials

A 1. u bing cutter

B Torch

C Striker

D Colored safety glasses

E Safety glasses

F. Refrigeration ratcnet

G. Refrigeration gaug' set

H. Refrigeration system

Filter-drier with sweat fittings

J Silver alloy brazing rod

K Sam., cloth

L Silver brazing flux

M Damp shop towel

N Nitrogen cylinder

H Procedure

A Put on _safety glasses

B Install refrigeration gauge set

C 1 f refrigeration system is under pressure, slowly release pressure

D Use the sand loth and polish the liquid line prior to cutting

E Cut liquid line close to the inlet of the metering device

Check for prober direction of refrigerant flow

Remove d section of liciLtid line the lengtfa...of the filter-drier

H Repolish ends after cutting

;
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JOS SHEET #2

I, Apply flux to the polished ends

J Remove the protective cap from one end of the filter-drier

(NOTE On some small filter-driers used for domestic refrigeration, the ends
must be cut-off with a tubing cutter.)

K Insert liquid line into one end of filter-drier

L. Twist the filter -dries while inserting the line to insure sufficient coating
of flux

M Remove protective cap from the other end of the filter-drier

N Insert the other end of the liquid line

O Twist the filter-drier while inserting the line

(NOTE Special precautions are necessary when installing a capillary tube
directly into a filter-drier. This procedure is covered in detail on C. separate
job sheet )

P. If using a line-drier with an access core type valve, remove the core to
prevent the heat from damaging it

O Attach nitrogen cylinder to refrigeration gauge set

R. Adjust nitrogen regulator for 2 p.s.i.g.

S Allow nitrogen to circulate through the system

T Put on colored safety glasses

U Light and adjust torch

Apply heat to joint, direct heat away from joint

W Apply silver brazing alloy

(CAUTION Cadmium free silver brazing alloy is the recommended alloy
10 use )

X SIIJPr braze the other end

Y Turn off the torch

Z Cledh the flux from both joints wit l a damp cloth before the joint cools

AA Check hot i joints to be sure all bf 4-le flux is removed

BB Have instructor inspect

CC C1,2ail up and put tools dWaf
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REFRIGERANT SYSTEM ACCESSORIES
UNIT II

JOB SHEE1 INSTALL A CAPILLARY TUBE INTO A FILTER DRIER

I Tools and materials

A Tubing cutter

B Flat file or taper file

C. Pliers

D Torch

E Stoker

F Colored safety glasses

G Orifice drill set

H Scift- t, glass

I Refrcu qauti' set

J Rpfn,leldtiun sv.stern

K Filter drier (domestic refrigeration type)

L alloy hi dr .nq rod

M Sand ( loth

fJ S,Ler brdz+ng flux

O Damp shop towel

I I Procedure

A Put on safety glasses

B Install refrigeration gauge set

C If refrAeration system is under pressure, slowly release pressure

D Cr o l y Ord line close to the ailet of the metering device

S
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JOB SHEET

E Score the capillory tube with a file and break it off square (Figure 1)

(NOTE Capillary tubing should not be cut with a tubing cutter as this

will reduce the inside diameter of the capillary tubing.)

FIGURE 1 File

Do Not Alter Coiled Section Capillary Tube

F Straittl'ten the t ,,(1 of the capillary tube; three inches should, be sufficient

G Ream the er.d of the capillary tube with proper orifice file

H m
e inch In horn end of capillary tube, polish a two inch section (Figure

21

FkGURE 2

Capillary Tube

^v;OT E If one inch Ot the capillary tube is left uncleaned, the sliver alloy

will have less tendency to How down the tube and restrict the end

If using a filter drier with an access core type valve, remove the core to
prevent the hear from ddmaymy it
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JOB SHEET ',"3

J inse,t (-,W111,1t y (Jibe into outlet end of filter -direr (Figure 31

r\tr-f- Do not 1. mi. the capillary tube,)

FIGURE_ 3

t

Cr .rep tub,ng ,f nt CeSS,ir\/

I NOTE It clay be better to place a solid piece of copper wire or a small
drill bit into the end of the doer while crimping to prevent damage to
the capillary tube 1

t Apply flux to Joint

M Tilt outlet P no of filter drier down (Figure 4)

NOTE This will help to orevent the 'silver alloy from going down the
capiliaoy tube and Lansing a restriction.)

N Apply hodt to pent way from drier

Apn'y siiver

Fiemoyc nPai soon as alloy flows around the jOint

O T,,m off torch

R Cl \ from :irot With a damn cloth

1_1

Per r ec to h- ,,urc 01 the flux has been removed

Ir)f )0(1

I, r' e. 1 ,

1"
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REFRIGERANT SYSTEM ACCESSORIES
UNIT II

JGE SHEET ttil INSTALL A LIQUID IND1CATCr WITH FLARE FITTINGS

.1 wools and materials

A Tubing cutter

B Flaring tool

C. Flaring block

D Flare nut wrench ot4e

E Open end wrench

F Safety' glasses

G Oil can

H. Refrigeration gaug set

I Refrigeration system with an expansion valve

J ,Liquid indicator

K. Flare nuts

t. Procedure

A. Put on safety glasses

B Install refrigeratio gauge set

C If refrigeration system is under pressure, slowly release pressure or pump
down

D Cut liquid lin/ between the outlet of the filter-drier and the inlet of the
metering deyi,,

E Pace flare nuts on tubing

F Flare the tubing

Lightly oil fittings

H Install liquid indicator

Tighten both flare nuts finger tight

f; 9 `.2
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JOB SHEET #4

J. Hold body of liquid Indicator with open end wrench
,

K. Tighten flare nwts with the flare nut wrench

L. Have instructor inspect

M. Clean up and put away t lls

't

(; 9

(5

i
I

6
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REFRIGERANT SYSTEM ACCESSORIES
UNIT II

JOB SHE ET ff--ji USE A STEM TYPE SERVICE VALVE

I Tools and mater.ati,

A Rt'fr .cieration ratchet

B Refrigeration gauge set

C Open end wrench

Safety glasses

E Oil can

F Refrigeration system with stern type service valves

G Clean shop towel

H Procedure

A Put on safety glasses

B Remove valve stem covers

C Remove service port caps

(NOTE It d pressure switch capillary tube is connected to the service port,
back seat the valve stem before removing the flare nut )

D Clean around gauge ports

E Attach gauge hoses

Check to be sure gauge manifold valves are dosed to center port

G Place two drops of oil on valve stems at the packing nut

Crack service valve stems

I Puy hose at gauge manifold connection

J Start systs,m

K A:low system pressures to stabilize

It high side gauge vibrates excessively, back seat the discharge service valve
stern until vibration stops

9 ;
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JOB SHEET #5

M. Check pressure readings

N. Back seat service valves

O Open refrigeration gauge set valves to ialease hose pressure

P Remove gauge hoses

(NOTE Gauge hoses should be plugged or placed on hose holder when
not in use I

O Replace service port caps and tighten

(NOTE If pressure switches are connected to the valve service ports, the
valve sterns will have to be cracked during normal operation.)

R Check valve stem packing nut; for leaks

S if leak is indicated, tighten the packing nuts

T Replace tnE valve stern caps

U Clean up and put away tools

(` IIt;;I,
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REFRIGERANT SYSTEM ACCESSORIES
UNIT li

JOB SHEET ;ttt6 INSI ALL A LINE TAP' SERVICE VALVE

I Tools and materials

A Open end wrench

B Phillips screwdriver

C Pinch off tool

D Torch

E Sticker

F Safety glasses

G Colored safety glasses

H Refrigeration system

I Line ip valve

J Sand cloth

K Sil-phos

L Dry clean shop towel

M Damp clean shop towel

II Procedure

A Put on safety glasses

B Clean an area on the pressure stub where the valve will fit

C Place valve on pressure stub (Figure 1)

FIGURE 1

Straddle
Tube

Tighten
V-Block

D T ighten valve onto the pressure stub

Ti(ilit,n gauge hose onto valve port
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JOB SHEET -F6

F. Check to he sure gauge manifold valves are closed

G Pierce the pressure stub

H Purge hose at gauge manifold connection

Start system

J Check system pressures

K. Close line tap valves

(NOTE Some line taps are equipped with access core type valves, and
cannot be close-i manually prior to removing the hoses.)

L Remove noses from line taps

M Place pinch off tool on pressure stub (Figure 2)

CAUTION Be sure the line is completely sealed off before removing the
valve.)

FIGURE 2
Pinch-00 Pliers

N Remove line tap valve

Put on colored safety glasses

P Light and adjust torch

Braze the pierced opening

R Turn off torch

S Cool the pressure stub with damp cloth

T Remove pinch off tool

U Check for leaks

Have Instructor inspect

W. Clean up and put away tools

t

Valves

To Condenser



REFRIGERANT SYSTEM ACCESSORIES
UNIT II

JOB SHEET #7 INSTALL AN ACCESS CORE TYPE SERVICE VALVE

I Tools and materials

A. Valve core tool

B. Torch

C. Striker

D. Safety gasses

E Access core type service valve

F. Silver alloy

G Sand cloth

H. Silver brazing flux

I . Clean damp shop towel

II Procedure

A Put on safety glasses

B Clean area on tubing where valve ib to be placed

C. Remove the core from the valve

D Place the valve on the tubing or in the pressure stub (Figure 1)

FIGURE 1

#

1;j

AC R I 85-F
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JOB SHEET #7

E Apply fil,,k to the Joint

F Light and adjust the torch

G Apply heat to the joint

H Apply the silver alloy

I Remove heat as soon as the alloy flows completely around the joint

J Turn of the torch

K Clean the joint with a clean damp shop towel

(NOTE Be careful that moisture does not enter the refrigeration system
while cleaning and cooling the braze joint.)

L Replace the core in the valve

(NOTE If this is a line piercing valve, use the manufacturer's recommended
procedure for piercing the line.)

M Have the instructor inspect

N Clean up and put away took
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REFRIGERANT SYSTEM ACCESSORIES
UNIT II

TEST

1 Match the terms on the right to the correct .definitions or descriptions.

a Ability of a substance to take up another 1. Pump down
substance

2. Absorb
b. Front seating the king valve or liquid line

valve to capture the refrigerant in the 3. Back seat
high side

4. Drier
c. ,Turning the stem of a stem type valve

counterclockwise until the valve stem 5. King valve
stops (receiver

service valve)
d. Ability of a substance to hold another

substance on its surface without causing 6. Pressure stub
a chemical change (process tube)

e. Turning the stem of a st ; type valve 7. Adsorb
clockwise until the valve stem stops

f Short piece of tubing attached to the
refrigeration system for the purpose of
pressure readings

Chemical substance in a filter-drier that
either adsorbs or absorbs contaminants

h Turning the stem of a stem type valve
clockwise one-half to one full turn from 12 Refrigerant
a hack seated position filter

8. Cracked

9. Desiccant

10. Front seat

11. Liquid line
valve

Stem type valve located at the outlet of
the receiver

Device in refrigeration system which
contains dessrcant for the removal of
moisture from the refrigerant, usually in
the liquid line

k Device for removing foreign particles
from the refrigerant

!, Three way stern type service valve
located in the liquid line and used for
pump down or servicing

7u
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2 Identify the refrigerant sysLem accessories.

[ 1

a

d

b

f

n op 1i

11111111111 "ffiuml

1111111111W::'..,ININ
h

7 .1.
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0
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4111_

10-

n
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3. Select the purposes of each refrigerant system accessory by placing an "X" in
the appropriate blank or blanks

a. Receiver

1) Storage tank for system contaminants

2) Insures that ample liquid refrigerant will be available

3) Used on capillary tube systems

4) Two way radip in a service truck

5) Storage tank for liquid refrigerant

b. Suction line filter-drier

1) Installed at inlet of metering device

2) Adsorbs acid

3) Aids in catching foreign matter and sludge

4) Installed prior to a compressor burn out

c Service valves

1) Compressors internal valves

2) Used when charging the system

3) A port for connecting the refrigeration gauge set to the system

4) Connections Tor the suction line accumulator

d Vibration eliminator

1) Absorbs refrigerant line vibration

2) Condenser mounting springs

3) Aids in preventing the lines from becoming loose or breaking

e Liquid line filter drier

1) Absorbs refrigerant

21 Adsorbs and/or absorbs moisture

3) r-liters the air bubbles in the refrigerant

4) Catches foreign matter

5) Adsorbs acids

70 :S
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1

f. Moisture indicator

1) Separates the water from the refrigerant

2) Change in color will indicate that there is moisture in the
refrigeration system

, 3) Indicates the amount of :Iumidity that the refrigeration system
is removing

g. Suction line accumulator

1) Contains a desiccant for drying the refrigerant

2) Holds excess liquid refrigerant from the evaporator

3) Creates a suction on the liquid line

____ 4) Aids in preventing liquid refrigerant from entering the suction
side of the compressor

h. Liquid indicator
I

1) Provides a convenient holder for the moisture indicator

2) Used only on capillary tube systems

3) Provides an easy method for checking amount of refrigerant
charge 4)

4. Distinguish between liquid line filter-driers and suction line filter-driers by placing

an "X" in front of the factors in selecting a liquid tine filterdrier.

a

t
Type of refrigerant in system

b Amount of refrigerant flow

c Filter area

d Compressor size in horsepower

e Size of suction line

f Type of line connection

g Size of line connection

h. Moisture removal capacity

704
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N,

tk
i

, . Describe the types of service valves.

Ay

a. Stem type

b. Access core type

c. Line tap

70r-o
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6. Locate and identify the refrigerant system accessories.

f.e

ACR I 9'3-F
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7. Demonstrate the ability to

a. Install a filter-drier with flare fittings.

,b. Install a filter-drier with sweat fittings.

c. Install a capillary tube into a filter-drier.

d. Install a liquid indicator with flare fittings.

e. Use stem type service valve.

f. Install a line tap service valve.

g. Install an acces core type service valve.

(NOTE: If these ac vities have not been accomplished prior to the test, ask
your instructor when they should be completed.)

2---../..%.'
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3. a.

b

c

d

2,

2,

2,

1,

5

3

3

3

a

f

g.

h.

2,

2

2,

1,

4, 5

4

3

4. b, c, f g, h

5. Descrip on should include

a Stem t\

1) Permanent part of the system

2) Three valst' positions

a) Back seated for normal operation

b) Cracked for checking pressure and serviciny

c) Front seated for isolating the compressor and pump down

b Acres.: core 0, pe

va've stern for shut-off

2; M:\ be installed either permanently or temporarily

Factory installation is permanent

b) Fit Id instailatio., may br, either

3) Pressure is present v,,hencver the valve core depressed

4) v,e; 'ii evactiatiret or irging, a special tool should be used to
remove th cote from the valve

5) Cap wrvt", as the primary valve sNtJ

Lint ix)

usr,d for temporary insta;lat,on only

2) Install oil ples.wre stub for Pcise in runoval

3; May hdve stern fnr closing valve before removal of gauge
fitae

7 ()
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REFRIGERANT SYSTEM ACCESSORIES
UNIT II

ANSWERS TO TEST

9

O 1 h 8

3 5

d 7 4

e 10 k 12

r 6 I 11

2 Suction line accumulator

b SAeaf type liquid line filter-drier

c Sweat type liquid indicator

d. Stem type service valve

e. Receiver with a king or receiver service valve

f Sweat .r,e liquid line filter-drier

q Flare type liquid edicator

h t_Tie tap service valve

Receiver without a king or receiver sei :ice valve

Access core type service rialve

k PidrE: type suction line filter-drier

Feriiali; to male Hare liquid indicator

m 7:dre tym liqu,d 'me filter drier

.-;f-at t-ype sur.tion line filter-drier

O V 1,-Arien) eliminator

tricficltor



6. a. Vibration eliminator

b Receiver

c. Service valve

d. Suction line filter-drier

e. Suction line accumulator

f. Moisture indicator

9. Liquid indicator

h. Liquid line filter-drier

7 Performance skills evaluated to the satisfaction of the instructor

t
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REFRIGERANTS
UNIT III

UNIT OBJECTIVE

After completion of this unit, the student should be able to match the types of refrigerants
to their applications, name three methods of leak detection, list the safety rules for
refrigerants, and compute temperature-pressure problems. The student should also be able
to pressure check a refrigerator and an air conditioner. This knowledge will be evidenced
through demonstration and by scoring eighty-five percent on the unit test.

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

After completion of this unit, the student should be able to:

1

1 Match terms associated with refrigerants to the correct definitions.

2. Match the common types of refrigerants to their chemical name

3 Match the cylinder color codes to the types of refrigerants.

4. Match the types of refrigerants to their applications.

5 List seven desirable characteristics Of a refrigerant.

6 iilatch sections of the temperature-pressure chart to the name.

7 Name three methods of leak detection.

8. List safety precautions for refrigerant handling.

9 Describe the procedure for obtaining refrigeratiGn system pressures.

10. List three methods of determining what type of refrigerant is in a system.

11 Demonstrate the ability to:

a Ccmpute temperature-pressure problems.'

b. Pressure check a domestic refrigerator.

c. Pressure check an air conditioner.

d Pressure check...a commercial refrigerator.

e. Determine type of refrigerant used in a central air conditic Qr

71
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REFRIGERANTS
UNIT III

SUGGESTEr ACTIVITIES

I. Instructor:

A Provide student with objective sheet.

B. Provide student with information, assignment, and job sheets.

C Make transparencies.

D. Discuss unit and specific objectives.

E. Discuss information and assignment sheets.

F. Der-)nstrate and discuss the procedures outlined in the job sheets.

G. Demonstrate how to read an inaccessible data plate using a mirror.

H. Give test.

II. Student:

A. Read objective sheet

B Study information sheet

C. Complete assignment and job sheets.

D. Take test.

INSTRUCTICNAL MATERIALS

I. Included in this unit

A. Objective sheet

B. Information sheet

C Transparency masters

1. TM 1 -Refrigerant Drums

2 TM 2-Temperature-Pressure Chart

3. TM 3--Temperature-Pressure Chart (Continued)

712
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4. TM 4--Temperature-Pressure Chart (Continued)

5 TM 5--Leak Detection Using a Soap Solution

6. TM 6 -Leak Detection Using a Halide Torch

7. TM 7--Leak Detection Using an Electronic Leak Detector

8 TM 8-Reading Gauges

D. Assignment sheets

1. Assignment Sheet #1--List Cylinder Color Code

2. Assignr-rmt Sheet #2--Compute Temperature-Pressure Problems

E. Answers to assignment sheets

F. Job sheets

1. Job Sheet #1--Pressure Check a Domestic Refrigerator

2 Job Sheet #2--Pressure Check an Air Conditioner

3. Job Sheet #3--Pressure Check a Commercial Refrigerator

4. Job Sheet #4--Determine Type of Refrigerant Used in a Central
Ai r .. Conditioner

G Test

H. Answers to test

II. References:

(.1(
A Downing, R C Refrigerants and Service Pointers Manual., Wilmington,

Delaware' Freon Products Division/Dupont DeNemours and Co., 1970.

B Althouse, Andrew D ; Turnquist, Carl H., and Bracciano, Alfred F. Modern

Refrigeration and Air Conditioning. Homewood, Illinois: Goodheart-Willcox

Co., 1968

C Schweitzer, Gerald, and Ebeling, A Basic Air Conditioning. New York:
Hayden Book Co , 1971.

4



REFRIGERANTS
UNIT III

INFORMATION SHEET

I. Terms an definitions

ACR I 103-F

A. Refrigerant Any substance which produces a refrigerating effect by its
absorption of heat while evaporating

B Fluorocarbon Refrigerant compound containing one or more carbon atoms
and fluorine

C. Halogen Group of chemicals, of which the mcst active is fluorine

D Halide refrigerants- -Group of refrigerants containing halogen chemicals

(NOTE Freon is a trade name for a group of halide refrigerants.)

E. R-11 -Trichloromonnfluoromethane, CC13F-,N, halide refrigerant

F R 12-Dichlorodifluoromethane, CC12F2, a halide refrigerant

(NOTE This is used primarily in domestic refrigerators, freezers, automobile
air conditioners, and some window air conditioners.)

G R-22- Monochlorodifluoromethane, CHCI F2, a halide refrigerant

(NOTE Thus is used for freezers and for window and central air
conditioners

H Azeotropic mixtures-Mixtures of halide refrigerants in order to make a
single refrigerant

(NOTE Common azeotropic mixtures are R-500 and R-502 )

I R-717 Ammonia, NH3, a nonhalide refrigerant

(NO1 E This is used for large industrial refrigeration and absorption type
refrigeration and air conditioning.)

J Refr,gerant cylinder Container in whtc.h refrigerant is purchased and
dispensed

NOTE Cylinders are sometimes referred to as drums.;

K Di,nmsabl. re'rrierdrd cylinder Refrigei ant container which cannot be
refilled



104 F

INFORMATION SHEET

L Ambient temperature Temperature of air which surrounds an object on all
sides

M Refrigerant oil- Soecial dehydrated oil used in a refrigeration mechanism
for lubrication and cooling

H Common types of refrigerants and their chemical name

A R 11, 1 riehlorornonofluoromethane (CC13F)

B R 12 Dichlorodifluoromethane (CC12F2)

C R-22, Monochlorodifluoromethane (CHC1 F2)

D R 500, Refrigerant 500

E R 502, Refrigerant 502

INIOTE Refrigerant 500 and 502 are azeotropic mixtures of two halide
refrigerants )

F R 717, Ammonia (NH3)

III Reffigerant cylinder color codes (Transparency 1)

A R 11 Orange cylinder

B R 12 White cylinder

C R 22 Greeil cylinder

D ',00 Yellow cylinder

E R 502 Puiple cvlIndr_'r

R 717 Gray cylinder

IV Refrigerant types and applications

A R 11

1 Cleaning anent for contaminated systems

2 Fin4rignrant for large -in--conditioning systems

B R 17 IR,fi,t rant for domestic refrigerators, freezers, and automobile air
condory;ts

C R 22 Refreterant tot domestic and commercial air conditioners and freezers

7 1 5
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INFORMATION SHEET

D R 500 Refrigerant for domestic and commercial air conditioners

E R 502 Refrigerant for commercial freezers and refrigerators

(NOTE This is generally found in low temnerature equipment )

F R 7 1 7 Indust t a i compression and absorption type refrigeration and air
conditioning

V Desirable characteristics of a refrigerant

A Nontoxic

B Nonflammable

C Nonexplosive

D Noncorrosive

E Low boiling temperature

F Chemically stable

G Mixes easily with oil

VI Temperature-pressure chart (Transparencies 2, 3, and 4)

A Top of chart Refrigerant type

B Left margin- Temperature

C Bold numbers Pressure (in psig)

D Italics Vacuum (in Hg)

VII Methods of leak detection

A Soar Solution (Transparency 5)

B Halide torch iTransparency 6)

C Eii>ctr on ic leak detector (Transnarency 7)

VIII Safi_ ty tutions for refrigerant handling

A Do not drop cylinders

B not refili dc,posable refrigerant Lylinders

Di not ii, rs with a torch

7
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INFORMATION SHEET

D Secure yielders in a moving vehicle

E Do not spray refrigerant on skin

F Do not inhale refrigerant

Do not spray refrigerant into open flame

H Do not mix. refrigerants

I Roo lace cylinder cap when not in use to protect valve

J Do not lift or carry cylinder by valve

K Secure cylinder to wail or bench

L Have adequate ventilation

IX. Procedure for obtaining refrigeration system pressures (Transparency 8)

A Obtain low side pressure or vacuum by connecting gauge set to a

refrigeration system

1 Read pressure on 0 250 p.s i.g. scale

2 Read vacuum on 0 30" Hg scale

(NOTE Hermetic refrigeration systems should not be allowed to
run in a vacuum )

B Obtain high site pressure- Read pressure on 0-500 p s.i.g scale

(NOTE Tire inner circle of numbers on _the refrigeration gauges are
te'rpuratare scares and can be read directly by aligning the gauge needle

with the pressure and temperature.)

X Methods of determining the type of refrigeN. it in a system

A Read manufacturer's data plate

B Redo ong data plate

C Look at comp, pent parts

D 'We gauge ,,ressuree

Instal; gal vice

R t",enres

Convert present, to tererfrIrarilre using temperature pressure chart

71



Standard

Returnable

Refrigerant Drums

50Ib Disposable

'4.140-40.

R-12 (white)

R-22 (green)

R-500 (yellow)

R-502 (Purple)

R-12 (white) 145 lbs

R-22 (green) 125 lbs

R-500 (yellow) 125 lbs

R-502 (purple) 125 lbs

7 P-,

251b Disposable

t....--.0

R-12 (white)

R-22 (green)

R-500 (yellow)

R-502 (purple)

R-11 (orange)

Pressurized

Disposable

R-12 (white) 12 lbs

R-22 (green) 10 lbs

R-500 (yellow) 10 lbs

R-502 (purple) 10 lbs

8
719
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.. s 0 4

Temperature-Pressure Chart

Vacuum-Italic Figures Gauge Pressure---Bold Figures

TEMPERATURE REFRIGERANT VP

CCI3F CCI2 F2 CHCIF,-, (Azeotropic Mixtures) NH3

of 11 12 22 500 502

-60
-55

-50
-45

-40
-35
-30

-25
-20

-18

-16
-1r2

-10
-8
-6
-4
'2

0
1

2

3
4

5
6

7

8

9,

10

28.4
28.1
27.8
27,3
27.0
26 9
26 7
26.2
26.0
25..q
25.5
25.3
25 0
24.7
24.6
24 4
24.2
24.1
24 0
23 8
23.6
23 5
23 3
23.1

19.0
17.3
15.4
13.3
10.9 ;
8.3
5.4
2.3
0.5
1.3

2.0
3.6
4.4
5.3
6.2
7.1

8.1

9.2
9.7

10.2
10.7
11.2
11.8
12.3
12.9
13.5
14.0
14.6

11.9
9.1
6.0
2.6
0.6
2.7
5.0
7.5

10.3
11.5
12.7
15.2
16.6
18.0
19.4
20.9
22.5
24.1
24 9
25.7
26.6
.27.4
28.3
29.2
30.1
31.0
32.0
32.9

74,-;._.,',

7.9
4.8
1.4
1.1

3.1

4.0
4.9
6.8
7.8
8.8
9.9

11.0
12.1

13.3
13.9
14.5
15,1

15.7
16.4
17.0
17.7
184
19.0
19 7

7.0
3.6
0.0
2.1

4.3
6.7
9.4

12.3
15.5
16.9
18.3
21.2
22.8
24.4
26.0
27.7
29.4
31.2
32.2
33.1

34.1
35.0
36.0
37.0
38.0
39.0
40.0
41.1

c

717

18.6
16.6
14.3
11.1
8.7
5.4
1.6
1.3
3.6
4.6
5.6
7.9
9.0

10.3
11.6
12.9
14.3
15.7
16.5
17.2
18.0
18.8
19.6
21.4
21.2
22.1
22.9
23.8

TM 2
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\CR I 111-F

Temperature-Pressure Chart
(Continued)

,

Jai -Italic Figures Gauge Pressure---Bold Figures

TEMPERATURE REFRIGERANT

CCI3F

°F. 11

11 22 9
12 22 7
13 22 5
14 22 3
15 22 0
16 21.9
17 21 7
18 21 5
19 21 3
20 21 1
2i 26.9
22 20 6
23 20 4
24 20 2
25 20 0
26 197
27 195
28 19 1
29 189
30 186
31 184
32 18 1
31 178
34 1'5
35 1/ 1
3 if 9
37 146
38 11 3

CC12F2 CHCIF 2

12 22

15.2
15.8
16.5
17.1

17.7
18.4
190
19 7
20.4
21.0
21.7
22.4
23 2
23 9
24 6
25.4
26.1
26.9..,,
27.7
28.5
29 3
30 1
30.9
31 7
32.6
33.4
34.3
352

33 9
34.9
35 9
36 9
37.9
38.9
40.0
41.1
42.2
43.3
44.4
45 5
46.7
47 8
49 0
50.2
51 5
52 7
54 0
55.2
56.5
57.8
59.2
60.5
0.9
63.3
64 4
66 1

(Azeotropic Mixture) NH3

500 502 717

20.5 42.2 24.7
21.2 43.2 25.6
21.9 44 3 26.5
22.6 45.4 27.5
23.4 46.6 28.4
24.2 47 7 29 4
24.9 48.9 30.4
25.7 50 1 31.4
26 5 51.2 32.5
27 3 52 4 33.5
28.2 53.7 34.6
29.0 54.9 35.7
29 8 E6 2 36.8
20.7 57 4 37.9
31.6 58.7 39.0
32.4 60.0 40.2
33.3 61.4 41.4
34.3 62.7 42.6
35.2 64.1 43.8
36.1 65.4 45.0
37.0 66.8 46.3
38.0 68.2 47.6
39.0 69 7 48.9
40.0 71 1 50.2
41 0 72.6 51.6
42.0 74.1 52.9
43.1 75 6 54.3
44 1 77.1 55.7

0 '-,. TM 3t ..., -



Temperature-Pressure 'hart
(Continued)

Vacuum---Itahc Figures Gauge Pressure---Bold Figures

ACR I 113-F

TEMPERATURE REFRIGERANT

CCI3F CCI2F2 CHCIF 2 (Azeotropic Mixtures) NH3

°F. 11 12 22 500 502 717

39 160 36.1 67 5 45.2 78 6 57.2
40 156 37.0 u.3.0 46 2 80.2 58.6
41 153 37.9 70.5 47.2 81 8 60.1

42 15.0 38 8 72 0 48.4 83.4 61.6
43 14 7 39 7 73.5 49.6 85.0 53 1

44 14 3 40 7 75.0 30.7 86.6 64.7
45 139 41.7 76 6 51.8 88.3 66.3
46 135 42.6 78.2 53.0 90.0 67.9
47 132 43 6 79.8 54.2 91 7 69.5
48 12 8 44.6 81A 55.4 33.4 71.1

49 12.5 45.7 83 0 56.6 95.2 72.8
50 120 46.7 84.7 57.8 96.9 74.5
55 100 52 0 93 3 64.1 106.0 83.4
60 77 57.7 :02.5 71.0 115.6 92.9
65 53 63 7 112.2 78.1 125 8 103.1
70 26 70.1 122.5 85 8 136 6 114 1
75 .4 76.9 133 4 93.9 1480 125.8
80 1.6 84 1 145.0 102.5 159.9 138.3
85 3.2 91 7 157.2 111.5 172.5 151.7
90 5.0 99 7 170.1 121.2 185.8 165.9
95 68 108.2 183 7 131.3 199.8 181.1

100 8.9 117.1 197.9 141.9 214 4 197.2
105 11 1 126.5 212.9 1 1 229 8 214.2
110 134 136.4 228.7 164- 245 8 232.3
,15 158 146 7 245.3 177.4 262 7 251.5
120 18.5 157.6 262.6 190.3 280.3 271.7
125 21.2 169.0 280.7 204.0 298.7 293.1
130 24.3 181 0 299.3 218 2 318.0
135 27.4 i 93.5 316.6 232.1 338.1

rro 4
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Leak Detection Using a Soap Solution

Foam is Placed on a Connection That is Suspected of Leaking.

Note the Bubbles Which Indicate a Leak.

1
2U,

7



Leak Detection Using a Halide Torch

Checking for Leaks with a Halide Torch

Cellophane-Enclosed Joint

Suspected of Leaking



ACR I 119-F

Leak Detection Using an Electronic

Leak Detector

Use of an Electronic Leak Detector

79

II.

TM 7
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Compound

Pressure Gauge

Reading Gauges

a

Nig *EL/

High Pressure

Gauge

To Suction Service To Discharge Service Valve

f
To Vacuum Pump or Refrigerant Cylinder



REFRIGERAN CS
UNIT III

ASSIGNMENT SHEET #1--LIST CYLINDER COLOR CODES

Give the cylinder color code for the following refrigerants.

Refrigerant Cylinuer color

1. R-11

2. R-12

3. R-22

4. R-500

5. R502

6. R-717

ACR I 123-F
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REFRIGERANTS
UNIT III

ASSIGNMENT SHEET =-t2 COMPUTE TEMPERATURE-PRESSURE PROBLEMS

The low side pressure can be obtained by finding the evaporator temperature and going
straight across to the proper refrigerant column

Example: Air conditioner using R 22, with a 350°F evaporator, low sic pressure
should read 62 p.s i g.

The low side temperature can he obtained by finding the pressure reading and going straight
across to the temperature column The high side pressure can be obtained by finding
the ambient at the condensor, adding' 35 degrees, and going straight across to the proper
refrigerant column.

Example. Air conditioner using R-12 has an ambient temperature of 55°. Adding 35°
would give an evaporator temperature of 90°. The high side pressure is 100
p s.i.g.

The high side temperature can be obtained by finding the high side pressure reading and
going straight across to the temperature column.

(NOTE To check for proper ambient subtract 35°F from refrigerant temperature. 35°F
is the recommended temperature for proper heat transfer for air-cooled condensers and
20°F for water-cooled condensers.)

Use the temperature-pressure chart to solve the following problems, showing all work.
Round all numbers off to nearest whole number

1 Refrigerator
A Refrigerant R-12
B. Evaporator -6°F
C Ambient 75°F
D. Low side pressure
E. High side pressure

p.s.i g
0.5.19,

2 Freezer
A Refrigerant R-12
B. Evaporator -10°F
C Ambient 90°F

Low side Pressure p s.a g.
E. High side pressure p.s.i g.
F emperature of condensing vapor

3 Air conditioner
A Refrigerant R-12
B Evaporator 38°F
C Ambient 95°F
D Low side pressure
E High stile pressure

79

psig
p sA.q.
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ASSIGNMENT SHEET #2

4 Au Condi honer
A Refrigerant R 22
B Evaporator 38°F
C. Ambient 85°F
D Low side pressure
E. High side pressure

p,s i.g.
p.5.1.9

5. Commercial refrigerator
A RefrigeiatIt R-12
B. Evaporator 38°F
C Ambient 80°F
D Low side pressure p.s.i.g.
F High side pressure p.s i g.

Water-cooled condenser
2) Add 20°F instead of 35°F

Air conditioner
A Refrigerant R 500
B Evaporator 38°F
C Ambient 100"F
D Low side pressure
F High side ;,ressure

7 Conimercia' freezer
A Refrigerant R-502
B Evaporator 40'F
C Arnnient 70°F
C side pressure

fri ;I side pressure

D s i.g.
p s.i.g

p s g.

psig

8 Commrircidi refrigerator
A Refrigerant R 500
B Evaporator 40"F
C 65 F

ode piessup, psig
E- Hair) side pressure psig

9 ;-,e,li/or
A Rptrirrant R 22
B E .,ci',/t/rEittif 20'F
C Ambient 75'F

Lo,;: pressuu, osig
;OP pressure p s r q.

10 Air Cr) idIrirrper
A Ri-itrirrant R 22
R Evaporator 40 F
C Ar INorli 100 F
C p'PWIre psi q

pri:,,r;re p s
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REFRIGERANTS
UNIT II I

ANSWERS TO ASSIGNMENT SHEETS

Assignment Sheet #1

1 Orange

2 White

3 Green

4 Yellow

5 Purple

6 Gray

Assign mord Sheo =2

D 6

E 136

6 D

E

44

232

2 D 4 7 D 4

E 169 E 230

1- 125 8 D 46

3 D 35 E 141

E 181 9 D 10

D 66 E 229

E 260 10 D 69

5 D 35 E 317

E 117
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REFRIGERANTS
UNIT III

JOB SHEET #1 PRESSURE CHECK A DOMESTIC REFRIGERATOR

I. Tools and materials.

A Refrigeration gauge set

B Open end wrench

C.. Refrigeration ratchet

D. Shop cloth

E Thermometer

F. Refrigerator

G. Temperature-pressure card

I I Procedure

(NOTE Refrigerator should run for thirty minutes prior to taking readings.)

A Locate data p

(NOTE Data plates are generally located below the door behind the kick
plate,' but they may also be located inside the cabinet on the lower left
hand s'de or on the condenser.)

B Obtain manufacturer's name and model number

C Obtain type of refrigerant

D. Pace thermometer in evaporator compartment

E. Obtain room temperature, in the area of refrigerator

F Use appropriate wrencn to remove cap from low side service valve gauge
port

G Tighten hose from compbund gauge on low side service port

H Use refrigeration ratchet to crack service valve

Install pressure gauge on the high side in the same manner as the compound
gauge was installed

7 (1
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JOB SHEET #1

J Record dil hlformation in spaces provided below

K Have instructor evaluate

L -Back seat service valve

M Place a cloth around he e end and gauge port when removing hoses

N Replace service -t caps

O Tighten caps finger tight and then a quarter of a turn with a wrench

P Clean up and put away tools

Nbnufacturer's name and model number

Type of refrigerant

Evaporator temperature i °F

Low side pressure p s.i g

High side pressure p s g

Ambient temperature °F



ACR I 131-F

REFRIGERANTS
UNIT III

JOB SHEET »2 PRESSURE CHECK AN AIR CONDITIONER

I Tools and materials

Refrigeratim gauge set

B Open e' ,d wrench

C Refrigeration ratchet

D Shop cloth

E Thermometer

F Air conditioner

G. Temperature-pressure card

II. Procedure

(NOTE Air conditioner should run for thirty minutes prior to taking readings )

A Locate data plate

(NOTE Data plater, 01 0.iiiidow air condition 'rs ari generally found behind

the front grill, anri data Hates on central air conditioner, are found
toe side of the condensing unit close to the removable service panel.)

B Obtain manufacturer's flame and model number

C Obtain type of refrigerant

D Place thermoniete,- in supply air

E t)roilin ambient in the area of the condenser

(NOTE This ternterature reading should not be of the dischaw air from
the condenser )

F Use opf,r1 end wrench fp remove cap from lo,v ;Ida' In,( Info, service

vciko gauge I arts

1,usf, from corupouni gauge on low r ±r

11 1.1,c it{ flyT

I
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JOB SHEET #2

I Install pressure gauge on the high side in the same manner as the compound

gau;;° was installed

Record all information in spaces provided below

K Have instructor evaluate

L Back seat service valve

M. Place a cloth around hose end and gauge port when removing hoses

N. Replace service port caps

0 Tighten caps finger tignt and then a quarter of a turn more with a wrench

P Clean up and put away tools

Manufacturer's name and model number

Type of refrigerant

Evaporator temperature

Low side pressure p 5.1 q

High side pressur.,1 psig

Ambient temperature
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REFRIGERANTS
UNIT III

JOB SHEET #3 PRESSURE CHECK A COMMERCIAL REFRIGERATOR

I Took. and materials

A refrigeration gauge set

B. Open end wrench

C Refrigeration ratchet

D Shop cloth

E Thermometer

F Commercial refrigerator

G T, )arature-pressure card

I I Procedure

!NOTE Refrigerator shu..d -un for thirty minutes prior to taking readings.)

A Locate data plate

(1YOTE Data plates are generally located in the area of the condensing
u,iit or inside the refrigerator )

B Obtain manufacturer's name and model number

C Obtain type of refrigerant

D Place thermometer in evaporator compartment

E Obtain room temperature in the area of refrigerator

F Use a wrench to remove cap from low side service valve gauge port

G Tighten hose from compound gauge on low side service port

H U s P refrigeration ratchet to crack service valve

Install pressure gauge on the high side in the same manner as the compound
was installed



JOB SHEET #3

J. Record all information in spaces provided below

K. Have instructor evaluate

L. Back seat service valve

M Place a cloth around hose end and gauge port when removing hoses

N. Replace service port caps

0. Tighten caps finger tight and then a quarter of a turn more with a wrench

P. Clean up and put away tools

Manufacturer's name and model number

Type of refrigerant

Evaporator temperature °F

Low side pressure p.s.i.g.

High side pressure p.s.i g.

Ambient temperature
.F.
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REFRIGERANTS
UNIT III

JOB SHEET 4 DETERMINE TYF'F OF REFRIGERANT
USED IN A CENTFAL AIR CONDITIONER

I Tools and nidteriak

A R-ifrtge,ation qat:le set

B Operi eiid wrench

C Refs, ,tion ratchet

"Irtor

F Cent, condi uorer

Ternueriyiu pressu card

Proce6i.re

A Locate manufacturer's data plait

(NOTE Manufacturer's data plates usually found on outside of
cdndensing tin! t

B COD\ refrigerant type

C Locate compressor data plate

D Remove inspection panel or case

i'JOTE Copressor data plates are generally located on the ton of the
(,r"nrf!ssur 1

C cr. refrir;et ant t, De if given

.ite r:ow i,onrol

NOTE E ; iunsion valve ,5 at evaporator inlet and the liquid hoe valve
.n Ian: Capillary t, h- will not give refrigerant type 1

rft', t (pit

Cp' rtt In location ro,3dings

E: r oriditinner ,J'ou Id run fifteen rnmutes pr,or to making pressure

t t
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2

3

4

17,

JOB SHEET 4-4

L,c' a \NI 0(101 to remove cap from low side service valve gauge
poi

Fighteii hose from compound gauge on low side serice Dort

Use refrigeration ratchet to crack service valve

Install pressure gauge on the high side in the same manner as
the compound gauge was installed

Record all information in spaces provided below

C instructor evaluate procedure and readings

k seat service valve

I Plan, a cloth around hose end and gauge port len removing hoses

,iplace service port caps

K Tei`leri caps finger tight and then a quarter of a turn more with a wrench

and put away tools

Two or ,2 r ijf t rtunn manu facto Ter's data plate

-r -lilt-rant from compressor data plate

iypt. of 'ant from t, < expansion valve or otrer flow control

ryp c., tr!ri ;t:rd''t by checkiiig Pressures and converting the temperature-pressure card

1
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REFRIGERANTS
UNIT Ill

TEST

Match the terms on thc, night to the correct definitions.

a Group of chemicals, of which the most 1. R-11

active is fluorine
2 Halide

b Monochlorochfluoromethane, CHC1 F2, refrigerants
a halide refrigerant

3 Azeotropic
c Ammonia, NH3, a nonhalide refriherant mixtures

d. Container in which refrigerant is 4 Ambient
purchased and dispensed temperature

e Mixtures of halide refrigerants in order
to make a singic refrigerant

Dichlorocirfluoromethane, CC12F2, a

halide refrigerant

q Refrigerant compound containing one or
more carbon atoms and fluorine

5 R-717

6 Halogen

7 R 12

8 Fluorocarbon

9. Rtitriciutaml

P Special hydrated oil used in a

refrigeration mechanism for lubrication 10 Disposable

and cooling -,;ti-tgerant

Cyhnfier

Group of refngerant,, containing halogen
(berTi'l,.11S 11 Refrigerant oil

An/ s,,pyr-Ice ,,,,Thich produces a 12 Refrigerant
rpfr:ric.,ratTiti el'feCi by Its absorption of cylinder
rtdt :pOrott,10

I or:blorornonofluor ompth;inp CC:3F, a
!;a1,(if, efriti,r int

n'o.,r ;-itr

LihIpi

r: rot `,.1;,1( cannot he

13 R 22
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2. Match the common types of refrigerants on the right to their chemical name.

a Trichloromonofluoromethane (CC13F) 1. R-500

b. Dichlorodifluoromethane (CC12F2) 2. R-717

c. Monochlorodif'uoromethane (CHC1 F2) 3. R-11

d. Refrigerant 500 4. R-12

P Refrigerant 502 5. R-22

f. Ammonia (NH3) 6. R-502

3. Match the cylinder color codes on the left to the types of refrigerants.

a. R-500 1. Yellow

b. R-717 2. Gra /

c. R-502 3. Green

d. R-12 4. Orange

e. R-22 5. White

f. R-11 6. Purple

4. Match the types of refrigerants on the right to their applications.

a. Refrigerant for domestic and commercial 1. R-500

air conditioners
2. R-12

b. ',leaning agent for contaminated systems
and a refrigerant for large 3. R-502

air-conditioning systems
4. R-717

c. Refrigerant for domestic and commercial
air condit:3ners and freezers 5. R-22

d. Industrial compression and absorption 6. R-11

type refrigeration and air conditioning

e. Refrigerar t for commercial freezers and
refrigerators

Refrigerant for domestic refrigerators,
freezers, and automobile air conditioners
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5. List seven desirable characteristics of a refrigerant.

a

b

c

d

e.

f,

g

6 Match section' of the temperature-pressure chart to the name

a Bold numbers 1 Vacuum fin "Fig)

b Top of chart 2 Pressure (in psi())

c Italics 3 Temperature

d Left margin 4 Refrigerant type

7 Name three methods of leak detection

a

b

c

8 List eight safety precautions for refrigerant handling

a

b

C

d

f

9

h

7.4



9 Describe the procedure for obtaining refrigeration system pressures

10 List three methods of determining what type of refrigerant is in a system

a

b.

11 Demonstrate the ability to

a Compute temperature pressure problems

b Pressure check a domestic refrigerator

Pressure check an air conditioner

d Presscre check a commercial refrigerator

Determine type of refrigerant used in a central air conditioner

(NOTE If these activities have not been accomplished prior to the test, ask
your Wr tf- v,hen they should be completed )

7
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REF RIGERANTS
UNIT HI

ANSWERS TO TEST

1 a 6 f 7 k. 1

b. 13 g. 8 I 4

c. 5 11 m. 10

d 12 2

e 3 9

2. a 3 d. 1

b 4 e 6

c 5 f. 2

3 a t d. 5

b 2 e 3

c 6 f 4

4 1
410 d 4

b 6 e 3

c 5 t 2

5 a Nontoxic

Nonflammable

e

f.

Low boiling temperature

Chemically stable

c

d

Nonexplosive

Nc;rcorrosive

q Mixes easily with oil

6 a 2 c

ri

1

7 'a Soap solution

H-)lide torch

c Electronic leak detector

71t,
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3 Any e19r I of the following

drop cv!indor,,

0 L)() raftigerant cylinders

not Pc it 0-yl.m.ters vvith a torch

c,,,L1dors in a moving vellit

Do not 1,1=p; tobi,jerant on skin

Do nut 1nrale refrhierant

Do not spray =tinge-rant ipto open flame

of rofrlyerants

R,=-;J ice cylinder cap when not in use to protect valve

7-t=, iot Let or t arry cylinder by valve

Se( =.1,= 1,=--; to umll ot bench

Rive an yentdation

rpescr.tt

pressure or vacuum by connectmq yaugo sot to a

r== fr r ,;( I S

Read pressure on 0-250 p s I g. scale

Road Vacuum on 0 30" Hy scale

ifftavi tott-t side pressure -Read pressure on 0-500 p s.i q scale

A t1,rec the following

H. -lariulacturer's date ttate

ompr,.,s or data plate

L =I- 1,00-lent parts

la.:=1== pre,sures

ttai ',Juges

it t -,suros

r t ut L:int,..)erature t,sinti temperature pressuro chart

11 tt= i I ,.=ti.tactior1 ut tho instructor
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EVACUATION
UNIT IV

UNIT OBJECTIVE

ACR I 143 -F

After completion of this unit, the student should be able to match terms associated with
evacuation to the correct definitions and list the reasons for evacuating. He should also
be able to describe the effects of -ambient temperature on evacuation, describe the three
'types of vacuum indicators, and use the vacuum 'steam table. This knowledge will be
evidenced through demonstration and by scoring eighty-five percent on the unit test.

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

After completion of this unit, the student should be able to:
/

1 Match terms associated with evacuation to the correct de.finitiots.
v

2 List three reasons for , J acu at 1 n g a, refrigeration system.,

3 Select the eftscts of moisture in a refrigeration system.
1_

4 Select the effects o air in d refrigeration systern.
4

5 Desoribe the effects ambient temperature has on proper evacuation.

6 Distinguish between low and high vacuum numbs.

7 List six-steps in the care of vacuum pumps.

8 Describe three types of vacuum indicators

9 Demonstrate the ability to

4..

a Ust, the vacuum steam table.

0
b Evacuate a refrigeration system and use a mercury manometer.

c Evacuate a refrigeration system and use an electrinc vacuum gauge.

d Triple evacuate

.

c
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EVACUATION
UNIT !V

SIJGGSTED ACTIVITIES

I Instructor

A Provide student with ohjective sheet

B Provide student with information, assignment, and job sheets

C Make transparencies

D Discuss unit and spec fic objectives

E Discuss information and assignment sheets

F Demonstrate and discuss the procedures outlined in toe job sheets

Demonstrate boiling wilt, with a vacuum pump

H Demonstrate the use of vacurr) pumps and vacuum indicators

I:se empty retrigerart cylinder for demonstrating triple evacuation

J Give test

Student

A Read objective sheet

Study inorinotibn Sheet

Corn !Pte asst inert at i. ' sheet-,

Ei) 1,ke ,,;c1

;NSF HUL:TIUNAL

"cluOor!

A

1 i.i Vat:it'll-.

ii1M 2 ;.;inilio Vii( num PLI us
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3 TM 3 Two Stage High Vacuum Pumps

4 TM 4 Vacuum Indicators

D Assignment Sheet #1 Use the Vacuum Steam Table

E Answers to assignment sheet

F Job sheets

1 Job Sheet #1 Evacuate a Refrigeration System and Use a Mercury
Manometer

Job Sheet #2 Evacuate a Refrigeration System and Use an
Electroniz Vacuum Gauge

3 Job Sheet #3 T. pie Evacuate

lest

H Answers to tts

11 R,ferences

A Ri''rtir'rjr,fi,r Servo e Fart 1 Benton Harbor, Michigan 1,Vhirl000l Corn ,

1970

B &shoo, Robert W Fond 'mental; of Del,y(lroroici a Refrigerant System

ti.)P! r 011to Robillair Manufacturing Corp , 1969

lV1:11,)n \Nal ton Serviclog Comfort Cooling Systems 2n J ed
Co,. Thio NIIAW Home Study Institut- 1974
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VACHP-1ION
'

1%1 ' Sor F

)ip Hrirs;(1ftr ol 14 7 S triclicalrrd

ri)orr -1', a 0 to 30 sca't'

" Fit`r""._1 1)1 ,itr(1 :11;)ICLAP from a relocif ration s\ster,

;' ,r, mrras thousdncit11; i r-,11!:initrters of

Itrt tart' atmosptlere cwciblEr

);., ,c, 30c ir

:rtf) 1,1(i IS t It' ()f

Jrr

r`rr It'Strr_ln rrnt COrs,,,Htirrcr r`

dt 'r r" d (1,1y ()or, furrrn f71i1 rrr

gr,-,trr-rr

r') It E.) 1 ly,,. , i

14
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I!! E tItt fti !!, ,',,ft' I" r fr, ysteni

punt ,,tOpplrltj tefricierant flovi

" toe re'rigekint', it creates hydrocilloro
Cv.";)rt,

C (H)c 0 ,m,h :ifrWtrd 611(1 nedt, tt, credlet, sludqe

D of rr, t Ow IC in:icle lefrigerdtwn

i\s,/ of ,r refrHeroticm

ti Inc ;, 1)In,:)1.11r?.

'*); E ,Ait,e11 re,s,d Iii th!ri ,cfrit!e!Ation system, air can imcp.dso the
)

N;):,(,,, 1;1 ' occeIer;:ife tfic fornitition of
c _ r ,ci!),, d

'1" (,..)(i'.

1:)%"1 d!' 1,111 t.:1ke .!0 the coTiriql-, needed fo, tIL0
rr;;;;;,,--int

rdrirf, ;r(,,)"t (Tr,InS'ix+ :Iry 1)

ro (,p, rlorloat,-"

111

7" . . tpoll e.tuf oT



l"\IFURVIATION SHEET

T Jr. ?lc,

1 s.r t,,%o

7 B' tirt coupling drive

-it 1 t.. 5 c fin

ACR I 149-F

rJO rf= 1 1e rate of evacuation of any vacuum pump is directly
relatt,o t tH, size of the lint: connecting it to the system as shown

TABLE '

P ''D'r
1 CF"
2 C '.'
5 ,..:-N.
I CP
2 i'F','
r., C P '`..

CF3

CF'5

LIT

1 1 I r..)

-I 1 0
4' i D

3 3" ' 13

= 3' 1 D
I: 2 n

: 2 I D
i 2 1 f)
, 3 i D

Fin31 Absolut,- Pressure
Vacuum I High Vacuum I

57 min
39 MI rl

28 m
1O min
22 min
12 min
37 IMP
I ._., m in

8 ruin

i 78 min
56 min
43 min
51 mm

min29
n

16 rn,n
----,

45 min
,n23 in

iii Min

mul .1 v)-au

r;or; 1 !Lor rod tr, Ii ho,j1,,H ,

,11

,r

;mit,
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INFORMATION SHEET

3 Should not ).-! sole indicator

4 Vdcoure is read on the 0 to 70" part of the gauge

B Mercury ulanurrieter

1 Accurate neiow 25" Fie

2 Keep capped when non. use

3 Must he kept Irt vertical position when using

:vacuum is read dilectly

FIGURE 1

1 nch

Add the ,amount of mercury above zer^ on the
left to the amount bolow zero on the
then subtract from 30 inches

1 Inch

'',OTC 'lure i inn Irict s.(.IP reads 1 Inch ao(ivo zi-1-) and
.1hr ,;,(it, '0 t\(id these two igurrr,, tpurther

+rpm s, arisy,er wvould he 29 8" Hifi)

I

'ak r., n PI tilt.' sys1L'm after

ati,

it ,ttf-", 01, -,, ,1 rt

h_rIC pr, ,;11', midi;

,111: ,1, !i)c ',,/s3, Ir
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INFORMATION SHEET

C Eiz,cironic gauge

Accur,,ie beiovv, 29' riq

2. G,es accurate readings to 50 microns

3 Use with nlgt, vacuum oumns

4 Durable enough fore field use

;NOTE Do not allow refrigerant pressure to enter the vacuum
sensor as this would destroy it )



Vacuum Steam Table

Temperature 1

In F. I

Inches of
Mercury Microns*

212 29.92 759,968
205 25.00 635,000
194 20.69 525,526
176 13.98 355,092
158 9.20 233,680
140 5.88 149,352
122 3.64 92,456
104 2.17 E;5,118

86 1.25 35,560
80 1.00 25,400
76 .90 22,860
72 .80 20,320
69 .70 17,780
64 .60 15,240
59 .50 12,700
53 .40 10,160
45 .30 7,620
32 .18 4,572
21 .10 2,54C
6 05 1,270

24 .01 254
35 .005 127
60 .001 25.4

70 .0005 12.7
90 .0001 2.54

* Remaining pressure in system in microns
1.000 inch = 25,400 microns - 2.540 CM - 25.40 MM
.100 inch - 2,540 microns - .254 CM = 2.54 MM
.039 inch - 1,000 microns = .100 CM = 1.00 MM

TM 1

I



Single Stage Low Vacuum Pumps

7 5



Two Stage High Vacuum Pumps

to

7(11,'



Electronic Vacuum Gauge

4=.

Luu,
,1111-1771-1

Rin

r

Vacuum Indicators

Mercury Manometer

Compound Gauge

,6-

7 "
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EVACUATION
UNIT IV

ASSIGNMENT SHEET 41 USE THE VACUUM STEAM TABLE

Use the chart below to arrive at the answers to the problems When using the vacuum
steam table the inches of mercury are subtracted from 30

Example Water would boil at what temperature if there were a vacuum of 29.20"
Hg on the system?

30 00
29.20

80 Answer. 72'F

VACUUM STEAM TABLE

Temperature
in F

Inches of
Mercury Microns*

122 3.64 92,456
104 2.17 55,118
86 1.25 35 560
80 1.00 25,400
76 .90 22,860
72 .80 20,320
69 . .70 17,780
64 .60 15,240
59 .50 12,700

e

1 How much vacuum would have to be pulled on a system when the ambient
is 59-F'

2. A micron reading of 25,400 would be how many inches of mercury on the
mercury manometer?

3. The ambient temperature at the condensing unit is 863F and the ambient at
the evaporator is 64°F. How much vacuum will need to be pulled?
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a
ASSIGNMENT SHEET 4-1

4. To properlyvvdcuate a system at 29" Hg what-Must the ambient temperature

be?

5. lo a shop with 70"F arnbiE.--nt a vacuum pump that will only pull 28" Hg, is

sufficient ciehydrution possible?



.
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EVACUATION
UNIT IV

ANSWERS TO ASSIGNMENT SHEET

1 29 5" Hg

2 29" Hg

3 29 4" Hg

4 80'F

5 No

.

7

4.,
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EVACUATION
UNIT IV

JOB SHEET :---'1 EVACUATE A REFRIGERATION SYSTEM
AND USE A MERCURY MANOMETER

I Tools and materials

A Retriwration gauge set

B Refrigeration ratchet

C Open end wrench

C Vacuum pomp
.,

E Mercury manometer

F Refrigeration system

I I Procedure

A Attach refrigeration gauge set to system

B Crock service valves

C Dis,Tharge any refrigerant pressure that may exist
Nt

D Connect gauge set center hose to vacuum pump inlet port

E Remove cap from vacuum pump outlet port

F Start the vacuum pump

G Or wfi thP high side refrigeration gauge set valve

H 1,Nne,1 the compound gauge shows a vacuum of 5" Hg or more, oven the
lovc, Ale refrigeration ljalICIP set valve

il'IOTE If the compound gauge does not show a vacuum in a few minutes
after operation, turn oft the pump and pressurize the system to check for
restr,ctions )

After d vacuum of 25" fig has been reached, the mercury manometer should
he used for accuracy

J EA ac uate to 29" Hg

K fr-,,,,ii u,ito fnr .1r)pruximmply t Vtifqmy minutes after reaching 29" Hg

7 f3 t,
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Y

S

c .4' JOB SHEET #1
.-%

L Cost refrigerution gauge set valves

'\1 Turn ()ft the vacuum pump

N If vacuum indicator returns to atmospheric pressure, there is a leak

O If vacuum() indicator raises 3 to 5" Hg, then stops, moisture is still present
in the ,(y),tem

ialleck with the in._ actor before continuing

4

i 3 .

c,

60



EVACUATION
UNIT IV

AC R I 167 F

JOI1 SHEET :;2 EVACUATE A REFRIGERATION SYSTEM AND USE AN
,ELECTRONIC VACUUM GAUGE

Tools ane materials,

A Retrtuer:ition gauge wt

B Refr,,jeration ratchot

C Oren end wrench

D VdCLJurn pump

E Electronic vacuum gauge

Refrigeraton system

I I Procedure

A. Attach refr;geration gauge set to system

B Crack service valves

t DischarAe any refrigerant pressure that may exist

D Connect electronic vacuum gauge to system (Figure 1)

FIGURE 1

To Gauge Manifold
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JOB SHEET #2
,a

E C,orinec, wfrigerdtion gauge set center hose to vacuum nump inlet port

F Remove cap from vacuum pump &diet port

G Star t the vacuum pump

H Open 'he high yde4efogeration gauge set valve

I Oirlr'n the compound gauge shows a vacuum of 5" -Hg or more, open the
low side refrigeration gauge set valve

J After a vacuum of 29" Hy has been reached, the electronic vacuum gauge

should be used for accuracy

Evacuate to 500 microns

L Evacuate for approximately twenty minutes ,,fter reaching 500 microns

tv Clos_, refrigeration gauge set valves

Turn off v &sou t-- imp

for !ieforts continuing

V*4
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EVACUATION
UNIT IV

JOt3 SHEET #3 TRIPLE EVACUATE

I Took, ind materials

A Refrigeration gauge set

141)
B Refrigeration ratchet

C Open end wrench

D Vacuum pump

E Mercury manometer

F Refrigeration system

t

II Procedure

A. Attach refrigeration gauge' set to system

B Crack service valves

C Discharge any refrigerant pressure that may exist

D. Connect gauge set center hose to vacuum pump inlet port

E. Remove cap from vacuum pump outlet port

F Start the vacuum pump

G. Open the high side refrigeration gauge set valve

H When the compound gauge shows a vacuum of 5" Hg or more, open the

low side refrigeration gauge set valve

I After a vacuum of 25" Hg has been reached, the mercury manometer should

be used for accuracy

J Evacuate to 29" Hg

K Evacuate fur approximately twenty minutes after reaching 29" Hg

L Close refrigeration gauge set valves

M Turn off the vacuum pump

N Disconnect center hose from vacuum pump

7' `,J
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JOB SHEET #3

O ComieLt C,11 ter fuse to refrigerant drum

P Pt,rw di t tt um center hose .0

Q Open the nigh sicie refrigeration gauge set valve

R Pressurize system to 5 psi g ,

S ,c1,1ovi: systeai to set for 5 minutes

T Discharge refrigerant

t.J Repeat steps "D" through "T" one more lime

Repeat steps "D" through "S"

W Check with the instructor after the process has been completed three times
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EVACUATION-
UNIT IV

EST

Match the

a.

terms on the right to thes9correct definitions

Removal of air and moisture from a 1

refrigeration- system

Pressure measuring instrument consisting 2.

of a glass tube anid mercury

Vacuum
pump oil

Micronb

3 Evacuation
Nonfoaming, nonadditive od designed
for use in vacuum pumps 4. Noncon(lensables

d V.icuilm of 2,000 microns or more,

iviti) a single srdrie porno
5 'High vacua m

6 Vacuum

Si:1iStdt1(f'S that If.flIdlt1 III d (1,1SNJUS fort,.
it wfririzlauon systf,m, such ris

nitrogen and oxygen
7 Single

sttAge rainip

Discharges into a second vacuum and is
capable of pulling down to 1 microns

8. Mercury
manometer

g Pressure below the atmospheric pressure
of 14.7 p s.i , indicated by inches of

9 Low vacuum

h.

mercury ("1-Ig) on a 0 to 30" .scale

Vacuum of 2,000 to 1 microns,
requiring a two stage pump

10

11.

Two stage
pirrlp

Ahsolute
-pressure

i Unit of pressure measurement in

thousandths of millimeters of mercury

1
Discharges directly into the atmosphere
and is capable of pulling down to 1,000
microns 'Y

k G iuge pressure plus the atmospheric
pressure of 14 7 p s

77'
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1

. .-

.,

2. List three'reasons-for evacuating a refrigeration systerfll. ...0
.

.

..-

3

b.

3.

H H

Select the effects .of moisture in a refrigeration system by placing an "X" in

the appropriate blank.

v

a Floods the bowl-float
411

b Combined with refrigerant oil and heat, it creates. sludge
&

c. Causes deterioration of metal parts inside the refrigeration systelt
C.

i-.. d. Dilutes the refrigerant'

0

..111.

t - ,

e Ice cryftals wilt form at expansion point stopping refrigerant flow

f Makes sloshing noise `in compressor
r

g. Combined with halogen type refrigerants it creates hydrochloric and

hydrofluoric acid
I

4. Select the effects of air in a refrigeration -system ty placing an, "X" in the-
appropriate blank

a. Aids in the cooling of valves
11,

b Noncondensables combined with moisture will accelerate the formation
of corrosion, acid, copperplating, and sludge ..,,

c Will take up space in condenser
.. ._

-d. Causes bubbles in sight glass

e Increases the discharge pressure 7

/
5. Describe The effects ambient temperature has on proper eVacuation.

*

i
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6 Distinguish between low end high vacuum pumps by placing an "L" next to
the characteristics for a low vacuum pump and an "H" next to the cnaracteiistics

for a high vacuum pump.

a. Single stage o- tvio stage

b 3eneralli of the compressor type

c. Sing:; stage

d. Rated at 1 to 5 c.f.m.

e. Rated at 1 cubic foot per minute (c.f.m.) or less

f. Belt or direct coupling dive

7. List six steps in the care of vacuum pumps.

e

8. Describe the three types of vacuum indicators.

a Compound gauge

4
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top

b Merury manometer

c Electronic vacuum gauge

9. Demonstrate the ability to

a Use the vacuum am table

EvacuaN 3 refrigeration system and use a mercury manometer

Evacuate a refrigeration ys tem and use an electronic vacuum (1,,ige

d -Triple evacuate

( NOTE If these auth,ities have not been accomplished prim to the test, ask

your instructor when they should be completed.)

{
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EVACUATION
UNIT II

ANSWERS TO TEST

1 a. 3 e. 4 i. 2

b. 8 f, 10 j. 7

c. 1 g. 6 k. 11

d. 9 h. 5

di 2. a To--t4move noncondensables from the system

b. To remove oil trapped refrigerant

c To remove moisture from the system

3. b, c, e, g

4. b, c, e

5 Description should include.

a Moisture is removed in a vapor state

b Boiling temperature decreases as the pressufe decreases

c Increasing the ambient temperature will decrease evacuation time

6 a H d. H

b L e. L

c L f H

7 a Check to see if the pump will pull a vacuum or itself
r

b Change oil after every extensive evacuation

c Keep pump clean

d Keep caps on the inlet and outlet ports ,

e Do not discharge refrigerant through the vacuum pump

f. Do not operate vacuum pump with a low oil level

7 7 (,,
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8. Description should include

a Compound gauge

1) Used in conduction with other vacuum ind,catois

21 Acicurat.-i to 25' Hg

iI Should not he sole Ind.( atm

4) Vacuum read on the C to 30" part of the gauge

b Met y manometer

1) Accurate beltyv 25" Hg

Keep capped whin not in use

3t Must he kept it) vet fic.c1 position when using

41 Vacuum is read iltrectk

loci., (it moisture still in the system after the pump

sit utr

it No chance in teading indicates the system is okay

plows to atmospheric pressure indicates a leak

c Slight change .n trading indicates moisture Still in the system

c E kir ti onic i-icuum gauge

1, its' below 29" Hg

21 Git'S occur ,t ii.idings to 50 microns

with 'tort' .icr pumps

itri- eroiliin tot field use

9. Perfotmanci tiyaitigh d to the satisfaction of the intructor
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PRESSURIZING AND LEAK TESTING
UNIT I

UNIT OBJECTIVE

After completion of this unit, the student should be able to define terms associated with
pressurizing and leak testing, list the safety rues for pressurizing a refrigeration system,
and list the steps for determining if a leak exists. He should also be able to arrange the
steps for pressurizing and use soap bubbles, a halide torch, and an electronic leak detector
to find a refrigerant leak. This knowledge will be evidenced through demonstration and
by scoring eighty-five percent on the unit test.

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

After completion of this unit, the student should be able to:

1. Define terms associated with pressurizing and leak testing.

2. List five safety rules for pressurizing a refrigeration system.

3, List five steps for determining if a refrigerant leak exists.

4, Arrange in order the steps for pressurizing a refrigeration system.

5. Demonstrate the ability to.

a. Leak check using soap bubbles.

b. Leak check using a halide torch.

c. Leak check using an electronid detector.

d. Pressurize system with dry nitrogen and leak check.

e. Leak check using refrigerant plus nitrogen.

.4
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PRESSURIZING AND LEAK TESTING
UNIT I

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

I. Instructor.

A Provide student with objective sheet.

B. Provide student with information and job sheets.

C. Make transparencies.

D. Discuss unit any; specific objectives.

E. Discuss information sheet.

F. Demonstree and discuss the procedures outlined in the job sheets.

G. Emphasize the precautions to be taken when pressurizing with nitrogen.
i.

H. Give test.

II. Student:

A Read objective sheet.

B. Study information sheet.

C Complete job sheets.

D Do extra projects in order to become proficient in the art of leak testing.

E. Take test.

INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS

I Included in this unit

A Objective sheet

. B Information sheet

C. Transparency masters

1 TM 1--Pressuwing a Refrigeration System

2. TM 2--Dry Nitrogen Cylinder and Regulator
'4,,



PRESSURIZING AND LEAK TESTING
UNIT I

INFORMATION SHEET

I. Terms and definitions

A Dry nitrogen -Oil pumped nitrogen in a pressurized cylinder, used for
piessurizing refrigeration components and sweeping the system while
soldering or brazing

(NOTE. Specify dry nitrogen when ordering because some nitrogen is water

pumped which would contaminate the system )

B Regulator Device for reducing high cylinder pressure to a low working

pressure

(NOTE Nitrogen regulators have internal pressure relief valves to prevent

cylinder pressure from entering the system in case of regulator failure.)

C Acid brush--Small, stiff bristle brush which is often used for applying flux

or soap bubbles

I! Safety rules for pressurizing a refrigeration system

A Wear safety glasses

B Never use oxygen or acetylene to press ,raze a system

(NOTE Oxygen will explode on contact with oil Acetylene will explode

-under pressure above 15 p.s.i.g )

C Never u3e dry nitrogen without a regulator

(CAUTION Nitrogen cylinders contain pressures in excess of 2000 p.s I

D Never apply intense heat to a pressurized cylinder or system

E Refrigeration systems must never be pressurized over 15C p g during

a leak test

II Determining if a leak exists

A Check evaporator temperature

B Check suct,on pressure



INFORMATION SHEET

C. Check high side pressure

(NOTE Pressure readings alone should not be the determining factor of

a refrigerant shortage.)

D. Look for oil spots

E. Look for obvious line breaks

IV Steps for pressurizing a refrigeration system (Transparency 1)

A. Connect gauge set to system

Bli Crack service valves

C. Atta Gii gauge set center hose to nitrogen regulator

D Turn regulator adjusting screw counterclockwise (Transparency 2)

(NOTE Be careful not to turn the regulator adjusting screw so far that

it comes out of the threaded portion of the regulator.)

E. Crack the nitrogen cylinder valve one-quarter of a turn

F Turn regulator adjusting screw clockwise until desired pressure is obtained

(NOTE Generally 100 p.s.i g. is sufficient pressure for leak testing.)

G. Open the valve on the high side of the gauge manifold

H Allow high side and low side pressures tc, equalize

(NOTE The low side gauge manifold valve remains closed during this

operation If the low side gauge pressure does not increase this could indicate

a possible restriction.)
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Pressurizing a Refrigeration System

Line Pressure Gauge

High Side

Service Valve

Cylinder Pressure Gauge

Li
Compressor

LL/

1\ Low Side
Service Valve

Service Hose In-Line

Pressure Relief

f

Cylinder of

Dry Nitrogen

7S
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Dry Nitrogen Cylinder. and Regulator

Line Pressure Gauge

Regulator

Adjusting Screw

Cylinder Pressure Gauge

In-Line

Pressure Relief

Dry Nitrogen Cylinder -

llitsham- --war

7 8 . i

Cylinder Valve

TM 2
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PRESSUR'ZING AND LEAK TESTING
UNIT I

JOB SHEET »1 LEAK CHECK USING SOAP BUBBLES
4

TJOIS and mateilals

A. Refrigeration gauge set

3. Soap bubble solution

C Acid brush (: an)

D. Refrigeration ratchet

E. Coen end wrench

F Refr igeration system

G. Clean shop towel

I I Procedu -e

A Connect refrigeration gauge set to the refrigeration system

8( Crack service valves

C Allow the pressures to equalize

(NOTE. If there is not positive pressure on the enure system, do not apply

the soap solution )

D. L.,,cate areas of suspected leaks

Artily the soap soluiion

Look for a bubble that would indicate a leak (Figure 1)

C Remove soap solution after checking

(NOTE If the snap solution is left nil tho tubing ,t will cream a film that
may result in corro' )

-I with instructor fore continulog
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PRESSURIZING AND LEAK TESTING
UNIT I

JOB SHEET 7-'2 LEAK CHECK USING A HALIDE TORCH

1 Tools and materials

A Refrigeration gauge set

B Halide torch

C Striker

C Safety glasses

E °R efrigeration ratchet

F Open end wrench

G Refrigeration system

H Procedure

A. Connect refrigeration gauge set to the refrigeration system

B. Crack service valves

C Allow the pressures to equalize

(NOTE There should be approximately 50 p.s.i.g or more of pressure on
the system for ef'ective leak checking

D Locate areas of suspected leaks

E Light the halide torch
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JOB SHEET

F Hold tn tier !lust it the t arch so that the hand will trap the refrigerant
(Figure I)

ft eS Oe I unchirneat i. the suspected leak area

j E I: ihnt n Jr1;()T1 oft itittraiits are riCA let than air and will collect
1.; ,in, or suspected area

h-t itch tie col( t!iti tan( h fLoe for an ihdication of a leak

CAUT I U Irititiath v2nti U Huh whin :ism() the halide tot( h !hitt
ii i ti o; ph qm ne )

Hii, [ht \-J.11 7.1, S()ItitIOn

SOlut,W1 ,Ittrt check ing

K ChiL 1'1 Jr or coritini eq

-
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PRESSURIZING AND LEAK TESTING
UNIT I

JOB SHEET #3 -LEAK CHECK USING AN ELECTRONIC DETECTOR

I. Tools and materials

A Refrigeration gauge set

B Electronic leak detector

C. Refrigeration racchet

D Open end wrench

P Refrigeration system

H Procedure

A. Connect refrigeration gauge set to the refrigeration system

B. Crack service valves

C Allow the pressures to equalize

D Locate areas of suspected leaks

E. Turn on electronic leak detector

Allow 3 to 5 minutes for detector to warm up

(NOTE If there is a heavy concentration of refrigerant in the area, do
not use the electronic leak detector as it will give false indications. Also,
a heavy concentration of refrigerant will damage the sensing element.)

G Adjust the leak detector

(NOTE. Have the instructor demonstrate the proper adjusting procedure
for the leak detector you are using.)

79 3
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JOB SHEET 43

H Hold the probe underneath the suspected leak area (Figure 1)

FIGURE 1

I Witch and,'or listen for the detector to indicate a refrigerant leak

J Rech,,Lk the leak with the soap solution

K Remove the soap solution after checking

1._ C'leck, with the instructor before continuing

7 ',I 1
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PRESSURIZING AND LEAK TESTINGU I

JOB SHEET 44-PRESSURIZE SYSTEM
WITH DRY NITROGEN AND LEAK CHECK

I Tools and materials

A Refrigeration gauge sct

B Dry nitrogen with regulator

C. Refrigeration ratchet

D Open end wrench

E. Refrigeration system

F. Soap solution

Procedure

A. Connect refrigeration gauge set to the refrigeration system

B Crack service valves

C Attach gauge set center hose to nitrogen regulator

D. Turn regulator adjusting screw counterclockwise

(NOTE Be careful not to turn the regulator adjusting screw so far that
it comes out of the threaded portion of the regulator.)

E Crack the nitrogen cylinder valve one-quarter of a turn

F Turn regulator adjusting screw clockwise until desired pressure is obtained

(NOTE: Generally 100 p s.t.q. is sufficient pressure for leak testing.)

G Open the valve on the high side of the gauge manifold

H. Allow high side and low side pressures to equalize

1. Leak check the system with a soap bubble solution

(NOTE A halide torch or electronic leak detector cannot he used as they

will not react to nitrogen.)

J Check with the instructor after locating the leak

t.) (.I L.
I (./

1
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DRESSUrlIZING AND LEAK TESTING
I

,E.:NG REFRIGERANT PLUS NITROGEN

B ;LH; t 0,-1(1'nr elef.trohic ieak. detector

"'' y-sl',rl

-;'-'-'urant 12 -jr 22

t,),frigt-rJL1.on gauge set to the refrigeration system

C:( P: .,,1OS

fctrIgt.r,lt Cylndel to Um center hose of the gauge set

.e4 ,yo'rcint cylinder in tne upriht oosition

fr geront cy!lodur

;-)n kigh (ode ['re qaur3e rnonifold

presr,(1 o Pciudii7P at 50 p s

valve

der valve

J, ,a.1 hose a cy!incler a've

rr ),r ,ort.,:prant cy1 rider

to nitrogen regulator

79
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JOB SHEET v--5

N Check to be si rojuicitot adjusting screw is not 'alined 'n

O CrdA the nitro,jen cylinder valve one quarter of a tub)

P Pubic center hose

O Turn ri qulator and adjusting screw clockwise until desired pressure is

obtained
t..

(NOTE Generally 100 p sit y is sufficient pressure for leak testing

R Open the valve on the high sideof the gauge manifold

Allow high side and low side pressures to equalize

T Lciak check the system with a halide torch and/or an electronic leak detector

U Check with the instructor after locating the lea'-

'"'f.,
1 ' It, .
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PRESSURIZING AND LEAK TESTING
UNIT I

TEST

1. Define terms associated with pressurizing and leak testing.

a. Reguktor

b. Acid brush

c. Dry nitrogen

2. List five safety rules for pressurizing a refrigeration system.

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

3. List five steps for determining if a refrigerant leak exists.

i
a.

b.

c.

d.

e.



Arrange in order the following steps by placing the correct sequence number

in the appropriate blank.

a. Crack the nitrogen cylinder valve one-quarter of a turn

b. Open the valve on the high side of the gauge manifold

c. Connect gauge set to system

d Turn regulator adjusting screw counterclockwise

e. Turn regulator adjusting screw clockwise until desired pressure is

obtained

, e Attach gauge ,set center hose to n140134111. regulator_
g. Allow high side and low side pressures to equ7.lize
,

h Crack service valves
fi,

5. Demonstrate be ability to

a. Leak check using soap bubbles.

b. Leak check using a halide torch

c Leak check using an electronic detector.

d Pressurize system with dry nitrogen and leak check.

e Leak check using refrigerant plus nitrogen.

(NOTE If these activities have not been accomplished prior to the test, ask

your instructor when they should be completed )

7 fr.,
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PRESSURIZING AHD LEAK TESTING
UNIT I

ANSWERS TO TEST

1. a. Regulator--Device for reducing high cylinder pressure to a low working
pressure

b. Acid brush--Small, stiff bristle brush which is often used for applying flux
or soap bubbles

c. Dry nitrogen--Oil pumped nitrogen in a pressurized cylinder, used for
pressurizing refrigeration components and sweeping the system while
soldering and brazing

2. a. Wear safety glasses

b. Never use oxygen or acetylene to pressurize a system

c. Never use dry nitrogen without a regulator

d. Never apply intense heat to a pressurized cylinder or system

e. Refrigeration systems must never be pressurized over 150 p.s.i.g. during
a leak test

3. a. Check evaporator temperature

b. Check suction pressure

c. Check high side pressure

d. Look for oil spots

e Look for obvious line breaks

4. a 5

b. 7

c. 1

d 4-

e. 6

f. 3

g 8

h 2

5 Performance skills evaluates to the satisfaction of the instructor

b u
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CHARGING
UNIT II

UNIT OBJECTIVE

After completion of this unit, the student should be able to match terms associated with
charging to the correct definitions, list safety precautions, and list advantages and
disadvantages of low side vapor charging He should also be able to select the advantages
and disad antages of high side liquid charging. This knowledge will be evidenced through
demonstration and by scoring eighty-five percent on the unit test.

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

After completion of this unit, the student should be able to

1 Match terms associated with charging to the correct definitions or
descriptions

2 List safety precautions for refrigerant handling.

3 List two aavantages and two disadvantages of low side vapor charging.

4. Select the advantages- and disadvanlages of high side liquid charging.

5. Demonstrate the ability to

a Vapor charge.

b Liquid charge

.

801

7
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CHARGING
UNIT II

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

, 0

ACR I 27-G

I Instructor.

A. Provide student with objective sheet.

B. Provide student with information and job sheets.

C. Make transparencies.

D. Discuss unit and specific objectives.

E. Discuss information sheet.

F. Demonstrate and discuss the procedures outlined in the job sheets.

G. Give test.

II. 'Student

A. Read objective sheet

B. Study information sheet

C Cor, ,lete job sheets

D Take test.

INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS

I- included in this unit

A Objective sheet

B. Information sheet

C Transparency masters

1. TM 1--Low Side Vapor Charging

2. TM 2--High Side Liquid Charging at the Discharge Service Valve

3 TM 3 High Side Liquid Charging at the King Valve

8 9 :
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D. Job sheets
,

1 . Job Sheet ( #1- -Vapor Charge

Z. Job Sheet #2--Liquid Charge

E. Test
I

F. Answers to test

H. Reference--Althouse, Andrew D.; Turnquist, Carl H ; and Bracciano, Alffed F.
Modern Refrigeration and Air Conditionings' Homewood, Illi ois:

Goodheart-Willcox and Co., 1975.

, a

i -a

c

a

,..



CHARGING
UNIT

INFORMATION SHEET

I Ter ms and definitions or descriptions

ACR 1 29-G

A UpHqht- rlefrigerant cylinder is standing up with valve on top and vabor

is dispensed from the cylindor

B Inverted -Refrigerant cylinder is turned upside down with valve on bottom

and liquid is dispensed from the cylinder

O H purging Releasing some refrigerant to the ale to remove contaminants

n the gauge hoses

D. Stabilized- Condition that shows a constant gauge reading

Static pressure Prt ,,sure readings of a system when it is not running

II Saleis piecautons for refrigerant handling

A Do not drop cylinders

B Coo not refill disposable rE frigerant cylinders

C Do not heat cylinders witty a torch

D Secure cylinders n MOVirlq vehicle

E Do not sway refrigerant on skin

F Do rot ,nH,-11, ,etm(lorant

Go nut ',I ray rf ii1.-ra.t into open flame

H 17,1 eel riVX r,,tq21-ants

Rep-re cdo when not to protect valve

J Do not ;if or ,;airy cylinder by wave

t ) Crr iworb

,iticon

,,t Vih,'n ciecarding (-11,,no,tHe reir,twr ant

c-s 9

ti
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OR VA T t;;,: HEFT

I I I L ow St k van- h 0 rdo

A A,

F,rs, mothoci of ,i(1 nq relrigt-rant to -I charged system

I , W` aonot enter suction side of the compressor

sdov,rot,r;10,.

edding arg quantities of refrigerant

2

NOTE vAinen ',1;-(h zlii,21coties of refrigerant are drawn out of
/I:ri(r_f al the cylinder wt drop beiow the system

Pit'Si,Jre f dflSiC nf reingerant ill stop,)

c,ro.rr ..);r ssore ish o t corroressor

IV Htii) tic,r;r1,1 Tr,mcp,if(-ricies arm 31

a) i(]&'

S:ster, :tiglt. 3 Off

OT r_ t1 i0 ;tom is clquir,ocid wTh a lime i charging valve
r) c the Qvct0rt, ma} not need to be turned off

E_ t



Low Side Vapor Chargi ,g

A. High Pressure Gauge

B. Compound Gauge

C. Suction Service Valve

D. Discharge Service 'valve F. Metering Device

E. King Valve G. Compressor

SOL
SO:
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-High Side Liquid Charging at the Discharge Service Valve

A. High Pressure Gauge

B. Compound Gauge

C. Suction Service Valve G

D. Discharge Service Valve

E. King Valve F. Metering Device G. Compressor

801



High Side Liquid Charging at the King Valve

A. High Pressure Gauge )

B. Compound Gauge

C. Suction Service Valve

D. Discharge Service Valve

E. King Valve F. Metering Device

84 0

G. Compressor

81i
P
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CHARGING
UNIT IL

JOB SHEET =-F1- -VAPOR CHARGE

I Tools and materials

A Refrigeration gauge set

B Refrigeration ratchet

C. Open end wrenches

Safety glasses

E Pressure-temperature charts

F. Refrigerant scales

G Refrigeration system with service valves

H Refrigerant

Shop towel

H Procedure

A Connect refrigeration gauge set to system

B Attach center hose to refrigerant cylinder

C Set cylinder in upright position on scales

l) Opel cylinder valve

F Open refrigeration gauge set valves

Pui,te refrigerant hoses at service valve gauge ports

CAUTION Mien purging refrigerant wear safety glasses and place a shop
towel around the hosr fitting to prevent tne refrigerant from oraying on
/our sF In

c, cloy, refrigeration gauge set valves

seRILP valves

Rocord weight of rPfrigeran, cylinder

J Open high side refilgeration gawp' Sf't valve

S 1



JOB SHEET

K Allovv vapor to enter the system until the pressure equalizes

Close high side refrigeration gauge set valve

M Start system

N Allow sy steni to run for the pressures to stabilize

(NOTE If the system is equipped with a low pressure safety switch,
may have to be jumpered electrically during the charging Process. Check
with instructor before jumpering any switches.)

0. Crack IMA' side refrigeration gauge set valve allowing refrigerant to enter
the system

P. Allow gauge pressure reading to increase 20 to 30 p s.i.g. above system
pressure

O Use the pressure temperature chart to determine approximate pressure

R After these pressures have been reached, stop charging

S. AlloW system to run for pressures to stabilize

Recrieck pressures

U Add more refrigerant if necessary

Have instioctpi check

W Bai r siiat si_ rvice valves

X Cloy refrigerant cylinder valve

r weight

OFF Cylinder weight is recorded to determine the amount of refrigerant
th it has he n ftspensed and to determine what to charge the customer )

Z F p;r,. If r dmn'int of !of rivrant used

AA Perm 1,1(10 set hoses

Fit3 Rim (,,IJIP sot rind plug hoses

CC Replace arid tighten all valve caps

Cicaft lit, jtu; OtIt ;IVAIY tools



CHARGING
UNIT II

JOB SHEET ;--'2- LIQUID CHARGE

Tools dnIJ materials

A Refrigeration gauge set

B Refrigeration ratchet

C Open end wrenches

D Safety glasses

Snoo towel

Refrigerant scaies

Refriger.tion system with service valves

H Refrigerant

Procedure

Connect refrigr-ration gauge set to system

B Attach center hose to refrigerant cylinder

Set cylinder in upright position on scales

Open cylinder valve

flpi r refrigeration gauge set valves

1- Pur., refrigerant hoses at service valve gauge ports

0

ACR I 39-G

CAUTlON When purging refrigerant wear safety glasses and use a cloth
pouod the nose fitting to p -,vent the refrigerant from spraying on your
skin I

tenleratinn gauge set valves

itd weight of refrigerant cylinder

invert r,-friiior.int cylinder

K Oren ir rjt. side refrigeration gauge set valve
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JOB SHEET :-72

L refrigerant to enter the system

M Watch the rt Igor ant scales

N Close gauge set valve when desired aunt of refrigerant has entered the

system

O Start system'

P Run sysrem for the' pressures to stabilize

O Check for the following indications that additional refrigerant is needed

1 Bubbkas in liquid indicator (§4gbt glass)

2 Low pressure readings

3 F,ost kne on evaporator

refrigerant will have to he ,added in the vapor state

iNaT E Vapor charging is en-0 in Job Sheet 41 )

S Record cylindei weaiht

T instructor check

u imowo, of retriaiaant used

Back st stith,q.- valves

Pl.rat hoses of refrigeraut bv, opening the manifold valves and allovving the

ref g-rant to discharge through center hose

NOT F O r -,oterr6 non access core type valves the hoses cannot he purged

i.,triiiorant p1 ior to terloving tt-1( in

Hf (i,i11(.)(` 50 and plug huses

ihten all valve caps

C! U,) and out ,(),%,:,/7

( ;
)
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CHARGING
UNIT II

TEST

1 Match the terms on the right to the correct definitions or descriptions.

a. Refrigerant cylinder is turned upside 1.. Hose purging

down with valve on bottom and liquid
is dispensed from the cylinder . 2 Static pressure

b. Condition that shows a constant gauge 3. Upright

reading
4. Stabilized

c Releasing some refrigerant to the air to
remove contaminants from the gauge 5 Inverted

hoses

d Pressure readings of a system when 't is
not running

e. Refrigerant cylinder is standing up with
valve on top and vapor is dispensed from
the cylinder

2 1st eight safety precautions for refrigerant handling

a

b

c.

d

e

f

q

h
As

r
,

3 List two advantages and two disacivantagos of low side vapor chatying.

a Advantages

st)

2)

. 81E,

f
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1

i 4

b. Disadvantages

1)

2)

a

4. Select the advantages and disadvantages of high side liquid charging by placing
an "X" by the advantages and an "0" by the disadvantages.

a Fast

b. Slow

c. System must be running

d. Easy to overcharge

e Impossible to overcharge

f System may have to be turned off

5. Demonstrate the ability to:

a. Vapor charge.

b. Liquid charge.

(NOTE If these activities have not been accompli'hed prior to the test, ask
your instructor when they should be completed.)

e`

5 1 . 4110
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CHARGING
UNIT

ANSWERS S TO TEST

1. a 5

b. 4

c 1

d.

e 3

2 Any eight of the following

Do not drop cylinders

Do not refill disphsable refrigsi-ant cylinders

c Do not heat cylinders with a torch

d Secure cylinders in a moving venicle

e. Do not spray refrigerant on skin

f Do not inhale refrigerant

not spray refrigerant into open flame

Do not mix refrigerants

i. Replace cyll it.,r can vheri not in use to protect valve

Do hot lift or carry cylinder by valve

Secure lare.,e cylinders to wall or bench

Hay: adeauate vent!lation

Re,lov,? \.,a!ve or puncture cylmdt.r when discarding dispos,h!e reir.;jorant
c,

3 d Advantages

Ea',0et method of adding ref igerant to a ndtgrii sy,tem

7i 1 'quid 'frigerint cannot enter suction si le the curri7? n-,:.5or
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b DisaNaritages

4 X

,1 C

Pi.t+u,,,iant-- 11, ills evaluated to the satisfaction of the instructor5

2)

Slow process for adding large quanti tie, of refrigerant

High drug oressuie could wash out Comp,
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Section C

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Names

8

9

10

11

12

13

1a

15

15

17

18

120

8

PROGRESS CHART
Refrigerant System Servicing Date

a-

4

Stiff
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and Refrigeration

Section G

Names

PROGRESS CHART
Refrigerant System Servicing

"Zs

U

Date

2

A-

3
t f-

4

5

6

7

8

1 (1

1 1

t

1

1 1

84?

H t

1

826


